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Abstract

The study of the calendar has always been one of the key subjects in Qumran research.
Eighteen Qumran manuscripts devoted solely to the calendar constitute an indispensable
source ofmaterial for probing this important topic. The aim of this thesis is to analyse a
basic but vital aspect of the calendrical data in these Qumran Calendrical Documents:
their system of time reckoning. The research of the thesis consists of two stages with
different objectives. The first stage of textual study aims to provide a comprehensive and
reliable reading for each document concerned. The second stage targets producing a well-
evidenced perception of the time reckoning system in these documents. The aim of the
initial stage is achieved by a detailed fragment by fragment study of each manuscript,
comparing the best available readings with the photographs of the original fragments. The
results form the requisite foundation for the subsequent analytical work. The target of the
succeeding stage is accomplished by investigating three independent but interrelated areas
of time reckoning. The investigation of the structure of the calendar confirms that all the
Calendrical Documents agree on only one single calendrical structure that has 364 days a
year, a fourth day of the week beginning for every year, and an identical quarterly
structure of 3 0-30-31-day months. The analysis of the lunar material of these documents
shows that they reckon the lunar cycle with a highly schematic model which is best
represented by the formula: 364 days x 3 = 18 x 29 days + 18 x 30 days + 29 days + 1
day. The lunar cycle only functions as the object of enumeration but never as the
regulator of the calendar in these texts. The search on the question of intercalation proves
that there is no evidence in these documents that the calendar was ever intercalated to
match the true solar cycle. The only scroll which is thought to provide the intercalary
scheme turns out to be evidence for the non-intercalary nature of the calendar in these
scrolls. The three perspectives of this analysis produce a picture of the Qumran
Calendrical Documents' calendar as highly schematic and regular with every day firmly
fixed in a well-formed structure without variance for even a single day.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Qumran calendar remains a challenge at the forefront of Dead Sea Scrolls
research fifty years after their discovery. At the exquisite occasion of a formal dinner

banquet, under flood-lighted limestone cliffs and fire torches, at the archeological site
ofKhirbet Qumran in the Judaean Desert, Hartmut Stegemann, a veteran Scrolls

scholar, presented the closing paper of the conference celebrating the fiftieth

anniversary of the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls by putting forward his visionary
idea about the future of the scrolls' research. The calendar was one of the main

challenges he laid before Qumran scholars and students gathered from all over the
world. This thesis is meant to be a response to this call, a probe into this vast and

complicated subject, and is an attempt to form a piece that can be fitted into the large

puzzle of the "Qumran calendar".

From the very beginning of the Qumran discovery the calendar has played an

important role in the study of the scrolls. This is reflected in both widespread interest
in the subject across the different levels of the study and the many heated debates on
the topic. It occupies a section in nearly every general introductory book on the
scrolls. At the same time it is carefully studied and discussed among experts and

leading scholars of the field. This scholarly concern is best illustrated in the series
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert,1 the official publication on the scrolls. The
calendar is going to occupy a complete volume out of the anticipated total of thirty-
nine. Time-wise, as early as in 1951, only four years after the first lot of scrolls were
found in the caves of the Judaean Desert, calendar and calendrical controversy had

already been put on the agenda of discussion in Qumran studies.2 For some fifty years,

the intensity of interest in the subject has subsided only occasionally.
On one hand this extensively discussed and interesting topic seems to be

1 Published by the Oxford University Press.
2 The issue was raised by Talmon in his article on Pesher Habakkuk, "Yom Hakkippurim in the

Habakkuk Scroll," Biblica 32 (1951) 549-563.
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widely known by anyone who has ever been in contact with the field ofQumran

scholarship, but on the other hand it remains perplexing and puzzling to many people.

Studying an ancient calendar is never an easy task. It involves monotonous tables and

statements, handling numbers and figures, and dealing with formulas and equations
which deter most people from wanting to have direct hands-on experience of the

subject. Instead, they rather rely on the works of the experts. Furthermore, the

complexity of related issues surrounding the topic of calendar forms another factor
that puts people off from grasping a solid understanding of the subject. A brief review
of the progress of research will demonstrate on one hand the complexity of studying
the Qumran calendar, and on the other hand what scholars have achieved so far in this

difficult subject. The review undertaken in the following pages is presented not in a

chronological order but according to the influential contributors on the topic with
their major publications and area of concern.

Review on Research Scholarship

Jaubert

Not being specifically a Qumran scholar, Annie Jaubert's prime concern with the
calendar was in resolving the problem of dating the Last Supper in the New
Testament Gospels. As she put it "the date of the Last Supper is linked with the

problem of the day of Jesus' death, a question which has occupied exegetes since the
end of the second century."3 The solution she proposed to resolve the discrepancy
between the description in the Gospel of John and the synoptic Gospels was that their
authors were using two different calendars. As a by-product to her main thesis, she

put forward a theory that has had profound influence not only among New Testament

scholarship but also in the wider circle of Old Testament and Pseudepigrapha studies.

3 A. Jaubert, The Date ofthe Last Supper (trans. I. Rafferty, Staten Island, New York: Alba

House, 1965) 9.
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She touched on an age-old problem in the Hebrew Scriptures: What calendar did the
ancient Israelites and Jews use when they wrote their sacred books? Since its

publication Jaubert's theory has become the focus of the discussion on the ancient
Jewish calendar, and at some stages it has even dominated the view on the

understanding of the Old Testament calendar. Its influence can still be felt today.
Jaubert built up her thesis in a series of articles from 1953 to 1957, and

eventually brought them together in a book called La date de la cene* which was

translated into English in 1965 as The Date of the Last Supper 5 At the time when she
worked on her thesis none of the Qumran texts in connection with the calendar had

been published, so the sources ofmaterial for Jaubert were the Book ofJubilees and
the Hebrew Bible. However, the information supplied by one of the scroll editors,
JozefMilik, allowed Jaubert to draw the relationship between the calendar ofJubilees
with the one at Qumran. She noted that "the very recent discovery of a fragmentary

liturgical calendar on the site ofCave IV identifies definitively the calendar ofJubilees
and that of the [Qumran] sect."6 Her intention in this study of the calendar ofJubilees
can be summarised into two main points: firstly, to consolidate an overall structure for
the calendar, and secondly, to demonstrate that it is the underlying calendar for the

priestly writings of the Hebrew Bible.

Long before the discovery of the scrolls, a calendar of 364 days a year was

already known in the Ethiopic version of the Pseudepigrapha, 1 Enoch and Jubilees.
The find is a peculiar one in itself for no other calendar in the ancient world reckoned

the length of the year as such. Yet, no detailed study on the precise arrangement of

days and months in this calendar was made until Jaubert. The particular number of

days in a year is in an exact multiple of seven, so each year contains an exact number

4 A. Jaubert, "Le calendrier des Jubiles et de la secte de Qumran: Ses origines bibliques," Veins

Testamentum 3 (1953) 250-264; "La date de la derniere cene," Revue de I 'Histoire des Religions 146

(1954) 140-173; "Le calendrier des Jubiles et les jours liturgiques de la semaine," Vetus
Testamentum 7 (1957) 35-61; La date de la cene: calendrier biblique et liturgie chretienne (Paris:
Gabalda. 1957).

5 Jaubert, The Date ofthe Last Supper.
6 Jaubert, The Date ofthe Last Supper, 17.
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of fifty-two weeks, which can also be further divided into four equal quarters each of

exactly thirteen weeks. This "magic" number, 364, makes the calendar a perfect

system when operating with the cycle ofweeks for by this the day of the year would
fall exactly on the same weekday year in and year out. Hence, the question occupying
Jaubert when thinking about the structure of the calendar was how to match the year-

days with the weekdays. The starting point for Jaubert was to look at the problem of
the date of the Festival ofWeeks. By counting the days between the Waving ofOmer
and the Festival of the Weeks, and following the line of thought ofBarthelemy,
Jaubert reached the conclusion that the Jubilees calendar began its year on a

Wednesday.7 To further support this conclusion Jaubert carried out another test, that
is by analysing the dates of travelling done by the patriarchs as recorded in Jubilees.
She managed to find out that there is only one day in the week when no journey is
recorded which, she concluded, had to be the Sabbath. By this she arrived at the same

result as the first investigation - that in Jubilees the New Year Day is on a

Wednesday. With this conclusion Jaubert was able to present the details of the
calendar in a simple quarter-year table:

Month

Weekday I. IV VII X 11. V. VIII XI. III. VI . IX. XII.

Wednesday 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25

Thursday 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28 5 12 19 26

Friday 3 10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20 27

Saturday 4 11 18 25 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28

Sunday 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 1 8 15 22 29

Monday 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25 2 9 16 23 30

Tuesday 7 14 21 28 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31

Moreover, Jaubert's analysis of the Jubilees calendrical data did not stop at this point.
She continued to look at the other dates in the book, and reached another conclusion

which was crucial for her theory about the biblical calendar - the Jubilees'' calendar

highlights certain weekdays, Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday, as having special

7
Jaubert, The Date ofthe Last Supper, 23-25.
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liturgical significance.8 Then by extending the same test, that is, collecting the
recorded dates and finding out their corresponding day of the week according to the
Jubilees'' calendar, with that of the books in the Hebrew Bible, she made a remarkable

discovery:

In conclusion, after examination of the priestly texts, with which Jubilees, the

Writing of Damascus, and the documents of Qumran present such remarkable

affinities, the harmony as regards the calendar is too striking to permit

rejection of the evidence supplied by the texts themselves that they preserve
an ancient calendar of Israel.9

The implication of Jaubert's concluding statement on the Qumran calendar possesses
two important claims: firstly, it is the same calendar as the one in the priestly writings
of the Hebrew Bible; secondly, it was an ancient calendar of Israel. To Jaubert this

may be only a stepping stone to reach her final goal, but to those who study the

Qumran or Hebrew Bible calendar her theory was not just a small stone that caused a

few ripples but rather was a bombshell that shaped the course of subsequent studies.

Milik

Among the small team of original editors, Jozef T. Milik was the one who had been

assigned the task of handling all the calendrical texts, a comparatively small job

among the massive amount of fragments ofmanuscripts allocated to him. As the
official editor of these documents, Milik had the privilege of releasing insider
information about the Qumran calendar. In his report to the Strasbourg Congress in

8 Jaubert's theory about the liturgical dates has been seriously challenged by many of her critics,
such as T. H. Lim, "The Chronology of the Flood Story in a Qumran Text (4Q252)," Journal of
Jewish Studies 43 (1992) 288-298; J. M. Baumgarten, "The Calendar of the Book of Jubilees and the

Bible," Studies ofQumran Law (Leiden: Brill, 1977) 101-114; J. C. VanderKam, "The Origin,

Character, and Early History of the 364-Day Calendar: A Reassessment of Jaubert's Hypotheses,"
Catholic Biblical Quarterly 41 (1979) 390-411.

9 Jaubert, The Date ofthe Last Supper, 38.
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1956,10 he announced that in a group ofmanuscripts, which he gave the title
"Mishmarot", he had been able to identify a calendar which was the same as the one in
Jubilees. Then in the same report he provided several further details of this calendar
which went beyond the evidence supplied in the previously known resources. Many of
these details were restated in a more detailed and organised form in his introductory

book on the scrolls.11 The additional information about the Qumran calendar supplied

by Milik at this stage can be grouped into the following main points:
• The hypothetical structure suggested by Jaubert can be substantiated by the

Mishmarot manuscripts found in Cave IV.
• The weekly rotation of the priestly duty in the Temple forms an important part of

these manuscripts. This duty roster is integrated into the 364-day calendar in a six-

year cycle. The number of priestly families involved in this duty accords with the
record in 1 Chr 24 and totals twenty-four. The manuscripts also agree with the
tradition that each duty lasts for one whole week and starts on the sabbath. In
order for the same priestly family to come back on duty at the same time of the

year, six years would have lapsed (364 x 6 = 24 x 91 = 24 x 7 x 13), and in this

period the number of duties for each family is thirteen.
• In these manuscripts, there exists another calendar, a luni-solar one, which has

twelve months of alternating twenty-nine and thirty days for three years and an

intercalary month of thirty days at the interval of each three-year period. This luni-
solar calendar is synchronised with the 364-day one every three years (364 x 3 =

[29 x 6 + 30 x 6] x 3 +30).
• Some of the works among the Mishmarot texts are the synchronism of the three

systems: the priestly rotation, the 364-day calendar, and the luni-solar calendar.
• Some texts contain feasts and festivals marked by the priestly rotations. The festive

cycle identified in these texts does not only contain the principal biblical festivals
but also some other extra holidays, such as the first of each new season (1/1, 1/4,

10 J. T. Milik, "Le travail d'edition des manuscrits du desert de Juda," Volume du Congres

Strasbourg 1956 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 4; Leiden: Brill, 1957) 17-26.
11 J. T. Milik, Ten Years ofDiscovery in the Wilderness ofJudaea (London: SCM, 1959) 107-

113. The book was first published in French in 1957, and was then published in English in 1959.
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1/7, 1/10, which are also called the Day ofRemembrance) and the Feast of Oil

(22/6).
• Some of these texts while recounting the sabbaths and the beginning of the months

also commemorate some historical events and incorporate months with Babylonian
names.

After giving the account of this new information, two questions were raised by Milik
about the Qumran calendar: Where did it originate? How was it synchronised with the
astronomical year? To answer the first question, Milik basically accepted Jaubert's
idea that this calendar is behind the biblical books. However, when it comes to the

question of whether it was actually used in the Temple, his conclusion was only a non

liquet with a slight tendency towards its favour. To answer the second question, while

accepting that there is no evidence with which to solve the problem, Milik still
favoured the presence of co-ordination between the two, and suggested a hypothetical
solution based on intercalating the 364-day year by inserting a 29-day month in every

twenty-four years.
In the additional notes at the end of the book, Milik produced another

preliminary idea about the calendar from the unpublished Mishmarot texts which was

controversial in its own right. In the additional note 5, he related: "Further study of
the Mishmarot from Cave IV, not yet finished, seems to favour the assumption that
the Essenes computed the beginning of their lunar month from the full moon, not the
new moon."12 This suggestion stands in sharp contrast to other Jewish traditions.

While many were waiting for his publication of the Mishmarot texts to verify
all his intriguing ideas, in 1976 Milik produced even more new information about the

Qumran calendar in his renowned study on the Aramaic fragments of the Books of
Enoch from Cave IV. In searching for connection between the Astronomical Book of
Enoch and the Qumran scrolls, Milik cited partial readings from two otherwise
unknown texts ofQumran Cave IV injecting further novel elements to the debate over

the Qumran calendar. A text, which Milik preferred to call ha-Otot, employing the
sexennial priestly cycle as the base of its enumeration provides evidence of a cycle of

12
Milik, Ten Years ofDiscovery, 152.
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much longer period than any other previously known cycles within the calendar - a

cycle of six jubilees (6 x 49 = 294 years).13 His work on another cryptic text revealed
that the Qumran calendar employs a method similar to the Astronomical Book in

calculating the phases of the moon in fourteen steps.

Despite the fact that Milik has never managed to publish the Mishmarot texts,
he has given researchers a fairly comprehensive picture of what the unpublished
documents tell us about the Qumran calendar. In the absence of the source material

for evaluating the interpretations and suggestions made by Milik, researchers in this
area were forced to accept the situation and had to rely on his words to further their

investigation, a situation which lasted for almost forty years.

Talmon

Succeeding Milik as the editor ofmost of the Qumran calendrical texts is Shemaryahu

Talmon, but his interest in the calendar did not begin with his appointment. In fact,
Talmon is among the earliest scholars who was interested in the calendar and its place
within the study of the scrolls and their related community. As early as 1951, in his

study on the Pesher Habakk.uk, Talmon has already underscored the calendar as the

key to understanding the separation of the scrolls' community from Second Temple
Judaism. The key passage which drew Talmon's attention in this aspect is lQpHab

11.4-8, a commentary on Hab 2:15,

Its interpretation concerns the Wicked Priest who pursued the Teacher of

Righteousness to consume him with the heat of his anger in the place of his

banishment. In festival time, during the rest of the day of Atonement, he

appeared to them, to consume them and make them fall on the day of fasting,

the sabbath of their rest.14

13 J. T. Milik, (ed.), The Book ofEnoch, Aramaic Fragments ofQumran Cave 4 (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1976) 62-65, Milik took the text to cover seven jubilees, but remarked that the cycle only

takes six jubilees to complete.

14 Translations of the Qumran Scrolls come from F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar,
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By rejecting Dupont-Sommer's view that the passage referred to the conquering of
Jerusalem by Pompey in 63 BCE, Talmon urged that it should be understood as

reflecting the difference in calendrical reckoning.15 The passage states that while the

Teacher of Righteousness and his adherents were observing the Day of Atonement in
a place of their choice, the Wicked Priest and his followers came to disturb their

religious duty and "consume" them. Talmon noticed that the Wicket Priest seemed

not to feel obligated to observe the holy day as the Teacher ofRighteousness was. It

is hard to explain why the Wicked Priest could take such an action unless he was not a

Jew. This is especially true when the Wicked Priest is usually understood to be no

ordinary Jew but a high-ranking priest, probably a high priest, a leader of the official

authority of the Temple. It is doubly hard to imagine that a high priest would defile
the holiest day of the year and forsake his heavy duty in the Temple on that day to

pursue his enemy to his hiding place. The only possible explanation, Talmon deduced,
was that the day honoured by the Teacher was not regarded as binding for the Priest.

By following two different calendars in regulating their festivals, they arrived at

different days for the Day of Atonement. This day of pursuing was a holy day for the
Teacher but not for the Priest. The conclusion made by Talmon: "The 'New

Covenanters' deviated from official Jewry not merely by certain spiritual and legal

divergencies but also by the employment of a different calendar calculation"16 has ever

since become one of the standard perceptions about the Qumran community. At the
time when none of the calendrical material from Qumran had been released, it was

remarkable that Talmon could reach such an insightful yet justifiable statement about
the community. His idea also became the driving force behind the calendar becoming
one of the indispensable items on the research agenda.

Since his 1951 article, calendrical dispute has become the central theme in

Talmon's subsequent studies on the Qumran calendar, but he has also introduced

(eds.), The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (2 vols, Leiden: Brill, 1997-8), unless otherwise
indicated.

15
Talmon, "Yom Hakkippurim," 550.

16 Talmon, "Yom Hakkippurim," 563.
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other aspects of the calendar. His comprehensive study on the calendar in 1958

brought another intriguing and controversial dimension to the study.17 While asking
the question of how different the Qumran calendar was from the current Jewish

calendar, Talmon searched for the answer from both the writings of the scrolls and
rabbinic literature, and concluded:

The linking of the Sabbath with the festivals in the 'Calendar dispute', both in
the writings of the TP1 and of the sages, furnishes us with evidence for the

hypothesis that the Covenanters differed from normative Judaism on two

main principles: a) in the calculation of the year, employing respectively the
solar period and the course of the moon as basis of their computations, and b)

in the method of reckoning the day, from sunrise or from sunset.18

The first point he made is not very significant. Although the 364-day year of the

Qumran calendar does not match the actual solar period it still calculates the year by
the sun. While the identity of the calendar used by the wider Jewish public in the last

two centuries before the turn of the era is still debatable, retrojecting the Jewish luni-

solar calendar known from the rabbinic literature onto this period is widely perceived
as a probable solution. The ruling principle for such a calendar is undoubtedly the
course of the moon. So it is possible to see that the controversy over the calendar was
a struggle for supremacy between the two ruling principles in calendar design - the

circuit of the sun and of the moon.

The second hypothesis proposed by Talmon in the concluding statement

provides the real excitement. Although reckoning the beginning of the day with the

sunrise is not unheard of in the ancient calendars, it has never been tied up with

Jewish reckoning. If the Qumran community really reckoned the day in such a way,

they would be acting contrary to most other Jews. This dramatic claim of Talmon

17 S. Talmon, "Calendar Reckoning of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," in C. Rabin and Y.

Yadin (ed.), Aspects ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls (Scripta Hierosolymitana 4; Jerusalem: Magnes, 1958)
162-199.

18 Talmon, "Calendar Reckoning," 194.
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became another controversial point about the Qumran calendar which drew frenzied

responses, both supporting and rejecting, from other scholars.
While the DJD edition of the calendrical texts is under preparation, Talmon

has published three articles covering three different manuscripts, one by himself and
the other two under joint authorship with Israel Knohl.19 The two jointly published
articles are both on a text designated as Mishmarot B (4Q321 - Mishmarot Ba, and
4Q321a - Mishmarot Bb). The conclusion drawn at the end of these studies on the

function of the text provided another important view held by Talmon on the Qumran
calendar - his understanding of the scrolls' attitude towards lunar reckoning. It is

expressed clearly in the abstract of one of these studies:

It should be stressed that calendrical documents like the one published here
are not intended to provide overall 'synchronization tables' between the solar
and the lunar year, as is sometimes maintained. Rather, the specification of

the moon's monthly 'dark' phases and their equivalent dates in the solar
calendar are intended to provide the yahad members with a means for

avoiding, to the best of their ability, the 'negative' dates in the moon's
revolution that spell evil and potential disaster.20

The hostility towards regulating the calendar according to the observation of the
moon is prominent in Jubilees. However, the lunar cycle also has a part in the

chronological systems of the Astronomical Book ofEnoch. So even before the

19 S. Talmon, "A Calendrical Document from Qumran Cave 4 (mi/marot D, 4Q325)," in Z. Zevit,

S. Gitin, andM. SokolofF(ed.), Solving Riddles and Untying Knots: Biblical, Epigraphic, and
Semitic Studies in Honor ofJonas C. Greenfield (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1995) 327-

344; S. Talmon and I. Knohl, "A Calendrical Scroll from a Qumran Cave: Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321," in
D. P. Wright, D. N. Freedman, and A. Hurvitz (ed.). Pomegranates and Golden Bells: Studies in
Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor ofJacob Milgrom (Winona

Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1995) 267-301; "A Calendarical Scroll from Qumran Cave 4: Mi/marot

Bb (4Q321a)," in M. V. Fox, et al. (ed.), Texts, Temples, and Traditions (Winona Lake, Indiana:
Eisenbrauns, 1996) Hebrew 65*-71*, English abstract 409.

20 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)," 409.
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Qumran discovery, the debate on how the adherent of the 364-day calendar perceived
the lunar cycle had already been carrying on for quite some time. The controversial

point is whether they rejected all kinds of lunar reckoning outright or whether they
accommodated certain ways of observing the moon whilst at the same time upholding
their particular calendar. The Qumran scrolls reveal that the moon cycle is not totally

ignored in the calendrical texts. Although the moon is taken into account in the
Mishmarot B, Talmon and Knohl see that its function is for the members of the

community to be aware of the dark days of evil. Hence the moon's inclusion remains
in a negative sense. So according to Talmon and Knohl's understanding these
calendrical texts are concomitant to the rejection of the lunar calendar, an attitude
consistent with Jubilees. This interpretation, although still subject to evaluation,

highlights the attempts of researchers to resolve an enduring problem of the Qumran
calendar - what is the role of the lunar cycle in this calendrical system?

Yadin

Another scholar who did not set his interest solely on the Qumran calendar yet

produced great impact on its study is Yigael Yadin. An expert in both archaeology
and antiquities, Yadin was a prolific writer. Among all his books the one with

particular interest to the present review is his monumental study on the Temple
Scroll.21 The scroll, acquired by Yadin from an antiquities dealer in 1967, turned out

to be the longest of all the scrolls from Qumran, a total of sixty-eight columns

extending to a length of some twenty-eight feet. It constitutes a detailed architectural

blueprint for a vast temple complex to be built in the future. The book starts from the
innermost part of the temple, moving outwards. In the section dealing with the
construction of the altar and its surrounding area, it detours from the building project
to the rites that will be conducted in this magnificent temple on its completion. A
considerable portion of the book, almost one fourth of the entire scroll, is devoted to

describing in detail what feasts and festivals shall be observed, and when and how they

21 Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll (3 vols., Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1983).
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shall be celebrated. It is clear that to its author celebrating these festivals at the right
time and in the right manner is equally important as having a correctly built temple.

Before the multi-column section on individual festivals a few lines, badly

damaged but carefully reconstructed by Yadin, list the festivals and provide a useful
overview ofwhat is to be followed:

9. [And you shall sacrifice on the altar of the burnt offering on all the

appointed feasts of the Lord:] on the sabbaths and on the beginnings of 10.

[the months and on the first of the first month and on passover] and on the

feast(?) of unleavened bread and on the day of waving the sheaf 11 .[and on

the second passover(?) and on the feast of weeks, which is the feast of] the

first fruits for the wheat offering, 12. [and on the feast of the first fruits of

wine, when you offer new wine(?),] and on the feast of the first fruits of oil(?)

and on the six days of 13. [the wood offering and on the day of memorial and

on the day of atonement and on the fea]st of booths and on the convocation22

Most of the holy days on the list are no surprise for they are well documented in the

Hebrew Bible and kept by the Jews for generations. The additions, naturally the point
of interest for many who study the Temple Scroll, are the extra firstfruit festivals and

the appointed time for wood offering. The scroll sets the four firstfruit festivals in a

pentacontad series, separating each other in a forty-nine-day span.

1. Firstfruits of barley = Waving ofOmer
2. Firstfruits ofwheat = Festival ofWeeks

3. Firstfruits ofwine

4. Firstfruits of oil

The second one is the only firstfruit festival mentioned in the Hebrew Bible. The first
one is a known biblical holiday but it is not connected with firstfruit offering. The
other two are innovations without previous attestation in the Jewish annual festive

cycle.
In the related sections of these festivals the scroll only specifies their relative

22 Yadin, The Temple Scroll, v. 2, 319.
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periods but provides no absolute dates. In an attempt to determine the absolute dates
of these festivals Yadin established the connection between the Qumran calendar and

the Temple Scroll. By resorting to the information provided by Milik in his

preliminary report, Yadin found the missing link for his solution. Milik reported that
an unpublished tiny fragment, 4Q327, reads: "Le vingt deux (du 6e mois), c'est la fete
de l'Huile".23 With this information Yadin worked out the dates for the other three

festivals: firstfruit ofbarley (Omer) - 26/1, firstfruit of wheat (Weeks) - 15/5, and
firstfruit of wine - 3/5. The dates for Omer and Weeks match with the result reached

by other scholars in their struggle with the data from Jubilees 24 By this Yadin
concluded: "Indeed, we now possess the missing links, which not only prove that the
calendar of the scroll is that of the sect, but also confirm the conclusions of scholars

who have wrestled with the problems of the calendar."25 Yadin's work on the festivals
of the Temple Scroll opened up a new dimension for the study of the Qumran
calendar - it does not only have its particular way of fixing the days and the months

but probably also possesses a unique form of festive cycle.

Wacholder

Ben Zion Wacholder's contribution to the study of the Qumran calendar came from a

work not solely concerned with the calendar, which is his joint publication with
Martin G. Abegg: A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls 26
Based on the Preliminary Concordance27 compiled by the original editors, Wacholder
and Abegg reconstructed about two hundred and twenty unpublished manuscripts of
the Hebrew and Aramaic texts from Qumran Cave IV. Among these texts were the

23 Milik "T.e travail," 25.
24 For example see Jaubert, The Date of the Last Supper, 22-25.
25 Yadin, The Temple Scroll, v. 1, 117.
26 B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition ofthe Unpublished Dead Sea

Scrolls: The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical

Archaeology Society, 1991).
27 A privately distributed concordance prepared for the original editorial team of the 1950s.
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long awaited Mishmarot manuscripts. This edition was not intended for the study of
the Qumran calendar, yet it reshaped the course of the whole study for researchers
who no longer had to rely on the already released fragmentary information. In the
section titled "4Q Mishmerot HaKohanim (Priestly Courses)", they collected fifteen

manuscripts bearing the title "Mishmerot" and part of a document named "Se", the "e"

manuscript of the Rule of the Community. These cover nearly all the identified
calendrical texts found at Qumran. Other than supplying the unpublished calendrical

texts, they also provided at the end of the book as an appendix the "Luni-Solar
Calendar ofQumran — First Six Year Cycle".28 It is a six-year table in a modern
calendar form incorporating the weekly priestly duty, the festivals, and the
occurrences of two lunar phases. Although lots of the elements Wacholder and Abegg

put in this table are arguable, it still constitutes a complete form of the Qumran

calendar, a simple but clear pictorial representation of a rather complicated and
confused subject.

Another contribution made by Wacholder also came from a co-authored work.

Working together with Sholom Wacholder, they produced an extensive critique to
Jaubert's theory in 1995.29 Jaubert's idea that the 364-day calendar ofJubilees
underlies the biblical text has gained wide acceptance since its release. Although it has
been questioned by some scholars on the credibility of certain points of her argument,
on the whole it has never been challenged. The Wacholders' work was an attempt to

refute her theory. Their criticism was launched from three directions. They first

rejected Jaubert's claim that the biblical dates favour certain days of the week. They

agreed that there are patterns in the biblical dates but argued that these patterns are

with the popularity of certain months and days of the months instead of the weekdays.

By listing all the dated events in the Hebrew Bible and applying statistical evaluation,

they believed that they "have refuted the proofs that the biblical chroniclers built their
dates upon a 364-day year corresponding to the Jubilean and Qumran calendars."30

28 Wacholder and Abegg, Preliminary Edition, 104-118.
29 B. Z. Wacholder and S. Wacholder, "Patterns of Biblical Dates and Qumran's Calendar: The

Fallacy of Jaubert's Hypotheses," Hebrew Union College Annual 66 (1995) 1-40.
30 Wacholder and Wacholder, "Patterns of Biblical Dates," 25.
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Yet, they did not want to stop at simply disproving Jaubert's argument but rather
aimed at providing evidence to show that what underlies the biblical passages, at least
in some cases, is the 354-day luni-solar calendar. The second step they took was to

search for biblical texts which they thought could illustrate the use of the 354-day
lunar year, and they managed to find three: Gen 1:14-17, Gen 7:8, and Lev 23:32.

The final phase of their refutation was to highlight a characteristic of the 364-day
calendar which, they were convinced, could never be harmonised with the biblical

data. The point they raised was the problem of intercalation. The calendar has only
364 days a year which is one and a quarter days short of the natural cycle. If this

discrepancy is not adjusted, then the days of the year will gradually drift away from
the seasons. While many festivals instituted in Scripture, such as the Passover, the
Festival ofWeeks, and the Feast of the Booths, are attached approximately to

particular times of the seasons, there is no way such a wandering calendar could be
the biblical one. The Wacholders believe that the calendar was not intercalated, and

their argument was based on the continuity of the different cycles found in the

Qumran scrolls. No matter how one views the critique provided by the Wacholders, it
does raise serious questions on the credibility of Jaubert's theory of the Qumran
calendar as an ancient Jewish calendar.

Beckwith

The question of intercalation has long been a riddle in the study of the 364-day

calendar. Ever since the calendar was known from the Ethiopic Pseudepigrapha

people have speculated on the problem. Even in acknowledging the absence of
evidence to support the existence of the practice, most researchers still favour the idea

that the calendar was adjusted by its adherents to match with the solar seasons. Their

proposals are usually based on a presupposition that ancient calendars are always in

harmony with the natural cycles. It is in the discussion of this difficult aspect of the
calendar that Roger Beckwith made his contribution.

As a person interested in chronology and calendar in the Jewish and early
Christian literature, Beckwith came naturally into the remit of the study of the
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Qumran calendar. He wrote an article "The Modern Attempt to Reconcile the

Qumran Calendar with the True Solar Year"31 in 1970 specially devoted to the
discussion on the issue of intercalation. In this work he reviewed several suggestions
made by other scholars and presented his own idea on the subject. Among all the
available proposals Beckwith discussed six of them, and he found that some had to be

rejected but others remain viable in the light of evidence from various sources. Then

he presented three general objections against any method of intercalating the Qumran

calendar. The first was an objection on the supposed theoretical need for intercalation.
The second rejected the supposed practical need. These first two general objections
allowed him to develop his arguments that: firstly, there is no positive evidence

demanding the need of the Qumran community to intercalate their calendar, and

secondly, there is no definite evidence against the community using a wandering
calendar.

The third point raised by Beckwith was not so much an objection but rather
evidence to support the view that the people of the calendar accepted and embraced a

calendar which denied the natural phenomenon. The evidence perceived by Beckwith
was in 1 Enoch 80:2-8, which describes how in the days of the sinners the seasons will
not appear at their appointed time and the stars will depart from their ordained path.

Beckwith argued that all the phenomena described in this passage could be explained

by the one and a quarter days discrepancy between the calendar and the seasons. Here

lay the probable theological explanation given by the Qumran community for the

departure of their calendar from the natural phenomena. It is not the fault of their
calendar but the result of human wickedness which causes even the heavenly bodies to

go astray.

Beckwith's reference to this I Enoch passage perhaps should not be seen as

definite evidence in support for the lack of intercalation, but it does point to the

possibility by providing a plausible explanation for people holding a calendar that does
not match with the seasons. Just as the Wacholders' reference to the cycles in the

Qumran scrolls as evidence of rejecting intercalation, Beckwith's suggestion formed

31 R. T. Beckwith, "Modern Attempt to Reconcile the Qumran Calendar with the True Solar

Year," Revue de Qumran 7 (1970) 379-396.
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positive evidence in support for the lack of intercalation. The two together provided a

strong case to argue against the tide of general accord in demanding for methods of

intercalating the calendar.

Glessmer

An active Qumran scholar who holds an entirely different opinion on the question of
intercalation is Uwe Glessmer. The starting point of Glessmer's interest in the 364-

day calendar was the astronomical chapters of 1 Enoch 72-82. The perplexity of these

chapters are well known, but Glessmer attempted to sort out the various astronomical
treatises embedded in this chaotic chronological collection and to review them in the
context of ancient scientific and astronomical developments.32

When his interest in the Astronomical Book led Glessmer to study the Qumran

calendar, he applied the same approach to the calendrical texts, that is to probe into
the astronomical systems behind these documents and to search for their sources and

origins. Believing that all these documents, both the Astronomical Book and the
calendrical texts from Qumran, are based on the knowledge of some ancient
astronomical understanding, Glessmer favoured harmonisation between the Qumran
calendar and the natural cycle. However, in his quest for the intercalation method, a
notable difference that made Glessmer stand apart from the others was his endeavour
to find hard evidence to support his proposals. In this respect, Glessmer's attention
was drawn to a particular Qumran manuscript, 4QOtot (4Q319), ofwhich he is now
the official editor.

Before the unpublished material from Cave IV was made known to the public,
based on the partial information provided by Milik in his Book ofEnoch,33 Glessmer

already sensed the possibility that the Otot-text might contain crucial information for

solving the problem of intercalation. The whole text is almost exclusively a listing of

32 U. Glessmer, "Das astronomische Henochbuch als Studienobjekt," Biblische Notizen 36 (1987)

69-129.

33
Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 62-65.
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an event named "sign" in six jubilee-cycles, from which the text gets its name - Otot

(signs). Glessmer perceived that this painstaking enumeration of signs for several
hundred years is probably a scheme assisting the ancients to adjust their calendar with
the true solar cycle. Established on the limited information from Milik, Glessmer made

his first proposed scheme on intercalation in 1991.34 Unfortunately for Glessmer this

proposal proved to be a misreading when the whole text was released. However, that
has not discouraged him from searching for the clue of intercalation in the text. Afier
a careful re-study of the Otot-text Glessmer came up with his second proposal .,5
Despite the failure of his first proposal as a result of some incorrect information, the
two proposals made by Glessmer can be seen as genuine attempts to search for textual
evidence for intercalation in the Qumran calendar.

Another piece of research work carried out by Glessmer, in co-operation with
Mathias Albani,36 was not exactly on the Qumran calendar, but it formed an important

support for Glessmer's quest for the astronomical correctness of the calendar. The

work was a study on an object rediscovered by Glessmer and Albani in the basement
of the Rockefeller museum - a limestone disk.37 The object was discovered by Roland
de Vaux in 1954 at the site ofKhirbet Qumran, and was marked on the inventory list
as a "disque de pierre".38 After their careful study of the features of the disk, Glessmer
and Albani concluded that it is no ordinary stone disk but a "unique type of

34 U. Glessmer, "Der 364-Tage-Kalender und die Sabbatstrukur seiner Schaltungen in ihrer

Bedeutung fur den Kult," in D. R. Daniels, U. Glessmer, and M. Rosel (ed.), Ernten, was man sat:

Festschrift K. Koch zu seinem 65. Geburtstag (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1991) 379-
398.

35
Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts (4Q319) and the Problem of Intercalations in the Context of the

364-Day Calendar".
36 U. Glessmer and M. Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument from Qumran," in D.

W. Parry and E. Ulrich (ed.), The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls:

Technological Innovations, New Texts, andReformulated Issues (Studies on the Texts of the Desert
of Judah 30; Leiden: Brill, 1999) 407-442.

37 Glessmer and Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument," 407.
38 For inventoiy reference of the object see Glessmer and Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring

Instrument," 407, n. 3.
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astronomical instrument or 'sundial'" with three probable functions: finding

orientation, fixing the cardinal points of the year, and locating the seasonal hours.39
With these proposed functions they were able to suggest: "It could have been used to

handle the discrepancy between 365.25 days and a calendar year of 364 days. It
allows the determination of the cardinal points and fixing a calendar whose seasons ...

are as near as possible to the signs of sun, moon and stars."40 If their interpretation of
the object is right it may form hard evidence for supporting the view that people at

Qumran did observe the seasons as closely as the other Jews surrounding them.41

Scope of the Thesis

Looking over the development ofQumran calendar scholarship, it is not difficult to
notice that there is a watershed in its progress. The release of the unpublished material
in 1991 was a turning point not only for the study of the calendar but the research of
the Qumran scrolls as a whole. This is not to say that the information provided by the

original editors about the unpublished calendrical texts is inaccurate. In fact, what
Milik released in his preliminary publications is a very precise and rather complete

description ofwhat is found in these documents. The vital difference between the pre-

1991 and post-1991 study is that researchers can now access this primary material

directly to evaluate the earlier claims and to further advance the study.

Surprisingly, not much research has been done on the Calendrical Documents
since their release. In general, they are now included in most of the books providing

complete translations or transcriptions of the scrolls.42 However, as far as study is

39 Glessmer and Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument," 436-437.
40 Glessmer and Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument," 442.
41 The identification of the object as a sundial has recently been challenged by A. Levy, who

suggested that the disk is more likely to be a board for an ancient game called mehen, "Bad Timing:
Time to Get a New Theory," BiblicalArchaeology Review 24, no. 4 (1998) 18-23.

42 For examples Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, Study Edition; R. H. Eisenman and M. O.

Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992); M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr.,
and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scroll: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996).
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concerned, only a few individual documents have been dealt with in some articles. Yet
the sparse interest on these documents should not undermine the importance of their
contribution to the understanding of the Qumran calendar. If the term "calendar" is
taken in the wider sense ofbeing not only a system of arranging days and months but
also a method of dating important events and festivals in a year, then the Qumran
calendrical material can be roughly classified into three categories:4'' (1) texts which
deal with the importance of calendrical reckoning or hint at the calendrical dispute but
bear no actual data about the calendar itself;44 (2) texts which contain information and
data directly related to the calendar but which do not take it as their sole subject;45
and (3) texts which deal with the calendar only.46 It is the third category that the term
"Calendrical Documents" refers to in this thesis, and they can be seen as the "calendar

proper" although not in its modern sense or form. Their single-minded focus in

dealing with the arrangements of the calendar should justify these documents in taking
a central role in any study of the Qumran calendar. Nevertheless, the attention of

scholarship hitherto has been focused on the first two categories. We cannot say that
the material of these categories are insignificant for they have drawn attention to the

importance of the calendar. However, now that the Calendrical Documents are

accessible, these should be more carefully studied for the light that they can shed on

the understanding of the Qumran calendar.

Throughout my research work on this topic questions concerning these
documents were frequently raised: Can what we say about the Qumran calendar be

43 The method of classification is adopted from P. R. Callaway, "The 364-Day Calendar
Traditions at Qumran," in Z. J. Kapera (ed.), Mogilany 1989, Papers on the Dead Sea Scrolls

Offered in Memory ofJean Carmignac (vol. 1, Kracow: Enigma, 1989) 19-29, 21.
44 In this category one could put Damascus Document, Pesher Habakkuk, Rule ofthe Community,

and Hodayot.
45 This category contains the majority of the calendrical related texts: Jubilees, Astronomical

Book ofEnoch, Temple Scroll, Psalm Scroll, Songs ofSabbath Sacrifice, War Scroll, 4Q252-

Chronology of the Flood Story, 4Q503 -Daily Prayer, 4Q318-Brontologion.
46 Texts under this category are those grouped together under the title "Mishmarot" or

"Calendrical Document" plus a couple of others that are put under some special titles, such as

4Q317-Phases of the Moon, and 4Q319-Otot.
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confirmed with these texts? Do these texts represent a single calendrical system or

contain various calendrical traditions? What do these texts say on the issues about

intercalation, lunar reckoning, and others? It is these questions which have compelled
the thesis to confine itself to focus on the Calendrical Documents only. It is true that
these documents will not have answers for all the questions debated about the

Qumran calendar, and on some particular issues they may even have nothing to say.

However, even so it is still important to know that this fundamental material has not
been overlooked. It is under this consideration that the Calendrical Documents are set

as the central core ofmaterial for the study of this thesis.

Only defining the core material is not sufficient to setting up the scope for the
thesis. It is still necessary to define the objective of the study. As the brief review on

the scholarship revealed, the study of the calendar is a complex subject involving

many related issues. Hence it is impossible for any study to cover every aspect of the

subject, and therefore it is necessary to limit the study within an achievable target. The

objective of this thesis is set on a very fundamental aspect of the subject, that is the
time reckoning system in the selected material. The scope may sound basic but it is by
no means insignificant to the calendrical study as a whole. No matter whether it is

regarding the origin of the calendar or its role and function in Jewish history, it is

necessary to compare the time reckoning method of this calendar with other known
calendrical systems. When one says this calendar originated from a certain ancient
calendrical system or it was different from the calendar used by other Jews, one needs
to have answers for a fundamental question: How similar or different is this calendar
when it is compared with the others? The objective of this thesis is to establish a solid
base for answering questions as such, that is to tell how time is regulated in the

Qumran Calendrical Documents.

List of Qumran Calendrical Documents

Since the "Calendrical Documents" will form the core study material of this thesis, it
is necessary to define which texts are referred to under this title, and to say a few
words on how the list was made up. The collection of Calendrical Documents
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contains a total of eighteen manuscripts, all from Qumran Cave IV, which include the

sixteen 4QMishmarot manuscripts together with 4QOtot (4Q319) and 4QCryptA
Phases ofMoon (4Q317). All these texts deal with the calendar only. The Mishmarot

manuscripts need no explanation, for from the early days they have already been put

together under the same title because of their resemblance to certain calendrical
formats. In the case of 4QOtot its inclusion in the list should also be quite clear. The

manuscript has many features resembling the Mishmarot texts, and throughout its

surviving fragments the sole concern is the enumeration of calendrical events only.

Moreover, other than the section, which occupies the major portion of the

manuscript and hence is so named, there are other sections which are in strict
resemblance to some Mishmarot texts. For the 4QPhases ofMoon its presence in the
list is rather more of a problem which needs to be explained. The manuscript does not
have strict parallel features to the Mishmarot, and it is arguable whether the subject it
deals with is astronomical or calendrical. However, there is no doubt that this

manuscript's only focus is on enumerating a single event - the phase change of the

moon, and this event is closely related with some other events recounted in the

Mishmarot texts. In a sense, it may represent a more refined form of the calendar
which justifies its inclusion in the list.

The exclusion of some texts also needs some explanation. There are two other

manuscripts also bearing the title "Calendrical Document", 4Q337 and 6Q17, but they
are both very fragmentary with only a few identifiable words. They are the right sort
of text but are excluded on the basis of the amount of information they can provide.

4QBrontologion (4Q318) resembles the form ofCalendrical Documents in recounting
events and dates. However, it differs from them on a crucial point - the purpose for

recounting the dates. In this text it is not for dating events or festivals but for reading
omens and forecasting the future. It is this difference which separates it from the
Calendrical Documents, and hence leads to its omission from the list. A group of

manuscripts identified as 4QAstronomical Enoch is closely linked to the Calendrical
Documents in many aspects. The reason for keeping it out of the list is not because it
is not calendrical but rather because it is more than calendrical. It deals not only with

the calendar but at the same time also incorporates many other subjects, such as
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astronomy, geography, and cosmology. The exclusion of the Qumran copies of the
Astronomical Book ofEnoch as the Calendrical Documents by no means implies that
it is insignificant for the study of the Qumran calendar. On the contrary, it is exactly
because of its significance that it deserves more specific and in-depth exploration,
which is not only beyond the limitation of this thesis but also does not match its

objectives.

Approach of the Thesis

Approach of the Thesis - Setting a Reliable Reading

After deciding the core material for study, the next thing to be considered was how
this material was to be approached. With the Calendrical Documents taking up the
central role in the study, the controlling question for the whole thesis was now: What
do these documents say about the time reckoning system of the Qumran calendar? To
tackle this question, the approach of the thesis will proceed in two stages: first, to
build up a reliable reading, and second, to extract information about the calendar from
this reading.

In order for any useful data to be drawn from the Calendrical Documents, it is
essential to have a reliable reading. At present, the most comprehensive and relatively
most reliable reading available for most of the Calendrical Documents is still the one

prepared by the original editors as recompiled and printed in the Preliminary
Edition*1 but the original transcription was done some forty years ago and needs to
be revised and updated to incorporate more recent scholarship. Some other complete
sets of transcription on these documents are also available, such as those in the Study
Edition** but they are more or less the reprint of the original editors' work. Individual
studies on some of the manuscripts, such as the preliminary publications produced by

47 Wacholder and Abegg, Preliminary Edition.
48 Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, Study Edition.
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Talmon, provide better readings, but they do not cover all the manuscripts. Therefore,
a thorough textual study on these documents is still indispensable for a thesis treating
them as its core material of study.

The aim ofChapter 2 is to produce a transcription as close to the original as

possible together with an accurate translation for every manuscript of the Calendrical
Documents. Rather than only relying on published material, the work of this chapter
will try to refer to the original material, that is the surviving fragments of the

manuscripts, as much as possible. However, there is a limitation to this attempt which
is the accessibility of the actual fragments. So, it has to be based on an indirect source
of the material - the photographs of the original scrolls. The release of the Dead Sea
Scrolls Electronic Reference Library 49 makes this "next-to-the-best source to the
scrolls" much more accessible to researchers, and so much aids their research. Yet,

deciding to work with the photographs would also mean accepting the limitation of

relying on the original editors for the identification and grouping of the fragments and
their physical placement in the photographs. Although the task of identifying the
innumerable fragments seems almost an impossible mission to many, the job done by
the original editors has proved time and again to be accurate and reliable. So it is not
much of a hindrance to this study to begin with the work of these editors. For each

manuscript, the same procedure will be followed:
1. select an existing transcription, which in most cases will be from the

Preliminary Edition, and check its reading with the photographs,
2. compare this reading with other available transcriptions,
3. remark on significant reading variances in the textual notes,
4. translate the reading into English,
5. comment on the major difficulties in reading the text.

Hopefully with this chapter a relatively more reliable reading of all the Calendrical
Documents will be established for the subsequent stage to build on.

49 T. H. Lim and P. S. Alexander, (eds.), The Dead Sea Scrolls: Electronic Reference Library

(Oxford: Oxford University Press; Leiden: Brill, 1997).
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Approach of the Thesis - Analysing the Calendrical Documents

After ensuring all the Calendrical Documents are carefully studied, the next stage of
the research is to collect information about the Qumran calendar's time reckoning

system from these documents.

Chapter 3 will be dedicated to the study of the structure of the calendar. As

mentioned above, even before the discovery of the Qumran scrolls scholars had

already worked hard in probing the structure of the 364-day calendar based on the

limited information from the Pseudepigrapha, and had achieved remarkable results.

The finding of texts alluding to a calendar bearing the same special characteristic, that

is having only 364 days in a year, led to the already known structure being

superimposed onto the newly found texts. This might turn out to be a correct

understanding, but without careful examination of this presupposition the danger of

misrepresentation is always there. In order to remove this danger all the manuscripts
will be examined for their calendrical structure. Only the extant texts found on the

fragments, rather than the restoration proposed by the editors, will be checked for

their agreement with the hypothetical structure of the 364-day calendar. Although the
term "Qumran calendar" is mentioned repeatedly in this introductory chapter, it is
used for convenience only. There is no assumption that there existed only one single
calendrical system in all these documents. In fact, how many calendars are evident in
the Calendrical Documents will be one of the key aspects to be investigated.
Therefore alternative conjectural structures will also be proposed and compared with
the extant texts to test the validity of the assumed structure. There are two purposes

for these tests: first, to confirm that these documents are indeed based on a calendar

having only 364 days in a year, and second, to see whether they conform to a

particular way of arranging the days and the months in the 364-day year.

Other than the 364-day year and its associated arrangement of the days and
the months, the lunar cycle also plays an important part among the enumeration of the

Calendrical Documents. Chapter 4 will be devoted to the analysis of the reckoning

system of the lunar cycle in these documents. Things that this chapter wants to find
out about the lunar cycle are: Is there only one lunar reckoning system in the
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Calendrical Documents? How much can we know about this lunar system from the

extant texts? Do these documents despise the lunar cycle or honour it?
No matter how meticulously the days and months are arranged in the years,

any intercalary adjustment will inevitably have an impact on the overall concept of a
time reckoning system. Chapter 5 will be dedicated to study the existence of longer
term adjustment to the calendrical structure established in the previous chapters. No
text related to the 364-day calendar has ever been definitely identified as dealing with
the problem of intercalating the calendar, but indirect information can still be gleaned
about this issue. The questions to be asked in this chapter are: Is there positive
evidence in the Calendrical Documents alluding to the method of intercalation? Or is
there intrinsic evidence that stands against the idea of intercalating the calendar?

A genuine aspiration of this thesis is that having gone through the proposed
studies and analyses a clearer perception on this fundamental and vital aspect of the

Qumran calendar, its time reckoning system, can be established.
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Chapter 2

Textual Study of the Qumran Calendrical Documents

Despite its popularity and significance in Qumran studies, research into the Qumran

calendar is hampered by the lack of comprehensive and reliable editions of the
documents. Since the editio princeps of the Calendrical Documents is still under

preparation, any one who works on this subject will be handicapped by the lack of a
reliable text-base. It is within this context that this thesis, a study with its main focus
on the analysis of the Calendrical Documents, needs to conduct a thorough
examination of these documents before moving on to the subsequent discussions.

Rather than working from scratch this textual study of the Calendrical
Documents will be building on the work of other scholars. The main base material
chosen for this purpose is the texts entered in the Preliminary Edition (PE)1 As a

compilation of the work of the original editors, the PE has the advantage of firstly

being comprehensive in the scope of texts covered, and secondly being the closest
available publication to what has been achieved by the original editors. The drawback
of using the PE is that it does not include the most up-to-date research, and also that
it does not cover all the documents required. In these respects this chosen base has to
be supplemented by other materials. In recent years editors have released preliminary

reports for three (4Q321, 4Q321a, and 4Q325) out of the eighteen manuscripts.
These more updated reports will replace the PE as the base of comparison. Two

manuscripts (4Q317 and 4Q324c) in this study are not included in the PE. For

4Q317, the chosen base text is the transcription found in the Study Edition {SE)2 This
edition gives a good coverage of the text concerned but lacks indicators for the

certainty of the reading of the letters. For 4Q324c, a very fragmentary manuscript
written in cryptic script, the base text is the one included in the Dead Sea Scrolls CD-

1 Wacholder and Abegg, Preliminary Edition.
2 Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, Study Edition.
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ROM produced by the Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies of the

Brigham Young University.3
For each manuscript the chosen base text will be checked fragment by

fragment with the photographs in The Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference

Library4. Photographs of the Calendrical Documents have been extracted from the
Electronic Library CD-ROM and are attached as Appendix A. Flowever, the

photographic plates in the attached appendix are not the exact replica of plates under
the Palestine Archaeological Museum (PAM) reference numbers. The PAM

photographs have been rearranged and enhanced, and fragment- and column-numbers
have been added to facilitate referencing. After checking with the photographs, a

transcription and translation will be produced for each fragment with all the
modifications made to the chosen base material noted either under the Notes of

Reading section or in the Comments section which will be subsequent to the

transcription and the translation respectively. As well as the base materials, other
related works on the manuscripts will also be consulted to produce an accurate

reading. All the consulted materials will be indicated at the beginning of the section on

each manuscript.
Line reference numbers in the proposed transcriptions of this thesis may differ

from those in the base texts or other important reference material. Whenever this

happens a Line Correspondence Chart will be provided for easy cross reference.

Throughout the thesis line references of the Calendrical Documents are made on the
basis of the numbers stated in the proposed transcriptions.

3 Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, Brigham Young University, Provo,

Utah, Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference Library, 2 (CD-ROM; Leiden: Brill, 1999).
4 Lim and Alexander, Electronic Reference.
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4Q317. 4QcryptA Phases of the Moon (olim 4QAstrCrypt)

(PLATES I-H)

Bibliography: J. T. Milik, (ed.), The Book ofEnoch, Aramaic Fragments ofQumran Cave 4 (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1976) 68-69; M. O. Wise, "Second Thoughts on pn and the Qumran Synchronistic Calendars," in J.

C. Reeves and J. Kampen (ed.), Pursuing the Text: Studies in Honor ofBen Zion Wacholder on the Occasion of
his Seventieth Birthday (JSOT Supplement Series 184; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 111-118; M.
O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins,

1996) 301-303; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two,

4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 672-677.

Fragments

Altogether there are approximately seventy fragments identified with this manuscript.
Most of them are very small and contain words, where there are any, that have no

significant value for the understanding of the content of the text. Only four of the

larger fragments, which can be found with the first two of the final six photographs ,

are included in the study. Fragment 1, as shown in PAM 43.375, consists of two

portions separated by a gap which contains no more than one missing line. The
relative position of the two portions can be shown by the continuity of the line of

breakage that forms the right hand margin of the upper portion and carries on to the
middle of the lower portion. Two columns are found in this fragment. The first
column has the bottom fourteen lines preserved, but with only the last one or two
words in each line intact. In the second column, the first few words of thirty-three

lines, which probably constitutes the entire column, are found. There are altogether

approximately two hundred and eighty characters found in this fragment. Fragments
2-4 all contain the bottom part of columns, as shown by the lower margins preserved
with them. Fragment 2 has thirteen lines and one hundred and sixty-one characters,
and fragment 3 has nine lines and seventy-two characters. Fragment 4 is a similar size
to fragment 3 but is badly damaged with only approximately forty-two discernible
characters distributed throughout nine lines.
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Palaeography

This manuscript is written in a script known as Cryptic Script A. Seven manuscripts

among the scrolls found at Qumran are written in this cryptic script and they are all
from Cave IV. Letters of this script are also used as margin notes and signs in several
other manuscripts.5

Hebrew K 3 2 i n 1 r n 13 D

Cryptic Script A 4 * T f "h T —

Hebrew <7 12 ] 0 y 3 P 1 n

Cryptic Script A > rv r FV 7 /> r~ T H7 T

Since no chronology has been set up for this esoteric script, it is difficult to estimate
the date of this manuscript by palaeography. According to Pfann this manuscript is

contemporary to 4Q249 (Midrash Sefer Moshe), and together they are from a roughly

contemporary but earlier period than another Cryptic A manuscript 4Q298 (Words of
the Maskil to All Sons ofDawn) with noticeable tendencies of development of the

script separating between the two periods.6 Since palaeographic study of the square

"Jewish" script in 4Q298 dates the manuscript to the period of late first century BCE,

4Q317 is likely to have belonged to the period of late second century to early first

century BCE.

5 References fur manuscripts in Cryptic A can be found in S. J. Pfann and M. Kister, "298.

4QcryptA Words of the Maskil to All Sons of Dawn," in T. Elgvin and others (ed.), Qumran Ca\>e
4.XV: Sapiential Texts, Part 1 (DJD 20; Oxford: Clarendon, 1997) 1-30, 7, n. 18. Manuscripts in

cryptic writings were assigned to Pfann for the preparation of the official publication. The first one

published was 4Q298. 4QcryptA Words of the Maskil to All Sons of Dawn, in DJD 20, which also
included a detailed study on the letters of Cryptic A in 9-13.

6 Pfann and Kister, "298. 4QcryptA Worus of the Maskil", 9.
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Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Study Edition
Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

1 i 18-33 2 i 1-16

1 ii 1-22 1 ii 1-22

1 ii 24-33 2 ii 7-16

2 1-13 3 1-13

3 1-9 4 1-9

4 6-14 n/a

Mus. Inv. 896, 897, 899, 900, 902, 903
PAM 40.625, 41.288, 41.346, 41.348, 41.349, 41.374, 41.375, 41.457, 41.461,
41.463, 41.464, 41.479, 41.480, 41.660, 41.661, 41.637, 41.643, 41.644, 41.824,
41.859, 41.863, 42.424, 42.425, 42.426, 42.427, 42.428, 43.375, 43.376, 43.377,
43.378, 43.379, 43.380.

Frg. 1 i

]•[

ap4? ki[nn
OP$[ Run
aip4? Rnn

aip4? sinn

a|V7 Kinn

ai°[^ «nn

aip4? wan

ap4? ki[nn
ap4? w[nn

ap4? A[on
ap4? 8n[nn
ar4? n[ian

ai^ A[nn
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x* • • i?[

XD[

bottom margin

Translation

18. ]•[

19. entejrs the day
20. enters ]the day
21. enters the d]ay

22. enters the d]ay
23. enters the da]y
24. enters the d]ay
25. enters the d]ay
26. enters] the day
27. ent]ers the day
28. enters] the day
29. ent]ers the day
30. ente]rs the day
31. enters] the day
32. y- 5
33. ]enters

Frg. 1 ii

]•*•[

[a™ neon ]n n{tt>a}[nn]

[in 7WB2 ar^ xinn ]hi xnt£>[y]

[ar1? man di xntsi? pfrw neon

[]di xntto mix n]con in n{»}<n>»n

[ ] vacat ar1? xnn

[Dinn ar^ mix ^lttiajh m n{aa}®n
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®a®n ram -cam m»» nnnjo ^yjaa mpm

[ni^rr1? ^rr 331 jnioDn1? mm

[rfan in nu®nn] vacat h 'ivh irmh
[n'm'7'7 Kinri 3m ]firm nm^na

[Kinn 3Di aTi® rfajfi in n{n}ty{i?}n

f®^® rton in iwv Ti]®in vacat rtrhh
[ vacat ]n[£7,]17t? Sinn DDI

[331 wm rfan ]in -i®y {aawjn

[in -\m n®iV]®n vacat xinn

Kin]n 331 ®an rfan
[n^1? Kinn 331 ®® nVpn in -i®n nvb®<////>n

[Kinn 331 mcs> n^n ]in ~i®u n{®a}[nn]
[rfan in -101; nsy]{sy}n vacatrt?^

[ vacat 7^7*7*7 Kinn ]3m irnia®

[n'm'7'7 Kinn 3m 3®n rfon in ]n®y [ny]<n>[®n]
[n'm'?'? Kinn 3m -i®y rton in 101; ri3a®n]

[rfm^ xinn 3m ?O0i? ^n®y rfan in -i®]3 n[y]{®n}n
Kinn 3m m®» a^n® rton in ]n®i; nu®n<->n

[nt7-|t7l? Kinn 3m ?n®i7 wt>w rf^n ]in a"H®i?</>n
[irpnn mnn or1? mm josin in a]n®m tnK<//>n

[mt73nl7 mm n'mr ®a®n jkinm < ja®]» uniK> ^uaa
[nn®^ irmn nionjn'7 ^it 3d5

[3m nrm npi^na nonn in b"h®]bi <n>{®i^}®n
[ ] vacat or1? Ki[n]n

[ai^ Kinn 3m a-™ nonn in afn®ri n®it7®<////>n

[ai^ Kinn 3m wi1?® nonn in a]n®in n{®an}n

bottom margin
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Notes on Readings

L. 2 n{tya}[rn]. Letters in front of the n have been emended. The two identified

letters 2*12 are superimposed on top of some partially erased letters, which are most

likely to be This suggests that the word is a correction of nyn~IX2 to ntyarn.

L. 5 n{y}<:i>tiQ. The S? is adjusted from a tt>, and a 3 is written superlinearly in

front of it. The word, hence, is adjusted from 7V&W2 to nuzitiQ.

L. 7 H {]Q}t!Q. The letters ]I2 are emended from S73, which changes the word from

nynaa to matyn.

L. 7 HP1? mm 'yityajh . Wise restores these words as DIM *713 bl&yiajn.7 The

restoration of these words has to rely upon other fragments, and Wise's suggestion is
not supported by the remnant letters found in 2:7 and 3:8. The letter in front ofa? is

clearly not a H but more likely to be a *7. The first letter of the word following 'Tltyan
is more likely to be a K rather than a D. For the discussion on the reading of these two

letters see the notes on 2:7 and 3:8.

L. 11 roi^na. The word should read npl^na as supported by the readings in 2:10

and 4:14.

L. 12 n{b}ty{y}n. Adopting Milik's reading, most studies do not spot the

correction of this word. The emendation of this word although not as obvious as

some others in this fragment is still discernible. According to the pattern of other
corrections found in this column, if there is any change carried out on this word it is
most likely to be a change from nytyrQ to mtyyil. The change of the fourth letter

from y to "I (from ^toTin Cryptic A) in this case is difficult to detect because the

letter is partially damaged. However, traces of adjustment can be found with the
second letter y (changed from rto^in Cryptic A). The first hint is the form of the

letter. Compared to other occurrences of the same letter in the column, for example

7 M. O. Wise, "Second Thoughts on pit and the Qumran Synchronistic Calendars," in J. C.

Reeves and J. Kampen (ed.), Pursuing the Text: Studies in Honor ofBen Zion Wacholder on the
Occasion ofhis Seventieth Birthday (JSOT Supplement Series 184; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic

Press, 1994) 98-120, 113.
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the one in line 8, the down stroke of this letter does not bend as sharply as the others

creating a more open angle between the two strokes. This may indicate that when the
scribe superimposed the correct letter onto the original letter he deliberately wrote the

down stroke further towards the bottom to cover up the vertical stroke of the original
letter. Secondly, where the two strokes meet the writing is blurred thus forming lines
thicker than usual. Again this may indicate a correction in the form ofwriting a new

letter onto an old one. From the evidence the original letter n was most likely partially

erased and a new letter 17 was written onto it to cover up the remaining traces.

L. 15 {B">3B}2. The word is a correction from TIBIO by writing over TIBI7.

L. 17 B On. The SE has mistakenly transcribed the word as HBQn even though

the H is clearly not there.

L. 18 in. Another transcription mistake in the SE made by omitting the word.

L. 18 ntf1^ty<////>n. A superlinear cipher "4" is put right on top of the number to

correct it from thirteen to fourteen. The transcription "1BI? (ilUHIX) in the

SE does not represent what is in the fragment. There is no need for modern editors to
correct the text because the adjustment had already been made by the ancient scribe.

L. 19 n{BO}[rn]. As in the line above, the SE fails to discern the correction but

puts in a modern amendment "1BS7 (n[BHrQ]) ni7[3~ltO]. The correction was already

done by the ancient scribe. The last three letters of the first word can clearly be read
as HBQ instead of nu. Although no trace of the old letters can be discerned, the very

uneven spacing between the three preserved letters may indicate a correction of

putting three new letters B12n into the space of four erased letters umK.

L. 20 nB]{B}3. It is not clear whether the word has been emended. The letter

following the 2 is partially damaged with only the top horizontal stroke and the right

down stroke remaining. These remaining strokes can be identified as either a B (m) or

a n (-2-i). With the similarity of the right hand side of the two letters, even if there is a

change in the letter it is difficult to judge from what is left in the fragment. However,
in light of other adjustments in the column the word is more likely to be a correction
from jCBiarn to nBBn.
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L. 22 [nu]<3>[tS>3]. The superlinear 3, the only remaining letter in the word,

indicates a correction from ntfBQ to ni732Q. A similar correction is found in line 5

with the same characteristic superlinear 3.

L. 24 n[U]{tyn}3. Two clues hint at the possibility that the word is a correction

from ,13003. First, the n is likely to be an emendation from a tS*. Second, the overall

length of the word is longer than the same word right in the line below.
L. 25 ni7©n<_,>3. The number is adjusted from 19 to 20 by writing a superlinear

cipher "10" (-•) on top of the word ,1170113.
o .

L. 26 GIBS </>3. Similarly as in the line above, a superlinear cipher "1" is

written to change the number from 20 to 21.

L. 27 7riK<//>3. A superlinear cipher "2" is written to change the number from
21 to 22.

o

L. 29 ]D3. This is transcribed as pi in the SE. The first letter is partially

damaged with only its left hand side remaining. In this remaining part a small
semicircle is written on the upper halfwith nothing underneath. This remnant could be

part of any of the following letters 3(A), ), 3(*=>), or "1(f) but definitely not

of a 1(f).

L. 30 <7!>{01t?}03. The word is corrected from by superimposing the

letters 551 *7 onto Q"1] and adding the letter n superlinearly.

L. 32 n01*70<////>3. The number is changed from 23 to 24 by adding a

superlinear cipher "4" on top of the incorrect word.
L. 33 n{ti>Qn}3. The word is a correction from ni73~lN3 by superimposing the

letters 0011 onto I73~IS<. The original letters are partially erased, but their traces can

still be seen underneath the imposed letters.

Translation

1. ]•>•[
2. [On the fijfth of it,[ it covers
3. tweljve, and so[ it enters the day. On the sixth of it]
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4. it covers thirteen, and so it enters the day.]
5. On the seventh of it, it cov[ers fourteen, and so]

6. it enters the day. vacat [ ]
7. On the eighth of it, [it rules its light for a day in the midst of]
8. the sky abov[e. <fourteen and a hal£> And when the sun comes]

9. its light [ceases] to be covered, [and thus it begins to be revealed]
10. on the first of the week, vacat [On the ninth of it, it reveals]
11. one part, [and so it enters the night.]
12. On the tenth of it, it [reveals two, and so it enters]

13. the night, vacat On the ele[venth of it, it reveals three,]
14. and so it enters the night. [ vacat ]
15. On the twelfth [of it, it reveals four, and so]
16. it enters the night, vacat On the thirteenth of it]
17. it reveals five, and so [it enters the night ]
18. On the <////> thirteenth of it, it re[veals six, and so it enters the night.]
19. [On the fifteenth of it,[ it reveals seven, and so it enters]
20. the night, vacat On the sixteenth of it, it reveals]
21. eight, and so [it enters the night. vacat ]
22. [On the se]v[en]teen[th of it, it reveals nine, and so it enters the night.]
23. [On the eighteenth of it, it reveals ten, and so it enters the night.]
24. On the nineteenth of it, it reveals eleven, and so it enters the night.]
25. On the <~1> nineteenth[ of it, it reveals twelve, and so it enters the night.]
26. On the </> twentieth of it,[ it reveals thirteen, and so it enters the night.]
27. On the <//> twenty-first [ of it, it releases its light for a day in the midst of the

sky]
28. above. <fourt[een and a half...]> And when [the sun] comes [its light ceases to

be revealed,]
29. as thus it begins to be c[overed on the first of the week.]
30. On the [twent]y-third [of it, it covers one part, and so]
31. it enters the day. vacat [ ]

32. On the <////> twenty-third[ of it, it covers two, and so it enters the day.]
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33. On the twenty-fifth [of it, it covers three, and so it enters the day.]

Comments

L. 7-10. The restoration of lines 7-10 is based on the parallel sections in the other

fragments: 1 ii 27-29; 2:7-9; 3:8-9; and 4:11-13.
L. 8 Biatfil. Adopting the restoration suggested by Milik8 the editors of the

SE reconstruct n\~P after 2>HC5>n. This restoration does not match what is found in 2:8,

where the word following tSOtlU has the first two letters preserved as D\ To restore

this word as as suggested by Wise9 matches better with the evidence found in

2:8, and it also makes better sense with the interpretation of the text.
L. 27-29. The section in lines 27-29 is the only incidence among the four

fragments that a full moon is referred to. The preserved wording found in these lines
show that the author employed a similar description for the full moon as for the
section of the dark moon. This supports the restoration of these lines according to the
sections on the dark moon. The word JOSin restored here is only a conjectural

suggestion. However, the principle of the restoration for lines 27-29 is to keep the
structure of the section as close to the description on the dark moon as possible. To

keep the structure but to reverse the meaning of the description, an antonym of

is needed here. Another possible suggestion for the word is HIND.

Frg. 2

2

3

4

6

8 Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 68.
9
Wise, "Second Thoughts", 113.
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]• lar1? •[ ]*7i®tan[ ]•••!•[ 7

]rnix *7[ nj^D-1 ®»®n ami [ <]i wn[ •«]sm kivs i?nn[x]> 8

] rn®b yhnkn m^nn1? 9

«]nn n'l hnk npibna nbun i°[n 10

wnn []]bi a^n® rfan n[ n

rib]'1 bb Knn m tsnb® nbnn in n[ 12

n]^bb nun hi uznx nbun i[n 13

bottom margin

Notes on Readings
o .

L. 2 ]aa® [. The first three letters can be identified with confidence. In the SE

this line and the previous one are entered as: [...]...[...] 2-1.

L. 7 OT>b •[ jbltyan. Wise reads here BIT! [bD] bl®an.10 The letter in

front ofa? is not, however, a n but a b. The slightly inclined and wavering stroke

cannot possibly be mistaken for the top horizontal stroke of the n.

L. 8 ]rrn« b[ n]^ »a®n xmi <]i sin[ "'jam «-i®y ynn[K]> [.

This line in the SE is: [mconb ]miK U]1 lin[n -] [ ^^ *mi[ ,]25ni irpnn],

which is probably a misprint for in the corresponding translation only "fo]urteen and a

hal[f]" and "[... in] the midst and [..]" are marked as superlinear insertions. However,
even taking the misprint into account the SE transcription is still not an accurate

representation of what is in the fragment. Firstly, the superlinear words should not be
taken as two separated insertions. Although the space between the two visible

portions of this inserted line seems to be blank, the empty space corresponds exactly
to similar spots in other lines of this fragment where the surface of the parchment has
worn away leaving a blank area or illegible letters. Judging from the remaining letters,
the seemingly blank area is certain to have contained some missing letters, for

example the 1 of and a letter or letters in front ofKin[ to complete the word.

Considering that the space between these two portions can contain no more than a

10
Wise, "Second Thoughts", 113, n. 35.
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few letters, they can only be regarded as parts of a single inserted line instead of two
different insertions. Secondly, the first two letters of the word following can

clearly be read as D1 instead ofn\ The open loop at the top right corner of the second

letter cannot be mistaken as a n. So the remnant letters do not support the reading of

rP]rP here, and hence they also reject the reconstruction of the same word in the other

parallel sections. Thirdly, the legible letters in the second part of the inserted line are

]1 Kin[ instead of ]l Din[n. The K(/')can be identified by the faint but discernible

characteristic slash towards the lower left corner. The SE's restoration of a known

word from the text, although looks attractive, is not acceptable.

L. 9 nnS5ft> uhnkn. Them's nnt»[n] irm is a misreading of the text. The

letter in front of HUB? has a discernible a reading supported by the parallel section in

1 ii 10. The preceding word is not into but imXU. Other than the 1? the other letters

can all be identified without difficulty.

Translation

1. ] ••lw[

2. ]two[

3. for ]the day vacat b[
4. of jit, it covers t[welv]e, and so [it enters the day.
5. jit covers thirt[ee]n, and so it e[nters the day.
6. jof it, it covers fou[rteejn, and so it [enters the day.
7. j-w—[ jit rules[ j- for a day •[

8. <[fo]urteen and a hal[f ~\tw^ iv\> ]And when the sun comes it ceafses ]/
its light[

9. it bejgins to be revealed on the fourth of the week.[
10. of jit, it reveals one part, and so it ente[rs the night.
11. jof it, it reveals two, and s[o] it enters the ni[ght.
12. jh of it, it reveals three, and so it enters the nig[ht.

13. of jit, it reveals four, and so it enters the nig[ht.
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Frg. 3

]no[Dn

^]n nbD[n
"i]®y noD[n

Tity]u no5n n [ 4

2

O

x-ray nj^nsy noyn n •[
io»» Jtin'yty neon n[

«"i0u] UmX neon in •[

6

7

nn]'ix 'yisynn m *iri5S:[

&y]iasyn xmi os]m ?cntyu 3310 yp[nn 9

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

L. 8 m]lk 'Traan. The SE's "mix] vacat? ^V-yan" is a misreading. What follows

'Tltyan is not a blank space for at least two letters can be read there and they are most

likely to be the first two letters of the word restored in the SE as the missing word,
mix. Wise11 resorts to using this line to support his suggested reading in 1 ii 7, where

he restores 'TO after ^Ityan. At first glance the letter in question does look like a D for

what can clearly read of the remnant of the letter is a small flattened circle at the

upper part of the space. A detailed examination shows that it is rather an X(/) than a

D(^). On the left hand side of the small circle the written strokes can be seen cutting

across each other, a feature not found with the other D. Furthermore, the

characteristic slash to the left of the X can also be faintly seen of the letter. Therefore

the word following "bltyon is most likely to start with a X, which supports the

restoration suggested by Milik.

Translation

1. it cov]ers[

11
Wise, "Second Thoughts", 113, n. 35.
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2. it cjovers n[ine

3. it cjovers te[n
4. ] of it, it covers e[leven
5. ]• of it, it covers twe[lve
6. ]of it, it covers thirteen

7. ]• of it, it covers fourteen
8. ]first of it, it rules it li[ght

9. the s]ky. <fourteen and a ha[lf> And when the su[n] comes[

Comments

The editors of the SE restore this fragment to cover a period of the fourteenth to
the twenty-first of a certain month. In three different lines they indicate that the
number of the day of the month can be partially read: ~l[®y n31KJ55G] (line 5), Df'HBJn]

(line 7), and ins[l D'HEWD] (line 8). Without showing the degree of certainty of their

readings, it is difficult to know whether the editors are correct. Examining the

photograph of the fragment can only confirm that the 1 in line 8 is certain while all the

other letters read in the SE are entirely conjectural. Although the restoration of the

fragment in the SE has no significant implication for the understanding of the text as a

whole, building it up from a few uncertain letters is unwise. Only minimal restoration
is included in the reading here.

Frg. 4

]»1[ 6

]3°bi tibsj 7

]3Di maw o["»n® 8

tmjn Di

Kin]n ]di x[-i]»d[ urns

] Dinn ii

10

9

mDjDn^ nnK ••••<]!; i?niK>[
o. oo o .ooo

12

13
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nrr]K npi^frrjn n^°n[ 14

bottom margin

Translation

6. ]and so[
7. elevjen, and so[
8. twjelve, and so[
9. thirteen, and so it[ enters
10. fourjteen, and so it[ enters
11. for a d]ay in the midst [
12. <four]teen and a half c[> ]•— its light to be cov[ered
13. Jfourth of the week[
14. Jit reveals o[ne] part[

Comments

This fragment is not included in the SE.
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4Q319 4QOtot (olim 4QSb)

(PLATES m-V)

Bibliography: J. T. Milik, (ed.), The Book ofEnoch, Aramaic Fragments ofQumran Cave 4 (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1976) 62; J. T. Milik, "Ecrits Preesseniens de Qumran," in M. Delcor (ed.), Qumran, sapiete, sa

theologie et son milieu (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1978) 93; B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A

Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four,
Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1991) 96-98; U. Glessmer, "Der 364-Tage-
Kalender und die Sabbatstruktur seiner Schaltungen in ihrer Bedeutung fur den Kult," in D. R. Daniels, U.

Glessmer, and M. Rosel (ed.), Ernten, was man sat: Festschrift K. Koch zu seinem 65. Geburtstag (Neukirchen-

Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1991) 379-398; M. Albani, "Die lunaren Zyklen im 364-Tage-Festkalendar von

4QMischmerot/4QSe, " Forschungsstelle Judentum. Mitteilungen undBeitrage 4 (1992) 3^47; R. H. Eisenman
and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 130-133; U. Glessmer,

"Investigation of the Otot-text (4Q319) and Questions about Methodology," in M. O. Wise, N. Golb, J. J.

Collins, and D. G. Pardee (ed.), Methods of Investigation of the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Khirbet Qumran Site:
Present Realities and Future Prospects (Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 722; New York: New
York Academy of Sciences, 1994) 429-440; U. Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts (4Q319) and the Problem of
Intercalations in the Context of the 364-Day Calendar," in H-J. Fabry, A. Lange, and H. Lichtenberger (ed.),

Qumranstudien: Vortrage undBeitrage der Teilnehmer des Qumran-seminars aufdem internationalen Treffen
der Society ofBiblical Literature, Miinster, 25-26. Juli 1993 (Schriften des Institutum Judaicum
Delitzschianum 4; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1996) 124-164; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en

Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 345-348; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea
Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 307-309; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C.

Tigchelaar, (eds.), The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume One, 1Q1-4Q273 (Leiden: Brill, 1997) 526-

537; P. S. Alexander and G. Vermes, Qumran Cave 4.XIX: 4QSerekh Ha-Ya/iad and Two Related Texts (DJD

26; Oxford: Clarendon, 1998) 129-152

Fragments

4QOtot does not occupy a scroll of its own but shares the parchment with a copy of
the Rule of the Community (4QSe). The Rule of the Community contains the first
three and a half columns of the composite fragment 1 of the manuscript (4Q259 +

4Q319), thus the Otot-text is so designated as beginning with 1 iv 10. Although the
two works are labelled with separate sigla and regarded in general as two independent

works, their link can still be discerned on the plates containing their fragments. In
PAM 43.283, one of the final photographs of 4Q319, four small fragments can be
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seen loosely placed at the top right corner. These small pieces form no part of the
Otot-text but contain lines which are equivalent to 1QS 9:21-24, a continuation to the

fragments in PAM 43.263 of 4Q259. The Otot-text starts with the lower half of the

column containing these pieces with only a few lines missing in between which might
contain a blank space separating the two works.12

Hundreds of fragments are identified with 4Q319, but most of them are very

small. These unidentified fragments are mainly grouped in the last two photographs,
PAM 43.285 and 43.286. Other than the extensive composite fragment 1 only four

relatively larger fragments are included in this study.

Fragment 1 is a composite identification of text with many individual small

fragments, some ofwhich are even totally isolated from the others without any

physical contact at all. That they can be identified and so placed is mainly because of
the regularity of the text. This extensive fragment covers a span of four columns, and

judging from the content there should be nineteen lines in each of these columns. No

upper margin is preserved but the lower margin for some columns can be seen.

Column 4, excluding the upper section which contains the lines from the Rule of the

Community, has 10 lines with approximately one hundred eighty-five identified
characters. Both column 5 and column 6 have eighteen preserved lines with

approximately three hundred and two hundred eighty-three identified characters

respectively. For column 7 no upper or lower margin is found but only a few letters at

the beginning of seven lines, which makes up a total of about thirty characters.

Fragment 2 is a small fragment with only four lines of twenty-seven
characters. Due to a crease the left hand side of some of its lines are skewed

downward and look as if they are not in alignment with the rest of the lines. Fragment
3 is even more obscure with only two lines of fifteen characters which can be read on

its lower right portion. On the right hand side are unidentified traces ofwritten marks.

Fragment 4 is a narrow fragment containing five lines of twenty-nine letters. Fragment
5 is small but due to the margin sited in the middle of it two columns can still be

12 For the discussion on the relative position of the two works in this manuscript and the possible

restoration of the lines between them see Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts," 123-129; and S. Metso, "The

Primary Results of the Reconstruction of 4QSe," Journal ofJewish Studies 44 (1993) 303-308.
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identified. The right hand column has the end of five lines preserved with a total of

approximately twenty-three characters. The left hand column shows traces of the

beginning of four lines with only six readable characters.

Palaeography

This manuscript, although having its own title and cave number, was copied together
with 4QSerekh-ha-Yahade (4Q259) in the same manuscript by the same scribe. The
hand of this scribe is described by Cross as "an unusual Jewish Semicursive with
mixed Semicursive and Semiformal script features", and is dated to the period of 50-
25 BCE.13

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition Milik14
Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

1 iv 10-19 1 V 10-19 \
1 V 1-19 1 vi 1-19 v 10-vii 19

1 vi 1-19 1 vii 1-19 /
1 vii 1-7 1 viii 1-7 viii 1-7
2 1 n/a \
2 2-4 2 2-4

n/a 3 i o
J viii 7-18

n/a 4 3

n/a 5 i 3

n/a 5 ii 3 /
3 1-2 7 1-2 \

4 1-4 8 1-4 viii 18-ix 19

4 5 n/a /

5 i 1-2 9 i 1-2 \

13 Information cited from P. S. Alexander and G. Vermes, Qumran Cave 4.XIX: Serekh Ha-
Yahad and Two Related Texts (DJD 26; Oxford: Clarendon. 1998) 133.

14 Milik has proposed an overall structure for the then 4Q260 (now 4Q259 + 4Q319) in "Ecrits
Preesseniens de Qumran," in M. Delcor (ed.), Qumran, sa piete, sa theologie et son milieu (Leuven:

Leuven University Press, 1978) 91-106, 93. As these column and line numbers are still occasionally
referred to they are included in the line correspondence chart for reference.
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5 i 3-5 9 ii 2-4 x 2ss
5 ii 1 n/a
5 ii 2-4 9 ii 2-4 /

Concluding Passage 4-8 n/a xi 4-8

Mus. Inv. 683, 695, 696, 708
PAM 41.346, 41.348, 41.479, 41.979, 42.420, 42.421, 42.422, 42.863, 43.228,
43.229, 43.230, 43.231, 43.283, 43.284, 43.285, 43.286

Frg. 1 iv

•[ n]htyn nmmcn mix [ ] io

h[ik hobed ^ibj mx rrya-q ,t3d» mx nun-ixn roo-njn ] n

*7io[3 mx man rraty] mx mtytyn ^lBf]] nix ma^tyi rPE»] 12

nflfpty mx mimm 'yjitu mx naatyn inx rraty n[ix mty^ann] b

•7i[na mx mtytyn ]rraty nx nflty'^En ^laa n[ix naatyn] u

mx n[aatyn inx 'Tjia:! mx mtyianh [rp3D]» n[ix mtyn] 15

^nipn mnx atyn 'ynrn ^ijo mx naatyn "man mx m^hfin rmnty] ie

[nx]nnn •[ ///]ninx naatyn ma llllllh mnx [atyn] n

nanty m[x mtytyn t7]ian mx mty^tyn mtyn m[]]nty n[ ] is

'mafn mx naa]wn inx nanty mx mty-oxnfih 'mafn mx natyn] 19

Notes on readings

L. 17 III ]h ins. The PE has "2 ]mnx". Why the editors restored the number for

the "signs on the release" in this jubilee cycle as 2 is not known. The number should
no doubt be 3 as entries for the signs which fall on the release year can be found in
lines 11, 13-14, and 16 of the same column.

L. 18 n[. The editors of the PE convert the reading n[ of the PC to n[lX.

Restoring HIS in front of rP3Dty may seem to be a reasonable reconstruction as the two

words do appear together in the text most of the time, but here is not the case. Only
the last letter of the word survives and it is badly damaged. The remnant of the letter
cannot be identified definitely with any letter, but is certainly not a n. What is left of

the letter is its top left hand corner where the initial bit of a broad horizontal stroke is
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extant. This remaining part resembles several letters but not a n, which would have a

vertical stroke instead in the extant portion of the letter.

Translation

10. [ ] its light in the fourth of the we[ek ]•
11. [ the] creation on the fourth ofG[amul, a sign; Shecaniah in the fourth, a

sign; Gamul on the release, a sig]n;
12. [Shecaniah in the thi]rd, a sign; [GJamul in the sixth, a sign; [Shecaniah in the

second, a sign; GJamul
13. [in the fifth, a sig]n; Shecaniah after the release, a sign; Gamu[l in the fourth, a

sign; Sheca]n[ia]h
14. [on the release, a sig]n; Gamul in the thi[r]d, a sign; Shecaniah [in the sixth, a

sign; Gam]ul
15. [in the second, a sigjn; Sh[ecaniah] in the fifth, a sign; Gamu[l after the

releajse, a sign;
16. [Shecaniah in the fo]urth, a sign; Gamul on the release, a sign; e[nd of the

second jubilee. The signs of the jjubilee
17. [the second:] 17 signs, from which [3] signs on the release. [ ]• the

creation

18. [ ]h Sheca[ni]ah in the third year, a sign; Gamu[l in the sixth, a si]gn;
Shecaniah

19. [in the second, a sign; GJamul in the fifth, a sign; Shecaniah after the re[lease,
a sign; GJamul

Frg. 1 v

[rp3Dt& nix mssn^ttQ ^lon mx ntaaBn rratf mx mimm] 1

[•71133 mx mtsnam rrdb m]x rip] 3 b[h *7103 mx mown] 2

[mx hobbi ^103 mx mirnj-n hmdb mx n[anti>n nnx] 3

[^10 ]•••[ mx m»]Bn *7103 mx mt^ttn itidb] 4

ntoattQ nra ii[iiih mnx "^Bri] ^nrn mnx ^BpJ^Bn ^nrn 5
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rP3D® mK rPBbam b[is:i] n[iK mmi mtto] rP3D® // mnK

mk rraotyn rp]d® n[ik mimm h]ik ntan®n ink

mk mm 'mafj hik m®®3 rra®] mx 'mai
rP3D® niK nrao»n [inK 'mari] rn°K mwc^nm rra®

*71 a: mK rP3D® [mK naawn ]$itn mK mimm
rra® mK mBnara ^la^ [mK nrm rp3]D® niK mtsm

llllllh mnK [^ain] <5nrn> [mnK ^u^nnn barn ^ic m]K naa®n nrrk
;t3d® mK mirn-in nm pma]! // <ninw> noo®3 [nra]
[^a: mk mam iras® mk msy^n] ^lan hik naa[tto]

[rra® mK naatsn nrm ^lai mK mts^arn rra® mK n^m

[^lai mK mw^wa rP3D® mK naa®]n ^laf:] mK naai:

[rr3D® mK mt^am 'mai mK na®n rra]® m[K m]®»£
[^iD mK ntaa®3 rra® mK naam 'ma]] mK naaai[n inK]

[naattn nra lllllh mnK ■,®ann burn mnK] nK nwi "{smarm ^mm]

Notes on Readings

L. 12 <l7nrh>. The PC's entry of the word <53TTI> is changed to -oiP:nn> in

the PE. Yet a careful study shows that the reading in the PC for this superlinear word
is closer to the extant writing than the one proposed in the PE.

L. 19 UK msmn. Although the two letters, UK, are slightly separated from the

preceding letters, it is certain that they should be connecting with each other forming
a single word containing the priestly name Jushebeab.

Translation

1. [in the fourth, a sign; Shecaniah on the release, a sign; Gamul in the third, a

sign; Shecaniah ]
2. [In the sixth, a sign; Gamul in the] sec[on]d, a s[ign; Shecaniah in the fifth, a

sign; Gamul]
3. [after the relea]se, a sign; Shecaniah in the f[ourth, a sign; Gamul on the

release, a sign;]
4. [Shecaniah in the thi]rd, a sign; Gamul in the si[xth, a sign; ] — [ end of]
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5. the th[ir]d jubilee. The signs of the [third] jubilee: 1[6 signs,] from which
6. 2 signs on the release. Shecaniah [in the second year, a sig]n; [Gamu]l in the

fifth, a sign; Shecaniah
7. after the release, a si[gn; Gamul in the fourth, a sig]n; Shecaniah on the

release, a sign;
8. Gamul in the third, a sign; [Shecaniah in the sixth, a sign; G]amul in the

second, a sign;
9. Shecaniah in the fifth, a sign; [Gamul after] the release, a sign; Shecaniah
10. in the fourth, a sign; Gamul [on the release, a sign;] Shecaniah in the third, a

sign; Gamul
11. in the sixth, a sign; Sheca[niah in the second, a sign;] Gamul in the fifth, a sign;

Shecaniah

12. after the release, a si[gn; end of the fourth jubilee. The signs of the fourth]

<jubi]lee>: 17 signs,
13. [from which] 2 <signs> on the release. G[amul] in the fourth year, a sign;

Shecaniah

14. [on the r]elease, a sign; Gamul [in the third, a sign; Shecaniah in the sixth, a

sign; Gamul]
15. in the sec[on]d, a sign; Shecaniah in the fif[th, a sign; Gamul after the release,

a sign; Shecaniah]
16. in the fourth, a sign; [Ga]mul on the [release, a sign; Shecaniah in the third, a

sign; Gamul]
17. in the six[th, a s]ign; Sh[ecaniah in the second, a sign; Gamul in the fifth, a

sign; Shecaniah]
18. [after the] release, a sign; G[amul in the fourth, a sign; Shecaniah on the

release, a sign; end of]
19. [the fifth jubilee] in Jushebeab. [The signs of the fifth jubilee: 16 signs, from

which]
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Comments

L. 4 [HjlO ]•••[. The reading and restoration in the PE for the latter half of the

line, [^IC mx TOBD rfy 3 DU) [mx ITBjBD, is adopted in most other studies.

However, this reading is both uncertain and problematic. The word tod® has not a

single letter that can be verified from the preserved writings. Some traces of marking
are found, yet they are no more than a few nib marks which cannot be identified with

any letters. The proposed restoration in the PE is problematic because it assumes a

scribal error in counting the same entry, nix to®d tod®, twice at the end of this

jubilee cycle and at the beginning of the next. Unless the restoration is supported by a

more definite reading, it is better to accept the loss of some irretrievable material than
to ascribe a mistake to the ancient scribe.

L. 19 lllllh mns. There are variations to the reconstruction of these words in

the various studies. The word mns in front of the number is omitted by the PE. The

editors of the SE modify this by putting back the missing word, but they also change
the number from 16 to 17,15 an unwarranted change. According to the theoretical
scheme this jubilee cycle should indeed have seventeen signs, but the text does not

necessarily follow the scheme exactly. The number of signs stated in the summary of
the last jubilee cycle also shows deviation from the theoretical calculation. The actual
number of signs in the text preceding this summary is undoubtedly sixteen.

Frg. 1 vi

[ma rr»®n tod® ma rvb^bh n3®n ^la: III mnn] i

na[a®n ms rpwanjn tod® [m]a nv]®[n ^lan] 2

rPB^Bn [tod® mK naa®]n ^laa m# m]d® m°A 3

'Dian [nw to®d] tod® mK rr®®n ^lan mK 4

nm [naa®n] -ins tod® m« rrwpajnn 5

n[-']®-fy®[n 'yiaj na]a®n tod® m« rpim[-q ^jian e

15
Similarly, the same alternation is made in F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran,"

Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 327-348 and 523-552, 345-348.
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[mm -mi horn] ppo <rm>m®[®n mD® ]rm
[ ] // mn[K niaacyjn nrn //////[—■ mm ^n] ^nr

[ M ]nn

[in?? bnan mx mstnann rra® nw m3®.n nm ^lai

[n]oaw[n ^lan mx nf^ai: rpioty mx n]aatyn
[.■to® n]ix m»®3 ^lan [mx mw'ron .to® mx]

[-inx] rra® mx mstnann f^iaa m]x ma®[n]

[mx naa]'H ,-to® mx mi^am ^ia[3 mx n]aa®n

[bum ]mx m®»a ."to® mx n^f^aa] Siai
*7]nrn ^io mx irwom [rra® nix m3]®n

na[a]sh nra lllllh mm •,uia®[n ^nrn mnx]

[ ^]a^ n^ar na[®] o^[m]M mx[ // mm]
[ ]-■ la-'an [ ]

Translation

1. [3 signs on the release. Gamul in the third year, a sign; Shecaniah in the sixth,

a sign;]
2. [Gamul in the] second, a si[gn]; Shecaniah in the [fifth, a sign; Gamul after the

rel]ease

3. a sign; Shecaniah in the fourth, a sign; Gamul on the [release, a sign;

Shecaniah] in the third

4. a sign; Gamul in the sixth, a sign; Shecaniah [in the second, a sign;] Gamul
5. in the f[if]th, a sign; Shecaniah after [the release], a sign;
6. Gamu[l in the fo]urth, a sign; Shecaniah on the relefase, a sign; Gamul in the]

thi[r]d

7. a sign; [Shecaniah in the si]xth, <a sign>; end of the [sixth jubilee. The signs

of]
8. [the sixth] jubilee: 1 [6 signs,] from which 2 signs on the [release. ]

9. hh[ ]nations[ ]

10. and for the jubi[lee. Gamul in the second year, a sign; Shecaniah in the fifth, a

sign; Gamul after]
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11. the relea[se, a sign; Shecaniah in the fourjth, a sign; Gamu[l on the] relea[se]
12. [a sign; Shecaniah in the third, a sign;] Gamul in the sixth, a sig[n; Shecaniah]
13. [in the] second, a sig[n; Gamul] in the fifth, a sign; Shecaniah [after]
14. the releafse, a sign; G]amul in the fourth, a sign; Shecaniah on the reflease, a

sign;]
15. Gamul [in the thi]rd, a sign; Shecaniah in the sixth, a sign; [Gamul]
16. in the sec[ond, a sign; Shecaniah] in the fifth, a sign; end of [the] seventh

jubi[lee]
17. [The sign of the] seventh [jubilee]: 16 signs, from which
18. [2 signs] on the re[lea]se.[ ] sign of the j[u]bilees, [ye]ar of the jubilees

according to the [days of ]
19. [ ]in Mijamin the third y[ ]

Frg. 1 vii

,o o

pittl

]rp&T

rrjnna

rp]Si rrcsB

] nxzrty

yip]n
] *7103

Translation

1. Gamul [

2. Jedaiah[
3. Mijamin, Pethah[iah
4. Shecaniah, Delfaiah

5. Jushebeab, [

6. Happizzez, H[akkoz
7. Gamul [
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Comments

Taking this section as a parallel to what is in 4Q328 1, and 4Q329 1-2, the first six
lines are restored entirely in the SE as a list of the priestly families heading the

quarters of the years in the sexennial cycle. Based on the initial word preserved in
these lines the assumption seems to be reasonable, but the restoration is not without

problems. Although the content of the sections in the other two calendrical documents
is basically similar, their presentation is not quite the same - one has the order of the

year preceding the priestly names and the other has it the other way round. Here the

temptation to restore the lines in full according to either of the styles should be
resisted.

Frg.2

[n -p]r°n ns[n

mrjya mnns n[3]l7<n>[

Itrja rrtf^n rpy[-p
] mix □•'[nuts

Translation

1. H]uppah, Hez[ir, G]am[ul
2. Bi]l[g]ah, Pethahiah, Maa[ziah
3. Jedjaiah. The third (year): MiQamin [
4. Seor]im, Abijah [

Comments

The entire first line and the last word in both lines 2 and 3 are added to the reading

of the PE. Based on the assumption that what is in this fragment is a list of the priestly
names heading the months in each year, a few more letters can be identified in the

photographs. The identification of these letters in return confirms the assumption.
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Frg. 3

cpyjinan an eVI^E
cpjniEDn or E^ITE

Translation

1. in Jejshua the Feast ofWee[ks
2. in Jehoiarijb the Day ofAtonement [

Frg. 4

e-hn^e n&yn[ noan

jn-rnn ]n[Ern uv

]e hvii;a[
]nosn rrn»[t3E

]i]nErn or[

Translation

1. ]the second [Passover] in Je[hoiarib
2. the Day ofReme]mbrance in Hezir [
3. ]its festivals: in [

4. in] Maaziah the Passover [
5. ]Day ofRemembra[nce

Comments

When compared to the PE, several modifications are made to the reading of this

fragment. (1) The last word of line 1 is restored. (2) The first two words in line 2 are

reconstructed in addition to the first two identifiable letters. (3) Line 3 is reinstated
which is omitted entirely in the PE. What is recorded in this fragment, and also

fragment 3, is a list of festivals with their corresponding priestly courses in the six

year cycle, a chart similar to the section in 4Q320 iv except with the omission of the

weekdays.
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Frg. 5 i

■pa ■biltu
rras? rro[T
i"P]DE> [

ITD® [
o oo o o

rP3D0 [

Notes onReadings

L. 2-4. These lines are misplaced to fragment 9 colume ii in the PE.

Translation

1. Gam]ul Mijamin
2. Jeda]iah Shecaniah

3. ] Shecaniah
4. ] Shecaniah
5. ] Shecaniah

Frg. 5 ii

•?i]m

]A ->D

]•[

Translation

1. te[n

2. Gam[ul
3. for \
4. ]•[
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The Concluding Passage of the Manuscript

nmssfpi] □[ ]

[-,]nn['7i ] □[ma1]

mms^i nrp]» •|]tyi<i>n['7i] □npir]
man □[n-,]caa[sy]

^[ltn] "ijn]

Translation

4. ]m [and for the] weeks

5. [of their da]ys, [and for the] feas[ts]
6. of their [days, and for the] month[s of their years, and] for the signs
7. [of their releases, and for their jubilees in the week
8. [of the son]s [ofGamu]l in the four[th d]ay.

Comments

The passage is quoted by Milik in his 1978 article "Ecrits preesseniens de Qumran"
as the last column and concluding section of this manuscript .16 Yet, the entire cited
section cannot be found on the final photographs PAM 43.283-6. It is included here

simply for reference.

16
Milik, "Ecrits preesseniens", 93.
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4Q320. 4QCalendrical Doc A (Mishmarot A)

(PLATES VI-VIE)

Bibliography: J. T. Milik, "Le travail d'edition des manuscrits du desert de Juda," Volume du Congres

Strasbourg 1956 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 4; Leiden: Brill, 1957) 25; B. Z. Wacholder and M. G.

Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew and Aramaic Texts from Cave

Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1991) 60-67; M. Albani, "Die lunaren

Zyklen im 364-Tage-Festkalendar von 4QMischmerot/4QSe," Forschungsstelle Judentum. Mitteilungen und

Beitrage 4 (1992) 3^t7; R. H. Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury:

Element, 1992) 118-119; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New
Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 309-311; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios

Biblicos 54 (1996) 523-529; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and

Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 50-128; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar,
The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 40274-11031 (Leiden: Brill, 1998)678-683.

Fragments

Based on the structural content of the text, various pieces of this manuscript can be

put together to form larger fragments. Altogether there are nine fragments identified.

Fragment 1 is a composition of two separated pieces. Their relative position can be
determined according to their contents. Together they have three columns. Fourteen
lines can be seen in the first column, thirteen in the second, and only six in the third. It
has approximately three hundred and seventy-seven recognisable characters and fifty-
six cipher numbers. Fragment 2 is a single fragment with two columns. Column 1 has
six lines and column 2 has seven, but all the lines have only one or two words. The
number of characters on it is sixty-seven and the number of cipher numbers is three.

Fragment 3 has only the last three letters of a line on it. However, because a possible
reconstruction of these letters is one of the priestly names and a line ending with a

priestly name may be located after fragment 2, this minute fragment is hence placed
there and designated as fragment 3. Fragment 4 is a combination of several pieces,
some ofwhich are touching one another and some ofwhich are separated. Together

they form the largest fragment of the manuscript with a total of six columns, although
each column is rather narrow. Judging from the content, the columns should have
about fourteen lines and column 3 has part of all the fourteen lines extant. Only four
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can be seen in column 1, five in column 2, ten in column 4, thirteen in column 5, and

ten in column 6. Altogether it has approximately four hundred and ninety characters
and twenty-four cipher numbers. Fragments 5 to 9 are all very small pieces and their
exact location cannot be identified. Fragment 5 has two lines and nine characters;

fragment 6 has four lines, sixteen characters, and one number; fragment 7 has one

number and two characters; fragment 8 has five characters; and fragment 9 has six
characters.

Palaeography

Judging by the criteria established by Cross, the handwriting of this manuscript best
fits the characteristics of the formal hand from the late Hasmonean or early Herodian

period.17 Thus 4Q320 may be dated to ca. 50-25 BCE.

Mus. Inv. 681, 682
PAM 40.579, 40.587, 40.591, 40.611, 40.619, 41.699, 41.700, 42.329, 42.330,
43.330, 43.331

Frg. 1 i

top margin

mron nmtnr6[ ]

ncra cnatyn nrsnafn] rrp°jto[i]
nnan imi ipn mi? a rpp-in]
nm iitsp-in tmn1? vacateia[a Mn]

vacat rri[i0"Hn]
n -12 iimiliih nf^-pn IIIII2]

■obq -12 -i1? yip[n nntsi]
"•E^n illlllH/12 illllllllh 2^[^X2 /n]

^212 3/////////n -i7 n[^nn ///n]

1' F. M. Cross, "The Development of the Jewish Scripts" in G. E. Wright (ed.), The Bible and the
Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor ofWilliam FoxwellAlbright (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,

1961) 133-202, 138, Figure 2, line 3.
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"•Born 1IIIIIII2 illII11lib ,¥n[ns3 ////n]
yWB2 111111112 -,5l7 [n^m //////n]

■vnan 1IIIII2 illllllllh n["Him rats]
"•3I3B2 ?/////[3 —]5[*7 rraia //n]

■warn J////2 illlllllllh nya ///n]

bottom margin

Notes on Readings
00-

L. 2 HTX7[1]. The reading of the word is not certain. The restoration is based on

formal and semantic considerations to the paralleled nrnR~int7 in line 1.

L. 6 13. Instead of the letter 1 the PE puts the numeral "1" next to the 3. The

number might well seem to represent the first month, but it does not agree with the

writing. The mark following the 3 is not a simple single down stroke denoting the

cipher 1 but one with a little bend to the right at the top signifying a letter 1. The first

month is already mentioned in line 4, so there is no need to repeat the number again
here but rather it refers back to the mentioned month by using the 3ms suffix.

L. 9 J/////////3 ~,5t7 n[jt733 ///3], The two numbers in this line have been changed

by the editors of the PE from 4 and 29 of the PC to 3 and 28. According to the
scheme used by the text to calculate the events there is no doubt that the numbers
should be 3 and 28. However, while the first number is lost, the second number can be

clearly read as 29. The scribal error is rectified by the PE without giving any

indication.

Translation

1. ]to show it from the east.

2. [And] to cause it to shine [in] the middle of the sky, on the foundation of
3. [the firmamen]t, from evening till morning on the 4 of the week of
4. [the sons of G]amul, vacat for the first month in the

5. [firs]tyear; vacat

6. [on the 5 of Jedaia]h after 29 (days) on the 30 of it;
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7. [sabbath ofHajkkoz after 30 (days )on the 30 of the second (month);
8. [on the 1 ofEliajshib after 29 (days) on the 29 of the third (month);
9. [on the 3 ofBilgajh after 30 (days) on the 29 of the fourth (month);
10. [on the 4 ofPetha]hiah after 29 (days) on the 27 of the fifth (month);
11. [on the 6 ofDelaiah] after 30 (days) on the 27 of the sixth (month);
12. [sabbath of Seorijm after 29 (days) on the 25 of the seventh (month);
13. [on the 2 ofAbijah after] 3[0 (days) on the] 25 of the eighth (month);
14. [on the 3 of Jakim after 2]9 (days) on the 24 of the ninth (month);

Comments

Throughout the three columns of fragment 1 the preposition in the middle of the

entries accompanying the number 29 or 30 is taken as "at the close of a certain

period", and hence is translated as "after".18

Frg. 1 ii

top margin

•»T0in 3///:I <~IBK:I> l/ll/i

Titm ?//n Vlllllllh ^prrra IIII111
annn ibb □■bed j//n li

vacat men ™n

liaro jn V/llllllh na^aii //□.
"•3W3 ?n MET1! I///2

pEr^EQ] llllllllhi viilllilh Rsira /////n

["'irnjnn ////////—n -V? ssan mtn

[■warn llllllhj. illllllllff,? 'piana Ii
[••0EQ llllllhl -]3l7 r?I?T3 11/2

[wivn /////-'H 3iinr\mh ]a^an llll2

[TBED Illlh2 -]3^ rPUBn //////n

18 For this usage of the preposition see The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew-English

Lexicon, 517, 6b; and the Hebrew & Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament: The New

Koehler.Baumgartner in English (Leiden: Brill, 1994) v. 2, 508, 3c.
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[wrni ///hi "illllllllh rnpnn nna>

[wwvi l/hi rrnnm Hi]

Notes on Readings

L. 1 <imi>. The word was omitted accidentally but replaced superlinearly by

the corrector.

Translation

1. on the 5 <of Immer> after 30 (days) on the 23 of the tenth (month);
2. on the 6 of Jehezkel after 29 (days) on the 22 of the eleventh (month);
3. on the 1 of Jehoiarib after 30 (days) on the 22 of the twelfth month;
4. the second year: vacat

5. on the 2 ofMalchijah after 29 (days) on the 20 of the first (month);
6. on the 4 of Jeshua after 30 (days) on the 20 of the second (month);
7. on the 5 ofHuppah after 29 (days) on the 19 [of the third (month);]
8. sabbath ofHappizzez after 30 (days) on the 18 of the f[ourth (month);]
9. on the 1 of Gamul after [29 (days) on the 17 of the fifth (month);]
10. on the 3 of Jedaiah after 30 (days) [on the 17 of the sixth (month);]
11. on the 4 ofMijamin after 2[9 (days) on the 15 of the seventh (month);]
12. on the 6 of Shecaniah after 3[0 (days) on the 15 of the eighth (month);]
13. sabbath ofBil[gah after 29 (days) on the 14 of the ninth (month);]
14. [on the 2 of Pethahiah after 30 (days) on the 13 of the tenth (month);]

Frg. 1 iii

[tsnnn iwv tibio Ihi \illllllllh mi]

[ttnnn hbb com /hi ^ □''inn llllli]

[]itjp-n -a illllllllh fpn lllllli rrtt^&yn man]
[">]2ii -a cpp^n /n]

[■vnhwi llllllllli ;\lltlllllh irni Hi]
[win lllllllli ^Kprrpn l/l/i]
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[■"twom IIIIIII2 illllllllh nvuan /////n]

[yav2 Illlllt2 ^ rro^nn nntf]

[W2V2 IIIII2 •illllllllh 2)2)^2 12
■a1 a tun IIIII2 asm III2

^irtynn IIII2 illllllllh Trm IIII2

^2)22 H/2 -;LP ]^2 I/////2
annn 1212 ^22122 112 illllllllh rryrn rm

annn ntfi; n*iV2 bra i^a^an] //2

Translation

1. [on the 3 ofDelaiah after 29 (days) on the 12 of the eleventh month;]
2. [on the 5 of Harim after 30 (days) on the 12 of the twelfth month;]
3. [the third year: on the 6 ofHakkoz after 29 (days) on the 10 of the first

(month);]

4. [on the 1 of Jakim after 30 (days) on the 10 of the second (month);]
5. [on the 2 of Immer after 29 (days) on the 9 of the third (month);]
6. [on the 4 of Jehezkel after 30 (days) on the 8 of the fourth (month);]
7. [on the 5 ofMaaziah after 29 (days) on the 7 of the fifth (month);]
8. [sabbath ofMalchijah after 30 (days) on the 7 of the sixth (month);]
9. on the 1 of Je[shua after 29 (days) on the 5 of the seventh (month);]

10. on the 3 ofHuppah after 30 (days) on the 5 of the eighth (month),
11. on the 4 ofHezir after 29 (days) on the 4 of the ninth (month);

12. on the 6 of Jachin after 30 (days) on the 3 of the tenth (month);
13. sabbath of Jedaiah after 29 (days) on the 2 of the eleventh month;
14. on the 2 [ofMijam]in after 30 (days) on the second day of the twelfth month

Comments

L. 3 rPS^tyn rran. The phrase rrsti^n rt]t»n is not in the PE. When the text

comes to the second year an introductory phrase about the year order, which takes up
a whole line in ii 4, is needed to indicate the change from year one to year two. The

changing point from year two to three is lost, but judging from what is at the
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beginning of year two a similar introductory phrase seems to be required at this point
of the text. However, two features of the manuscript put a constraint on the
restoration of the year order at this point. First, all the columns that can be reasonably
reconstructed have fourteen lines, so this column is unlikely to have more lines than

fourteen. Second, all the extant entries show that the manuscript is confined to the
rule of having one entry per line. Keeping to these features the number ofmissing
lines in this column does not allow one to restore a whole line for this introduction as

in the case of the second year. There are few possible solutions to this problem:

(1) The choice of the PE editors is to ignore the introductory phrase for the third

year altogether by putting the first entry of the year immediately after the end
of the second year.

(2) Eisenman and Wise19 opt for putting the year order in a line of its own resulting
in this column having fifteen lines .

(3) Snyder's suggestion20 is to put the phrase at the beginning of line 3 and to
break the rule of an entry per line by putting some of the words of the first

entry of the third year immediately after the introductory words. The words of
the subsequent entries are then also shifted to accommodate the extra words

until it reaches line 9, where the entry per line format is resumed.

(4) Another possibility which is proposed in this study is to place both the

introductory words and the first entry of the third year together in the same

line. The only objection to such a proposal would be that the line would be too

long when compared to the others. However, the line length in this manuscript
is notably uneven which means that the concern about keeping the one entry

per line style outweighs the consideration of having uniform line length.

Furthermore, the proposed line is not particularly long when compared with
some of the longer lines, such as line 13 and 14 in the same column.

19 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, 117-118.
20
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 63.
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Frg. 2 i

vipn ■■a® •[ ]

0ip mo-Q[ ]
man ///[/n ]

□,,30n 0n ^[ittll ^33]
••30n ^nrn n3[0 ]

vacat n[

Notes onReadings

L. 5 ami In order to keep a reasonable distance from the lines of the next

column the final □ is written immediately underneath the \

Translation

2. ]■ the years of holiness
3. ] holy creation
4. on the] 4 of the week
5. [of the sons ofGam]ul is the head of all the years.

6. the y]ear of the second jubilee
7. ]r vacat

Comments

L. 6 n3[0 ]. The PE restores at the beginning of the line H3[0 222 ~IU],

This restoration is adopted by Snyder, who provides it with the translation "[through
the ye]ar prior to the second jubilee".21 Although the proposed restoration and

interpretation are possible, the phrase and its usage find no textual support from the
other calendrical texts. In addition the content of the preserved text in this fragment

21
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 92. In note 55, Snyder references to Jastrow's Dictionary of

the Targumim, Talmud Babli, Yerushalmi andMidrashic Literature for the possible usage of the
word 21V with the sense of "the year preceding a certain period".
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does not necessarily refer to the year before the second jubilee, that is the year forty-
nine.

Frg. 2 ii

jvnrn

] □••tr

] 2HP

[ITIJT ]-?

[pipn /]-?

[ipe^N ]-? "rca-in

Translation

1. b\
2. with the sacrifices of[
3. days[
4. holy[
5. the second (month), 30 (days), [Jedaiah;]
6. the third (month), 3[1 (days), Hakkoz;]
7. the fourth (month), 30 (days), [Eliashib;]

Frg. 3

rr3[D»

Translation

1. Shecajniah;

Frg. 4 i

[ZP]Y"° [/-? ^rwnn]
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n*o*7ta[ ? •'-pawn]

uia^ -5 iro ^naw]
nxnar [ /-? iwv m®]

bottom margin

Translation

1. [the ninth (month), 31 (days),] Jehoiar[ib;]
2. [the tenth (month), 30 (days),] Malchijah;
3. [the eleventh (month), 30 (days), J]eshua,
4. [the twelfth (month), 31 (days),] Jushebeab;

Frg. 4 ii

rinna^i cmvi

vacat Erann^i]
□"•Baa^i D^af^i]
Illli rn^nr^i

^lan yn mao

bottom margin

Translation

10. the days, and for the sabbaths,

11. [and] for the months, vacat

12. [and for] the years, and for the releases,

13. and for the jubilees on the 4

14. of the week of the sons ofGamul.

Frg. 4 iii

mine miar-in n:t»n

riosn vacat rmua m man IIIn
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[nas?]n [rp]y-p[n ]/n

[mi jnosn o"hi7BQ Mill
o^non 3n inara /n

ITiDrn dp rrnum ////£
□"Himn qv tt'Q /////[/n]

vacat wiv [n anm]

nuon 3n rra[-r:i ////n]
vacat

irifna nmn

[n]DEn □■hsnzo [///]£
[nau]n spn f [a]-'an [/n]

[atyn nosn] ,T3R[a /////n]

Translation

1. The first year, its festivals:
2. on the 3 of the week of the sons ofMaaziah, vacat the Passover;

3. on the 1 [of] Jeda[iah], the Waving of 0[mer;]
4. on the 5 of Seorim, the [Second] Passover;
5. on the 1 of Jeshua, the Feast ofWeeks;

6. on the 4 ofMaaziah, the Day of Remembrance;
7. [on the] 6 of Jehoiarib, the Day of Atonement,
8. [in the] seventh [month;] vacat

9. [on the 4 of Jeda]iah, the Feast ofBooths.

10. vacat

11. The second (year), its festivals:
12. on [the 3] of Seorim, the Passov[er;]
13. [on the 1] ofMija[mi]n, the Waving of [Omer;]
14. [on the 5 ofA]bijah, [the Second Passover;]
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Frg. 4 iv

top margin

□\sKn[5sn an] &[snE] /n

<[]n]5r°n> nv ////n
[□m]edn dv [nJra^aE lllllli

mEcn an pa^afE ////]n
vacat

n-nma n^tyn

nOEH iTEKE ///n

naun pan .tdeg /e

[as»]n nosn o[,]p-ie /////e

[cmet&n an] -prn£ [/e]

[■pnErn uv nam ////e]
[□msen uv awa //////e]

[niEon an nrotsa ////e]
[nnma n^yann]

Translation

1. on the 1 [ofHujppah, [the Feast ofWjeeks;
2. on the 4 of Seorim, the Day of <Reme[mbrance;]>
3. on the 6 ofMalchija[h], the Day ofAto[nement;]
4. on the [4 of] Mijamin, the Feast of Booths.
5. vacat

6. The third (year), its festivals:
7. on the 3 of Abijah, the Passover;

8. on the 1 of Shecaniah, the Waving of Omer;
9. on the 5 of Jak[i]m, the [Second] Passover;

10. [on the 1] ofHezir, [the Feast ofWeeks;]
11. [on the 4 ofAbijah, the Day ofRemembrance;]
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12. [on the 6 of Jeshua, the Day ofAtonement;]
13. [on the 4 of Shecaniah, the Feast of Booths.]
14. [The fourth (year), its festivals:]

Frg. 4 v

noan u[^i mi]
-laitn "pn hAn[^n] H

•aan nosn ie[fa f\nni

cpinnEin [:n] /n]

■p-crn or d^to iiu[i]
omaan or Kann [//////a]
moon in oxnarnf ////a]

vac [at ]
mimaf rrsynnn]

noan naxa iiia

naun pin yaaa [/]a
atun noan •wprrra /////[a]

[D^mot^n in a^n^a /a]

[]Tiarn or natca ////a]

Notes on Readings
00

L- 4 ] ["[Pt^. The restoration, fa[aa, in the PE is adopted by Snyder who points
out that the PE reading reflects a scribal error and wonders whether it is an error from

memory.22 Flowever, the error is not a scribal mistake but a misreading of the remnant

traces of the word. What is read as "the tails of the double tsadeh of in medial

and final form"23 is more likely to be parts of a final ] and a 0. Most of the top part of

the word is lost, and what can be seen are part of a bottom horizontal stroke of a

letter and the extended down stroke of another. The ] and D of the expected word

22 Snyder. "Mishmarot Calendars", 116.
23
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 112.
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fit well with these traces. No trace of the 1 between these two letters is left, but

if the letter was extant it would be found sitting on top of the extant base stroke of the
D similar to the case in 1 iii 12.

Translation

1. [on the 3 of Jaki]m, the Passover;

2. on the 1 [of Jushjebeab, the Waving ofOmer;
3. on the [5 of I]mmer, the Second Passover;

4. [on the 1 of Ja]ch[i]n, the [Feast] ofWeeks;
5. [on the] 4 of Jakim, the Day ofRemembrance;
6. [on the] 6 ofHuppah, the Day of Atonement;
7. [on the 4] of Jushebeab, the Feast ofBooths.
8. [ vd\cat

9. [The fifth] (year), its festivals:
10. on the 3 of Immer, the Passover;

11. on the 1 ofHappizzez, the Waving ofOmer;
12. [on the] 5 of Jehezkel, the Second Passover;

13. [on the 1 of Jehoiari]b, the Feast of [Weeks;]
14. [on the 4 of Immer, the Day ofRemembrance;]

Frg. 4 vi

□medn dp tim lllllli

n]iDDii an ////a
vacat

mma nm>n

[n]osn ^Kpnrn ///n

noun pan 'pmnn /n
[■■30]n riDEn rpru&n //[///n]

[d->m&y]n in rPD^nn /n

[]TiDrn dp ^aprrpn [////a]
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[□■Himn or] pirn llll[lli\
[niDon nn ^ibiq ////n]

Translation

1. on the 6 ofHezir, the Day ofAtonement;
2. on the 4 ofHappizzez, the Feast ofBooths.
3. vacat

4. The sixth (year), its festivals:
5. on the 3 of Jehezkel, the Passov[er;]

6. on the 1 ofGamul, the Waving ofOmer;
7. [on the 5] ofMaaziah, the [Second] Passover;

8. on the 1 of, the Feast of [Weeks;]

9. [on the] 4 of Jehezke[l, the Day of Remembrance;]
10. [on the] 6 of Jachin, [the Day ofAtonement;]
11. [on the 4 ofGamul, the Feast ofBooths.]

Frg. 5

] □••Bin

]3j runs

Whether there

symbols
the PE.

Translation

1. months [

2. signs 40[+?

Notes on Readings

L. 2 ]33 mns. Two ciphers of "20" are preserved for this number.

is any other cipher following them is not known, but the two surviving

together already make the number at least 40 instead of 33 as stated in
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Frg. 6

jDfltr -»•[

man] 001 d^k n»[

]3B0

Notes onReadings

L. 2 -'??•[. The three ciphers total 50. The meaning of the symbol before them

is not known, but the editors of the PE read the whole number as 170.

Translation

2. ] 50+? da[y]s [
3. ]cf thousand and six [hundred

4. \-piv- smn\

Frg. 7

lh □[

mn[«

Translation

1. ]m 12

2. s]igns

Frg. 8

]D[

] vacat [

JD^T1 *T5[

Translation

1. ]m[
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2. ] vacat [

3. ] all the days [

Frg. 9

] iiarnn [

]••[ Pi

Translation

1. ] the first [
2- M ]"[
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4Q321. 4QCalendrical Doc Ba (Mishmarot Ba)

(PLATES K-XI)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 68-73; M. Albani, "Die lunaren Zyklen im 364-Tage-Festkalendar von 4QMischmerot/4Q Se,"

Forschungsstelle Judentum. Mitteilungen undBeitrage 4 (1992) 3^47; R. H. Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The
Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 109-116; C. Martone, "Un Calendario Proveniente
da Qumran Recentemente Publicato," Henoch 16 (1994) 49-75; M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other

Essays on the History, Language and Literature ofSecond Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the

Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 222-232; M. O. Wise,
"Second Thoughts on pn and the Qumran Synchronistic Calendars," in J. C. Reeves and J. Kampen (ed.),

Pursuing the Text: Studies in Honor ofBen Zion Wacholder on the Occasion ofhis Seventieth Birthday (JSOT
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Fragments

A substantial text has been preserved with this manuscript when compared to other
calendrical scrolls. Due to the amount of text found and its structural content, nearly
all the fragments retrieved can be placed in their relative positions to each other. All
identifiable pieces are grouped into two fragments. Fragment 1 contains three

columns, and each of them should have eight lines. Both columns 1 and 2 have all the

eight lines seen together with parts of the top and bottom margins. Column 3 has only
the lower six lines preserved with the bottom margin. The total number of

recognisable characters in this fragment is approximately six hundred and fifty.

Fragment 2 contains four columns. For the first three columns each one should have

nine lines, and the last column should have six. For the first three columns traces of
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almost all the lines can be found, but for the last column only part of two lines can be
seen. Underneath the lowest preserved line of the last column is a wide bottom margin
which occupied about one third of the height of the leather page. This probably
indicates that the whole text ends at about line 6 of this column. The total number of

characters found in fragment 2 is approximately eight hundred and twenty.

Palaeography

Talmon and Knohl based on the criteria proposed by Cross classify the handwriting of
this manuscript as a "late Hasmonean or early Herodian book hand" of the period ca.

50-25 BCE.24

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed/Preliminary Edition Talmon and Knohl

Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines
1 l 00 i 1-8

1 1-8 ii 1-8

1 1-8 iii 1-8

2 1-9 iv 1-9

2 1-9 V 1-9

2 1-9 vi 1-9

2 1-6 vii 1-6

Mus. Inv. 365, 372
PAM 40.610, 40.966, 41.697, 41.698, 42.327, 42.328, 43.328, 43.329

Frg. 1 i

lop margin

tobo cp-i]t0yi [ntynnn n^nna arm Kin -it&u d^bo rpy-pn inKn npm]
[npm

24 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321," 272.
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npm ^rwnn □•hbm mn]-iia opm ntsftizn xn [nam arm piran nen^tso]
[rnnno

ntysyn npm mj&yyn cr n[»]in rrofteq nasn ntyann ?cin -iio[sj tiaraa msaa]
nKnt^n

mm npn]i trnnn nmi? mra: ammm natun ^prmn nm[m]n x[n nnmin]
nnnsfa

□[\m npn]i° amnn new mao cpnmin □["•]'] mn nmm msn [«n rroam]
n^nn

npn[i Kin □•HjBf&jn na^an cr]mn ]im?nn [npmp vacat numm]

nwann npnji awn crimen] Siua n[i7]niNn kh nin[BQ cp-m nwi^wn]
nynmn pip [3

Kin] hiiiii [mtspp^n ]na>ao [n]pm •^mh nmi7[ numm nam nmnnn kin]
puiin nfnrn

bottom margin

Notes on Readings
o

L. 4 nnns[n. Could this be an orthographic variant? All other occurrences of the

priestly name in the extant fragments of the calendrical documents are spelled as

mnna.

Translation

1. [and duqah on the first of Jedaiah on the twejlfth of it. On the second of

Abij[ah on the] twen[ty-fifth of the eighth (month), and duqah]
2. [on the third ofMijamin on the twelfth] of it. On the third of Jakim on the

[twenty] fou[rth of the ninth (month), and duqah on the fourth]
3. [of Shecaniah on the eleve]nth of it. On the fifth of Immer on the tw[en]ty-

third of the ten[th (month), and duqah on the sixth of Ju]shebeab
4. [on the tenth of] it. On the [si]xth of Jehezkel on the twenty-second of the

eleventh month, and [duqah (on the) sabbath of] Pethahiah
5. [on the ninth of it.] On the first of Jehoiarib on the twenty-second of the

twelfth month, and [duqah on the secon]d ofDelaiah
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6. [on the ninth of it. [The] sec[ond] (year): The first (month) on the sec[on]d of

Malchijah on the twen[ty of it, and] duqah
7. [on the third ofHezir on the se]venth of it. On the fou[r]th of Jeshua [on the]

twenty of the second (month), and [duqah on the fifth of] Hakkoz on the
seventh

8. [of it. On the fifth ofHuppah on the nineteenth of the third (month), and

duq[ah\ on the sixth [of E]li[ashib] on the sixth [of it. (On the) sabba]th of

Happizzez

Comments

L. 6 npn[l Kin □"l-l]^'[U]5.. The PE restores in the lacuna a longer word "ptStm.

As Talmon and Knohl23 point out in their textual note the space of the lacuna here is
not enough to accommodate the longer form fltSte-Q as proposed in the PE, so Kin is
more likely to be the appropriate word to fit in the lacuna. In fact this restoration does
not only seem appropriate but is actually required by the change in the form of the

entry. Being the first entry of a year, it not only has an extra word rP]tsn introducing

the order of the year but also an additional word ]"ltt>te~in at its beginning. The

interpretation of this additional word has direct effect on the restoration of the words
that follow. The only possible interpretation of the word "pJWin is that it refers to the
order of the month, which fits well with both its form and location. Therefore with the

month order already introduced at the beginning of the entry what is needed in the
latter part when the month is referred to is no more than a pronominal suffix attached
to the preposition, ten.

Frg. 1 ii

new nmttn ^iai]n nnte! ten[ ntsam natea into npm win ~is»u miaan] x

[■warn

"wn ivv runts]! rpy[-in nttn^ttn ten nmnten ^]pr n[n n^tsn npm] 2
[nmnten npm

25 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321," 277.
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n»i2]rn npm wiv2[ nsyann ■ptrcn nJyniKn kin nnnnxn rpraan
[com □muwn

nnt»] Kin arm ,T3K3 m® np[m rnatsa ntyy ]rroann rp b yen hbbq Kin
[Kn^nn

ntyi^syn naai n[pn]i -warn [trm nainn iron] npn'i "wtwin hot nuniKn
[man^n Trn]n

ny»nn pf-a njnnnKn hpni [•nwn im n®i]^wn ."finnan naai[n Ki]n tiki
[Kin D"l]f2)U]

ny®[nn n^TP n»®n hp[m aninn n»y ",n]twn nan; naa>h n[^nn nation
[D"nnn na»ann Ki]n □•nawi

K[m] Dn®!)i niiatyn "po^n ]nn®[ n]pm aninn nsu naam naiy n[a]tyn
[]i»K-i]n n^ar^an

bottom margin

Notes onReadings

L. 3 nmnan. The spelling of the priestly name here is highly unusual. The name

appears in MT as irPfUa, but is usually found as TWa, rpruifi, or nmna in the

Qumran Scrolls. Here the expected y is replaced by a 1 This unusual spelling of the

name is also found in 2 i 8. However, the other appearance of the name in 2 ii 2 is
rrrsna.

Translation

1. [on the eighteenth of the fourth (month), and duqah on the first of Immer on
the fifth] of it. On the first of [Gamul on the seventeenth of the fifth (month),]

2. [and duqah on the second of] Jehez[kel on the fourth of it. On the third of

Jed]aiah on the [seventeenth of the sixth (month), and duqah on the fourth]
3. ofMaaziah on the fourth of it. On the four[th ofMijamin on the fifteenth] of

the seventh (month), and duqah on the fi[fth of Seorim on the second]
4. of it. On the sixth of Shecaniah on the fifteenth of the eighth (month), and

du\qah (on the) sabbath of Abijah on the second of it. [(On the) sabbath of

Bilgah]
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5. on the fourteenth of the ninth (month), and diiqcih [on the first ofHuppah on

the first] of the ninth (month), and [duqa]h the second time on the third of

[Hezir on the thirty-]
6. first of [it. On the] second ofPethahiah on the thirteenth of the tenth

(month),] and duqah on the four[th of Ja]chin on the twe[nty] ninth [of it.]
7. On the [third of Delai]ah on the twelfth of the ele[venth month, and dn]qah on

the sixth of Jehoiar[ib on the] twenty-[ni]nth of [it. On the fifth ofHarim]

8. on the tw[e]lfth of the twelfth month, and duq[cih\ (on the) sabbath [of]

Mijamin on the twenty-eighth of [it]. The third (year): The [first (month)]

Comments

L. 4 rPHKH nntf. A scribal error for yism rOBf Jeshua is the priestly course

following immediately after Abijah. According to Jewish tradition the change over of
the priestly course in the Temple took place on a sabbath, and both the retiring and
the incoming courses were involved in some part of the day's duty. The practice of
the Calendrical Documents is to name the sabbath after the incoming priestly course.

On the sabbath of the second of the eighth month of the second year Abijah is the

retiring course and Jeshua is the incoming course, so this sabbath should be called
mtm nn» instead ofmm rosy.

L. 5 [inxa nam insn]. In the PE only -rrmn is restored in the lacuna.

However, judging from the content and the space of the lacuna the other two words
are needed.

L. 8 []1Wl]n rPBP^n. Part of the introductory statement for the beginning of a

new year is preserved for the second and the fourth year, but they are slightly different
from each other. In the second year the order of the year is followed by the order of
the month, while in the fourth the year number is followed immediately by the

weekday of the priestly service. The introductory style of the second year is adopted
here for two reasons. Firstly, the letter following rPEP^Ein despite its damage looks

more likely to be a n than a 2. Secondly, the first month of the fourth year is not a

standard entry but one with two unnamed events.
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Frg. 1 iii

irm Kin cm®in nun^n r?3n®n □■awn npm Kin mtwn yipa nw®3]
[cp-i®i?i n®®n nKnwn riBi^wn npm a®n nnran mpm

Kin 0"H®i7i n®®n ynnn n®ara npim ^^wn ni7®nn naKn D"»j®a Kin]
["niann n®®n npim nmn n3ia®a "TKprmn nnniKn

□"•jnnn nnKn n[pim -warn nun&yn rm&an n®am Kin unvvi nunnKn]
[.TnjK^an nn® Kin □[•»n®s?i nmnKn

[n®arn uiwn nnKn Kin d"h®»i n®l^n "pipn na®n npim "wn nnn^n]
[om]® Hi na®n h^^Kn nunnKn npim mmtyn

K[m amwm nnKn n^nn n®am npim \pa®n n®ann nmnn nttn^wn Kin]
[^Kprn]1 rn® npim mv®nn nunnKn mrnn nnnnAn

n[J7®nn mnuan nnKn npim m®m n®i^®n pm n®®n Kin □m»in nnKn]
npim ®mnn n®u m®in cp]®n rr&mn m® Kin n®i?

np[m ®mnn n®i; na®n na®n pa^an na®n Kin n®u ni?®nn □mm®n n®i*7®n]
[m]]n®n nunnKn nmmnn vacat Kin n®s? mia®n mnKn ni?nnKn

ns;n®n mpm n®®n npim Kin cp®i'7®n nKn®m n®ann na®i ]i®Knn nnKn]
[~p]r°rn nnKn npim a®n m®it7®n mnnn[n] nn® ]i®iKnn [n®y

bottom margin

Translation

1. [on the sixth ofHakkoz on the tenth of it, and duqah on the second of
Shecaniah on the twenty-seventh of it. On the first of Jakim on the tenth of the
second (month), and duqah on the third of Jushebeab on the twenty-sixth]

2. [of it. On the second of Immer on the ninth of the third (month), and duqah on

the fifth ofHappizzez on the twenty-sixth of it. On the fourth of Jehezkel on
the eighth of the fourth (month), and duqah on the sixth of Gamul]

3. [on the twenty-fourth of it. On the fifth ofMaaziah on the seventh of the fifth

(month), and duq]ah on the first ofHar[im on the twenjty-[fourth] of it. (On

the) sabbath ofMal[chijah]
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4. [on the seventh of the sixth (month), and duqah on the second ofHakkoz on

the twenty-third of it. On the first of Jeshua on the fifth] of the seventh

(month), and duqah on the fourth ofEliashib on the twe[nty]second
5. [of it. On the third ofHuppah on the fifth of the eighth (month), and duqah on

the fifth ofBilgah on the twenty-first of] it. On the fourth ofHezir on the
fourth of the ninth (month), and duqah (on the) sabbath of Je[hezkel]

6. [on the twenty-first of it. On the sixth of Jachin on the third of the tenth

(month), and duqah on the first ofMaaziah on the nineteenth of it. (On the)
sabbath of Jedaiah on the second of the eleventh month, and duqah

7. [on the third of Seorim on the nineteenth of it. On the second ofMijamin on

the second of the twelfth month, and du\qah on the fourth of Abijah on the

eighteenth of it. vacat The fourth (year): On the fourth of Shecan[iah]
8. [on the first of the first (month), and the second time on the fifth of Jushebeab

on the thirtieth of it, and duqah on the sixth of Jakim on the seventeenth of

the] first (month). (On the) sabbath [of] Pethahiah on the thirtieth of the
second (month), and duqah on the first ofHez[ir]

Comments

L. 7-8. The entry for the first month of the fourth year is different from the others
because in this month the unnamed event happens twice, first on day 1 of the month
and then a second time on day 30. This peculiarity contributes to the difficulty in

restoring the missing words in this entry. Since there is no parallel to the other entries,
the restoration of this line differs in almost every available transcription.

new nv2W2 op^a ntaen npm ptwna into n^atsa naanKa nmann Eisenman & Wise
■pwna

-to nuatfa op'o nw»a npm pumaa nnrca n^atna naantsa msrann PE
■ptsmna mEnbtfn

-to ni73eq crp-a ntsro npm parma nnrca hndeq nuaniu nmann Snyder
perma man'ro aKaara na>nna man

oto^ed atfaana nrana main pawna nn^a n^aan nuan^a nmann Talmon&Knohl
parma na>a nuaao np'a naro npm Kia
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Eisenman and Wise26 ignore the second occurrence of the unnamed event. As a

result their restoration produces the most apparently smooth reading, for it appears
with exactly the same format as the other entries. However, by omitting one of the
events it renders the interpretation of the system of the text in enumerating the events

almost impossible.
The PE does deal with the peculiarity but only partially. 27 It first restores the line

according to the standard format of the entries and then adds on the day and the
month of the second unnamed event at the end of the entry. The two extra words
seem awkward and out of place with the rest of the line. Firstly, in marking the event

in such a way they differ from the rest of the text by having only the day and month
but not the weekday and the priestly course. Secondly, without any other words
attached to them it is difficult to see how a reader can make sense of them and know

what they are referring to.

Snyder28 adopts the arrangement of the PE but modifies it by putting back in the

priestly course and the weekday, and adding an introductory word nTZtH to the event.

These modifications render a restoration with all the necessary elements needed to

produce a reasonable description of the event. However, adding on the second
unnamed event to the end of the entry is the weakness of Snyder's proposal. With no

name given to this event the word rP3SSTT provided by Snyder to introduce the event

has no specific denotation that it is referring to the unnamed event. Placing the event

after the description of a ilpll could easily lead to the misinterpretation of the word

nntyn as referring to the Hpn - the second (duqah).

Taking all these considerations into account, the restoration proposed by Talmon
and Knohl29 is the most acceptable one. Although the proposal still has to be regarded
as conjectural, in terms of providing necessary information and a sensible reading it is

26 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, 111.
27 Wacholder and Abegg, Preliminary Edition, 70.
28
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 138.

29 Talmon and Knohl, "Mitoarot Ba, 4Q321," 278.
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more reasonable than the others. Hence it is adopted in this study with only a minor
modification from rP3tt>n to mm

Frg. 2 i

[n]ynttn mrm nnty An opmyi nyn]nm nnm npi[n mann nuitta]

nntm nt&ann inn nnm an mmi mn'mn [mnnsn amn npm ^bbo]
nymm npm

□nm mam npm mam man n nmm nan'mn «n[ nnmi nam rn^rn]

nnm mm nm npm warn nu2iX2 nvx1?an nyn[nto xn onroi into]

iro nywnn mpHh nmo npm mm2 nan^a] yn>[n mm ro Dnum]
xi]2

an nm nran] [nam nwipen npm stmrih na>[y nuii] aaan 2x2^2 nm]

my naiBEO ^[prnn nyjnntn npm amnn nm [arm mm ynan m3tta]

An [rpn]3B3 rro^Bn ^laa]! fi[BWin »]ninn n:iB[«m nm vacat xn]
[nosn]

[yip2 m^n mn ncsn «n] mnyt&tn mum mn naiyn *pn xn nnnn]

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

L. 8 [mn]3a3. The letter following the a, although it can only be partially seen, is

more likely to be a 3 than either an y or a 1. This agrees with the reading of the

priestly name in I ii 3.

Translation

1. [on the seventh of the fifth (month), and d\uqah on the first of [Bilga]h on the

[twenty-foujrth [of it ] (On the) sabbath ofHezir on the seven[th]
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2. [of the sixth (month), and duqah on the second ofPethahiah] on the twenty-
third of it. On the first of Jachin on the fifth of the seventh (month), and duqah
on the fourth

3. [ofDelaiah on the twenty-second] of it. On the third of Jehoiarib on the fifth
of the eighth (month), and duqah on the fifth ofHarim

4. [on the twenty-first of it. On the foujrth ofMalchijah on the fourth of the ninth

(month), and duqah (on the) sabbath of Abijah on the twenty
5. [first of it. On the sixth of Jejshua [on the] third of the tenth (month), and

duqah on the first of Jakim on the nineteenth of [it.]
6. [(On the) sabbath of Jushebeab on the second of the eleve]nth month, and

duqah on the thi[rd of Immer] on the nineteenth of it.
7. [On the second ofHappizzez on the second of the twel]fth month, and duqah

on the four[th of Jehezk]el on the eighteenth
8. [of it. vacat The fi]rst [year: The firjst mon[th] is in [Gamul; on the thir]d of

Mafaziah] of it is [the Passover;]
9. [in Jedaiah of it is the Waving ofOmer. The second (month) is in Jedaiah; in]

Seorim [of it is the Second Passover. The third (month) is in Hakkoz;]

Comments

L. 8 m2>[lt?BQ The restoration ofTalmon and KnohF0 is adopted.

Although it does not comply with the other entries of the festivals in this text in

mentioning the weekday of the festival, it is a better reconstruction for the following
considerations. First, the second word ends with a n, therefore it cannot be bnarQ as

expected if this entry agrees with the others. The restoration in the PE, rp^"!]!,

agrees with the reading of this letter but it also points to a scribal error. However, this
inferred scribal mistake is extremely unlikely. The entry is concerned with the priestly
course on duty at the beginning of the first year. Reckoning Gamul at the beginning of
the sexennial cycle is no ordinary entry but one of the fundamental concepts of the

Qumran calendar which has been emphasised repeatedly in the Calendrical

30 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321," 279.
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Documents. Unless the complete word is found in the manuscript, it is unfair to
restore the text based on a serious scribal mistake. Second, the space in the lacuna is
certain to be wider than having just only two letters.

Frg. 2 ii

top margin

^[H;]pf[mn Ka^njn ^onn ir&st [^Kn ^nf-n mpuihtyn an Kin in ann

pypnwn

nimo[n an ]kih rp&Tn □■niann tar Kin TTci^n jinnm nr nKin nnman
[□■HIBBQ] Tatun

aninn na>y □"•:» nnnn tsninn na>y ®u namn<n> "•n^syurr snara "wwrin

[ vacat Jbiaan
■»a<0>n naii?n pan Ki[n] f^fajn ncsn Kin crnim [npm-a pawn naa;n

[mnKn pa'pan

Ka°b[nn] ">ir'nn[n] crinnam an Kin[ na]inm [Tan^Kn ^anbatjn "»a®n ncan km
rpnnan "wann

□ma[an □? Kin j.TDKban pinm d[t» nKin nmuwn ^nan nnnan -wn]
■pa^an

[ ^n®]s7 Trnn n^un nainfn ^yamn n^nKn ",a",a^n ]nim°on[ an Kin]
pann aninh

n^nKn upa^ajn pawm n^aifn vacat rra-pn] a>[m]nn law Dpa®]
Kin

•■ap'ron aa)[n] noan Kin mpnn rpanao [a]a»n nainn pan Kin hp]] baa noah
-prnn Kabnn

bottom margin

Translation

1. in Jeshua of it is the Feast ofWeek[s. The f]ou[rth (month) is in EJliashib. The
fifth (month) is in [Bilgah. The sixth (month) is in Jehe]zk[e]l. The seven[th

(month) is]
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2. in Maaziah, that is the Day ofRemembrance; in Jehoiarib of it is the Day of

Atonement; in Jedaiah of it is [the Feast] of Booths. The eighth (month) is [in

Seorim.]

3. The ninth (month) is in Jeshua. The tenth (month) is in Huppah. The eleventh
month is in Hezir. The twelfth month is in Gamul.[ vacat ]

4. The second (year): The first (month) is in Jedaia[h]; in Seorim of it is the

Passover; in Mijamin [of] it is the Waving ofOmer. The second (month) is in

M[ijamin; in Abijah]
5. of it is the Second Passover. The [third (month) is in E]l[iashib j; and in

Hu[ppah] of it is the Feast ofWeeks. [The] fourth (month) is [in Bi]lgah. The
fifth (month) is in Pethahiah.

6. [The sixth (month) is in Maaziah. The seventh (month) is in Seorim, that is the

Da]y ofRemembrance; in Malchijah [of it is the Day of] Atonement; in

Mijamin
7. [of it is the Feast of] Booths. [The eighth (month) is in Abijah. The ninth

(month) is in] Huppah. The tenth (month) is in Hezir. The eleventh] month is
in Jachin.

8. [The tw]elfth mo[nt]h is [in Jedaiah. vacat ] The third (year): The
first (month) is in Mijamin; in Abijah of it is

9. the Passover; in Shecan[ia]h of it is the Waving of Omer. The sec[ond]

(month) is in Shecaniah; in Jakim of it is [the] Second Passover. The third

(month) is in Bilgah; in [Hez]ir

Comments

L. 1-2 ]HDrn DP (INin rroian [^ntsn. Here, as well as in the other years

with the exception of year three, the editors of the PE reconstruct the priestly name

twice, once for the beginning of the seventh month and the other for the Day of
Remembrance. The festival falls on exactly the same day as the first day of the month.
If the standard formulas are applied to the dual functions of this day separately the
result will be as the restoration of the PE. However, the extant texts prove that this is
not the case. The description integrates the two events into a single entry by
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appending the festival to the standard formula of the month with the pronoun nKin.

The pronoun found in the extant entries of this festival forms an important clue to its
difference from the standard formula. For the other festivals the priestly course is
connected to the festival name by a resumptive pronoun Kin, which refers back to the

month order. If the standard formula also applies to the Day ofRemembrance, as

suggested in the PE, the text has no need to break away from the general pattern by

introducing a new word into the formula. The more definite evidence for the change
of the description formula is found in 2 iii 8-9. Although the entry falls at the turn of
the lines, it is still possible to see that the priestly name is only mentioned once.

Frg. 2 iii

^nam ]:pmy[aa "mn n^nn -wann rrnnajn fypnnn □",]yin2»h[ in ton]
[□msnn m]^ ton cfmttnn iinnrn] bf ["> nton]> [n^nttn

nam Ti]am "|ppn[ ■'Tatmn nnnn ^irwnn op^n Ta]an mni[o]n in Kin np'inaa]
[□aa> ]n->TP n[ aninn

nosn ton o^p-a non»n paiKnn ir^mn vacat ] pafn^n aninh[ n]am
namn pin Kin nKnann

□"minaijn [in Kin inpn n^nnsn ■panb'^n pan nosn Kin na]th nAnann
[■wann n^nn ^mn

□p Kin jnsinh []innrn] n[p nKin ofpb ppn[a>n n^nK]n nsan □[•'inn]
[in Kin nKnann nmsnn

<[an]in> [nwy "^ham h["HTn n^amn pn^jn wwnh iaKn Taan n[imon]
[m3D0n aninn nam dp® rroK^an

naimn pin A[m }os]3h nosn Kin[ naKn nKnan]h []ia>K]nn rparann[ vacat ]
Kin bKprrrn ftitsn p]an

■wann nnnn ["•u*,n]nn □•min[a>n in Kin n^ppn n^n]n •'anban p°a>[n] nbsn
prnwn opm '•©[ton] f[i]p3

vraan ninon i<n> Kin ^s[sn Dmsnn dp Kin nnnn ii]nnrn dp nKin naKn
n^amm [T]TPn pramn bKprn^h

bottom margin
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[of it is the Feast of] Week[s. The fourjth (month) is in [Pethahiah. The fifth

(month) is in Delaiah. The sixth (month) is in Se]ori[m. The seventh (month) is
in Abijah,] <[that is the D]ay of [Remembrance; in Jeshua]> of it is the D[ay of

Atonement;]

[in Shecanijah of it is the Feast of B[o]oths. The ei[ghth (month) is in Jakim.
The ninth (month) is in Hezir. The tenth (month) is] in Jachin. The eleve[nth
month is] in Jehoiarib. [The]

[twelf]th month is in [Mij]amin.[ vacat The fourth (year): The first (month)
is in Shecaniah; in Jakim of it is the Passover; in Jushebeab of it is the Waving

of Omer. The second (month) is]
in Jushebeab; in I[mmer of it is the Second Passover. The t]hir[d (month) is in

Pethahiah; in Jachin of it is the Fea]st of [Weeks. The fourth (month) is in
Delaiah. The fifth (month) is]
in Har[i]m. The sixth (month) is in [Abijah. The seve]nth (month) is in Jaki[m,
that is the Da]y of [Remembrance;] in Huppah [of it is the Day of Atonement;
in Jushebeab of it is the Feast of]

[Boot]hs. The eighth (month) is in Immer. The ninth (month) is in [Jachin. The
tenth (month) is in Jehoiari]b. The ele[venth] <mon[th]> is in Ma[lchijah. The
twelfth month is in Shecaniah.]

[ vacat ]The fifth (year): The f[irst] (month) is in [Jushebeab; in tmmer] of it
is the Passover; in Happ[izzez of] it is the Waving ofOmer. The sec[ond

(month) is in Happizz]ez; in Jehezkel of it is

[the] Second Passover. The third (month) is in [Delaiah; in Jehoiarib of it is the
Feast ofW]eeks. The f[ourth] (month) is in Harim. The fifth (month) is in

Hakk[o]z. [The si]xth (month) is in Jakim. The seventh (month) is
in Immer, that is the Day of Rememfbrance; in Hezir of it is the Day of

Atonement; in Happ]izzez of it is the <Fe>ast of Booths. The eighth (month)
is in [Je]hezkel. The ninth (month) is in Jehoiar[ib], The tenth (month) is
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Frg. 2 iv

[ vacat jiKiEra tmnn iw uisyn aninn -i®b tier; rrok'pan]

biana mi imyn pan Kin ^loan nosn Kin ^Kprmn psyKin mtmn]
[Kin niynn

ran pipn ^]in Domain an Kin .TnK'inn cmnn ^©n mn nosn]
[■wn n^w^Kn

n n[ Kin 'iinan nmann nv Kin pn^n pnnrn dv hkih 'ikprmn wntsn iqkn]

Enin[n n]t»y [mann n-mn rroK^an ^amn nnunn tbem mmon]
nam

[pnan aninn ibu am]

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

A wide bottom margin, which occupies almost one third of the page, sits below the
extant lines of this column indicating the end of the manuscript.

Translation

1. [in Malchijah. The eleventh month is in Jeshua. The twelfth month is in

Jushebeab.]

2. [The sixth (year): The first (month) is in Happizzez; in Jehezkel of it is the

Passover; in Gamul of it is the Waving of Omer. The second (month) is in

Gamul; in Maaziah of it is]

3. [the Second Passover. The third (month) is in Harim; in Malchijah of it is the
Feast ofWeeks. The fourth (month) is in Flakkoz. The fifth (month) is in
Eliashib. The sixth (month) is]

4. [in Immer. The seventh (month) is in Jehezkel, that is the Day of

Remembrance; in Jachin of it is the Day ofAtonement; in Gamul of] it is the
Feast of
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5. [Booths. The eighth (month) is in Maaziah. The ninth (month) is in Malchijah.
The tenth (month) is in Jeshua.] The eleventh m]onth is in Huppah.

6. [The twelfth month is in Happizzez.]
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4Q321a. 4QCalendrical Doc Bb (Mishmarot Bb)

(PLATES XII)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition ofthe UnpublishedDead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, DC.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 74-76; M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature of
Second Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 222-232; M. O. Wise, "Second Thoughts on pn and the Qumran Synchronistic

Calendars," in J. C. Reeves and J. Kampen (ed.), Pursuing the Text: Studies in Honor ofBen Zion Wacholder
on the Occasion ofhis Seventieth Birthday (JSOT Supplement Series 184; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,

1994) 98-120; S. Talmon and I. Knohl, "A Calendarical Scroll from Qumran Cave 4: Minnarot Bb (4Q321a)," in
M. V. Fox, et al. (ed.), Texts, Temples, and Traditions (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1996) 65*-71*

[Hebrew], with English abstract on 409; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls:
A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 311-312; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran,"
Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 539-540; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence
and Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 147-153; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C.

Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 690-693.

Fragments

This manuscript has three large fragments and two very small ones. However, only
one of them contains substantial text. This largest fragment, fragment 3, shows about
ten lines and part of the right margin. On the margin the stitching marks for joining
two pages of leather together can be seen. The number of characters on this fragment
is one hundred and seventy. Fragment 1 shows two columns, but the first column has

only a few words in three lines. The second column shows eight lines, but each line
also has only one or two words. There are altogether approximately seventy-five
characters in this fragment. Fragment 2 consists of three separated pieces, a very small

piece with only eleven characters, another small one with approximately ten

characters, and a larger one with seven lines and forty-one characters. The other two

fragments, fragment 4 and 5, are very small with only one or two recognisable words.
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Palaeography

The writing style of this manuscript is very close in form to the one of 4Q321. Thus

4Q321a is also likely to be from the period ca. 50-25 BCE out of a late Hasmonean or

early Herodian book hand.

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition Talmon and Knohl

Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines
1 i 4-9 1 i 5-10 i 3-8

n/a 1 ii 1 i 13

1 ii 1-8 1 ii 2-9 ii 1-8

2 1-8 2 1-8 iv 2-9

3 1-10 3 1-10 vii 1-10

4 1-2 4 1-2 vi 8-9

5 1-3 5 1-3 vi 6-8

Mus. Inv. 190
PAM 40.617, 41.701, 42.331, 43.332

Frg. 1 i

An na>[u nman nnt^on nntn npim tbg yipn raw]

[na>a»]n mara oman [npm onwui nr»nn nnto]
nnnh imami n3i[aea nan^eo vacat an iwv]

vacat [Kin nam: nam nunnsn npm]

n[nnn n®ann npm -wann onBsn rronan n^nnan nmnxn]
[ Kin ntysi numta]

Translation

4. [(On the) sabbath of Hakkoz on the thirtieth of the second (month), and

duqah on the first of Malchijah on the seventeenth of it.
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5. [On the first ofEliashib on the twenty-ninth of the third (month), and duqah]
on the second of Jeshua on the [sixteenth]

6. [of it. vacat On the third ofBilgah on the] twenty-[eig]hth of the fourth

(month),

7. [and duqah on the fourth ofHuppah on the fifteenth of it.] vacat

8. [On the fourth of Pethahiah on the twenty-seventh of the fifth (month), and

duqah on the fifth ofHezi]r

9. [on the fourteenth of it ]

Frg. 1 ii

[rp]DEQ nymKn npm wtwn □nron ny]inK:i
[□•HtMN new n»»m vacat Kin ]-i»y inkn

[ vacat Kin ism nKnwn twvi npn]i° mem

[npm aninn n»y inKn □•hehji orm ^Kpn-fpn hbbq

[cpm nmrn inKn vacat Kin nywnn] nwisn nnty

[ny»nn rp^-n cpieo npm amnn -i]»y arm cr-iBy'i
] vacat Kin

[npm Kin trntsiyn rraKta anao "ptwnn n]"]t»n

Translation

1. on the [twenty] fou[rth of the ninth (month), and duqah on the fourth of

Shecaniah]

2. on the eleventh [of it. vacat On the fifth of Immer on the twenty-third]
3. of the tenth (month), and [duqah on the sixth of Jushebeab on the tenth of it.]
4. On the sixth of Je[hezkel on the twenty-second of the eleventh (month), and

duqah]
5. (on the) sabbath of Pethahiah [on the ninth of it. vacat On the first of

Jehoiarib on the]

6. twenty-[second] of the twelfth month, and duqah on the second of Delaiah on

the ninth]
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7. of it. vacat j

8. The secon[d (year): The first (month) on the second ofMalchijah on the

twenty of it, and duqah]

Comments

L. 8 Kin. The restoration here is based on the parallel section in 4Q321 1 i 6.

Similarly, the PE restores here with ]lBK"n as in 4Q321. For the discussion on the
two different restorations and their respective interpretations of the line see the note

on 4Q321 1 i 6.

Frg. 2

nam nsnam npm "w^an nytsnn laKn Datta]

^lanfn n»BQ npm rmaan ^Kprrm nymNn vacat Kin]

^anhf nman rpruan n^ara vacat ten nunn?c[a]

[n]u=Ltyn rpa^an nn[b vacat Kin d"hbui nuniKn a^nnn n]nKn rpp[m]
vacat K[in cp-itum nan^aa yipn cp]]tta n[pim "wn]

trm n^tf^fKn nuniKn npm ^rntsa n]wonh[ mara nnnn]

Kibnfn n»am npm Taea ntyann njainn nBfi^tzo vacat Kin]
[ Kin EiHBin nnKn]

Translation

1. [On the second of Immer on the ninth of the third (month), and duqah on the

fifth of Flappizzez on the tw]enty-[sixth]
2. [of it. vacat On the fourth of Jehezkel on the eighth of the fourth (month), and

duqah on the sixth of] Gamul
3. [on the twenty] fourth [of it. vacat On the fifth ofMaaziah on the seventh]

of the fifth (month),

4. [and du]qyah on the firs[t of Flarim on the twenty-second of it vacat (on

the) sa]bbath ofMalchijah on the seven[th]
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5. [of the sixth (month) and duqa]h on the se[cond ofHakkoz on the twenty-
third of i]t. vacat

6. [On the first of Jeshua Jon the fift[h of the seventh (month), and duqah on the
fourth ofE]l[iashi]b on the twen[ty] second

7. [of it. vacat On the thijrd ofHupp[ah on the fifth of the eighth (month), and

duqah on the fifth of] Bilgah
8. [on the twenty-first of it ]

Comments
. o

L. 4 rPp[ni]. The word is found, partially or wholly, four times in the fragments,

2:4, 3:5, 3:8, and 4:1. Its entry in the Pi? is either rppn or pil, but it has been

changed by Talmon and Knohl1 to mpn and Ipn. Wise2, in accordance with Talmon

and Knohl, also points out that the reading in the PE by Wacholder and Abegg is

wrong, but provides no further explanation other than his own interpretation that the
word should be understood as a noun with a 3ms suffix. 1 and 1 are indistinguishable

in this manuscript, so no definite conclusion can be drawn. The grammatical analysis

given by Wise is possible, but not certain.
L.5-7. The three small fragments in the middle of the photograph PAM 43.332 are

identified as parts of fragment 2. There is no physical connection between the three,
and their related positions can only be confirmed by their content. The editors of the
PE only include two of these fragments but omit the one in the lower left. This

fragment, containing three lines ofwords, is joined by Talmon and Knohl as part of
lines 6-8/ but the editors of the SE, Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar, placed it

together with lines 5-7.

Talmon and Knohl Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar
W2]V2 n[a»ann 6 aajtsa nfpnm 5
n]®ora [nam i n]a>nna[ mtm 6
njnnn ny[niKn 8 njam nss^n i

1 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)," 66*-69*.
2 Wise, "Second Thoughts", 100, n. 4.
3 Talmon and Knohl, "Mitoarot Bb (4Q321a)," 67*.
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Both arrangements of the fragment seem possible, but the SE's restoration is

adopted here for its better line spacing. In order to make the words appear in their

approximate positions as on the fragment, Talmon and Knohl had to put in a gap

before n[tyann on line 5 but provide no gap after the word Xn in line 7. Although it is

true that the spacing of the writing in this manuscript appears to be very uneven, gaps
are always found at the end of a complete sentence, that is after the word xn, instead

of in the middle of it. The restoration in the SE agrees with this scribal practice.

Frg.3

[npm nntyn ntyy ntyan]n fn[sn nmnxn vacat xn nmnxn crpn]

[npm nrntyn 7i2ii? ntynnn 'yjian n&y[tyn vacat ]xn □•nty[n naxn ntyann]

[nnxn npm ■'irtynn nsy]y nmnxn m[vnn]n nn® xn na&yn ][nn nn®]

[m® npn xn nnxi n^i^jan nn'ynn nsyi'ytyn vacat xn nnxn n[mpr[n]
[nycynn yian nynnxn] rrpim mtyyn ntyy n&yi^tyn fipn arm

[npm ®mnn ntyy nnxn ntyy □*•]»]£ nrn^xn naftan vacat xn cmayi

[ntyy aatyn m^nn nwonn] vacat xn <n"n®yi> ntyy nytynn xnmnn ntytyn

[ vacat xn crntyyi njioan ymn] nnty pin tymnn isii cp ]»h
□nayi nyntyn bnnn crm npm -ptyxnn] Dntyyn nnnsn n®[®]£ npajan

[xn

[xn antyui ntytyn nnnn ntyi^tyn npm mtyn nntyyn nmya]n nnxnfvacat]

Notes on Readings

L. 7 xnmnn. Could this be an orthographic variant or a scribal error? Both XEin

and nsin are attested in the Qumran Calendrical Documents but not Xnsm.

L. 7 <Dntyi71>. A superlinear correction for the erroneous ntyy.

L. 7 ntyann], nynnxn is wrongly reconstructed in the PE, as also in the SE.



Translation

1. [of Jakim on the fourth of it. vacat On the fourth ofHappijzzez on the

[fifteenth of the seventh (month), and duqah]
2. [on the fifth of Immer on the] second of it. [ vacat On the si]xth ofGamu[l

on the fifteenth of the eighth (month), and duqah]
3. [(on the) sabbath of Jachijn on the second of it. (On the) sabbath of [Hari]m

on the fourteenth of the ninth (month), and duqah on the first]
4. [of] Jehoiarib on the first of it, vacat on the third ofMalchijah on the

th[irty-first of it duqah the second time.]
5. On the second ofHakkoz on the thirteenth of the tenth (month), and duqyah

[on the fourth of Jeshua on the twenty]
6. ninth of it. vacat On the third ofEliashib on the [twelfth of the eleventh

month, and duqah\
7. on the sixth ofHuppah on the nineteenth (corrected to twenty-ninth) of it.

vacat [On the fifth ofBilgah on the twelfth]
8. of the twelfth month, and duqya (on the) sabbath [ofHappizzez on the twenty-

eighth of it. vacat ]

9. The s[ix]th (year): On the s[ix]th of Pethahiah on the twentieth [of the first

(month), and duqah on the second ofGamul on the twenty-seventh of it.]
10. [ vacat ]On the first of [Maaziah on the tenth of the second (month), and

duqah on the third of Jedaiah on the twenty-sixth of it.]

Comments

L. 3-4. These lines mark the occurrence of a double duqah month. Another similar
double duqah entry is found in 4Q321 1 ii 5, yet the presentation of the two varies

slightly. The section concerning the second duqah in 4Q321 starts with the name of
the event rP]21 ilpn which is then followed by the calendrical data. In line 4 of this

manuscript the beginning of the second duqah section starts immediately with the
calendrical data. Based on the parallel entry in 4Q321 the missing half of this section
is restored, but since the event name is not found at the beginning of the section it is
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restored at the end following the calendrical data, a restoration agreed by all the
available studies.

L. 9 D'HE'SH. This is a scribal error, the number should be The mistake here

and in line 7 suggests that the scribe was probably confused by the numbers "ItSSJ and

□"Httiy for both of these words appear in the same entry at this part of the text.

Frg. 4

]2 pm M ,

]»W<2> "•[ 2

Translation

1. \y and duqya b[
2. ]y <b>? [

Comments

This small fragment is placed by Talmon and Knohl4 with lines 8-10 of column 4.

Their reading of separating the three letters in line 2 into two different lines is a

strange and unlikely suggestion.

Frg. 5
o

]n i

2

o

]n 3

Translation

1. h[

2. on the th[ird

4
Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)," 68*.
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3. *[

Comments

Only the three letters in line 2 are listed in the PE, and they are read as a

reading obviously different from what is found in the fragment. Talmon and Knohl

place this fragment with lines 6-8 of their column 6.
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4Q322. 4QCalendrical Doc Ca (Mishmarot Ca)

(PLATES Xffl)

Bibliography: J. T. Milik, "Le travail d'edition des manuscrits du desert de Juda," Volume du Congres

Strasbourg 1956 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 4; Leiden: Brill, 1957) 25-26; B. Z. Wacholder and M.
G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from
Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1991) 77-78; G. Vermes, "Qumran
Forum Miscellanea I," Journal ofJewish Studies 43 (1992) 304; M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other

Essays on the History, Language and Literature ofSecond Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the

Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 186-221; R. H. Eisenman
and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 119-127; M. O. Wise, M. G.

Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 314-315;
F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 543-544; G. Snyder Jr.,
"Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union

College, 1997) 205-220; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition,
Volume Two, 4Q274-11031 (Leiden: Brill, 1998)692-695; B. Z. Wacholder, "Historiography ofQumran: The
Sons ofZadok and Their Enemies," in F. H. Cryer and T. L. Thompson (ed.), Qumran Between the Old and
New Testaments (JSOT Supplement Series 290; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 366-367.

Fragments

Four fragments of this manuscript have been preserved. One of them, fragment 4, is

very small and only contains a few letters, whereas the other three are larger and
contain more information. Fragment 1 has forty-eight recognisable characters,

fragment 2 has sixty-three, and fragment 3 has eighteen. The manuscript is written on

a very porous leather. As a result the ink has soaked through the leather and can be
seen on the reverse side where some of the characters can be clearly read. The

photograph 43.336 shows the front of the manuscript, whereas 43.337 reveals the
back of the leather.
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Palaeography

This manuscript was copied by a semicursive hand. When compared to the samples of

scripts listed by Cross, it is closer in style to the one of a "late Hasmonean semicursive

script".5 Therefore this manuscript may come from the period ca. 50-25 BCE.

Mus. Inv. 694
PAM 41.702, 42.334, 43.336, 43.337

Frg. 1

]1U)V2 K[ i

nn i]wv rroth rraT •[ 2

Jarnro rnn»[i mitum 3

]•] nVin[ 4

]• mi mK[m 5

]• 5»a]n "Hint e

] m-not<[ 7

Notes on Readings

L. 6 ]• 2>33n. The first letter of the next word, although cannot be identified, can

still be partially seen, which is clearly separated from this word. Hence, the restoration
in the PE, njltiiBDH, is unlikely.

Translation

1. ]3 on the tenth [

2. ]■ of Jcdaiah. On the sixteenth of it
3. On the twenty] seventh of the month [
4. ]he returned g[
5. na[tions and also ■[

5
Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 149, Figure 4, line 4.
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6. \nvry of the spirit ■[
7. ]prisoners[

Comments

L. 5 The editors of the PE restore the word □*INTD twice in this

manuscript, here and at 3:2, whereas in both cases an alternative restoration, is

suggested by Wise.6 In both incidences its condition is similar with only the latter half
of the word extant. With the loss of the first few letters, both proposals of restoration
are possible but not certain. However, the extant evidence seems to favour Wise's

suggestion. In 3:2 the fourth to last letter is preserved and it looks more like a 1 than a

\ To distinguish between the 1 and the 1 in the Qumran manuscripts is always difficult,

but in the handwriting of this manuscript the two can be identified quite confidently by
the size of the hook at the top and the length of the down stroke. When compared to

the 1, the 1 in general has a more prominent hook at the top and a relatively shorter

down stroke. The letter in question in 3:2 resembles more a 1, and it looks very

different from the second last letter, which is clearly a \ Snyder notes that "in the cave

4 texts nTNTD occurs only five times in three manuscripts; □"'N13 has fifty-two

references."7 This may also favour Wise's restoration.
o

L. 6 "Hn[. The word was originally entered in the PC as "HT1[0:2, but was

changed by Wacholder and Abegg to "m-lfK in the PE. Since both the reading of the

word and the content of the line are uncertain, there is not sufficient information for a

confident restoration of the word.

Frg. 2

n]anun np1 ^ nn[*7 i

6 M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature of

Second Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15;

Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 188-189.
7
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 209, n. 44.
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]nr tQ3tiff> nu-[

jamm bntvb Rinsy n[

J-irsb1?® HK2 nb^i; 4

2

3

]nK ^npnbf
]*ha oi]p-in 3[ 6

, o o o o ,

] ^npnbf 7

Notes on Readings

L. 1 n]b~lin. Wise8 reads the fourth letter of this word as a 3, and then restores

it as □'l]3~ll?3. He suggests that the event recorded here is probably referring to

Hyrcanus II seeking help from the Nabatean king in his power struggle with his
brother. Wise's suggestion is an ingenious attempt to interpret the line in the historical
context of the manuscript. However, his reading of the word fails to support his

interpretation. A careful study of the photographs shows that the letter in question
cannot possibly be a 3. Although the letter is damaged diagonally with only its upper

right corner remaining, a nib mark on the left underneath the horizontal top stroke can

still be clearly seen. This nib mark shows that the letter has a down stroke or a slash
on its left hand side characterising most likely a H but definitely against the reading of
a 3. As a result, Wise's restoration of the word, and hence also his interpretation of

the line, is rejected.

L. 6 ]«3B. The editors of the PE restore this word as whereas Wise

suggests Ilia. However, neither reading is supported by the extant writing in the

fragment. Whilst the third letter is almost entirely lost, the possibility of restoring the
word depends on the identification of the second letter. Only the right shoulder of the
letter is left. However, even that is sufficient to show that the letter cannot possibly be

a LP. The remnant of the letter lacks the characteristic ascender of a b, and the down

stroke on the right inclines to the right instead of to the left as a b normally does. And
also this letter remnant does not look like a ~1 either. When compared with the other "1

in this manuscript, the sharp right top corner shows the difference. The "1 in general is

8
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 188.
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written more cursively at that corner with no distinctive bend between the horizontal
and the vertical strokes. The sharp 90 degree corner of this letter resembles a 2 or a

13. The reading of a letter 3 is preferred here.

Translation

1. to] give him honour in crafti[ness
2. of this tribe [

3. \h which is the twentieth of the month [

4. ]• foundation. Shelamzion came •[

5. ] to visit \
6. ]b Hyrcanus mb-[
7. ] to visit [

Comments

L. 2 ni?*[. The restoration in the PE, nyt£>[n, is changed to nP3[~lX by Wise,9 as

well as by Snyder.10 The reading of the third last letter is uncertain. What is left of
this letter are two minute nib marks at the top, which could be the remnant ofmany

possible letters. Both suggestions for this word are based on the assumption that the
line here contains a calendrical entry, hence both restore the word as a number.

However, this assumption is not justified. Taking into consideration that this text
often contains large chunks of non-calendrical description of events, this line could, or
more likely is, part of the description of a historical event whose exact content can no

longer be retrieved.

Frg. 3

].n b[
]<]w> nn nw[i

9
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 188.

10
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 213.
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]nr° rromn -"wonf or 3

Notes on Readings

L. 2 □"'Rlfl For the reading of the word see the comment on 1:5.

L. 2 ] <]5£». The letter is found written superlinearly. Whether it is only one letter

or a word/words written on top of the line is not sure. The restoration in the PE,

■pUB]15, has no supportive evidence.

Translation

1. \m h-[
2. the natijons. Killed <y[> [

3. day jfifth in this Jedaiah [

Frg. 4

Dl°[ 1

Translation

1. ]wm according to the wil[l
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4Q323. 4QCalendrical Doc Cb (Mishmarot Cb)

(PLATES XIV)

Bibliography: J. T. Milik, "Le travail d'edition des manuscrits du desert de Juda," Volume du Congres

Strasbourg 1956 (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 4; Leiden: Brill, 1957) 25-26; B. Z. Wacholder and M.

G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the UnpublishedDead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from
Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1991) 79-81; R. H. Eisenman and M.
O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 119-127; M. O. Wise, Thunder in
Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature ofSecond Temple Palestine (Journal for the

Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 186-221; M. O.

Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins,

1996) 315; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 544; G. Snyder Jr.,
"Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union

College, 1997) 220-241; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition,

Volume Two, 40274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 694-695; B. Z. Wacholder, "Historiography of Qumran: The

Sons of Zadok and Their Enemies," in F. H. Cryer and T. L. Thompson (ed.), Qumran Between the Old and
New Testaments (JSOT Supplement Series 290; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 367.

Fragments

This manuscript has six fragments, but only four of them are included in this study.

Fragment 1 has five lines with forty-four recognisable characters; fragment 2 has five
lines and thirty-four characters; fragment 3 with nine lines and twenty-six characters;
and fragment 4 with six lines and twenty-five characters. Although fragment 4 is
about the same size and has a similar amount of recognisable characters as the other

three, it only provides minimal information because most of the words on it have been

damaged.

Palaeography

At least two hands, a formal and a semicursive, are noticeable in this manuscript.

Whilst fragment 2 is in the formal script and fragment 3 and 4 are in the semicursive

script, fragment 1 shows evidence of both hands. In fragment 1 it is obvious that the

original work was done by a scribe of the formal hand (cf. lines 1, 2 and 3), whereas
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another scribe of the semicursive hand corrected it by inserting interlinear lines (cf.
lines 3a and 4a). The formal hand resembles the late Hasmonean or early Herodian

script, and the semicursive hand is likely to be of the late Hasmonean style.11

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition
Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

1 1-3 1 1-3

1 3a 1 3K

1 4 n/a
1 4a 1 4

2 1-5 2 1-5

3 1-9 3 1-9

n/a 4 9

n/a 5 1-2

4 1-6 5 3-8

Mus. Inv. 694
PAM 41.613, 42.333, 43.336, 43.337

Frg. 1

n]u0ra h[ i

]k rra»[ ]*»n[ 2

<]• apnn crm [> 3a

cpp-Q ^2]i dpi op1' nk'-a hi n»[ 3

<K]in» kim "»:b d[p ]«ddd[> 4a

]•"•[ ] [ 4

11
Compare the examples in Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 138, Figure 2, line 3, and 149, Figure 4, line

4.
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Notes on Readings

L. 4a R]iri55 ksnn. The reading of these two words in the PE, "'JOS&jnn t51irQ,

which is also adopted by Wise,12 is a misreading of the extant writing in the fragment.

Firstly, the 55 and the il obviously connect to each other rather than belong to two

separated words. Secondly, the letter in front of the 55 is definitely not a 1. The editors

of the PE have most likely taken the base stroke of the final □ in the line above as the

top of a 1 by mistake. Actually, the letter in front of the 55 comes almost one space of

a letter ahead and its remaining writing resembles most of an N. Furthermore, to

restore these two words as R1H55 RDCD matches with what is found in line 3 for

Huppah is the priestly course following immediately after Jakim.
L. 4a. The editors of the PE recognise that there are some words inserted between

lines 2 and 3, and they indicate this insertion as 3N, but they fail to recognise that the

words in line 4a are also in the same situation. Like 3a, these words are squeezed
between two lines, only in this case the situation is even more obvious. The gap

between the original lines 3 and 4 is not as wide as the one above, so part of this
interlinear writing is touching or overlapping with the existing words. Another piece
of evidence showing that both 3 a and 4a are later insertions is that the size of the
letters in these two lines is obviously smaller than the other lines, and they are

obviously from two different hands.

Translation

1. ]/z on the nin[th

2. \b--[ ]Shecaniah \
3a. <on the second of Jakim •[ ]>

3. ]sh of it is the entering of Jakim. And day fjourth of Jakim

4a. <\bks-[ day] two of Fluppah which [is>
4. ]••••[ ]-■[

12
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 189.
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Comments
o . o

L. 4a NjinHf K2IT2. Based on the mistaken reading, the editors of the PE regard

this fragment as documenting something that occurred in the 8th and 9th months of
the second year. Likewise Wise restores most of the missing parts of the fragment for
the same period. However, since the reading is incorrect the restoration is doubtful.
There is no clear evidence in the fragment that supports a definite conclusion over

which period it does cover.

Frg. 2

~m[x] nflmn ^ [m dv I

mnns n*on n]£ -i®[u] inxn ]^[s raon ,-q mn-iia 2

[nion rQ ntsam ^Kprrr m ivv rmaan] 3

]^° n'-N[n]yn •[ p1] 4

^103] fuon [nn n\m 5

Translation

1. day fou]rth ofHez[i]r is [the fijrst of the t[enth (month)
2. On the fourth of it is the entering of Happ]izzez. On the elev[en]th [of it is the

entering ofPethahiah.
3. On the eighteenth of it is the entering of Jehezkel. On the twen[ty-eighth of it

is the entering of]
4. Jachin. ]■ the ser[vi]cey[
5. On the second of it is the] entering [ofGamul

Frg. 3

]•[
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]0 •[

]m»«[

?Dit7nt3o-i]-iK -mv[

]m no«[
]• npmtti [

]Rin»[

Notes onReadings

L. 1. In the PE a word "]8int0[", which is not found in the photographs, is placed

in this line.

L. 5. The line is misplaced as line 3 in the PE.
L. 6 ?01t?nt30',]"1X. With only the first two letters of the word found it is difficult

to confirm that the Hasmonean king, Aristobulus, is being referred to.

Translation

1. ]•[

2. ]••[

3. M

4.

5. ]-me[n

6. ]• and against Ar[istobulus ?

7. ]they said b\
8. ]seventy •[

9. ]which is[

Frg. 4

]-n[ ]»Dn[
]-n n[
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]*nvi >[

]u»hx«[
] l'»[ ]eft>[
]"0B \'B*[

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

L. 5. The middle part of the word is missing. It is restored in the PE as "pt!>[rn]t3,
the Babylonian month name for the eighth month of the year, which is possible but
cannot be confirmed.

L. 5-6. These two lines are misplaced as lines 7-8 in the PE.

Translation

1. ]hks[ ]h-[
2. ]bh-\
3. \wyyh\
4. ]H ]-V[
5. ~\ws--[ ]/w[ ]sivn[

6. ]• two sm-[

3

]••»![ s

6
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4Q324 4QCalendrical Doc Cc (Mishmarot Cc)

(PLATES XV)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the UnpublishedDead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew and Aramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 81-82; R. H. Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992)

119-127; M. O. Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language andLiterature of
Second Temple Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1994) 186-221; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea
Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 315; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran,"

Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 545; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and

Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 241-248; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar,
The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 40274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998)696-697;

Fragments

This manuscript has two preserved fragments. The bigger one contains seven lines of
a column together with a bottom margin. A total of approximately ninety characters
are discernible. The small one contains only four identifiable characters in two
different lines. There is writing on the reverse side of both fragments which is
identified as part of another composition, 4QAccount ofMoney ar (4Q355).

Palaeography

The classification of this manuscript's hand is uncertain. From the limited

characteristics shown in the writing it seems to be close to the early Herodian formal

script.13

Mus. Inv. 694
PAM 41.702, 42.334, 43.336

13 See Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 138, Figure 2, line 4.
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Frg. 1

[□p1 nton m d^eq e^e^x] nton [nn rwbm cmEwn i

[nsin rrwn nn nynao •wJeq -i[nN nr ap-a nnE> nnx] 2

[insi □i-ie>]yn nis« [exeep rooe ]he iwu [hue-ike] 3

[or -i]ox nioe n[n nn»En] d-hewe n[^n ntoe nn] 4

[~pr]n ntoe nh ns;[n]nKn "webe nn[K nr -ibxe w21] 5

?D"HiEnn ]nr® "webe ,tibi7 kihb nnn[n wv nr] 6

fnsn] fitoe "webe iwv hike n"he»[ 1

bottom margin

Notes on Readings
o

L. 7 rpnnyf. The reading in the PE, rP~IE7, is generally adopted by the other

studies, and the entry is taken as concerning something related to the covenant.

However, the first letter of the word cannot be a *7 for the blank space above the letter

betrays its lack of the characteristic ascender of a l7. The letter looks like either an 17

or an K, with 17 the more probable one.

Translation

1. [On the twenty-third of it is] the entering of [Eliashib. On the thirtieth of it is
the entering of Jakim.]

2. [After the Sabbath of this Jakim is the firs]t of the six[th (month). On the
seventh of it is the entering ofHuppah.]

3. [On the fourteenth of it is [the entering of Jushebeab] -pwt On the t[wenty-

first]

4. [of it is the entering ofBilga]h. On the twenty-[eighth of i]t is the entering of

Imm[er. Day]

5. [fourth of this Immer is the fi]rst of the seventh (month). On the fo[ur]th of it
is the entering ofH[ezir.]

6. [Day sixth of] Hezir which is the tenth of the seventh (month) which is the Day

[ofAtonement ?
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7. [ ] ofHebrew. On the eleventh of the seventh (month) is the entering of

[Happizzez.]

Comments

L. 6 ?D"mEDn. To restore the entry as a reference to the Day ofAtonement, as

the PE does, is undermined by the fact that the Day ofRemembrance on the first day
of the seventh month is not mentioned in this text.

Frg.2

]2 □•[ .

Translation

1. \m b[
2. ]third[
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4Q324a. 4QCalendrical Doc Cd (Mishmarot Cd)

(PLATES XVI)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the UnpublishedDead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew and Aramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 82-84; G. Vermes, "Qumran Forum Miscellanea If Journal ofJewish Studies 43 (1992 ) 304; R. H.
Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 119-127; M. O.

Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature ofSecond Temple
Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic

Press, 1994) 186-221; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation

(London: HarperCollins, 1996) 316; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996)

545-546; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD

Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 248-261; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea
Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 696-697; B. Z. Wacholder,

"Historiography ofQumran: The Sons of Zadok and Their Enemies," in F. H. Cryer and T. L. Thompson (ed.),

Qumran Between the Old and New Testaments (JSOT Supplement Series 290; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic

Press, 1998) 367-368.

Fragments

Nine fragments of this manuscript are preserved. Four of them contain no identifiable
words and hence are excluded from this study and the attached plate. Fragment 1

consists of two columns. The first column has only one word, but the remaining part

of the fragment contains almost the whole extended length of the lower four lines of
the next column together with a wide bottom margin. The number of characters
identified in this fragment is approximately eighty-nine. Fragment 2 contains the left
hand side of a column, which shows the end of eight lines together with a wide left

margin. It has forty-four identifiable characters. The other three are relatively small,
each containing just a few characters: fragment 3 - three lines, fifteen characters;

fragment 4 - three lines, four characters; fragment 5 - one line, nine characters.
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Palaeography

The hand of this manuscript shows characteristics which are comparable to the
semicursive script of a manuscript of the Apocalypse ofWeeks, ca. 50-1 BCE.14

Mus. Inv. 684
PAM 41.702, 41.703, 42.334, 43.338

Frg. 1 i

Kin®[ 3

Translation

3. Jwhich is

Frg. 1 ii

[~inxi cmcm ]••• hv i

[rpp^a nton Kin ansm nAn A[n] 2

[ ] vacat •■TBBn tsrnnn intc nf rob b>a[:i] nn-i uv 3

]•• An iro -into rtaj'va nton n^un h[m-i]An 4

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

L. 4 ]•• An. The restoration in the PE, [yIpH n]Xn An, is in accord with the

content and the standard formula used in the text. However, the problem in restoring
the line as such is that the writing following after the word Xn does not match with

the expected word nsn. The writing makes it difficult to identify any possible letters,

let alone the reading "]xn" in the PE.

14
Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 149, Figure 4, line 5.
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Translation

1. day — [ ]bH—[ On the twenty-first]
2. [of i]t is the entering of S[eor]im. On the twenty-eighth of it is the entering of

Malchijjah.]
3. Day fourth [in] this Malchijah is the first of the tenth month vacat [
4. On the f[our]th in the t[en]th (month) is the entering ofMija[m]in. On the

eleventh of it is ••[

Frg. 2

D"H0B[3 i

rnfiotsi DHtKn rrnna mon Kin inKi] 2

Kirro ■bAprnpn ^Kprrr n^n Kin] 3

oi^ok bin[ 4

W2wn B[nnn iitk nr ^Kprrrn wn nr 5

•7103 [nK],0[n Kin ivv iriKn pD-1 nK^n Kin nunnKn] 6

Ain[® 7

ot^ok in h [ s

Translation

1. on the ]twenty
2. [first of it is the entering of Pethahiah. On the twenty-eig]hth
3. [of it is the entering of Jehezkel of J]ehezkel which is
4. ]killing of Aemelius
5. Day fourth of this Jehezkel is the first of the ] seventh [mon]th.
6. On the fourth of it is the entering of Jachin. On the eleventh of it is the

ent]er[ing of Gamul.
7. which] is
8. ]killing of Aemelius
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Comments

Various studies attempt to restore the missing text of this fragment. The PE, on
the one hand, takes a minimal approach, which other than transcribing the extant

writing only adds a few words in line 5 based on the text's standard formula for the

beginning of the months. On the other hand are the restorations ofWise15 and

Snyder.16 They restore almost the whole fragment from line 2 to 8, not only

reconstructing the calendrical entries but also providing suggestions for the parts

concerning the historical events. The speculative nature of such far reaching attempts

in restoring the missing text is exposed by the differences between the two

restorations, especially in lines 7-8. This study adopts the extent of restoration put in

by the editors of the SE, that is only reconstructing the missing parts of the calendrical
entries.

Frg. 3

]"2K •[ M i

[wnm "inN nr vwi "'jinn qv nton nn rmaan Dntm 2

m]0!7 Ri[n» "nmi] 3

Translation

1. M ]• H
2. On the twenty-eighth of it is the entering of Je]shua. Day four[th of this Jeshua

is the first of the month]
3. [tenth. which i]s the ten[th

Comments

Although only a few words are found in this fragment, to restore it with the ninth
and the tenth months of the sixth year of the sexennial cycle is still possible because

15
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 190.

16
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 252.
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for the first day of the month to fall on the fourth day of the week with Jeshua on duty
would only happen at this time of the cycle.

Frg. 4

]....[

]2 □"■JflZQ

u

Translation

1. ]••••[
2. On the se]cond of [

3. ]/[

Frg. 5

]k ••mrp arw[

Translation

1. ]a Jewish man 5[
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4Q324b. 4QCalendrical Doc Ce (Mishmarot Ce)

(PLATES XVE)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 84-85; G. Vermes, "Qurnran Forum Miscellanea If Journal ofJewish Studies 43 (1992) 304; R. H.
Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992) 119-127; M. O.

Wise, Thunder in Gemini: And Other Essays on the History, Language and Literature ofSecond Temple
Palestine (Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha Supplement Series 15; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic

Press, 1994) 186-221; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation

(London: HarperCollins, 1996) 316; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996)

546; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis,
Hebrew Union College, 1997) 262-264; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study

Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 698-699; B. Z. Wacholder, "Historiography of

Qumran: The Sons ofZadok and Their Enemies," in F. H. Cryer and T. L. Thompson (ed.), Qumran Between
the Old and New Testaments (JSOT Supplement Series 290; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 368.

Fragments

This manuscript is written on papyrus. It has approximately fifteen fragments

preserved, but most of them are very small and fragmentary and only one or two of
them have any useful information. Fragment 1 is designated as two separate fragments
in the PE but in the final photograph, 43.335, these pieces have been put together to
form a single fragment. The combined fragment is the largest and most important one
of the manuscript. It shows some seven lines and a possible bottom margin. The
number of characters which can be identified in this fragment is approximately twenty-
seven. Another fragment which has been included in the following study is fragment 2.
It has only two recognisable characters, but it is included because of the possibili ty
that it might contain one of the priestly names.
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Palaeography

This manuscript was copied by a semicursive hand of the late Hasmonean period.17
Although not many recognisable letters are found in this manuscript, the
characteristics of a few letters are enough to help its classification according to the

categories set out by Cross.

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition
Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

1 5-7 = / 1 3-4

\ 2 4-5
2 1 3 1

Mus. Inv. 302
PAM 41.989, 42.069, 43.335

Frg. 1

]..

] P "[

] "[

] "[ ]* "[

]vm D[ ]•! □[

j^ifn n[ pib im5[
]] ••nrf? pnr[

bottom margin?

17
Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 149, Figure 4, line 4.
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Notes on Readings

L. 6 "l&k "]m5[. The PE's restoration of "^n]3 ]mD[" predated the final

reconstruction of the fragments in PAM 43.335. The first letter of the second word
could be a 3 but it could also be a R or a n. However, its last letter cannot possibly be

a *7 for the final stroke of a ^ tends to incline to the left and to be much shorter. The

remnant of this letter can therefore only be confirmed as a "1.

Translation

1. ]" "[

2. ]•• from [

3. ]"[

4. ]"■[ ]"[

5. ]m iv[ ]m a man [

6. the] priest who all[ ]t hzwy[
7. ]Yohanan to bring to [ ]Shelamzion[

Comments

Two separate pieces are joined together as a single fragment in the final

photograph (PAM 43.335). In this composite fragment 1 a gap of blank space runs

from top to the bottom. This gap is understood by some studies18 as a margin

separating two columns. However, a closer examination of the photograph shows that
it is more likely to be a single column but with a band of eroded text. A few hints

support this possibility. First, at some points, such as line 5, this empty band is very

narrow, indeed no wider than the word separators. Second, the right hand edge of
what is supposed to be the second column is highly uneven with some lines having
almost two letters ahead of the others. Third, the single letter n at line 6 cannot

possibly be the beginning of a line. The PE has HR instead of n, but the K is clearly not
there. If one assumes the R is lost and needs to be restored, then once it is replaced

this gap of supposed margin would disappear.

18 For examples see the SE and Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 191.
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Frg.2

] ^pfrir?

Notes onReadings

L. 1 ^KpDlT?. Restoring the word as the priestly name is only conjectural.

Translation

1. ?Jehez]kel
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4Q324c. 4QCalendrical Doc Cf (Mishmarot Cf)

(PLATES XVin-XIX)

Bibliography: F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two,

4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 698-699; Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, Brigham

Young University, Provo, Utah, Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference Library, 2 (CD-ROM; Leiden: Brill,

1999).

Fragments

This manuscript is extremely fragmentary. A total of sixty-one fragments can be found
on the final photographs. All the fragments are very small and most of them have no

recognisable characters. Even the largest ones, fragment 12 and fragment 46, can

yield no more than sixteen characters. Only eighteen of the fragments are included in
this study. The numbering of the fragments is according to the order of the

transcription of the text in the Dead Sea Scrolls CD-ROM (DSSCD) of the
Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies.19

Palaeography

Whilst studying another Cryptic A manuscript, Pfann has assigned some scrolls
written in this esoteric script to two different stages with observable tendencies of

development of the script. He classifies 4Q317 and 4Q249 as an earlier stage of
around the late second century BCE, and 4Q298 as a later stage of the first century
BCE.20 Based on the observation set down by Pfann the handwriting of this

manuscript shows signs of both stages. Therefore it is likely to be a product during
this process of development. The manuscript can be tentatively dated to the late
second century or early first century BCE.

19 Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, Dead Sea Scrolls Electronic Reference

Library, 2.
20 S. J. Pfann, "4Q298: The Maskil's Address to All Sons ofDawn," Jewish Quarterly Review 85

(1994) 203-235,216.
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Mus. Inv. 241
PAM 40.979, 40.975, 40.935, 40.619, 41.867, 41.692, 41.643, 41.461, 41.410,
41.372, 42.430, 42.429, 43.333, 43.340

Frg. 1

]BB[

Notes on Readings

L. 2 ",w]ian[. DSSCD: ]-*,ian[.

Translation

1. ]ss[

2. fif[th

Frg. 2

M

ftipn [

n]n» [

Translation

1. ]«r[
2. ] tqws[
3. ] sabba[th

Frg. 3

]«n nn»[

]-rr« nuts [

Translation

1. ]sabbath on the \
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2. ] sabbath •h •[

Frg. 5

]-n[

[ 2

] a[

Notes on Readings
o.

L. 2 ?n',tJ>]'l7N. Reading the word as the priestly name is only conjectural.

Another possible case of finding the priestly name in this manuscript is in fragment 14,
but that is also a speculative restoration.

Translation

1. ]h-[
2. ] Elia[shib ?

3. ]b[

Frg. 12a

]—'l [ i

[2 2

]nn®[ 3

Translation

1. ]w-[

2. in the] seve[n]th[
3. ]sabbath [

Comments

Fragment 12 is entered in the DSSCD as two columns with a vertically written line
in between. However, the connection between the two segments in this composite

fragment is questionable. Although the connection could be justified by the
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continuation of the vertical line, the joint between the segments does not appear to fit.
In addition, the segment on the right is obviously darker than the one on the left.

Furthermore, in order to align the vertical line the segment on the right has to be
rotated slightly anti-clockwise, causing its lines to bend upward. Under these points of

doubt, the two segments should be regarded as two separate fragments and are thus

designated as 12a and 12b in this study. The vertical line is listed as ]tf?S]~l in the

DSSCD, but most of the letters are actually unrecognisable.

Frg. 12b

rnjiatsn j

]®n ar 2

W2]i aip1 3

Notes onReadings

L. 2. In the DSSCD the line is entered as ">6»]ty m\ However, the first letter

following the word DP is clearly a il, and the following letter although it can only be

partially read is distinctively a 55. In the DSSCD the three lines in this fragment are

restored to cover a period from 28/6 to 15/7 including all the sabbaths, the Day of

Atonement, and the Feast of the Booths.

Translation

1. eigh[th
2. day hs[
3. d]ayf[ourth

Frg.13

]2 ■,irn[ts>
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Translation

1. ]•[
2. se]venthof[

Frg. 14

n]yts>[n

]

Notes onReadings

L. 2 Only the last two letters of the word are preserved. Restoring it
the priestly name is possible but cannot be confirmed.

Translation

1. n]in[th
2. ? Bil]gah[

Frg. 21

]•«•[

]•■• n -i»[»

]iwv -iroa [

Translation

1. ]•>■[
2. ]tenth of it y[
3. ]on the eleventh [

Frg. 22

]Tp-[

]t3Dnr-[

]h i[n
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Translation

1. ]-qr[
2. \zwrkm[
3. of] it is a sabbath. On[

Frg. 26

] trcBP-i1?® [

Translation

2. ] thirty [

Frg. 30

]rn®[

Translation

1. ]sabbath[

Frg. 31

]....[

]ra»[

]o[

Translation

1. ]••••[

2. ]sabbath[
3. ]*•[

Frg. 32

]...[

]nnts> n[
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Translation

1. ]-[
2. ]of it is a sabbath[

Frg. 34

]n nn» i [n

^hnn aip
]••[

Notes onReadings

l. 2 ^r]inn ei[\ DSSCD: ]ni ?m[.

Translation

1. of ]it is a sabbath./;[
2. d]ay fou[rth
3. ]••[

Frg. 43

]»1[

]an in •[

H M

Translation

1. ]w/[

2. ]• of it the Festival of[
3. ]•■[ ]■■[

Frg. 46

rwn»n nnv in nnB

in "iw» ]nyAn,-iRn n[n® yvbtn
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a^ntsn in n -i»]h n»anh[ n3» 3

am 4

Notes on Readings

L. 4 am. The line is written upside down.

Translation

1. sabbath. On the th]irtiet[h of it is a sabbath. On the seventh
2. of the third (month) is a sabbajth. On the fourteenth of it is a

3. sabbath.] On the fifteenth of it is the Feast of the Weeks.
4. on the day

Comment

The restoration in the DSSCD is adopted in general but with a few modifications.

Firstly, "W'PlltQ is added at the beginning of line 2 replacing 13. Secondly, in

is restored in line 3 instead of HDIO in. Thirdly, line 4 is read as am instead of 3113.

Restoring the content of the fragment as the third month of the year with the Feast of
the Weeks matches better with the preserved words.

Frg. 47

]"[

ma 13 iriNi ]B"HD[»3 2

rna> 13 jnnaftzn a-n&m 3

Translation

1. ]••[

2. On the t]wenty-[first of it is a sabbath.

3. On the twenty-ei]ghth [of it is a sabbath.
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Frg. 49

]3 •

] mss>

Notes on Readings

L. 2 ] rDSSf [. DSSCD: ]?2o[. The reading of the word is certain.

Translation

1. ]• b[
2. ] sabbath[
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4Q325. 4QCalendrical Doc D (Mishmarot D)

(PLATES XX)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition ofthe Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 86-87; R. H. Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992)

127-128; S. Talmon, "A Calendrical Document from Qumran Cave 4 (mihnarot D, 4Q325)," in Z. Zevit, S.

Gitin, and M. Sokoloff (ed.), Solving Riddles and Untying Knots: Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in
Honor ofJonas C. Greenfield (Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1995) 327-344; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg

Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 317-318; F.
Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 546-548; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot
Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997)

265-282; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-

11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 698-701.

Fragments

This manuscript has three fragments, two large ones and a small one. Fragment 1

consists of two parts, a large piece with a very small one neatly attached to its lower

right corner. Talmon designated these two as fragment (a) and fragment (c).

However, he does consider fragment (c) as part of fragment (a). This composite

fragment contains almost a complete column. The right top margin, the bottom

margin, and part of the left hand margin have been preserved. Judging from the
content the right hand side should have no more than a few missing characters for the
lines. The column has seven lines and the extended length of each line is estimated to
hold an average of approximately forty-five spaces, including characters and

separators. At the bottom part of the fragment is a natural defect in the material which
has forced the scribe to write the bottom line beginning near the last third of the line.
A total of one hundred and eighty-two characters can be found in this fragment.

Fragment 2 contains the left hand end of seven lines of a column. Both the left margin
and part of the top margin can be seen. It has forty-nine identifiable characters.

Fragments 1 and 2 (= Talmon's fragment (a), (b), and (c)) are placed together by
Talmon as part of three reconstructed columns. The last fragment 3 (= Talmon's
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fragment (d)) is a very small one showing four lines with approximately twelve
characters.

Palaeography

The handwriting of this manuscript is classified by Talmon as an "early formal
Herodian script", and dated to the last third of the last century BCE.21

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition Talmon

Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines
1 1-7 1 1-7 i 1-7

2 1-7 2 1-7 iii 1-7

3 1-4 n/a d 1-4

Mus. Inv. 226
PAM 40.618, 41.701, 42.332, 43.333

Frg. 1

top margin

ttp nn» in rmatzn am i

i^ui rPBT b>i; nnty in nsyani unvsi n-iuh[ ] ^

[M]®n arnnn wn nnss> ins in ntstsn □•H»un una] 3

fin® in nuwnn cmn nnty m orm rra¥ *717 u>[t» am] 4

[i]h rroi^tin unvni ron^a nnsy in n»y ft®®n[ DvnB0] 5

eninn ®n vacat pipn nnts> in dun^cta ■pafya nn»] «

nn» im vacat 7

bottom margin

21 Talmon, "miftnarot D, 4Q325", 334. See the example set by Cross for this type of script in

"Jewish Scripts", 138, Figure 2, line 4.
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Notes onReadings

L. 1 ''I'!) UV2. Talmon's restoration for these two words is niwn.22

He argues that the last legible letter of the word is undoubtedly a n and that the

preceding one is a partially preserved ], and hence dismisses the reading of the PE.

However, Talmon's reading is not as secure as he claims. In fact, a careful study of
the photographs is more likely to support the reading the other way round. The

writing of the word's last letter does not match a il but closely resembles a \ The n in

this manuscript has a flag like triangle on the top left corner similar to the \ but this

triangle is always flatter, closer to the top and occupying no more than one third of
the length of the vertical stroke. For the letter in question the inclined stroke forming
the left hand side of the triangle is too steep when compared with the n but well

matches a ^ or 1. Similarly, because of this steep inclined stroke the horizontal base of

the small triangle also appears too far down when compared with the other il.

However, the reading of this letter as a ^ is supported by its resemblance with the

other in the column, such as those in □"Htfm and of line 5. The identification

of the letter in front is not so certain. The reading of a is possible but not without

problems. It lacks at the bottom the characteristic tip where the two side stems of the
!!> meet, and its middle stroke appears too close to the left stem. However, it is still

more probable than Talmon's reading of a ].

L. 2 I1?!?'!. In the PE this is read as which is not supported by the extant

evidence. The blank space following the fourth preserved letter of the word is wide

enough to show that there is no fifth letter following. Furthermore, the fourth letter is
more likely to be a 1 rather than a as shown by the open hook at the top. In this

manuscript a "• in most cases has a short horizontal stroke which makes the hook at

the top form a small closed triangle, whilst a 1 is almost always characterised by an

open hook.

22
Talmon, "mitmarot D, 4Q325", 335.
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L. 4 DTQ]. Although the editors of the PE indicate that the last two letters

are damaged but clear, [55, the remnant traces do not confirm this reading. What is

found with these two letters are only two very small nib marks, which could be the
remnant of any letter. Therefore the restoration is more a consideration of

interpretation than the reading of the extant texts. As opposed to the PE, Talmon2'1
proposes an alternative reconstruction for the beginning of this line, [12 H555SQ].

L. 7. The first two-thirds of this line is cut away as the bottom edge of the page

curved up probably due to a natural defect of the parchment. In order to avoid this
defect the scribe wrote only in the rear one-third of the line with three words, which
follow after the words at the end of line 6.

Translation

1. [on the day thi]rd. On the eighteenth of it is the sabbath up[on Jehoiarib.
2. ] in the evening. On the twenty-fifth of it is the sabbath upon Jedaiah. And

upon it
3. [is the Festival of] Barley on the twenty-sixth of it after the sabbath. First of

the se[cond] month

4. [is on day sixth] upon Jedaiah. On the second of it is the sabbath of Harim. On
the ninth of it is the sabbath of

5. [Seorim.] On the sixteenth of it is the sabbath ofMalchijah. On the twenty-
third of [it]

6. [is the sabbath ofMi]jamin. On the thirtieth of it is the sabbath ofHakkoz.
vacat First of the third

7. vacat month is after the sabbath

Comments

L. 2. Most of the studies follow the PE in restoring at the beginning of this line

["•tsn^ty DT2], which is based on the assumption that the following 21SJ2 is referring to

the time when the Passover festival ends. Wise, Abegg, & Cook even translate here

23
Talmon, "mi/marot D, 4Q325", 338.
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"Passover ends on the third day in the evening".24 However, there is no other
reference among the Calendrical Documents for the ending of this festival. Therefore,
there is no substantial ground for the restoration. Talmon has his own idea about the

content in the lacuna. He thinks that the text breaks off after the priestly name

Jehoiarib in line 1 leaving a gap of approximately thirty blank spaces until the word
min in line 2.25 Talmon's suggestion is unacceptable also. According to his

interpretation the word 21V2 is considered attached to the line above forming the last

word of the sentence. It is hard to explain why the author needed to leave a gap of

thirty spaces before he finished his sentence. Therefore for the missing words in the
lacuna it is best to agree with Talmon's other suggestion that "these lines contained a

portion of text that can no longer be retrieved."26
L.2 l^yi. Talmon sees the word as "a technical term which defines the

entrance of a priestly course into the temple to begin its service",27 a parallel to the
term ntOIl used in other Calendrical Documents (4Q322-324a), and translates it as

"the sabbath on which enters Jehoiarib". This particular interpretation, although

possible, is unlikely. The most probable interpretation of the word is that it is a

preposition meaning "upon". However, there is one possible objection to this

interpretation, that is that the last word in line 2 does not match the form of the

preposition when a 3ms suffix is attached to it - it should be instead of This

can be answered in that the form in line 2 is a Qumran orthographic variant to the
usual form. In Qumran orthography is not always found written with the suffixes

of a plural noun.28 Qimron spots the interchangeability of 1- and V- as a regular feature

in the Qumran corpus,29 and suggests that the variation is due to phonetic grounds.

24
Wise, Abegg, & Cook, A New Translation, 317.

25
Talmon, "mi/marot D, 4Q325", 338.

26 Talmon, "mitoarot D, 4Q325", 338.
27 Talmon, "mi/marot D, 4Q325", 337.
28 E. Qimron, The Hebrew ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls (Harvard Semitic Series 29; Atlanta: Scholars

Press, 1986) §322.141.
29 E. Qimron and J. Strugnell, Qumran Ca\>e 4 V: MiqsatMa'ase Ha-Torah (DJD 10; Oxford:

Clarendon, 1994) 70, §3.2.2.1.
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The closest case for the similar usage of the word here is perhaps in the reading of

lfty in 4Q394 A19.

Frg. 2

top margin

h nanfVjEQ -ib[k nn® in cmn ]
Tin nnw in ny®n[3 nox nnw nnK ®rpnn iijio]

nn® in nan^i □[■hbho pysn nn® in -i®y rami]
•>»tsn tnfnn ®[n ^xprrr nn® in n^i^wn rpnna]

n®u nb [nntcn py nn® in nun®n ^sprm nn® -in«]
□a®[i cm®y:i n^i nn® in insi cr-wyn ^lan m® in]

□^[yn pip nn® inK p®n tyia in]

Notes on Readings

L. 6 DMtyfl. In the PE the few legible letters at the end of this line are omitted,

but in lieu of this the whole word is restored at the beginning of the next line.

Translation

1. On the second of it is the sabbath of I]mmer. On the th[ir]d of it
2. [is the Festival ofNew Wine after the sabbath of Immer. On the] ninth of it is

the sabbath ofHezir.

3. [On the sixteenth of it is the sabbath of Happizzez. On the twen]ty-third of it
the sabbath

4. [ofPethahiah. On the thirtieth of it is the sabbath of Jehezkel. Fir]st of the
sixth month

5. [is after the sabbath of Jehezkel. On the seventh of it is the sabbath of Jachin.
On the fourteenth

6. [of it is the sabbath of Gamul. On the twenty-first of it is the sabbath of
Delaiah. On the twenty] second
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7. [of it is the Festival ofOil after the sabbath ofDelaiah. the Offering
ofW]ood

Comments

L. 7 ptsn 11710. The name of this festival is reconstructed as inu\l 11710 in the

other studies. The decision to restore it as ]0tfil 11710 is based on the entry found in

4Q327 1 ii 3-6, the only preserved reference of the festival in the Calendrical
Documents.

Frg. 3

nn[w

ty]iinn B[II

]o

]i»[

Translation

1. the sa]bbath ofB[ilgah
2. Fir] st of the mon[th

3. yih m[

4. ]/r[

Comments

This very small fragment is not included in the PE. Talmon assigns it as fragment

(d) and provides a brief study on it.30 Talmon's readings are adopted here in general.

30
Talmon, "mi/marot D, 4Q325", 331-2.
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4Q326. 4QCalendrical Doc Ea (Mishmarot Ea)

(PLATES XXI)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 88; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qwnian," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 548-549; M. O. Wise, M.
G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 318;
G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis,

Hebrew Union College, 1997) 284-290; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study

Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998)700-701.

Fragment

Only one fragment of this manuscript has been found. It contains the beginning of five
lines together with a wide right margin. The number of recognisable characters is 55.

Palaeography

The small number of sample letters makes the palaeographic classification of this

manuscript difficult. Based on the limited information found the handwriting of the

manuscript seems to mostly resemble a late Hasmonean or early Herodian book hand

(ca. 50-25 BCE).31

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition
Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

1 1 1 IX

1 2 6 1 1-5

Mus. Inv. 693
PAM 41.703, 42.335, 43.339

31
Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 138, Figure 2, line 3.
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Frg. 1

Enirrn mn ]icy]An n 1

[nna> in nunnxn irm 2

[n llllhi vr*ya dv ncsn in ////-a n]n® in /-sn 3

[in /////?n nnsy in ////////-a ^21 or nison h n 4

[aninn ^10 nn&si -ins nmu]» "ruio in //////jn ma> s

*won inxn aninn »]rti "«3e»n vacat ^;n e

Notes on Readings
o .

L. 1 ]l5f]X~l n. Only very faint marks of the first three letters can be seen on this
line. In the PE they are regarded as an erasure - {{^B^nm}}. However, it could

also be, as Snyder suggested, that the ink has faded due to exposure to water over the

years.32 The reading of the first two letters as n and "I is more or less certain. The

third letter is difficult to judge, but it is more likely to be a N than the n suggested in
the PE.

L. 3 h xn. This is an unusual representation of a combination between a numeral
and a preposition n; between the cipher number 11 and the preposition 2 an X is
inserted. Probably the scribe intended to spell the number in full but due to some

unknown reason after writing the K for "IBM HIK suddenly decided to change to use

ciphers for his text, and he did not take the trouble to erase or cross out the erroneous

written letter.

L. 3-4 By mistake the editors of the PE restore at the beginning of these two lines

[rOB>] and [153 311731] respectively. The right margin of these lines is preserved, and

the existing writings can be clearly seen forming the initial part of these lines. Any
restoration of the missing words can only be put at the end of the lines rather than at

their beginning.

32
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 285.
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L. 6 This is entered as "31T]1?" in the PE. The letter in front of the number is

uncertain, but a 2 is obviously a better choice than a *7 because in the preserved text
of this manuscript all numbers are preceded by a 2 but none are by a *?. Also the
number is certain to be thirty instead of thirty-one. All that can be read for the cipher
number is the top of two symbols representing ten and twenty respectively. Although
the lower half of these symbols and the following spaces has been worn off, if there
was any numeric symbol following these two the top of it should be able to be seen

next to them. Judging from the other cipher numbers in lines 3 and 5 of the fragment,
the strokes representing the single units are all written at the same level, if not higher,
with the decimal symbols. So it is not possible to reconstruct a "1" after the number
"30".

L.6 into aninn tSl]XH. The restoration is based on the wording found in

line 2.

Translation

1. In the fir[st (month) the beginning of the month is
2. on the first, (which is) on the four[th (of the week). On the fourth of it is a

sabbath]

3. On the 11 of it is a sabba[th. On the 14 of it is the Passover, day third. On the
15 of it is]

4. the Feast ofUnleavened Bread, day four[th. On the 18 of it is a sabbath. On
the 25 of it is a]

5. sabbath. On the 26 of it is the Festival ofB[arley, after the sabbath. The end of
the month is]

6. on the 30. [ ] vacat In the second (month), the beginning of the month is on
the first, (which is) on the sixth (of the week).

Comments
o .

L. 1 5£Hinn EWI ]15f]K~in. If this line is not an erasure but rather original writing

faded by time, it is likely to be associated with the initial words of line 2 marking the
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beginning of the first month. The restoration is supported by the first entry of the
second month in line 6.

L.2 "'Jymil ~inX2. The reading of these two words in line 2 is certain and agreed

by all the transcriptions, but their interpretation is not so, for example:
"On the first (month). On the four[th of it is a Sabbath." - (Snyder)
" In the first month of the four[th year," - (Wise, Abegg, and Cook)
"In the first of the four[th" - (SE)

Both of the words are numbers, and in the calendrical texts a number can represent

the order of a monthly day, a weekday, a month, or a year. The decision to translate
the first number, 111X2, as a day of the month and the second number, ITllIl, as a

weekday is based on the following considerations.

(1) The words seem to be related to an entry for the beginning of the first month.
As the restored lines 3-6 show, the fragment is recording calendrical entries
for the first month and line 2 should have contained some calendrical entries

for the first ten days of the month.

(2) Since no priestly name is found in the fragment and the restored text also does
not allow the reconstruction of names into it, the text is unlikely to involve the
sexennial priestly cycle. For the Qumran calendar if the priestly roster is not
considered being used a single year is sufficient for recording any of its
calendrical particulars. This makes the interpretation of any number in the

manuscript as the order of the year highly unlikely.

(3) The Calendrical Documents demonstrate some general rules for using numbers
in alphabetic forms. They only use ordinal numbers for the order of the months
or the years, and only cardinal numbers for the days of the months, but both
for the weekdays. If these general patterns are to be followed the first number
in line 2 is unlikely to stand for either the year or the month, and the second
number is not a day of a month.

L.2 [rQtP 12 nmixn. No restoration of the missing words is provided for this

line in the PE. Judging from the content of the text there should be no doubt that the

entry about the first sabbath of the first month is in this line.
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L. 3 [in /////-a "'BP1?® DP noan n ////-a n]n». The restoration is based on

two assumptions. First, the text records all the major festivals, therefore the Passover

should be included. Second, the formula used for the festive entries should bear three

elements - the date, the name, and the weekday, as reflected by combining the two

partially preserved festive entries in line 4 and 5.

L. 4 [D tllllyi na'2> m lllilllhl. Restoring the end of this line with the two

sabbaths falling between the Feast of Unleavened Bread and the Festival ofBarley fits
well both in terms of the content and the space available.

L. 5 [aninn ^10. In order to restore the end of this line one first has to make
sense ofwhat is written at the beginning of the next line. The number heading line 6
could only possibly be understood as the day of the month. Situated between the
Festival of Barley on 26/1 and the beginning of the second month, the most probable
calendrical entry recorded here is the end of the first month, and this matches with the
number "30" in line 6. Therefore what constitutes the end of line 5 should be part of
an entry recording the end of the first month. The restoration BRUT! ^10 is only

conjectural but it is based on two considerations. First, it is so reconstructed as to

resemble the term Emm EW! of the entry for the beginning of the month. Second,

the word ^10 is used in another Calendrical Document 4Q319 to mark the end of each

jubilee cycle.
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4Q327. 4QCalendrical Doc Eb (Mishmarot Eb)

(PLATES XXH)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Textsfrom Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 89-91; R. H. Eisenman and M. O. Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered (Shaftesbury: Element, 1992)

182-193; E. Qimron and J. Strugnell, Qumran Cave 4 V: MiqsatMacaseHa-Torah (DJD 10; Oxford:

Clarendon, 1994) 7, 44-45; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New

Translation (London: HarperCollins, 1996) 319-320; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios
Biblicos 54 (1996) 548-550; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and

Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 290-316; J. C. VanderKam, "The Calendar, 4Q327,
and 4Q394," in M. Bernstein, F. Garcia Martinez, and J. Kampen (ed.), Legal Texts and Legal Issues (Leiden:

Brill, 1997) 179-194; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, Volume

Two, 4Q274-11031 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 700-703.

Fragments

This manuscript has two fragments, both are substantial in size and contain

comprehensive information. It is written in very narrow columns, with an average of
six to seven characters each. Fragment 1 has two columns and an inter-column margin
almost as wide as the columns themselves. The first column has six lines and the

second column has eight. The number of characters in it altogether is sixty-three.

Fragment 2 contains three columns and the margins on the left, right, and between
them. The number of lines preserved for each column is four, eight, and eleven

respectively, and the total number of recognisable characters found are ninety-eight.
The formation of fragment 2 was by attaching two fragments together. The
connection between these two, which separates column 2 and 3 of this fragment, is
not entirely satisfactory. Flence the relative position of these columns is still

questionable.
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Palaeography

Qimron has assigned this manuscript hand to the Herodian vulgar semiformal school,

comparable to the exemplar ofNumbers (4QNumb) set out by Cross.'" The period of
this script is ca. 30 BCE - 20 CE.

Line Correspondence Chart

Proposed Preliminary Edition DJD 10

Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines Frg. Col. Lines

n/a 1 4 iv 2

1 i 4-10 1 5-11 iv 3-9

n/a 1 ii 1 iv 17

1 ii 1 1 ii 2 iv 18

1 ii 2-10 1 ii 3-11 V 1-9

n/a 2 3 3

2 i 4-8 2 4-8 4-8

2 ii 1-8 2 1-8 1-8

2 iii 1-11 2 iii 1-11 iii 1-11

n/a 2 iii 12 iii 12

Mus. Inv. 693
PAM 41.703, 42.335, 43.339, 43.521

Frg. 1 i

im 4

rm n 5

cntm 6

33
Qimron and Strugnell, DJD 10,3. For the exemplar see Cross, "Jewish Scripts", 138, Figure 2,

line 5.
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nna> in 8

cp®I ^[EO] 9

[nna> in] 10

Translation

4. On the sixteenth

5. of it is a sabbath.

6. On the twenty-

7. third

8. of it is a sabbath.

9. [On the thirtieth
10. [of it is a sabbath.]

Comments

L. 4 ~I®X. What is recorded in this line is undoubtedly the number 16, so could

"15SN be a misspelling or an orthographic variant? The PE and the SE regard this as a

mistake and offer a correction for it. However, Qimron and StrugnelT4 regard it as a

variant on phonetic grounds - the weak pronunciation of the gutturals. Another
occurrence of the word in the fragment has the usual spelling of "15017 (2 iii 5).

L. 7 KEn^Ell. Here is another example of this manuscript's orthographic variant.

The same word is spelled with a different ending in 2 i 5, HEMPEN.35

Frg. 1 ii

[TIKI]
nnty in

□■hero

34
Qimron and Strugnell, DJD 10, 45.

35
Qimron notices that in Qumran Hebrew the K is also used as the n is at the end of words to

indicate the final sound a, e. Qimron, The Hebrew ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls, §100.7; and Qimron and

Strugnell, DJD 10, 68, §3.1.4.2.
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a^an 4

"FINO in 5

pain 6

rn[t»n -i]ns ?

[TH]nA s

[l]nnp 9

[□^i?n] 10

Notes on Readings

L. 1 [UlNl]. An ink mark is found immediately on top of the £1* in line 2. Strugnell

and Qimron ignore this unidentifiable mark, and put line 2 as the top of this column.36
o o

L. 8 [Pljnx. Only a few dots of the first two letters are found. The

reconstruction of DJD 10 is adopted here for its better match with the remnant

traces. In the PE the proposed reconstruction is [^BQ?].

Translation

1. [first]
2. of it is a sabbath.

3. On the twenty-

4. second

5. of it is the Festival of

6. Oil,

7. aft[er the sabba]th.
8. Af[ter it is]
9. the Offering of
10. Wood.]

36
Qimron and Strugnell, DJD 10,1 and 44.
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Comments
o o

L. 8 [TH]nS. Although the reconstruction of this line is different between DJD 10

and the PE, both the editors put the Wood Offering on the day immediately after the
Festival ofOil, a hypothetical suggestion ofYadin.37

Frg. 2 i

nnW32 4

rroi^Bi 5

nnsy n e

□[•^lpt^n] 7

13] 8

Translation

4. On the twenty-

5. third

6. of it is a sabbath.

7. [On the] thir[tie]th

8. [of it is a sabbath.]

Frg. 2 ii

[i]ns[i] 1

nn® <i>[3] 2

h"HB»[3] 3

rmrnsn

37 Yadin, The Temple Scroll, v. 1, 122-131.

4

nntti 13 5

-ins rby 6
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nn&yn

[■^Vi b[r]i

Translation

1. fir[st]
2. of] <it> is a sabbath.

3. [On the] twenty-

4. eighth
5. of it is a sabbath.

6. Upon it, after
7. the sabbath,

8. and the sec[ond day]

Comments
o . o

L. 8 [^Sfn □[T]l . Since only two letters in this line can be read with certainty,
o o o

tt>n, the reading of the PE, ["|]QE>n "l[l7l]a, is still possible, but it has to be rejected on

the basis of the content. The whole text is a record of sabbaths and festivals in a single

year in which the Festival of Oil should only appear once but not twice. The festival is

already found at 1 ii 5-6 so it is not possible that the name of the festival appears

again in this line. The restoration suggested in DJD 10 is adopted here. Although it
cannot be confirmed by the extant writing, it does make better sense with the content.

Frg. 2 iii

[nn® i]n

[~i®i7 Tisy]yn
nnty in

mitm

nnsy in ntyy

unvs2

ntsnm
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nntf in 8

□\3BQ 9

[■*]»["»]bnn 10

[n]n[»] n

Notes on Readings

L. 10 ["■j&f^bnn. The word is reconstructed in the PE as t£Rirn. The third letter

of the line, although it has only the top and the right hand side left, is certainly not a 1

but is most probably a final □, which the scribe routinely wrote for the B in the medial

position.

Translation

1. of [it is a sabbath.]

2. On the eleventh]

3. of it is a sabbath.

4. On the eight¬
5. eenth of it is a sabbath

6. On the twenty-

7. fifth

8. of it is a sabbath.

9. On the second

10. of the fif[th] (month)

11. is a [sa]bb[ath ]

Comments

L. 10-11 [n]n[®] [""M^bm. In the PE an additional line 12 is added and

together the three lines (~l®!7i2 [Tl]tt>[I?]ii amrQio) render "in the eleventh month".
o .

However, the reading of the word ["•Jtt^jnnn in line 10 proves this rendering to be

wrong (cf. the above note). The PE's erroneous reading is adopted by Eisenman and
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Wise who, based on this rending, reconstruct all three columns of this fragment as for
the eighth to the eleventh month of the year.38

38 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, 189.
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4Q328. 4QCalendrical Doc Fa (Mishmarot Fa)

(PLATES XXI)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Texts from Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 92; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London:

HarperCollins, 1996) 320; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 550-551;

G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis,
Hebrew Union College, 1997) 319-325; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study

Edition, Volume Two, 40274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 702-703.

Fragments

Only one fragment of this manuscript is preserved. It contains the top part of a
column with the first six lines. The number of recognisable characters on it is eighty-
three.

Palaeography

This manuscript was likely to have been penned by a formal hand of the early
Herodian time, ca. 30-1 BCE.39

Mus. Inv. 693
PAM 41.701, 42.331, 43.339

Frg. 1
top margin

□\jtsn ^-i rfrK pun rrtftso nK[2BP] j

[n^rma rmVx-in[ nm] 2

[Tr]n nnfii;]® mba rru'T rr]tf[n nsin] 3

[p-1 rpjnK rpnns {;>••} ["po^a 4

39
Compare with the archetype listed by Cross in "Jewish Scripts", Figure 2, line 4.
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[rrworn :p-i]t Dp-1 n^fi ma® rpirmn] ,

[fipn yssn n^tta rra^a [lax dt nto^] 6

Notes onReadings

L. 4 {<>••}. It is an erasure of about four to five letters. The editors of the SE

read the erased word as {iT2X}. With only the last letter scarcely seen as a <1 their

reading cannot be confirmed.

Translation

1. [Jushebejab; in the sixth, Happizzez. These are the leaders of the years.

2. [In] the first [year]: Gamul, Eliashfib], Maaziah,
3. [Huppah. In] the second: Jedaiah, Bilgah, S[eo]rim, He[zir.]
4. [In the third:] Mijafmin], {•••h} Pethahiah, Abi[jah, Jachin ]

5. [In the fourth: Shecaniah, De]laiah, Jakim, Jehoi[arib. In the fifth:]

6. [Jushebeab, Harim, Immer,] Malchijah. In the six[th: Happizzez, Hakkoz,]

Comments

L. 1 38[2Eb]. The PE reconstructs the beginning of the line as rPHfOrQ],

According to what is recorded in the fragment no doubt the word rPSfarn should

come in front of ntOtSP, but judging from the space available for the missing words at

the beginning of line 1 it is more likely that the word is not in this line but rather is the
last word of the preceding column.
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4Q329. 4QCalendrical Doc Fb (Mishmarot Fb)

(PLATES XXffl)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Textsfrom Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 93; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London:

HarperCollins, 1996) 321; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 550-551;
G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis,
Hebrew Union College, 1997) 325-331; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study

Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 702-705.

Fragments

Three fragments of this manuscript have been found. Two of them can be identified
with a column, although they are not physically connected to one another, thus they
are regarded as parts of fragment 1. The first piece of this fragment contains four lines
and part of the right margin. Between the third and fourth lines is a superlinear word.
The number of characters identified including the superlinear word is thirty. The other

piece of this fragment is about the same size and also has four lines but without any

margin. It has approximately twenty-seven recognisable characters. Fragment 2 has
the first three lines of a column together with a possible top margin, and the number
of characters identified is twenty-nine.

Palaeography

The handwriting of this manuscript is very similar to that of 4Q328, although they can

still be distinguished as having been copied by different hands. Thus 4Q329 is likely to
be of the same type of script as 4Q328, that is an early Herodian formal script of the

period ca. 30-1 BCE.

Mus. Inv. 710
PAM 41.703, 42.332, 43.334
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Frg. 1

[nm p"1 rpnu mnns nrm -prn] omsrw j

[i&ivn nTr:] zptt □[■•p"1 n^n rp]D®] iran^n 2

[nmQ i7i^ 'wprrp y]ipn [rrtmin rro^a ]hqk crn[n] 3

[□nn ^eq ■,in],° tit rrri?[ie n^i En]m <[n]]i®"Hn> n3®[n] 4

[,T]3® ui®"1 rrn]« pipn pirn no^a cmi?®] 5

Notes on Readings
o

L. 5 rP3]8. Only two tiny dots at the bottom of the first letter are left, which

could be the remainder of several possible letters, such as n, n, or K. Based on the

reading of this letter Snyder refutes the PE's arrangement of the priestly names in this
section.40 He affirms that this is an K instead of a n, and argues that the priestly name

coming after is Abijah instead of Hakkoz. Snyder's proposal may make better

sense with the text but the remnant of this letter does not provide much evidence to

support his argument.

Translation

1. Seorim, [Hezir in the second; Mijamin, Pethahiah, Abijah, Jachin in the]
2. third [year; Shecaniah, Delaiah, Jaki]m, Jehoiarib [in the fourth; Jushebeab,]
3. [H]arim, Immer, [Malchijah in the fifth;] Happizzez, Hakko[z, Jehezkel,

Jeshua in the sixth ]

4. [The] <first> year. In the mon[th: Delaiah, Ma]aziah, Jehoiarib, J[edaiah. In
the second (month): Harim,]

5. [Seorim, Malchijah, Mijamin, Hakkoz. In the] third (month): A[bijah, Jeshua,

Shecaniah.]

Comments

L. 4-5. There are two proposals for the restoration of the priestly names in these
lines.

40
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 329.
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Proposal 1 (PE and SE)
First month - Gamul, Delaiah, Maaziah, Jehoiarib

Second month - Jedaiah, Harim, Seorim, Malchijah, Mijamin
Third month - Hakkoz, Abijah, Jeshua, Shecaniah

Proposal 2 (Snyder41 and Wise, Abegg, and Cook42)
First month - Delaiah, Maaziah, Jehoiarib, Jedaiah

Second month - Harim, Seorim, Malchijah, Mijamin, Hakkoz
Third month - Abijah, Jeshua, Shecaniah

Proposal two is adopted here because it makes better sense with the interpretation of
the text. The section is without doubt an enumeration of the weekly priestly services
on a monthly basis, and for such a weekly enumeration the most likely event of

recounting is obviously the sabbath. Although Gamul is the course serving on the
New Year's Day of the first year, the first sabbath does not fall on Gamul but Delaiah.

Proposal two is a restoration based on that the text is recording the list of sabbaths in
each month according to the priestly courses.

Frg. 2
top margin?

□"HjwB cp-in rruTf i

]K2in en p1 2

pjD"" •wpfrrp 3

Translation

1. ] Jedaiah, Harim, Seo[rim

2. Ejliashib, Jakim, Huppah[
3. Jehezjkel, Ja[chin

41
Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars", 326.

42
Wise, Abegg, and Cook, A New Translation, 321.
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4Q329a. 4QCalendrical Doc G (Mishmarot G)

(PLATES XXIII)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the UnpublishedDead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Textsfrom Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 94; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London:

HarperCollins, 1996) 321-322; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996)

551-552; G. Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD

Thesis, Hebrew Union College, 1997) 332-336; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea
Scrolls Study Edition, Volume Two, 4Q274-11Q31 (Leiden: Brill, 1998) 704-705.

Fragments

This manuscript has only one fragment which contains the lower left corner of a
column. This might actually be the left bottom corner of the leaf of leather because the
scribe after finishing the bottom line continued to write on the left margin by turning
the leaf around 90 degrees anti-clockwise. Other than the vertical line the fragment
shows another five lines. The total number of characters on it is forty-nine.

Palaeography

The hand of this manuscript is likely to be in the style of the late Hasmonean
semicursive script, ca. 50-25 BCE.43

Mus. Inv. 710
PAM 41.774, 42.333, 43.334

Frg. 1

nntf[n naftao muio naiwin man] j

ntsifotEQ] rp[7i;]a noan rmyo] 2

rraSao rriyn noan ethwbq] 3

43 Similar to the archetype set out by Cross in "Jewish Scripts", 149, Figure 4, line 4.
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rrnya rrih-n n[osn rpn«3] 4

miia rrBorrn rro[sn nya nB^Bn] 5

noan i]akn hv'tvi o

bottom margin

Notes on Readings

L. 1 nt^na rTHBin n]lB"Hn mBn]. Reference for the restoration of this line is

made to the other lines in this fragment and the festive section in 4Q320 4 iii-vi.

L. 6 ijakn The line is written vertically from bottom to top on the left

margin. It is misplaced in the PE to the front of line 5, but its content shows that it
should be the continuation of line 5.

Translation

1. [The first year, its festivals (begin) on the third of the ] week of
2. [Maaziah (with) the Passover. In the seconjd (year), its fe[stiva]ls (begin) [on

the thjird (day)
3. [of Seorim (with) the Passover. In the thir]d (year), its festivals (begin) on the

third (day)
4. [ofAbijah (with) the Passovjer. In the fourth (year), its festivals (begin)
5. [on the third (day) of Jakim (with) the Pass]over. In the fifth (year), its

festivals (begin)
6. on the third (day) of Imm[er (with) the Passover.]

Comments

L. 4 i"P3Kl]. The beginning of the line is restored in the PE as IT3X TQB3].

Although the PE's restoration makes the overall length of this line closer to the

others, the word DUB is unlikely to be in the original text. The word is found with the

first entry in line 1. However, since it is common for the Calendrical Documents to

give the initial entries more elaborated descriptions, this should not be taken as the
standard pattern for the other entries. Line 6 provides clear evidence that the word is
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omitted in that entry, and the spaces of the lacunas in line 3 and 4 also do not allow
the word to be restored.
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4Q330. 4QCalendrical Doc H (Mishmarot H)

(PLATES XXffl)

Bibliography: B. Z. Wacholder and M. G. Abegg, A Preliminary Edition of the Unpublished Dead Sea Scrolls:
The Hebrew andAramaic Textsfrom Cave Four, Fascicle I (Washington, D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society,

1991) 95; M. O. Wise, M. G. Abegg Jr., and E. M. Cook, The Dead Sea Scrolls: A New Translation (London:

HarperCollins, 1996) 322; F. Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran," Estudios Biblicos 54 (1996) 552; G.

Snyder Jr., "Mishmarot Calendars From Qumran Cave 4: Congruence and Divergence" (PhD Thesis, Flebrew
Union College, 1997) 336-341; F. Garcia Martinez and E. J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition,
Volume Two, 4Q274-11031 (Leiden: Brill, 1998)704-705.

Fragments

This manuscript has three fragments and they are all very small. Fragment 1, the

largest of them all, has two columns, but the first column has only one single character
left. The second column has three lines preserved together with a few superlinear
words above the third line. This fragment has forty-two identifiable characters.

Fragment 2 contains four lines but has only thirteen characters. Fragment 3 is even

smaller; it has only one line of eight characters.

Palaeography

The limited sample size of letters makes the classification of this manuscript hand
difficult. With some speculation it may be assigned to the formal hand of the Herodian
time.44

Mus. Inv. 710
PAM 41.703, 42.333, 43.334

Frg. 1

®{»}mnn irnd i

44
Compare to the exemplars in Cross "Jewish Scripts", 138-139, Figure 2, lines 5 and 6.
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litwnn trim irno rrisv rryain ]n] w W2i m:m 2

•ptfx-in trim inK]n nantsn <[rPBno]nn rma> inB nits 3

U

Notes onReadings

L. 1 ®{»}nrn. The W is separated from the 1 by an erasure of a letter's width.

L. 2 liawin tfnnn iniCt rrats n^3in. The restoration proposed for this line

and the one below is based on the preserved wordings in line 1 and 3.
L.3 The word is misread in the PE as 2*OI2>\

Translation

1. Mijamin on the first of the f[irst] month [

2. in the sixth week. Year [ fourth, Shecaniah on the first of the first month.

3. Year second <In the year f[ifth]>, Jushebeab on [the first of the first month.
4. ]/[

Frg.2

M 1

•ptwnn »]iinn inN[n 2

]nia[a]® p[ 3

li]®mn ®[nna 4

Notes on Readings

L. 3 ]"•[. The restoration in the PE for this word is "ptCE. With only the last two
letters remaining and without the support of the content the restoration of the priestly
name is unwarranted.

Translation

1. ]••[

2. on] the first of the [first] mont[h
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3. ]yn re[le]ase
4. [on the] firs[t mon]th[

Frg.3

IjiBNin

Translation

2. [on] the firs[t] month
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Chapter 3

Structure of the Qumran Calendrical Documents' Calendar

Since the 1957 preliminary report by Milik on some of the calendrically related

manuscripts1 the structure of the Qumran calendar no longer seems to be a question
for researchers. According to Milik's report this is a calendar in which "l'annee a 364

jours, et se compose de 12 mois de 30 jours avec 4 jours intercalaires par an, un par

trimestre. Le Nouvel An commence toujours le mercredi et les dates des fetes sont

rigoureusement fixes, chaque quantieme du mois tombant toujours le meme jour de la
semaine."2 Despite Milik's cautious remark that his report statement was only "encore

provisoire", the assumed structure was taken for granted as the calendrical base for all
the calendrically related documents found at Qumran.

However, as more Qumran material is released and further information is

gathered, the focus ofQumran calendrical studies in the last decade has gradually
shifted from unity to diversity. In reviewing the calendrical aspect of the Dead Sea
Scrolls in a commemorative work marking the fiftieth anniversary of their discovery,
Glessmer summaries this shift:

In the discussions of the last 50 years a shift is clearly apparent. When the
Scrolls were first discovered the view was that their calendar present [sic]

specific potential for conflicts. Opposition of one calendar against another

suggested uniformity of concept for both sides. But in light of the manifold
details now available to us, it has become increasingly evident that these
ancient texts witness not to monolithic, static phenomena, but to diverse

growth and development.3

'
Milik, "Le travail," 24-26.

2
Milik, "Le travail, 24-25.

3
Glessmer, "Calendars", 233.
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With this in mind, Glessmer titles the review "Calendars in the Qumran Scrolls"

[italics mine], and suggests that when addressing the calendrical concept at Qumran a

more comprehensive heading "364-Day Calendar Traditions - 364-DCT" should be
used to replace the oft-used but inappropriate term "solar-calendar". However, the
trend of searching for divergence is in general more focused on other calendrical

aspects, such as the different festive traditions or the attitudes towards lunar

reckoning, rather than on the basic structure of the calendar. Other than a few

dissenting voices raising the question of possible differences4 the generally assumed
structure has been by and large accepted by all. Even the release of the Qumran Cave
IV material in the early nineties failed to draw the interest of the researchers to review
this seemingly settled aspect of the calendar.

Perhaps the work of the early editors is convincing enough in this respect, but
the recently released material poses the question for those who study the Qumran
calendar: What evidence does it provide for understanding the structure of its
calendar? Since this important source ofmaterial is now available for our perusal, it is
now time to attempt to reconfirm this understanding with hard evidence. The purpose

of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive investigation into the structure of the
calendar underlying the Calendrical Documents based on the factual evidence
embedded in their extant fragments.

The investigation will be conducted on three interrelated units of the calendar,

namely the year, the week, and the month. The question on the year is how many days
do the Calendrical Documents reckon in a year. As Glessmer's proposed categorical

heading (i.e. 364-DCT) shows, taking the year as having only 364 days in a year is a

special enough criterion to justify having such calendars classified in a category of
their own. However, throughout the history of calendar-making this number has never

4
Callaway questions the monthly structure among the texts of 364-day tradition, Callaway, "The

364-Day Calendar", 24. Snyder proposes a different possible arrangement in the monthly structure
for a 364-day year, "Mishmarot Calendars", 39, and casts doubt on the theory that Jubilees begins its

year on the fourth day of the week, "Mishmarot Calendars", 42 Beckwith in "The Essene Calendar",

466, n. 18, also raises the possibility that "the author of Jubilees is thinking of the Essene year as

commencing on the Sunday of creation-week, not the Wednesday, the first day not the fourth."
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been a popular choice for the year length. So is there sufficient evidence in the

Qumran Calendrical Documents to confirm their compliance to such a peculiar

reckoning, or is there proof of other ways of counting? Following the question on the

year is a related enquiry about the cycle ofweeks, that is to search for the matching
between the yearly days and the weekdays. For a calendar taking the number of days
in a year as 364, which is an exact multiple of seven, each of its days will match with a

particular weekday year by year. In like manner, another way to put the question is to
ask on which weekday does the New Year's Day fall in every year. Milik believed that
the Qumran calendar had the New Year's Day on a Wednesday, the fourth day of the
week. What evidence is there in the Calendrical Documents to support this claim? Or
do they support other possible ways of reckoning? The third area to be considered is
the arrangement of the months. After the number of days in a year is fixed it is a

logical thing to look for how these days are sub-divided into months. Milik's idea on

the Qumran calendar is that its days are arranged into twelve months of thirty days

together with four extra days, one in each quarter of the year. Is this proposal
substantiated by the Calendrical Documents? In addition, where are these four extra

days placed in the quarters?
In asking questions on different aspects of the structure of the calendar, the

investigation will proceed in two different lines. The Calendrical Documents will be
divided into two groups according to a special feature which can only be found

among them, that is the employment of the priestly courses as calendrical units. The

groupings will be classified as "Priestly-Courses Documents" and "Non-Priestly-
Courses Documents" depending on the presence and absence of the feature. There is

nothing special about the priestly courses on their own. The practice of dividing the

priests into different courses to take turn in serving their appointed duty can be traced
far back into the history of the ancient Israelites which is well documented in the

Hebrew Bible and other Jewish classical sources. However, using them as a time

reckoning unit is unique to the Qumran Scrolls. Integrating the priestly courses into
the calendrical system is such a special feature that, one could argue, documents

bearing this feature are more than likely based on the same calendar, at least as far as
its structure is concerned. After separating the documents accordingly, the two
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groups will be dealt with differently in studying their underlying calendar. For the

Priestly-Courses Documents their special feature allows them to be studied as a

whole, and their evidence will be drawn together to confirm the structure of their
calendar. For the Non-Priestly-Courses Documents the absence of a conforming
feature means that each document has to be looked at separately.

Calendrical Documents with the Priestly-Courses Feature

Priestly Courses in the Classical Sources

Dividing the priestly service into different courses is not a creation of the Qumran
Scrolls. It is well attested in the Hebrew Bible and other Jewish classical literature. In

1 Chr 24 the action of organising the priests into divisions is ascribed to king David,
who "organised them according to the appointed duties in their service." (24:3)5 The

descendants of the two sons ofAaron were divided into twenty-four heads of families,
sixteen from Eleazar and eight from Ithamar. Then the twenty-four families drew lots
to decide the order of their service, and the result of the lots was "their appointed

duty in their service to enter the house of the Lord according to the procedure
established for them by their ancestor Aaron, as the Lord God of Israel had
commanded him." (24:19) However, the Chronicler's list of priestly families is not the

only one in the Hebrew Bible. Among the returnees from the Exile recorded in Ezra
2:36-39 and Neh 7:39-41 only four priestly clans are listed and one of these priestly
names (i.e. Pashhur) is not in the Chronicler's list. In Nehemiah the leaders of the

priests are listed again in another three passages (Neh 10:1-8, 12:1-7, and 12:12-21).
These lists have either twenty-one or twenty-two names, and they differ from one

another, and also most of their names are different from those in Chronicles.

5 Unless otherwise specified all biblical quotations are based on The New OxfordAnnotated
Bible: New Revised Standard Version (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994).
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Priestly Names in the Biblical Records

11 Chr 24:7-18 Ezra 2:36-39 =

Neh 7:39-42
Neh 10:1-8 Neh 12:1-7 Neh 12:12-21

Jehoiarib (1) Jedaiah Zedekiah Seraiah Seraiah
Jedaiah (2) Immer Seraiah Jeremiah Jeremiah
Harim (3) Pashhur Azariah Ezra Ezra

Seorim (4) Harim Jeremiah Amariah Amariah

Malchijah (5) Pashhur Malluch Malluchi

Mijamin (6) Amariah Hattush
Hakkoz (7) Malchijah Shecaniah Shebaniah

Abijah (8) Hattush Rehum Harim
Jeshua (9) Shebaniah Meremoth Meraioth
Shecaniah (10) Malluch Iddo Iddo
Eliashib (11) Harim Ginnethoi Ginnethon
Jakim (12) Meremoth Abijah Abijah
Huppah (13) Obadiah Mijamin Miniamin
Jeshebeab (14) Daniel Maadiah Moadiah

Bilgah (15) Ginnethon Bilgah Bilgah
Immer (16) Baruch Shemaiah Shemaiah
Hezir (17) Meshullam Joiarib Joiarib

Happizzez (18) Abijah Jedaiah Jedaiah
Pethahiah (19) Mijamin Sallu Sallai
Jehezkel (20) Maaziah Amok Amok
Jachin (21) Bilgai Hilkiah Hilkiah

Gamul (22) Shemaiah Jedaiah Jedaiah
Delaiah (23)
Maaziah (24)

Tabulating the lists of priestly leaders recorded in the various books of the Hebrew
Bible reveals that the division of priestly families was not a fixed arrangement from
the outset but an ongoing process of changes and development. When exactly the
order of the twenty-four priestly courses was finally consolidated is not certain, but it
is likely to have happened sometime after the return from the Exile.6

The rabbinic literature also reflects that the number of the priestly courses did

change over time but there are different views on this development. The Mishnah as

6
By analysing the literary layers of 1 Chr 23-27 Williamson assigns the development of the 24

priestly courses to the closing year of the Persian period. See H. G. M. Williamson, "The Origins of
the Twenty-Four Priestly Courses," in J. A. Emerton (ed.), Studies in the Historical Books of the Old
Testament (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum 30; Leiden: Brill, 1979) 251-268.
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the base text of the rabbinic literature provides only a very brief information on the
matter: "the early prophets made the rule of twenty-four watches". (m. Ta'an. 4:2 D)

However, when commentating on this simple statement, the rabbis provided various
versions of how this number was reached.

• Moses set up eight watches for the priesthood, then they were further divided into

twenty-four by David and Samuel. (t. Ta'an. 3:2 A-B; b. Ta'cin. 27a)
• Moses instituted eight watches, and Samuel increased them to sixteen, then David

made them twenty-four. (b. Ta 'an. 27a)
• Moses instituted sixteen, which were then increased to twenty-four. (b. Ta 'an.

27a)
• Moses set up eight watches, then David and Samuel added another eight, which

was later increased to twenty-four. (y. Ta'an. 4:2.67)
Diverse as these records are, they all agree on three points. They all trace back the
establishment of the priestly courses to the time ofMoses, point to a growth in the
number of courses with David and Samuel, and agree on the final number of the
courses as twenty-four.

Rotation of the Priestly Courses

Exactly when the twenty-four priestly courses pattern was instituted into the cultic

practice of the Jerusalem Temple is not certain, but Josephus' report in the Jewish

Antiquities - "this apportionment [of the priestly courses] has lasted down to this

day"7 - allows us to see that it was probably practised in the Temple as late as its
destruction. In order to understand how the priestly courses can be integrated into the
calendar as a time reckoning unit it is necessary to know how the priestly roster
worked in the Temple.

A hint on how the priestly courses rotated their service is found in 2

Chronicles, "priests and Levites, who come on duty on the sabbath, shall be

gatekeepers" (23:4) and "who were to come on duty on the sabbath, with those who

7 Ant. 7 §367
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were to go off duty on the sabbath" (23:8). These verses reveal that at the time of

Jehoiada, the priest who saved and restored Judah king Joash, the priests and the
Levites came on and off their duty on the sabbath. More explicit statement on this

practice is found with Josephus. While basically repeating what is said in 1 Chr 24,

Josephus provided further information about the twenty-four priestly courses by

stating that "he [David] further arranged that one family should minister to God each
week from Sabbath to Sabbath."8 Similar information can also be found in the

Mishnah. In m. Tamid 5:1 D it is stated: "And on the Sabbath they add a blessing for
the outgoing priestly watch." From these records an aspect of the practice of the

priestly courses is revealed - each priestly course served for a week's time in the

Temple from sabbath to sabbath.

Regarding the time of the day for the changeover of duty to take place,

Josephus' record is most precise. The priestly tribes "officiate by rotation for a fixed

period of days; when the term of one party ends, others come to offer the sacrifices in
their place, and assembling at the mid-day in the temple, take over from the outgoing
ministers the keys of the building."9 [italics mine] In the rabbinic literature the time for
the changeover is also conveyed but in a more vague manner. "The outgoing priestly
watch offers the morning's daily whole-offering and the Show Bread. The incoming

priestly watch then offers the evening's daily whole-offering and the Show Bread."10
The passage suggests that the change of duty took place sometime between the

morning and the evening offerings, a practice in accord with Josephus' record.

Together these records show that on the sabbath days the outgoing course finished
the required services in the morning then handed over the duty to the incoming course

at the middle of the day who then took over the rest of the day's sacrificial works.
Further to their routine weekly services, all the priests, the rabbinic literature

discloses, also had to share the sacrificial duty of the feasts three times a year. "Three
times a year all the priestly watches shared equally in the offerings of the feasts and in

* Ant. 7 §366
9
Ag.Ap. 2 §108

10
t. Sukk. 4:24-25
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the division of the Show Bread."11 However, this sharing ofwork on the feast days
seems to only apply to the additional offerings of the feasts but not to the routine daily
work of the weekly duty. For it is stated in the subsequent regulations of the Mishnah:
"The priestly watch whose time of service is scheduled [for that week] is the one

which offers the daily whole offerings, the offerings brought by reason of vows and
freewill offerings, and the other public offerings."12 During the festivals although all
the twenty-four courses were present in the Temple, only one was regarded as being
the course on duty for that week. Under this system all the twenty-four priestly
families were required to follow a regular weekly roster from sabbath to sabbath in
order to provide uninterrupted service in the Temple week by week and year by year.

Priestly Courses as a Calendrical Feature

The review about the roster of the priestly courses in the Jewish classical sources on

one hand produces a general picture of how it was developed and practised in ancient

times, but on the other hand it also shows that the priestly courses roster was never

regarded as a time reckoning tool in Jewish history. The sources agree that the

priestly courses roster is based on a fixed time period - the sabbath cycle - but they do
not give it a role as a time reckoning device and never operate it alongside the other
time units, such as the days and months. Arranging the priests into divisions to take
turn to serve in the Temple may have a long history from as early as the First Temple
to the destruction of the Second Temple but the records show that it was operated

independently of the calendrical system.
The seven-day cycle of the weeks is a rather extra-ordinary and unique

calendrical unit reckoned in ancient times mainly by the Jews. While the other
common calendrical units, that is the day, the month, and the year, are all closely
related to the cycles of nature, the week is schematic and artificial. Therefore the

integration of the weekly cycle with the other calendrical units is never easy, if not

11
m. Sukk. 5:7 A

12
m. Sukk. 5:7 C
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impossible. How the weekly cycle is separated from the calendar in the rabbinic
literature is telling. The rabbis were meticulous about the arrangement of their
calendar and they greatly honoured the weekly sabbath, but they never attempted to

integrate them together. In the rabbinic literature although both the calendar and the
sabbath were reckoned and honoured, they were just two independent systems

operating side by side but never interacted. In this respect, the discovery of an

integration between the two in the Qumran Calendrical Documents is indeed novel.
The enumerating of the dates of various events according to the priestly courses

forms an unique feature in these documents. In return this unique feature also evinces
the identity of the calendar underlying these documents for the amalgamation would
exert great demand on the structure of the integrated calendar. It is under this
consideration that the Calendrical Documents bearing this characteristic feature are

gathered together to form a collective group - Priestly-Courses Documents - for the

following investigation of their calendrical structure.

Calendrical Documents with the Priestly-Courses Feature

The original editors of the Qumran Scrolls have assigned the title "Mishmarot" to a

set of sixteen manuscripts:13
4Q320 Mishmarot A 4Q324a Mishmarot Cd 4Q328 Mishmarot Fa

4Q321 Mishmarot Ba 4Q324b Mishmarot Ce 4Q329 Mishmarot Fb

4Q321a Mishmarot Bb 4Q324c Mishmarot Cf 4Q329a Mishmarot G

4Q322 Mishmarot Ca 4Q325 Mishmarot D 4Q330 Mishmarot H

4Q323 Mishmarot Cb 4Q326 Mishmarot Ea

4Q324 Mishmarot Cc 4Q327 Mishmarot Eb

13
Although the group is now more common known with the title "Calendrical Document", the

original name "Mishmarot" has not been totally superseded.
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They all bear the same title, but not all of them demonstrate the characteristic feature
of employing the priestly courses in a calendrical manner. Thus the division cannot

simply be done according to the titles given.

Among the sixteen "Mishmarot" manuscripts eleven of them have no difficulty
in being confirmed as containing the Priestly-Courses feature for they have in their
extant fragments at least a couple of concrete readings of some of the twenty-four

priestly names. These manuscripts are 4Q320, 4Q321, 4Q321a, 4Q322, 4Q323,

4Q324, 4Q324a, 4Q325, 4Q328, 4Q329, 4Q330.

Two manuscripts, 4Q326 and 4Q327, show no sign of this Priestly-Courses
feature. Not only are the priestly names not found in their fragments, but also the
restoration of their calendrical entries does not allow the names to be inserted either.

In 4Q327 several entries are found intact which prove the absence of the priestly
names in the document's repetitive formula. In 4Q326 no intact entry survives but

parts of the extant entries provide the necessary information for the restoration of the

document's standard formula. The composite formula suggests that the priestly names
form no part of this text.

The other three manuscripts, 4Q324c, 4Q324b, and 4Q329a, all have at least

one priestly name restored in their texts by the editors. However, it does not mean
that they can all have the presence of the Priestly-Courses feature confirmed. In

4Q324b *Wp[rrP is restored in fragment 2. The word has only the last two letters

clearly read. The last third letter is damaged and cannot be identified as any particular
letter. Thus restoring the word as the priestly name is rather based upon an

assumption of the presence of the priestly name than a confirmed reading. Moreover,
the wording preserved in fragment 1 shows that the manuscript contains material
other than calendrical entries, which discounts the likelihood of the word in fragment

o.

2 being calendrically related. 4Q324c has two names restored, in fragment 5

and in fragment 14. Similar to the case in 4Q324b these readings are not

certain. Despite the fragmentary state of the manuscript the large number of tiny

fragments allow a glimpse of the standard formula used for its calendrical entries. And
the reconstructed standard formula does not have a place for the priestly names. Thus
the Priestly-Courses feature is not likely to be found in 4Q324c.
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In 4Q329a the reading of the priestly name is even more remote. In 1:6 it
o .

reads: ~l]UX:i. Other than the firm reading of the preposition, only the first letter of the

suggested name can be partially seen. Although the reading of the name cannot be

confirmed, the restoring of the priestly name at this place is almost certain. In the

single fragment of this manuscript all the words recovered suggest that this text
contains standard formulaic calendrical entries only. As represented by the repeatedly

occurring wordHthe weekday forms part of the standard formula, and it is

most likely that this weekday is in reference with the priests' weekly services.

Moreover, the resemblance of this text with some lines in 4Q320 4 iii-vi provides
further confirmation of the formulaic restoration. Thus even without a completely
clear reading of the priestly names in this manuscript the presence of the Priestly-
Courses feature is certain. As a result, of the sixteen "Mishmarot" manuscripts twelve
of them are confirmed as having the Priestly-Courses feature, and four are not.

Other than the "Mishmarof' manuscripts there are two Calendrical

Documents, 4Q317 and 4Q319, with titles of their own. Just because they are under
different names does not necessary mean that they have nothing to do with the priestly
courses. 4Q319 is known as 4QOtot and is named after the most prominent feature of
the text, the recurrence of the word "sign". However, this central theme is recounted

against the background of the priestly courses. Although only two priestly names

appear in the enumeration of the signs, that the priestly roster forms the framework of
the counting is indisputable. Equally obvious is that other than the main Ofot-section,
the manuscript also has a few shorter sections which make use of the priestly names in

recounting other calendrical events. Therefore 4Q319 is definitely a Priestly-Courses
Document although it is not named as one.

In contrast to 4Q319, the Priestly-Courses feature is not found in 4Q317
because the priestly names are not there in its fragments at all. The manuscript is
called 4QPhases ofMoon and is named after its day by day recounting of the lunar

phase change. When the moon is in its waning or waxing stage the recounting formula

only records the day of the month and the corresponding amount ofmoonlight but not
the weekday or the priestly course in service. When it comes to the moon's transition

phases, that is the full moon and the dark moon, the entries mention the weekday
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along with the monthly day and the amount ofmoonlight. All the surviving incidences
of this weekday record show that only the day of the week is stated as "on a certain

day of the week" (nutf1? ...n)14 without referring to the priestly courses. All these

lead to the conclusion that the Priestly-Courses feature is not present in 4Q317.

Summarising the above review, the Calendrical Documents can now be

separated into two groups according to the presence and absence of the Priestly-
Courses feature.

• Priestly-Courses Documents (13): 4Q319, 4Q320, 4Q321, 4Q321a, 4Q322,

4Q323, 4Q324, 4Q324a, 4Q325, 4Q328, 4Q329, 4Q329a, 4Q330
• Non-Priestly-Courses Documents (5): 4Q317, 4Q324b, 4Q324c, 4Q326, 4Q327

Priestly Roster in the Priestly-Courses Documents

Jewish classical sources disclose that the service of the priestly courses was arranged
on a weekly basis with the changing of shift at the mid-day of the sabbath. Before

looking at the structure of the calendar of the Priestly-Courses Documents the
traditional arrangement will be reviewed to see whether these documents agree with

it, or whether they have their own pattern.

Some Priestly-Courses Documents (4Q323, 324, and 324a) provide lists of
dates for the priestly courses entering to their duty, but they are all very fragmentary
with not much of the priestly entering dates and the order of the priestly courses

surviving. However, explicit information on the priestly courses arrangement can be
found in another manuscript, 4Q325, which lists the sabbaths one by one with a

standard format: "On a certain day of it is the sabbath of a certain priestly course"

(... rQtf M ... 1). Five entries of such record survive in 4Q325 1:3-6:

• On the second of it is the sabbath ofHarim.

• On the ninth of it is the sabbath of [Seorim],
• On the sixteenth of it is the sabbath ofMalchijah.
• On the twenty-third of it is the [sabbath] ofMijamin.

14
4Q317 1:10,2:9, and 4:8.
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• On the thirtieth of it is the sabbath ofHakkoz.

These entries record all the sabbaths of a particular month. They do not only provide
the days of the month for the sabbaths, but also name each of the sabbaths after the
relevant priestly course. The names found in these lines are the same as the third to

the seventh of the priestly leaders in 1 Chr 24, and they are in exactly the same order.
Thus these surviving entries of 4Q325 show that each sabbath is assigned to one

priestly course, which does agree with the Jewish classical literature in reckoning the

length of each watch to a week running from sabbath to sabbath.
This "naming-the-weeks-after-the-priestly-courses" method leads to a

question about the designation of the sabbaths: as there are two courses serving on

these days, one incoming and the other retiring, after which one should the sabbaths
be named? For the other days of the week there is no problem with the assignment for

they have only one priestly course on duty. However, on the sabbaths the naming is
not that easy. Whether the sabbath should be named after the incoming or the retiring
course is something that was decided by the authors, but which also needs to be
discerned by their readers.

Data extracted from one of the documents are sufficient to show how this

problem is tackled in the Priestly-Courses Documents. Fragment 1 of 4Q320 is a

chart of the recurrences of an event which takes place every twenty-nine or thirty

days. The dates of the event recorded in 1 ii 5-8 according to the priestly courses are

listed in the table below with their corresponding intervals calculated:

Line Priestly-Courses Date Order of the
Course in 1 Chr 24

Separating Interval in

days
5 day 2 ofMalchijah 5

6 day 4 Jeshua 9 4 courses and 2 days 30

7 day 5 Huppah 13 4 courses and 1 days 29

8 sabbath ofHappizzez
(if entering)

18 4 courses and 2 days 30 !

8 sabbath ofHappizzez
(if leaving)

18 5 courses and 2 days 37

If "sabbath ofHappizzez" refers to the day when Happizzez first enters its week's

service, the interval separating this day and the last recurrence of the event would be
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thirty days, as shown in the second last line of the table. However, if the phrase refers
to the last day of the course's service, then the separating interval would be thirty-
seven days, as shown in the last line of the table. A thirty-seven day separation
violates the general rule of the text so this cannot be the correct interpretation. Hence
these entries confirm that the text names the sabbath according to the entering course

rather than that of the leaving one. Thus it can be concluded that the Priestly-Courses
Documents count the service days of a priestly course starting with the sabbath. For

example, if Delaiah is entering its service on the sabbath of the 4th of the first month,
the days of that week would be reckoned in these documents as:

4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 10/1
sabbath of day one day two day three day four day five day six
Delaiah of Delaiah of Delaiah of Delaiah of Delaiah of Delaiah ofDelaiah

Calendrical Structure of the Priestly-Courses Documents

Having confirmed how the roster of the priestly courses is reckoned in the Priestly-
Courses Documents, we can now look at the three areas concerning the structure of
their calendar, namely the length of the year, the weekday of the New Year's Day,
and the monthly structure.

Length of the Year

Although the idea of a year exists in almost every calendar, ancient or modern, there
is no universal consensus on the reckoning of its length in terms of days. Nearly all the
calendars get their idea of the year from the seasonal changes induced by the
movement of the earth around the sun. Nevertheless this annual cycle is absorbed into
the calendars in various ways. Some common examples of fixing the length of the year

are:

• The 360-day ideal year in ancient Mesopotamia
The ideal year was used for recording commercial business and astronomical
calculation in the Ancient Near East. By taking the year with only 360 days the
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advantage of this reckoning is that its year is readily subdivided into twelve equal
months of thirty days, which facilitates the recording of business transactions and

provides a simple time-frame for scientific exploration. The 360-day year falls far
short of the natural annual cycle but its simplicity and regularity attracted the
devotion of the ancient scribes and the astronomers despite its short comings.

• The fixed 365-day year of the ancient Egyptian calendar
This fixed year is in close approximation to the solar cycle but is still approximately
a quarter of a day short. The difference caused the Egyptian year to shift gradually
around the natural cycle, and the ancient Egyptians reckoned that this drift

completed a cycle of seasons every 1461 Egyptian years, which was known as the
"Sothis" cycle.

• The varying 365- or 366-day year of the Julian calendar

By fixing the year with 365 days but extending it with an extra day to 366 days

every four years, this achieves a good approximation of the natural cycle. This
method of fixing the year in close approximation with the solar cycle and then

adjusting it with the occasional addition or deletion of a day to bring it into exact

alignment was adopted in principle throughout the whole Roman world in ancient

times, and is still being widely used in the modern world.
• The year equating to 12- or 13-lunation of the lunisolar calendar

This was the most common form of calendar in the ancient world. Calendars based

on this principle existed in almost every ancient civilisation. The basic idea of this
form of calendar is to reckon time according to the lunar cycle, and then to count

the year in close proximity with the complete number of lunations. With this
method it can be said that the calendar has no fixed length of year. Its year varies
between twelve or thirteen lunar months, and the month varies between twenty-

nine to thirty days. So a year in this calendar can have somewhere around 353 to

355 days (twelve lunar cycles) or around 383 to 385 days (thirteen lunar cycles)

depending on how many cycles are there in the year and how many of these cycles
are full (thirty days) and how many of them are hollow (twenty-nine days).
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That the year is reckoned as having 364 days is almost unheard of in
calendrical design outside the Pseudepigrapha and the Qumran Scrolls.15 The

reckoning is first discovered in the pseudepigraphal books, Jubilees and 1 Enoch.

Despite being peculiar it was so well attested in these books that scholars could not

just dismiss it as textual corruption but had to accept that their authors had their own

particular idea of year compared to that of other ancient calendar designers. Explicit
statements on having a year with only 364 days can be found in both Jubilees and 1
Enoch.

Jubilees16

(6:32) "And command thou the children of Israel that they observe the years

according to this reckoning - three hundred and sixty-four days, and (these) will
constitute a complete year"

(6:38) "for after thy death thy children will disturb (them), so that they will not make
the year three hundred and sixty-four days only"

1 Enoch17

(72:32) "the year is exactly as to its days three hundred and sixty-four"

(74:10) "and all the days which accrue to it for one of those five years, when they are

full, amount to 364 days"

(74:12) "but complete the years with perfect justice in 364 days"

(75:2) "and the exactness of the year is accomplished through its separate three
hundred and sixty-four stations"

(82:6) "and the year is completed in three hundred and sixty-four days"

15 The 364-day year is suggested, but not proven, to be found also in the Babylonian astronomical
texts. See W. Horowitz, "The 360 and 364 Day Year in Ancient Mesopotamia," Journal of the
Ancient Near Eastern Society 24 (1996) 35-44.

16 All quotations of Jubilees are from R. H. Charles, The Book ofJubilees or the Little Genesis

(London: Adam and Charles Black, 1902), unless otherwise stated.
17 All quotations of 1 Enoch are from R. H. Charles, The Book ofEnoch or I Enoch (Oxford:

Clarendon, 1912), unless otherwise stated.
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Unlike the pseudepigraphal books, the Qumran Calendrical Documents have
no explicit statement as such disclosing that they reckon the year in 364 days.18 So it
is crucial to see what evidence can be gathered from these documents to support this

assumption. Without an explicit statement stating the year length, it is not easy to
reach a definite conclusion from the bits and pieces of calendrical information
collected from the fragments. However, a characteristic feature of the 364-day year is

helpful in this respect, that is the exact alignment of the year length with the number
ofweeks. It is only with such a fixture that a firm correlation between the weekdays
and the year-days can be achieved. That the Priestly-Courses Documents' calendar
has a 364-day year can be confirmed in two ways, firstly by looking at the Priestly-
Courses feature in general, and secondly by studying the data in one particular
document.

Confirming the Year Length by the Priestly-Courses Feature

As discussed above the Priestly-Courses Documents agree with the Jewish classical
sources in reckoning the priestly service in a weekly based roster. Actually, once this

reckoning is confirmed the Priestly-Courses feature of these documents already points
to the 364-day year of their underlying calendar. For there is no point in integrating
the weekly cycle into a calendrical system if the two are not in some way fixed in

agreement. Therefore for the Priestly-Courses documents to be able to match a day of
the year to a particular day of the priestly courses it is more than likely that they are

taking the year as having only 364 days. However, aside from this general deduction,
it is still worthwhile looking more closely at how the priestly courses are arranged and

integrated into the calendrical system of these documents to ensure that their year has
indeed 364 days.

18
Nevertheless, explicit statements of a 364-day year are found in other Qumran Scrolls (cf.

4Q252 2:3 and llQPsa 27:6-7).
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A year of 364 days is equated to fifty-two weeks which means that there are

the same number of duties in terms of the priestly services. In the early days of the

Qumran discovery, it was announced that the scrolls evinced a novel twenty-six

priestly courses division which was different from all the biblical and rabbinic
traditions.19 The ground for this announcement was the discovery of a passage in the
War Scroll (1QM 2:1-2) saying

fathers of the congregation, fifty-two. They shall arrange the chiefs of the

priests behind the High Priest and of his second (in rank), twelve chiefs to

serve in perpetuity before God. And the twenty-six chiefs of the divisions
shall serve in their divisions and after them the chiefs of the levites to serve

always, twelve, one per tribe.

Dividing the priestly services into twenty-six divisions, although different from all the
known traditions, seems apt for the presumed Qumran 364-day calendar. With such
an arrangement each course would serve exactly two times in a 364-day year. If the

twenty-six courses were rotating in a fixed order, then each course would serve at

exactly the same two weeks separating in half a year apart year in and year out.

Nevertheless, as more scrolls were published this idealised system turned out to be a

misconception of the Qumran Scrolls for only the twenty-four priestly names, as listed
in 1 Chr 24, are found operating in the discovered manuscripts.

With the number of priestly divisions maintained at twenty-four, it would take
not one but six years for the courses to fit into the 364-day year, and so a sexennial

priestly cycle for the co-ordination of such has long been developed by scholars to

represent this special feature of the Qumran Scrolls.20 Since the sexennial cycle is a

reconstruction based on the assumption of a 364-day year, the compliance of the data
in the Priestly Courses Documents with the sexennial cycle will imply that the
documents are also based on the 364-day year.

19 For the discussion on the alleged discovery see P. Winter, "Twenty-Six Priestly Courses," Vetus
Testamentum 6 (1956) 215-217.

20 For a table of the sexennial priestly cycle see Milik, Book ofEnoch, 63, Figure 6.
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The sexennial cycle repeats itself in every six years, therefore only six out of
the twenty-four courses would serve at the beginning of the year. According to the

cycle developed by scholars the courses heading the years are:

1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year 5th year 6th year
Gamul Jedaiah Mijamin Shecaniah Jushebeab Happizzez

The priestly courses heading each year are enumerated in some Priestly-Courses

Documents, which provides a means to confirm that the arrangement in the sexennial

cycle really represents the priestly roster in these documents.

• 4Q328

1:1 crown •■an psan own nx[ntsn]
The last three words of the line declare what is stated in front - "these are the heads of

the years". Although not much of the text in front survives, a name and its

corresponding year are found - "in the sixth (year) Happizzez". Also part of the word

prior to these can be read and it matches with the priestly name heading the fifth year

- "Jushebeab". This surviving information agrees with the listed heads of the year.

• 4Q330

1:1 ■pwx]-in inxn ■ptra

1:3 annan <[rr2PO]nn n:m> rra

The first line shows where these priestly names are supposed to be found - "the first

(day) of the first month". Both names found in this text are among the listed year

leaders, Mijamin for the third year and Jushebeab for the fifth year. In line three
Jushebeab follows after "the second year", which seems to stand as a counter-

evidence against the compilation of the Priestly-Courses Documents with the assumed
sexennial roster. However, immediately on top of this yearly order some words

concerning the year are inserted superlinearly, which function as a correction to the
words below. The order of the year in the correction is not discernible, but it strongly

suggests that assigning Jushebeab to the first day of the second year is wrong.
Uncertain as the reconstruction of these inserted words may be, the priestly names for
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the yearly leaders in this text matching with those listed above helps to confirm the

agreement between the sexennial priestly cycle and the Priestly-Courses Documents.

• 4Q319

The (9/ot-section of this manuscript is a recounting of an event called "sign" in a

number ofjubilee cycles. The separating interval between two consecutive events is
three years. Throughout the whole Otot-section only two priestly names, Gamul and

Shecaniah, are mentioned in the entries. Although the text does not explicitly state

that these two priestly courses are the ones that serve at the beginning of the
enumerated years, the fact that the signs are counted in terms of years points to the
fact that these names are regarded by the text as the leaders of these years. According
to the sexennial priestly cycle these two courses are the leaders of the first and the

fourth years, and they do head the years exactly three years apart.

The listing of the year leaders in the three manuscripts helps to confirm that
the priestly courses rotate in the Priestly-Courses Documents within the proposed
sexennial priestly cycle. Hence the year length of the calendar underlying these
documents can also be confirmed as having 364 days.

Confirming the Year-Length by the Calendrical Data in 4Q320

A second approach to confirming that the Priestly-Courses Documents observe a

calendar with 364 days in a year is by analysing the data preserved in the festive

section of 4Q320 4 iii-vi. In this section seven festivals are recounted for six years by
a standard formula which records the weekday, the priestly course, and the name of
the festival. The weekdays for the festivals in the six years as found in the fragments
are as follows:
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1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Summary
year year year year year year

Passover 3 * 3 * 3 3 3

Waving of Omer * * 1 1 * 1 1

Second Passover 5 * 5 * * * 5

Festival ofWeeks 1 1 * * * 1 1

Day ofRemembrance 4 4 * * * * 4

Day ofAtonement * 6 * * 6 * 6

Festival ofBooths * * * * 4 * 4
* number not found in the extant fragments.

Except for the Festival ofBooths the weekday for the individual festival can be read
in at least two different years, and for the Passover it is read in four years out of six.
The most obvious result in listing these surviving weekdays is that the festivals always
fall on the same weekday throughout the six years. There can only be two possible

explanations for the festivals falling on the same weekday every year. One is that the
festivals are attached to fixed weekdays with no regard to the days of the year, for

example like Easter in the Christian Church calendar. The other is that the calendar
used by this text has the weekdays tied up with the days of the year, which is
characteristic of the 364-day year. The first possibility can be rejected because the
festivals enumerated are all biblical festivals stipulated in the Pentateuch where most

of them have their dates specifically ordained. So the only reason for finding these
festivals falling on the same weekday throughout the recorded six-year period is that
the text is based on a 364-day year calendar.

In searching for the year length reckoned by the Priestly-Courses Documents
two different approaches, a general consideration of the priestly courses arrangement
and a special analysis of the data about the festivals in 4Q320, generate the same

result - the calendar underlying these documents has 364 days in a year.

Matching of the Weekdays with the Days of the Year

When a 364-day calendar is operating together with a weekly cycle it is vital to know
how the days of the year match with the weekdays. Before the discovery of the
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Qumran Scrolls, this was not an easy question to answer. Although both Jubilees and
1 Enoch clearly state that their calendar has only 364 days, they speak very little about
the weekdays. Attempts have still been made to solve the problem with the limited
information given in these books, and the most successful and influential study is the
one carried out by Jaubert in analysing the data ofJubilees21

In retelling the history of the Israelite patriarchs, the author ofJubilees

supplemented it by giving further information about the time of the occurrence of

many of the recorded events. Writing in the same manner as his source text, the
author only provided the dates of these events in terms of days and months but not

weekdays. This makes one wonder whether it is likely that the author ofJubilees had
the corresponding weekdays of these dates in his mind when he composed his book
as the calendar he used provided him with such perfect co-ordination. Jaubert thought
that he did. Picking up on the clue provided by Barthelemy she tried to confirm that
the calendar in Jubilees starts its year on a Wednesday.22 Based on this clue Jaubert

analysed the data in Jubilees with two approaches. One worked from the date of the
Festival ofWeeks provided in the book, and the other examined the dates of the

patriarchs' journeys. Jaubert claimed that both approaches arrived at the same

conclusion, that is that the year in Jubilees begins on the fourth day of the week. This
work has ever since been widely accepted as the decisive proof for the question. Since
Jaubert also perceived the calendar ofJubilees as identical to the one in the Qumran

Scrolls, her conclusion on Jubilees has also been extended to the scrolls as a matter of

fact. Nevertheless, the identity of the calendar underlying Jubilees and the scrolls is
not without question, and the automatic transfer of information from one composition
to the other has the danger of harmonisation ending up overshadowing the actual

21 Jaubert, The Date of the Last Supper.
22
Barthelemy's contribution to this question is his adduction of Albiruni's report on a Jewish sect

called the Magharians who reckoned the New Year's Day as always being on a Wednesday. (D.

Barthelemy, "Notes en marge de publications recentes sur les manuscrits de Qumran," Revue

Biblique 59 (1952) 187-218, 200-202.) Albiruni's account on the Magharians can be found in

Albiruni, The Chronology ofAncient Nations, An English Version ofthe Arabic Text of the Athar-ul-

Bakiya ofAlbiruni or the "Vestiges of the Past" (trans. C. E. Sachau, London: W. H. Allen and Co.,

1879) 278.
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differences between the two. Therefore it is necessary to look at the Qumran Scrolls

on their own to see what evidence they can provide for answering this question.

Matching Weekdays and Year-Days in the Priestly-Courses Documents

More positive evidence can be found in the Priestly-Courses Documents about the

question of the weekdays. When compared to the pseudepigraphal books the Priestly-
Courses Documents are more concerned with the weekly cycle. Therefore the answer

in these documents needs no indirect inference or complicated data analysis as in the
case ofJubilees but rather depends on more straightforward gathering of related
information. This can be achieved in two ways; one is through statements providing
an explicit answer, and the other is by projecting the answer from the extant

calendrical data.

Confirming the Weekday Match by Explicit Statements

Explicit statements about the weekdays can be found in several passages of the

Priestly-Courses Documents. The best preserved one is in 4Q320 4 ii 10-14, which
states: "the days, and for the sabbaths, [and] for the months, [and for] the years, and
for the release years, and for the jubilees on the 4 of the week of the sons of Gamul."

(^laa m nn&yn ////n o^ttOi] crann^fi] nm^i cptrn). The

text before these lines is lost, so exactly what this passage is about is unclear.

However, judging from what is extant the text seems to put all the calendrical units,
from the shortest (day) to the longest (jubilee), in relation to the phrase "the 4 of the
week of the sons of Gamul." The association of the time units with the fourth day of
Gamul denotes that the reckoning of all these units is based on or started with the

fourth day of the week. Therefore although the passage in 4Q320 does not explicitly

say that "the beginning of the year is on the fourth day of the week", the implication is
obvious.
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The phrase "on the fourth of the week of the sons of Gamul" is also found,

although incomplete, in two other locations of the same manuscript.

• 4Q320 l i 3-4 •piafa \n] maa ////n

The section where these words are found is concerned with the recounting of a

recurring event, and the words are connected with the first appearance of the event.

The day of this appearance is not explicitly expressed within these lines but it can be
worked out by extrapolating from the data following. The rest of the section shows
that the event recurs in a period of alternating twenty-nine and thirty days. In line 1 i 6
is the entry for the second occurrence, where it relates that the event is on the 30th of
the first month and there is a period of twenty-nine days between this and the previous
occurrence. This allows the date of the first occurrence to be worked out as the first

day of the first month. From this we can infer that the first day of the year is on the
fourth day of the week.

• 4Q320 2 i 4-5 'PD 0n ^[lOa V2] Him ///[/3

This sentence if extant in full would form the most explicit evidence for the year

beginning on a particular weekday. Unfortunately, the number for the weekday is

partly damaged. With the help of the recovery of the phrase in the other two locations
of this manuscript the restoration is almost certain. Together they all point to the same

conclusion: the first day of the year falls on the fourth day ofGamul.

Besides 4Q320 there is another possible case for finding an explicit statement

regarding the weekday of the first day of the year in the concluding passage of

4Q319. The passage is cited by Milik in his 1978 article:

and for the ] weeks ... [of their dajys [... and for the] feas[ts ] of their [days,
and for the] month[s of their years, and] for the signs [of their re] lease years,

and for the jubilees in the week [of the son]s [of Gamu]l on the fourt[h d]ay23

23
Milik, "Ecrits Preesseniens," 93.
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However, the lack of this passage in the final photographs of the manuscript does not
allow one to check on Milik's reading. The passage is similar to the one in 4Q320 4 ii,

except that it is more damaged and a lot of the words need to be reconstructed. Based
on Milik's reading the passage is able to form supporting evidence to confirm that

"day fourth ofGamul" is the foundation for the enumeration of the time units.

Confirming the Weekday Match by Calendrical Data

In the sixteen Priestly-Courses Documents there are abundant data providing the
match between the weekdays and the year-days. However, not all of them are suitable
for being used to work out the weekday for the New Year's Day. To calculate this
answer from data of months other than the first month requires the knowledge of the

monthly structure which is the area of our next investigation. In order to avoid
circular arguments this section will be restricted to using only data about the first
month. Two sets of data fulfil this requirement.

It is unnecessary to go into the details about the nature and structure of the
section in 4Q320 1 i-iii as a line of its extant data is sufficient to provide the

necessary answer. In 1 ii 4 an entry "pBP-Q 12 lllllllllh H2 is preserved

entirely. Putting aside the middle part (lllllllllh)of the entry, the answer comes from

the first and the third parts of the line. For each of the standard entries in this section,
we know that (1) the first part marks the weekday of the event in terms of the priestly

courses; (2) the third part recounts the date of the event in terms of days and months;

(3) and both the first and the third parts refer to the same date. So this line informs us
that the twentieth of the first month is the second day of the service ofMalchijah

("ptSP-Q 12 = iTD^EH //2). The sabbath for this Malchijah to start its service on is

the eighteenth of the first month. From this it can be worked out that the first day of
this month must be on the fourth day of the week.

The other passage providing the necessary information for the weekday of the

day beginning the year is from 4Q325. In fragment 1 of the manuscript some festivals
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and the sabbaths of three months are recounted. The last two lines of the fragment
disclose that the months concerned are from the first to the third of a year. The first

two lines of the fragment give the dates for some sabbaths of the first months: 1:1

"On the eighteenth of it is the sabbath" (rQ55 in "15517 n]H3EQ) and 1:2 "On the

twenty-fifth of it is the sabbath (nil55 D 715553111 D"H55in). From these the other two

sabbaths in this month can easily be worked out to be the eleventh and the fourth, and
then it is not difficult to find out that the first day of this month is on the fourth day of
the week.

The calendrical data in these two passages provide further confirmation to

what has already said clearly in the explicit statements: the calendar of the Priestly-
Courses Documents has the fourth day of the week as its first day of the year.

Monthly Structure

The final aspect to be looked at about the construction of the Priestly-Courses
Document's calendar is its monthly structure. Even for calendars reckoning the same

year length, the arrangement of the months can still be very different.24 Different
models for the monthly arrangement can be derived from the pseudepigraphal books.
Of course it is possible that none of these models is the one underlying the Qumran
Calendrical Documents, but they form a useful framework for testing the data
retrieved from these documents. The models of the pseudepigraphal books will be
discussed first before looking at the evidence of the Priestly-Courses Documents.

24 For example see the different calendars in the cities of the Roman world after the calendrical
reform carried out by Julius and Augustus. See A. E. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology:
Calendars and Years in ClassicalAntiquity (Miinchen: C. H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung,

1972).
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Monthly Structures in 1 Enoch

Among the five books of 1 Enoch the Astronomical Book is the one that is rich in
discussion of astronomical and calendrical matters. However, this book, like 1 Enoch

as a whole, is not a coherent single work but a composition of various astronomical
treatises. Therefore it is not surprising to find different monthly arrangements in its

chapters.
At least two monthly structures can be extracted from the Astronomical Book.

The first one is quite unusual because its months together do not add up to a 364-day

year. In various sections of the book astronomical calculations are found based on a

twelve 30-day months system, one that is similar to the ideal calendar of the ancient

Mesopotamian astronomical texts.25

• 72:6-36

This is a section calculating the ratio between the day and night length. Although the
number of days in a year is explicitly stated as 364 (72:32), and some months are said
to have thirty-one days, the pattern for the change of ratio between the length of day
and night is based on a linear function taking all the months with a constant equal

length.26

• 72:35

The verse states: "And this is the law and the course of the sun, and his return as often

as he returns sixty times and rises." The number sixty refers to the number of days

25 The Mesopotamian origin of the Enochic astronomy is proposed by several scholars, for

examples. Neugebauer, Glessmer, Albani.
26 For the linear pattern of the daylight variation in a year see O. Neugebauer, "The

'Astronomical' Chapters of the Ethiopic Book of Enoch (72-82)," in M. Black (ed.), The Book of
Enoch or 1 Enoch: A New English Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1985) 386-419, 394, fig. 1.
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that the sun passes through each of the six gates in its yearly journey.27 Each year the
sun travels through each gate twice and each time for a month. Hence the months are

taken as having only thirty days.

• 74:10-11

This is a section on the comparison between the lunar and the solar year. The thirty

days difference in five years shows that the solar year used in comparison with the

354-day lunar year is reckoned as having 360 days despite the explicit statement that a

year has 364 days in verse 10.

• 74:17

This verse states: "And the year is accurately completed in conformity with their
world-stations and the stations of the sun, which rise from the portals through which
it (the sun) rises and sets 30 days." Again the sun is regarded as travelling through
each gate in a regular period of thirty days with which the year is said to be accurately

completed.

So how in the Astronomical Book can this reckoning of regular 30-day months
which make up to only 360 days a year be reconciled with the repeatedly emphasised
motif of a 364-day year? An answer is given in 75:1

And the leaders of the heads of the thousands, who are placed over the whole

creation and over all the stars, have also to do with the four intercalary days,

being inseparable from their office, according to the reckoning of the year,

and these render service on the four days which are not reckoned in the

reckoning of the year.

Although the cosmic order of the stars does play a role for these four special days,

they are not to be counted in the reckoning of the year. The various statements and

27
Neugebauer in "Astronomical Chapters" points out that the number "sixty" is omitted in

several manuscripts and regards this a better version and so does not translate it.
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calculations quoted above can be regarded as following this teaching by not taking
into account the four extra days. This allows the remaining days to be put into twelve

regular months of thirty days. So it can be said that in 1 Enoch one way of structuring
the 364 days into months is to have twelve months of 30 days together with four

intercalary days which are not counted in any of these months.
In strict contrast, another reckoning method which fully recognises the four

intercalary days is also present in the Astronomical Book. Similarly, this reckoning has
its supporting statement. In 1 Enoch 82:6 it reads: "For they [the four intercalary

days] belong to the reckoning of the year and are truly recorded for ever, one in the
first portal and one in the third, and one in the fourth and one in the sixth". According
to this verse the four intercalary days are reckoned with their precise positions in the
annual cycle. The passage locates them in various gates of the sun's journey, which
reveals that they are distributed in different months. The locations of these intercalary

days are recorded more explicitly in chapter 72 where the position of the sun in terms
of the gates and the number of days in each month is enumerated month by month.

Month Gate Number ofDays
1 4 30

2 5 30

3 6 31

4 6 30

5 5 30

6 4 31

7 3 30

8 2 30

9 1 31

10 1 30

11 2 30

12 3 31

According to this enumeration the four intercalary days are located as the last day of
each quarter of the year at the end of the third, the sixth, the ninth, and the twelfth
month. This constitutes the second way of structuring the months in I Enoch which

equally divides the year into four identical quarters, each with a 30-30-31 (days)

pattern.
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Monthly Structure in Jubilees

Unlike the astronomical chapters of 1 Enoch, Jubilees does not focus on astronomical
and calendrical matters so information about its calendar is relatively sparse. Gleaning
the limited calendrical information from various passages, some ideas about the
calendar of the book can be summarised as such:

• The year contains 364 days (6:32, 38).
• The year is divided into fifty-two weeks (6:30).
• The year is also divided by the four days of remembrance into four seasons, each

of thirteen weeks (6:23, 29).
• The number of the months of the year is twelve (25:16).
The gathered information shows that the year ofJubilees has four seasons, each
season has three months, and the three months total to thirteen weeks. There is no

doubt that each of these seasons contains three 30-day months plus one additional

day. The problem is that Jubilees does not state when this day is added. Based on the

days of remembrance in Jub. 6:23-30, some scholars propose that the extra day is
located at the beginning of each quarter.28

On the first of the first month, the first of the fourth month, the first of the

seventh month, and the first of the tenth month are memorial days and days of
the seasons. They are written down and ordained at the four divisions of the

year as an eternal testimony. Noah ordained them as festivals for himself

throughout the history of eternity with the result that through them he had a

reminder. ... For this reason he ordained them for himself forever as memorial

festivals. So they are ordained and they enter them on the heavenly tablets.
Each one of them (consists of) 13 weeks; their memorial (extends) from one

to the other: from the first to the second, from the second to third, and from

the third to the fourth. All the days of the commandments will be 52 weeks of

days; (they will make) the entire year complete.

28 See J. Morgenstern, "The Calendar of the Book of Jubilees, Its Origin and Its Character," Vetus
Testamentum 5, no. 34-76 (1955) 36-37 & 60-61; and Snyder, "Mishmarot Calendars" 38-40.
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The scholars take the four remembrance days in the passage as the four intercalary

days, which according to the passage are located as the first day of the first, the

fourth, the seventh, and the tenth months. This constitutes another possible 364-day

monthly arrangement, one with a quarterly 31-30-30 (days) pattern. Although what is
stated in Jubilees 6 only alludes to such an arrangement, it is sufficient to be regarded
as a possible model for the testing of the monthly structure in the Qumran Calendrical
Documents.

Summarising the discussion of the monthly structure in Jubilees and 1 Enoch,
there are three possible models in arranging the 364 days into months.
• Model 1 - twelve months of 30 days (7 Enoch 75:1)
• Model 2 - twelve months in a quarterly sequence of 30-30-31 days (7 Enoch 72)
• Model 3 - twelve months in a quarterly sequence of 31-30-30 days (Jubilees 6)
The extant data of the Calendrical Documents will be tested against these three
models to see whether they conform to any one, more than one, or even none of
them.

Monthly Structure of the Priestly-Courses Documents

Not every Priestly-Courses Document provides information on the monthly structure
of its calendar. However, if they are considered as a whole some of the manuscripts
do provide sufficient information to demonstrate how the months are ordered in this

group of documents.
The section that is deemed to provide the exact answer for this question is

4Q320 2 ii - 4 i, which is supposed to list the months one by one with their

corresponding number of days and the leading priestly course for the six-year cycle. If
it survived there would be no more doubt about the monthly arrangement in these
documents. Unfortunately, only a very few words of it are extant with no conclusive
result that can be drawn. Despite this disappointing section a definite answer can still
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be extracted from other sections although they are not specially designed to state the

monthly structure.

4Q320 1 i-iii

This section lists the recurrence of an event with three elements: the weekday, the
duration separating two consecutive events, and the date in days and months. Most of
the second and third elements are extant for the first sixteen entries from which the

number of days for fifteen months can be calculated.

Lines Days between the events Date Month/Year Number of days in the
month (calculated)29

1-5 1/1
6 29 30/1 1 / First 30

7 30 30/2 2 30

8 29 29/3 3 30

9 30 29/4 4 31

10 29 27/5 5 30

11 30 27/6 6 31

12 29 25/7 7 30

13 [301 25/8 8 30

14 [291 24/9 9 31

1 30 23/10 10 30

2 29 22/11 11 30

3 30 22/12 12 31

5 29 20/1 1 /Second 30

6 30 20/2 2 30

7 29 19/[3] 3 31

8 30 18/[4] 4

[ ] - missing data reconstructed

The calculated result is rather astonishing for it shows an irregular monthly

sequence distinct from any of the proposed patterns. First of all, the months with

29 The number of days in the month can be calculated by adding the number of day of that month

to the days of separation between the two events in the next line and then subtracting the number of

the day of the next month. Take month 12 of the first year for example, the number of days = 22 + 29
- 20 = 31 days.
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thirty-one days distinguish the resultant calendar from the regular thirty days month

pattern. They show that the four intercalary days are taken into account in counting
the days of the months. However, the four extra days are placed in the fourth, the

sixth, the ninth, and the twelfth months, a form which is different from the other two

models. Moreover, the result is also inconsistent within itself. It provides the third
month of the second year with thirty-one days contrasting to the thirty days of the
same month in the first year. Also from the seventh month of the first year onward a

regular quarterly pattern of 30-30-31 (days = 91 days) is revealed for three seasons,

whilst the first two quarters of the first year have irregular patterns of 30-30-30 (days
= 90 days) and 31-30-31 (days = 92 days).

Unless one accepts that the monthly arrangement in the Priestly-Courses
Documents is irregular, one has to consider that some mistakes must have entered

into these data. In fact all the mentioned irregularities can be easily smoothed out by a

slight adjustment of the data. If the date in line i 9 is 28/4 instead of 29/4, then the

third month of the first year will have thirty-one days and the next month will have

thirty days, and all the months in the table will then follow a regular 30-30-31 (days)

pattern. That the number twenty-eight could be written as twenty-nine by mistake is
not only arguable from the regularity of the data but also understandable knowing
how easily such a mistake could happen. The numbers are written in a numeric cipher
which has a symbol standing for the twenty and numbers of vertical strokes

representing the remaining digit. In this case the difference between the supposed
correct and mistaken numbers is only one extra stroke alongside the eight others.
With such tedious work of repeatedly enumerating days and weeks, it would be very

easy for the scribe to miscount a day or simply to give one stroke more to the number
than he intended to write. By rectifying this error the monthly pattern revealed in this
section is exactly the same as Model 2, the quarterly 30-30-31 (days) pattern.

4Q321 1 i-2 i

The duqah section of 4Q321 enumerates the occurrences of two events by the double

dating method providing both the weekdays according to the priestly courses and the
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corresponding dates by the days and months. Since both dating methods are referring
to the same day, by comparing the duration between the weekdays the number of days
in the months can be deduced. Although most of the text in this section can be
restored according to an assumed format of the calendar, at the moment in order to

test the validity of the assumed structure only data which survived in the extant

fragments will be considered. The corresponding pairs of dates in the surviving data
are found in:

Line Date Weekday
1 i 7 20/2 4
1 iii 8 30/2 7
2 i 2 5/7 1
1 ii 4 2/8 7
2 i 3 5/8 3
2 4 4/9 4

1 i 3 23/10 5
1 iii 6 2/11 7
1 i 4 22/11 6
1 iii 7 18/12 4
1 i 5 22/12 1
1 ii 8 28/12 7

From these data the weekday for the first day of some of the months can be worked
out.

Month Weekday
1/2 6

1/7 4

1/8 6

1/9 1

1/10 4

1/11 6
1/12 1

While the isolated datum of the second month gives no information on the duration of
the months, the other six consecutive months provide a precise idea of the number of

days for the seventh to the eleventh months. Between 1/7 to 1/8, 1/8 to 1/9, 1/10 to

1/11, and 1/11 to 1/12, the number of days separating the beginning of the months are

four weeks plus two days, that is thirty days, thus they confirm that the seventh, the

eighth, the tenth and the eleventh months have thirty days. However, between 1/9 to
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1/10 the separating duration is four weeks and three days, so the ninth month is a 31-

day month. Therefore, the number of days in these months are:

Month 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th

No. of days 30 30 31 30 30

This result shows that the monthly structure of this manuscript agrees with Model 2,
the 30-30-31 (days) pattern and differs from the other two.

4Q324a 1 ii

Out of this small fragment concrete evidence can still be retrieved for the detection of

the monthly structure of the Priestly-Courses Documents. The text records the time of

entering of the priestly courses as well as the beginning of the months. In the three

lines of this fragment three sets of data are recovered:
• Line 2 Entering of a priestly course (Malchijah) is on 28/9
• Line 3 1/10 is on the 4th day of this course

• Line 4 Entering of the next course (Immer) is on 4/10
Information in lines 3 and 4 confirms that the entering of the priestly courses takes

place on the sabbath. Therefore if 28/9 is a sabbath and 1/10 is the fourth day of the

week, this implies that the ninth month has thirty-one days. This information, although

simple, is sufficient to reject Model 1 and 3 and it shows that the monthly structure

here agrees with Model 2.

The results of testing the proposed monthly structure models with the extant

evidence of the Priestly-Courses Documents show that all the manuscripts which are

able to provide sufficient information for working out the number of days in the
months disclose a monthly sequence which matches Model 2 - the quarterly 30-30-31

(days) pattern. All of them stand against Model 1 - the regular twelve 30-day months

year which does not count the four intercalary days, and Model 3 - the hypothetical
31-30-30 (days) pattern based on Jubilees 6. With the evidence from these
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manuscripts we can now safely conclude that the Priestly-Courses Documents are

based on a calendar with a monthly structure which follows the quarterly pattern of
30-30-31 days.

After the investigation of the structure of the underlying calendar of the

Priestly-Courses Documents by asking questions on the three important aspects three
firm conclusions can be reached about this calendar:

1. It reckons a year with 364 days.
2. It matches the days of the year with the weekdays by having the New Year's Day

always on the fourth day of the week.
3. The 364 days of the year are subdivided into twelve months following a quarterly

30-30-31 (days) pattern.

Calendrical Structure of the Non-Priestly-Courses Documents

It is now time to look at the remaining five manuscripts, the Non-Priestly-Courses
Documents which, not having the benefit of a common feature ensuring the identity of
their calendar, have to be studied individually.

4Q317

The text in this manuscript is concerned with a day to day enumeration of the phase

change of the moon. The moonlight is divided into fourteen parts with one part

increasing or decreasing in a day during the waning and waxing periods. This

changing amount of moonlight is recounted against the days of a certain calendar, and
it is the structure of this base calendar which is being investigated. Although there are

many fragments found of this manuscript, only the second column of fragment 1

provides data on the dates of the calendar. This column covers from day 5th to day
25th of a certain month.
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Lines Date Parts of light
covered

Parts of light
revealed

Weekday

2-3 5 [121
3-4 T61 13

5-6 7 [14J
7-10 8 dark moon day one
10-11 [91 1

12-13 10 [2]
13-14 [HI [3]
15-16 12 [4]
16-17 [13] 5

18 14 [61
19-20 15 [71
20-21 [16] 8

22 [171 [91
23 risi [10]
24 19 [11]
25 20 [12]
26 21 [13]
27-29 22 full moon ?

30-31 23 [11
32 24 [2]
33 25 [3]

] - missing data reconstructed

Tabulating the information of this column discloses that much of its data are no longer
extant in the fragment but has to be restored by extrapolating from the surviving
material. However, the validity of the reconstructed data should not be played down.
The fact that words are preserved in almost every entry of the column, and the

regularity of the format for the entries greatly facilitate the reconstruction.
Two remarks have to be made before discussing the data of this text with

regard to the structure of the calendar.
1. On the continuity of the column - Although the fragment consists of two

separated segments that have no direct physical connection, their relative positions
in PAM 43.375 forming part of a larger composite fragment is assumed. The

assembly is supported by both the physical evidence (such as the cleavage line on

the right margin ofboth segments) and the content (such as the continuity of the
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numbers found in the two). It is based on this assumption that the thirty-three lines
of this column are reconstructed.

2. On the correction of the numbers - All the numbers representing the monthly days
found in the column show signs of emendation, and the adjustments are without

exception by shifting the original number to one number up. The purpose of this
correction is uncertain. This ambiguity will no doubt hinder any analysis of the
data of this manuscript and is unlikely to be resolved imminently or even easily.
With this uncertainty in mind this study approaches the data with a simple basic

assumption, that is that the correction is supposed to be correct.

Regarding the structure of the calendar there is not much that we can learn
from these data. However, one thing for sure is that this calendar is not a lunar one.
The characterising feature of a lunar calendar is that its days of the months are

connected to the phases of the moon, and the usual arrangement of a lunar calendar is
to have its months beginning with either the full moon or the new moon. However,

the retrievable data in the column does not agree with that. It shows that the full
moon falls on the 22nd and the dark moon on the 8th of the month. Moreover, to

recount the phases of the moon within a lunar calendar requires only a cycle of one
month or at most two (showing both the hollow 29-day month and the full 30-day

month), but the various fragments of this manuscript demonstrate that definitely there
are more than two lunar cycles being recounted.

Other than confirming that the calendar in 4Q317 is not a lunar one, a little
hint from the data may be able to suggest what this calendar is. In most of the entries
the lunar phase is only recounted against the days of the months, but when the text
comes to the transitional phases of the moon a further piece of calendrical information
is provided, which is the weekday. Three records of the weekday are found in the

fragments.

Line Weekday Corresponding Date
1 ii 10 nn^ -ITOCI day one eighth day of the month
2:9 rQCifo U31K3 day four
4:8 nnt!/7 unite day four
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The incidences of recording the weekday alongside the day of the month reflect that
there must be a certain connection between the two, and such a connection points to
the characteristic of a 364-day calendar.

Only one pair of corresponding data is preserved in the fragments, that is that
the 8th day of a month = first day of the week (1 ii 10). From this limited piece of
information it is difficult to judge the entire structure of the calendar, but it can still be
used to test whether it is for or against the structure that has been detected in the

previous section. In the confirmed calendar of the Priestly-Courses Documents
because of its identical quarterly pattern any one of its monthly days do not fall on all
the weekdays but on only three. To take an example, the first day of the month in this
calendar could only happen with the first, the fourth, and the sixth day of the week.

Similarly, the eighth day of the months being exactly a week after the first day of the
months could also fall on only these same weekdays. The surviving weekday datum of

4Q317 agrees with this structure. In order to give more weight to this agreement the

surviving datum can also be tested with another possible model of a 364-day calendar.
Consider a calendar with Model 3 monthly structure - the quarterly 31-30-30 (days)

pattern. Assuming this calendar also has a year beginning on the fourth day, the eighth

day of the months would then fall only on the second, the fourth, and the sabbath of
the week but never on the first day. Thus the datum in 4Q317 does not agree with this
assumed structure.

To conclude, the results in searching for the structure of the calendar

underlying 4Q317 are (1) this calendar is definitely not based on the lunar cycle; (2) it
is likely to reckon a year having only 364 days; (3) assuming the year begins on the
fourth day of the week it agrees with the quarterly 30-30-31 (days) pattern but not
with the 31-30-30 (days) one.

4Q324b

No calendrical element is found in the preserved text of this manuscript. Although it is

given the title "Calendrical Document", its calendrical nature is doubtful. The only
element which is likely to link it with other Calendrical Documents is the possible
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reading of a priestly name in fragment 2, but even that is uncertain. With only the last

two letters of the word being read, the original editors restore it as ^Kpfirp, but it
could equally be any word ending with these two letters. Another possible reason for
the editors to identify this manuscript as such is the reading of names that may be
related to historical figures, that is "prTP and in fragment 1. Texts bearing the
names of historical figures are rare amongst the corpus of the Qumran Scrolls, but
outside the group of Calendrical Documents there are still a few that have this
uncommon feature.30 The names in this manuscript cannot be regarded as a definite
clue to support this text's calendrical nature. The lack of any calendrical element
renders the study of the structure of the calendar, if there is any, underlying this

manuscript impossible.

4Q324c

This manuscript is extremely fragmentary. Having a total of sixty-one fragments in the
final photographs, all of them are minute with a few recognisable letters or even no

discernible characters at all. This does not seem very promising in comprehending the
nature of its content, let alone its calendrical structure. Nevertheless, two features of

the wording retrieved from these fragments can still give some idea of the content of
the original text.
1. The word "nnty"

An outstanding feature within the texts in these fragments is the frequent
occurrence of the word fOBl. Out of the eighteen cited fragments the word can be

read completely on seven occasions (fragments 3, 2, 30, 31, 32, 34, 49) and

partially in another three (fragment 2, 3, 12a), which makes up nearly half of all
the identified words in this manuscript. This strongly suggests that at least part of
this work was written with a regular repetitive formula which has the word as its

30 For confirmed and alluded reading of names referring to historical figures see B. Z.

Wacholder, "Historiography of Qumran: The Sons of Zadok and Their Enemies," in F. H. Ciyer and
T. L. Thompson (ed.), Qumran Between the Old and New Testaments (JSOT Supplement Series 290;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998) 347-377, 363-370.
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standard entry. On several occasions some letters before and after the word are

extant, and they also show some regularities. The last letter of the word in front of
the nntf can be read at three locations (22:3, 32:2, 34:1) and it is invariably the

letter 1. On two other occasions (3:1, 22:3) the letter following the word is

preserved and in both cases it is a 2. These together suggest that perhaps part of a

standard formula in this text reads like " ...2 rntf 1...".

2. The numbers

Among the rest of the identifiable words most of them are numbers. Some of them
have the whole word of the number preserved, such as in 21:3, 26:2, 46:2 and

46:3, and the others can be confidently reconstructed, like those in 1:2, 12a:2,

12b: 1, 13:2, 47:2 and 47:3. Apart from a few being ordinal, most of these
numbers are cardinal. This rich retrieval of numbers in the fragments hints that the

standard formula of the text also contains some numbers.

Putting these two characteristic features together, it is most likely that part of
the manuscript involves the enumeration of the sabbaths according to their days and
months. The first sabbath of the months would probably have the order of the month

provided by a standard formula like "On a certain day of a certain month is a

sabbath" (rQtf ...2 ...2), whereas the other sabbaths of the months would be simply

expressed by "On a certain day of it is a sabbath" (rn® '\2 ... 3).

The enumeration of the sabbaths implies a correspondence between the

weekdays and the days of the year. By this we can deduce that the underlying
calendar of this manuscript is a 364-day one. However, regarding the other aspects of
the calendar, that is the monthly structure and the weekday correspondence, the

fragments provide no hint at all for there is not a single entry that can be read with

certainty.

4Q326

Although not much text of this manuscript is preserved, what can be read of the

limited number of words reveals that it had quite a rich content on the subject of the
calendar. It enumerates on a month to month basis the first and the last days of the
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month, as well as the sabbaths and the festivals. The enumeration of these calendrical
entries with their corresponding weekdays confirms the 364-day year nature of its
calendar.

The only surviving fragment of this manuscript contains several entries that
belong to the same month. Some words in the last line of the fragment provide the
clue for the order of this month. The small gap in the line indicates that there is a

break between two sections of the text. The words 5S]Xn "*3t5G following after the

gap suggest that the first entry of the latter section is likely to be concerned with the
beginning of the second month. Therefore, the entries of the former section could only
belong to the first month of the year.

Depending on how one interprets the first two lines of the fragment31, the
weekday for the first day of the first month may have been explicitly stated in line 2,
which states: "on the first (day of the month), (which is) on the fourth (day of the

week)" ("'jynnn iriKIl). This is confirmed by the entry in line 3, "on the 11 of it is a

sabbath" (n]32> "Q h H). If 11/1 is a sabbath then the New Year's Day (1/1) has to
fall on the fourth day of the week.

Since only calendrical data for the first month are found in the fragment, there
is not much it can tell us about the monthly structure of its calendar. The first part of
line 6 shows that it contains a number which is probably concerned with the last day
of the month. The number found is thirty. So if the interpretation is correct, then it
discloses that the first month of this calendar has only thirty days. This result agrees

with the Models 1 and 2, but rejects Model 3 of the proposed monthly structure.

4Q327

At least two things are present in this text, one is the sabbaths listed in their days and
months, and the other is some festivals recorded with their days, months, and

weekdays. Both of these elements verify the 364-day year nature of the calendar

employed in this work.

31 See textual notes in chapter two for possible restorations and interpretations in pages 144-145.
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The fragments preserve, in numerous cases, the days of the sabbaths, but not

monthly order, with a possible exception in 2 iii 10. Putting aside the ambiguous

reading for the moment, the days for the sabbaths retrieved in the fragments of this
text are useful in helping us to understand the structure of its calendar. The days for
the sabbaths found in the various fragments are:

Fragment Days for the sabbaths
1 i 16, 23, 30
2 i 23, 30
2 ii 28

2 iii 18, 25

The identical days for the sabbaths found in 1 i and 2 i suggest that the year is
subdivided into short periods where the matching of the monthly days with the

weekdays is repeated. Judging from the collected data the text contains three possible

patterns for the days of the sabbaths in the months:
. (2), (9), 16,23,30
• (4), (11), 18,25
• (7), (14), (21), 28
These sabbath patterns concur with those of the calendar of the Priestly-Courses
Documents. This concurrence strongly suggests the structure of this manuscript's

calendar is identical to the one of the Priestly-Courses Documents.
The identity of this manuscript's calendar is further supported by the difficult

reading about the monthly order in 2 iii 10. The first two letters of the word in

question could be read as !"□ and the partially damaged third letter could possibly be a

!3. Without the help of the content it is difficult to decide what this word is. However,

the word CTDEG in line 9 suggests that here in lines 9-10 is an entry for a month's first

sabbath which falls on the 2nd of the month. According to the Priestly-Courses
Documents' calendar this could only happen with the second, the fifth, the eighth, and
eleventh months. The agreement between the reading of the word and the supposed
calendar provides mutual support for both the restoration of the word and the

investigation of the structure of the calendar. On the one hand it supports the
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restoration of the word in line 10 as [''jti'l^brQ and on the other hand it also confirms

that the calendar underlying this manuscript is the same as the one in the Priestly-
Courses Documents.

Conclusion

Following the completion of the analysis of all the Qumran Calendrical Documents
with regard to the structure of their underlying calendar, the most pressing question is
whether these texts concur or diverge in this respect. The investigation was conducted

by separating the documents into two groups - Priestly-Courses and Non-Priestly-
Courses Documents. Questions on three different aspects of the calendar were then
asked about these documents: the number of days in a year, the matching between the

weekdays and the days of the year, and the arrangement of the days into months. The
results of the investigation can now be summarised in the table below:

Priestly-Courses
Documents

Non-Priestly-Courses Documents

Manuscript 4Q317 4Q324b 4Q324c 4Q326 4Q327

Year length = 364
days

confirmed likely no information likely most likely most likely

NYD = day fourth
of the week

confirmed conformed no information no information confirmed confirmed

Quarterly pattern
ofmonths = 30-
30-31 days

confirmed conformed no information no information conformed confirmed

With the characteristic feature of employing the priestly courses as a calendrical

reckoning unit the Priestly-Courses Documents have the benefit of collecting evidence
from thirteen manuscripts in the search for the structure of their calendar. In this
manner affirmative conclusions can be reached in all three aspects of the investigation.
In contrast, without a common feature to ensure the similarity of their calendar the
confirmation of the structure of the calendar in the Non-Priestly-Courses is more

difficult. Nevertheless, some conclusions can still be drawn from this group of texts.

Regarding the length of the year, with the exception of 4Q324b which does not

supply any calendrical information, all the Non-Priestly-Courses Documents show
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signs of reckoning the year with 364 days. As for the matching ofweekdays, two

documents, 4Q326 and 4Q327, provide sufficient evidence to confirm that they have
their years starting on the fourth day of the week, whilst the two other documents,

4Q324b and 4Q324c, supply no information at all. 4Q317 does not have sufficient
information to reach a definite result but its single piece of useful datum agrees with
the conclusion that the year begins on the fourth day of the week. Concerning the

monthly structure, the same two manuscripts, 4Q324b and 4Q324c, have nothing to

say. While 4Q327 confirms the quarterly pattern of 30-30-31 days, the two other

manuscripts, 4Q317 and 4Q326, though they cannot be confirmed with this

reckoning, do show signs that agree with it.
The investigation on the calendrical structure of the Qumran Calendrical

Documents has produced no surprises. The structure that can be confirmed in these
documents is the one that has long been proposed by scholars even back in the very

early stage of the study of the Qumran calendar. The 364-day year, the year beginning
on the fourth day of the week, and the quarterly 30-30-31 days pattern are all well
known features of the assumed Qumran calendar. What this investigation has achieved
is not to propose any alternative rendering to these features but to confirm that this
well assumed calendrical structure is indeed supported by the Calendrical Documents.
Most of the members of this set of documents provide positive evidence to confirm
this structure, and none of the members provide any negative evidence. This helps to
settle the questions about the variation of the forms of the Qumran calendar. At least

with the Qumran Calendrical Documents we can now conclude that there exists only
one form of the 364-day calendar.
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Chapter 4

Lunar Reckoning in the Qumran Calendrical Documents

Reckoning the calendar according to the celestial bodies' movement is a common

practice among human civilisations. The circuits of the two main heavenly bodies, the
moon and the sun, and their resulting natural phenomena form the basic control for
almost all known calendrical designs. Nevertheless, although nearly all calendars

possess some kind of link with both the solar and lunar cycles, the incompatibility
between their periods forces calendrical designers to make a choice between the two.

Thus, in general, calendars can be classified as either solar or lunar. In this sense the

particular calendar found in the Qumran Scrolls is commonly regarded as a "solar
calendar".1 Undoubtedly the characteristic feature of this calendar - the 364-day year
- points to its inclination to the solar cycle rather than the lunar one. The term "solar

calendar", however, has masked the lunar component of the calendar in the
Calendrical Documents. The lunar cycle does play an important role in some of these

documents, which has caused debate among scholars about the function of the lunar

cycle in the Qumran Scrolls as a whole. The aim of this chapter is to analyse the lunar
related material in the Calendrical Documents to discover the nature and function of

the lunar reckoning in the Qumran calendrical system.

Influence from Jubilees and 1 Enoch

Before the Qumran discovery a 364-day calendar was already known from Jubilees
and 1 Enoch. The resemblance of the Qumran calendar in this special feature has

inevitably made the pseudepigraphal books important source material for the

understanding of its nature. Without exception, the role of the lunar cycle in these
books has significantly affected the understanding of the lunar material in the Qumran

1
Recently the term has been challenged by Glessmer in "Calendars in the Qumran Scrolls", 230-

231.
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Scrolls. Therefore it is necessary to know how the lunar cycle is portrayed in Jubilees
and 1 Enoch before looking at the evidence of the Calendrical Documents themselves.

Solar Supremacy in Jubilees

The hostility ofJubilees towards lunar reckoning is well known. In the book the most

extensive section concerning the calendrical reckoning comes in chapter 6, where God
commands the children of Israel that they must observe their sabbaths, feasts and

appointed times according to the prescribed ordinance, and especially to guard the

years in the exact number of 364 days. It also warns them of the danger of straying
from these commands for then they will "disturb all their seasons, and the years will
be dislodged from this (order)", (v. 33) As a result they "will not find the path of the

years, and will forget the new moons, and seasons, and sabbaths, and they will go

wrong as to all the order of the years." (v. 34) Then the book further describes this

transgression as "walking according to the feasts of the Gentiles after their error and
after their ignorance." (v. 35) However, the most striking point relevant to the present

discussion is that this exhortation foretells that the sons of Israel will fail in keeping
the sacred ordinance in a particular way:

36. For there will be those who will assuredly make observations of the moon

- now (it) disturbs the seasons and comes in from year to year ten days too
soon. 37. For this reason the years will come upon them when they will
disturb (the order), and make an abominable (day) the day of testimony, and
an unclean day a feast day, and they will confound all the days, the holy with
the unclean, and the unclean day with the holy; for they will go wrong as to

the months and sabbaths and feasts and jubilees.

Jubilees' opposition is explicitly against those who use the moon in determining the
seasons and feasts. For in so doing they may mistake an unclean day as holy or a holy

day as unclean. This is put in connection with a serious defilement - the eating of "all
kinds of blood with all kinds of flesh", (v. 38) The author is not only sounding a
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warning note about the danger ofmaking such an error but he puts these words into
God's mouth. In the book God warns Moses: "for after thy death thy children will
disturb (them), so that they will not make the year three hundred and sixty-four days

only", (v. 38) Foretelling the error in this way vividly reflects a calendrical polemic at

the time of the writing of the book, at least between the author and some other
Israelites who regulated their calendar by observing the moon. Who these people
were and what calendar they held are questions that remain unanswered, but the

outright condemnation of the observation of the moon provides evidence which
shows that any form of calendrical reckoning related to the lunar cycle would be in
direct opposition to the prescriptions ofJubilees.

In Jubilees the campaign against lunar reckoning is not just found in chapter 6
but resounds in other locations, only in these latter cases the polemic is formulated by

raising the status of the sun above that of the moon. One such passage upholding the

supremacy of the sun is Jub. 2:8-9:

8. And on the fourth day He created the sun and the moon and the stars, and

set them in the firmament of the heaven, to give light upon all the earth, and

to rule over the day and the night, and divide the light from the darkness. 9.

And God appointed the sun to be a great sign on the earth for days and for
sabbaths and for months and for feasts and for years and for sabbaths of

years and for jubilees and for all seasons of the years.

Retelling the account of the fourth day of creation, the author relies on Gen 1:14-19

as his base text, but modifies it according to his exegetical orientation.2 Right at the
start of the account of this day's creation he supplements the biblical account by

specifying the "lights" in Gen 1:14 as three kinds of heavenly bodies - "the sun and the

moon and the stars". However, whereas in Genesis all the lights are assigned the role
of "signs for seasons and for days and years", the sun is singled out in Jub. 2:9 as the

2 G. J. Brooke, "Exegetical Strategies in Jubilees 1-2," in M. Albani, J. Frey, and A. Lange (ed.),

Studies in the Book ofJubilees (Texte und Studien zurn Antiken Judentum 65; Tubingen: Mohr

Siebeck, 1997) 39-57.
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sole appointed sign to perform this function. In addition the role of this great sign is
even further elaborated with almost every single unit one can think of in time

reckoning. The supreme role of the sun is accentuated in this Jubilees passage for no
other heavenly bodies, neither the moon nor the stars, share this role as time

regulator.
Another passage where the sun's role is highlighted is Jub. 4:21, a verse in a

section about the disclosure of knowledge to Enoch by the angels.

And he was moreover with the angels of God these six jubilees of years, and

they showed him everything which is on earth and in the heavens, the rule of
the sun, and he wrote down everything.

In Jubilees Enoch is regarded as the first man who "wrote down the signs of heaven

according to the order of their months in a book, that men might know the seasons of
the years according to the order of their separate months." (4:17) Jub. 4:21 discloses
that Enoch was with the angels for six jubilees of years, and during this period he was

shown all the knowledge on earth and in heavens which he then wrote down for the

generations to come. Strangely the author singles out "the rule of the sun" from the

things that were shown to Enoch, and attaches these words to "everything which is on
earth and in the heavens". This strange emphasis is no doubt intentional in order to

highlight the central role of the sun in the midst of the revealed knowledge.''
The three passages together demonstrate explicitly that Jubilees champions a

"solar calendar" with 364-day a year. Although strictly speaking it is not exactly a

calendar which complies to the astronomical cycle, undoubtedly it is guided by the
rule of the sun, at least in the mind of the author. Whatever calendar Jubilees is

3 Charles sees a close connection between Jub. 4:17-23 and the Ethiopic Enoch. Among other

parallels of the passage with the various parts of the Enochic literature, he links "the rule of the sun"

(v. 21) with 82:13-20 of the Astronomical Book. (Charles, The Book ofJubilees, 36-31, note on

4:17-23) If the link between the books is justified, then the singling out of the rule of the sun in

Jubilees is even more striking for in the Astronomical Book both the rules for the sun and the moon

are clearly set out. Choosing to mention only the rale of the sun but not that of the moon is obviously
an intentional preference to play down the role of the moon in the area of time reckoning.
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opposing in the calendrical controversy one thing is certain and that is that the

opposing calendar must have been one which took account of the lunar cycle in its

reckoning system. The anti-lunar polemic is so obvious and vehement in Jubilees that
it seems that no lunar reckoning of any kind could be tolerated by the book.

Status of the Lunar Cycle in 1 Enoch

In 1 Enoch calendrical information mainly comes from the Astronomical Book, which

provides a very different picture from Jubilees with regards to observance of the
moon. The Astronomical Book is not a coherent and consistent work but a

compilation of various treatises,4 so it is difficult to summarise its attitude towards the
moon generally. However, a glance at the content of the book will suffice to give an

impression of how important the moon and its circuit are in this collection of
astronomical calculation.

Summary of the Contents of Ch. 72 to 825

ld = 364d

(Italics mine)

First version: 72 to 76 (with 74 probably being an intrusion)
72,2-5: Gates and Windows; winds drive the chariot of the sun (cf. 73,2 and also

18,4)
6-36: length of daylight, Man = 12:6; year of 4-91°
37: brightness and size ofsun andmoon (cf. 73,3; 78,3,4)

73,1-3: winds drive the chariot of the moon (cf. 72, 5); brightness ofsun andmoon
(cf. 72,37; 78, 4)

4-8: increase ofthe area ofillumination and ofbrightness ofthe moon from day
1 to day 14 (incomplete), first visibility on the preceding day 30 (i.e. after a
hollow month)

74,1-4: illumination ofthe moon during 15 days (i.e. for a full month)
5-9: Gates andmoon rise (incomplete)

10-16: garbled description ofan octaeteris
75,1-7: stars ('thousands') and seasons (cf. 82,4-20)

8,9: circumpolar stars
76,1-13: the 12 gates of the winds and their qualities (cf. the short version 33 to 36)

14: concluding words to Methuselah (cf. 79,1)

4 For comments on the composition of theAstronomical Book see the introduction to these

chapters in Charles, The Book ofEnoch, 147-150.
5 Extract from Neugebauer, "The 'Astronomical' Chapters 388.
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Second version
77

78,1
2-5

6-14

15,16
17

79,1

Additional Fragments
79,2,3

4,5
6,80,1

82.4-20

77 to 79,1
mythical geography
two-division of the year (cf. 78,15,16; 79,4,5)
lunar phases; size and brightness ofsun and moon (cf. 72,33-37); Gates
lunar visibility, waning moon; hollow andfull months (cf. 73,4-8 and 74,1-4)
two-division ofthe lunaryear (cf. 78,1; 79,4,5)
visibility ofthe moon during night and daytime
concluding words to Methuselah (cf. 76,14)

79,2 to 80,1; 80,4-20 (80,2 to 82,3 intrusion: apocalyptic)
Gates and lunar phases
two-division of the Enoch-year (cf. 78.1, 15,16) and Enoch epact
concluding speech ofUriel
hierarchy of stars ('thousand'), their leaders during the Enoch year (cf. 75,1)

According to Neugebauer's analysis, the Astronomical Book consists of two major
versions basically covering the same material, together with some other additional

fragmentary pieces. In each of the three parts the moon plays a significant role. The
lunar related material occupies nearly half of the current composition of the chapters.
This material covers various aspects of the moon's appearance in the sky, such as the
size and brightness of the moon, its changing phases, the gates where it sets and rises,
the length of its cycle, and the length of the lunar year. Unfortunately, nearly every
section of this material is either incomplete or corrupted or both, which makes any

attempt to formulate a coherent picture of the rule of the moon in the Astronomical
Book difficult.6 We may not be able to know exactly how the authors or compilers of
this book understood the lunar cycle, but from the prominent role occupied by the
moon in the book we can still be sure that the original authors of the book had no

hesitation in taking into account the moon in their collection of knowledge about the
rules of the heavenly bodies.

6 Charles' comment on the chronological system of these chapters as a whole is that it "is most

perplexing. It does not in its present form present a consistent whole, and probably never did." (The
Book ofEnoch, 149) Neugebauer echoes this comment in his study by saying "The whole Enochian

astronomy is clearly an ad hoc construction and not the result of a common Semitic tradition." ("The
'Astronomical' Chapters", 388) On various occasions the corruption of the lunar related material

actually forces Neugebauer to give up the attempt to make sense of what the text is intended to say.

For examples, see his notes on 74:10-17;78:6-9; 79:3,4.
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Pseudepigraphal Impacts on the Perception of the Qumran Calendrical
Documents' Lunar Material

The sharp contrast between Jubilees and 1 Enoch on lunar reckoning poses a question
for the interpretation of the lunar material found in the Qumran Scrolls: where do the

Qumran documents stand?7 Do they follow the teaching ofJubilees in playing down
the role of the moon or do they agree with 1 Enoch in embracing the moon and its
circuit as an important part of the calendrical system? The polarisation of views in the
two pseudepigraphal books seems to leave no possible middle ground for the students
of the 364-day calendar to locate the later discovered material.

At an early stage the attention ofQumran calendrical scholarship was aroused

by the connection with the other early known sources of the calendar. The differences
mattered less than the common features. Most studies at this stage identified the
calendar found in Qumran as similar, if not identical, to the one in Jubilees and 1

Enoch.8 The consensus of view in answering this fundamental question gradually
moved the scholarly interest to other aspects of the calendar. Consequently, the role
of the lunar cycle in the various sources of the calendar has also gradually moved to
the centre of study. As more material of the Qumran Scrolls is released by the editors
the number of scrolls related to the lunar cycle rises.9 These scrolls impose a reality of

divergence that can no longer be ignored by students of the Qumran calendar: So how
do these lately discovered scrolls relate to the pseudepigraphal books with regard to
their polarised views on the lunar cycle?

7 In turn one can say that the discovery of lunar calculation in the Qumran calendrical texts

reopens the case for the understanding of the calendar in the Pseudepigrapha. For example,
Bickerman has, on this issue, called for "a fresh investigation" of the "problem of 'Enochic'
calendars and of the calendary practice of the Dead Sea Scrolls sectarians." (E. J. Bickerman,
"Calendars and Chronology," in W. D. Davies and L. Finkelstein (ed.), The Cambridge History of
Judaism (vol. 1, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984) 60-69, 68, note 3)

8 For reference to scholars who believe that the Qumran calendar is convincingly similar, it not

identical, to that found in Jubilees and Enoch see Callaway, "The 364-day Calendar", 19-20, note 2.
9 Scrolls read by editors with lunar connections are:

4Q208-209 (Milik), 4Q317 (Milik), 4Q318 (Greenfield and Sokoloff), 4Q319 (Milik), 4Q320

(Milik), 4Q321 (Milik), 4Q321a (Milik), and Q503 (Baillet).
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A common scholarly view is to set the Qumran Scrolls alongside 1 Enoch in

opposition to Jubilees10 Albani's approach to the lunar material in these books is

exemplary of this view.11 Focusing on the progress of development, Albani sees the

364-day calendar not as a short lived sectarian innovation, but rather as a calendrical
tradition with much wider influence and a longer history. Albani holds that the
calendar was formulated during the Babylonian Exile. Under the influence of

Mesopotamian astronomical science and their desire to pay tribute to the sacred
sabbath cycle the exilic Jews generated this peculiar calendrical system of their own.
At an early stage, the different cycles were idealised and schematised to formulate a

perfect system which was only theoretical and without practical value. In this idealised

system the lunar cycle was regarded as a confirmation of the perfection of the
universe. The two most important calendrical cycles, solar and lunar, were
harmonised in a three-year period, which was then extended to cover the priestly
roster over six years, and further to include the sabbatical year cycle in 294 years. In
this respect the moon was regarded as an important sign and the fundamental
controller of the calendar which ensured that the years and the other longer cycles
were matched perfectly.12 Albani understands all the 364-day calendrical texts bearing
lunar reckoning as the products of this earlier stage.13 At a later stage, when the

10 One scholar. VanderKam, taking this approach, states the conclusion of his short book
Calendars in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Measuring Time (Literature of the Dead Sea Scrolls; London:

Routledge, 1998), "But the cave 4 calendrical documents just as clearly set forth a schematic, 354-

day lunar arrangement that was brought into alignment with the solar calendar by regular

intercalations. There is no clear indication in the texts that the lunar system was considered inferior

to the solar year, as was the case in Jubilees. In this respect the Qumran calendars are more in line
with the teachings in 1 Enoch than with that which Jubilees has to say about the subject." (Ill)

11 Albani has published various books and articles on the astronomical and calendrical reckoning
in the Books of Enoch and in the Qumran scrolls. For his view of the lunar cycle in these books see

specially "Die lunaren Zyklen".
12 Albani interprets 1 Enoch 74:12 "the moon makes all the year exact" as an apologetic

statement emphasising the role of the moon for regulating the years.
13 These texts include the Astronomical Book, 4QEnastr, 4QPhases of the Moon, 4QOtot, 4QCal

Doc A and B.
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people who owned this schematic calendar decided to put it into practice they faced
the problem of the discrepancy between their idealised cycles and the actual ones. To
turn it into a practical calendar, Albani argues, the 364-day year had to be adjusted in
some way to match the real solar year. In doing so the simple three-year correlation
between the theoretical lunar cycle and the 364-day year could no longer be held

together. People who had campaigned for putting the calendar into practical use now
found the rigid co-ordination a great hindrance to their aim. To apply their favoured
calendar to daily life they no longer saw the lunar cycle as an indispensable part of
their idealised world but rather as a stumbling block leading people astray with regard
to correct time reckoning. From this came the stance of the anti-lunar polemic in
Jubilees. It is this perception of the development of the calendar that leads Albani to

put Jubilees in strict opposition to both 1 Enoch and the lunar related scrolls from

Qumran. He believes that the polemic is not a conflict between the 364-day calendar
and the outside world but a strife within the calendrical tradition itself.14

Not every one agrees with this characterisation of the Jubilees versus the lunar
related books. Another scholarly view is to see the difference as a divergence of the

degree of acceptance held by the different authors towards the prevailing Jewish
lunisolar calendar of the time. Baumgarten believes that there was a change in attitude

towards the lunisolar calendar among those who followed the 364-day calendar.15 At
first the group which invented the 364-day year was quite accommodating to other
calendrical systems operating outside its circle. It was under this more relaxed

atmosphere that the Astronomical Book and the lunar related Qumran scrolls were
conceived. The nature of the lunar element in these texts was to co-ordinate the 364-

day calendar with the prevailing lunisolar calendar. Behind this co-ordination "[t]he

preferred rationale was that the lunar year was being used in contemporary practice

14 A similar view of separating the texts with 364-day calendrical tradition into two opposite

camp disputing over the issue of lunar reckoning is also held by Snyder. ("Mishmarot Calendars",

343-350)
15 For Baumgarten's view on the attitude towards lunar reckoning in the development of the 364-

day calendar see especially J. M. Baumgarten, "4Q503 (Daily Prayers) and the Lunar Calendar,"
Revue de Qumran 12 (1986) 399-407.
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for secular purposes and could therefore not be totally ignored."16 At this time, the
group did not only take note of the calendar of the wider society but even tried hard
to harmonise it with their own. It is only in a later stage that the co-ordination with
the lunisolar calendar was repudiated, a change which is demonstrated in Jubilees.
The extreme position taken by Jubilees in rejecting the lunar reckoning is a polemic

against the calendar used by other Jews, as well as a reaction to the compromising
stance taken by the earlier works of the same calendrical tradition.

An alternative view similar to this one but offering a different role for the 364-

day calendar in history is the one held by VanderKam.17 Following Jaubert's proposal,
VanderKam understands the 364-day calendar as the Jewish official cultic calendar

operating in the Second Temple in its early centuries. While the calendar was in
control of the Temple cult, its adherents were willing to allow co-ordination with the
secular lunisolar calendar. This brought about books such as 1 Enoch and the lunar

Qumran Calendrical Documents. However, when the calendar was displaced from the

Temple by the lunisolar calendar under the influence ofHellenisation, the vehement
condemnation of the lunar calendar arose among the resolute devotees of the ancient
calendar. This produced books like Jubilees. This change in attitude towards the lunar
calendar in Jubilees and 1 Enoch is taken by VanderKam as circumstantial evidence

that a calendrical change - from the 364-day calendar to the lunisolar calendar - took

place among the Jews in the mid-second century BCE.18
There are also other views which see no particular contradiction on the issue

of lunar reckoning existing among the 364-day calendrical texts. One of the scholars
who prefers to see the books as a harmonious collection is Talmon. As a veteran of

Qumran calendrical studies, Talmon has long perceived that there was a conflict

16
Baumgarten, "4Q503", 405.

17 For VanderKam's view on calendrical change during the Second Temple period see "The

Origin,", and "Calendrical Texts and the Origins of the Dead Sea Scroll Community," in M. O.

Wise, N. Golb, J. J. Collins, and D. G. Pardee (ed.), Methods ofInvestigation ofthe Dead Sea
Scrolls and the Khirbet Qumran Site: Present Realities and Future Prospects (Annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences 722; New York: New York Academy of Sciences, 1994) 371-389".

18 J. C. VanderKam, "2 Macc. 6:7a and Calendrical Change in Jerusalem," Journalfor the Study

ofJudaism in the Persian, Hellenistic andRoman Period 12 (1981) 1-23, 57, note 20.
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between the people of the Qumran Scrolls and the Jewish official authority over the
matter of the calendar, and thinks that all the scrolls found at Qumran are united in

upholding a 364-day solar calendar. Even between Jubilees and 1 Enoch, Talmon sees

no disagreement over their anti-lunar-reckoning attitude. Although the lunar calendar
is discussed at length in 1 Enoch, it is described in a matter of fact manner that does
not constitute proof of the book's approval of it. As a whole the two books both
reckon the 364-day calendar and they both uphold the status of the sun over that of
the moon.19 With regard to the Qumran Scrolls Talmon holds the same view that they
also exalt the status of the sun over that of the moon. His view on the lunar element

of the Qumran Scrolls is best summarised in the abstract of one of his preliminary
works on the Calendrical Documents jointly published with Knohl.

It should be stressed that calendrical documents like the one published here

are not intended to provide overall "synchronization table" between the solar
and the lunar year, as is sometimes maintained. Rather, the specification of

the moon's monthly "dark" phases and their equivalent dates in the solar
calendar are intended to provide the yahad members with a means for

avoiding, to the best of their ability, the "negative" dates in the moon's
revolution that spell evil and potential disaster.2"

In Talmon's eyes the calculation of the lunar cycle should not be regarded as due

respect being paid by the Qumran community to the moon, but rather as a means of

avoiding evil. In these texts the enumeration of the festivals and the important days of
the solar calendar shows that the sun is regarded as the source ofjoy and light,
whereas the counting of the dark periods of the lunar cycle indicates that the moon is

regarded as the source of evil and darkness. In this sense the Calendrical Documents

19 S. Talmon, "The Calendar of the Covenanters of the Judean Desert," The World ofQumran

from Within (Leiden; Jerusalem: Brill; Magnes, 1989) 147-185, 167-171. Talmon believes that there

is no polemic between these books but rather between them and the rabbinic literature which upholds
the lunar supremacy.

20 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)", 409.
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are in line with the pseudepigraphal books in condemning the followers of the lunar

calendar, 21 and the anti-lunar polemic exists among all the texts which follow the

364-day calendar.22
Another approach to see the various texts containing the 364-day calendar as

a harmonious collection is put forward by Beckwith. Presuming that the people at

Qumran were Essenes, Beckwith actually calls the calendar of the Qumran Scrolls the
"Essene Calendar".23 Although he classifies some of the scrolls as "pre-Essene",24
Beckwith still regards the whole cache as from a consistent school of thought, and
finds no difficulty in putting together material from various books in order to
formulate an overall idea about the calendar of these people. Beckwith's view on the

development of the 364-day calendar is that it was formulated by the Essenes or their
forerunners based on their own biblical interpretation and under the influence of the

surrounding culture.25 In the first place the newly created calendar was meant to be an

21 Talmon and Knohl, "Mhnarot Ba, 4Q321", 299-300.
22 Other than in the Calendrical Documents Talmon also finds anti-lunar polemics in other

Qumran writings to support his idea. See S. Talmon, "Anti-Lunar-Calendar Polemics in
Covenanters' Writings," in M. Becker and W. Fenske (ed.), Das Ende der Tage und die Gegenwart
des Heils. Begegnungen mit dem Neuen Testament und seiner Umwelt. Festschrift fur Heinz-

Wolfgang Kuhn zum 65. Geburtstag (Leiden: Brill, 1999) 29-40. The only document which Talmon
cannot fit into his anti-lunar polemic view is 4Q503, the Daily Prayers. The explanation given by
Talmon for the existence of such a text with lunar reverence is that "the liturgical composition

4Q503 mirrors the contemplation of cosmic phenomena irrespective of calendrical matters. It gives

expression to the worshiper's praise of God's works of creation, the sun and the moon, and to his
admiration of the divine determination of the great luminaries' respective revolutions." ("M/marot

Ba, 4Q321", 301)
23 R. T. Beckwith, "The Essene Calendar and the Moon: A Reconsideration," Revue de Qurnran

15 (1992) 457-466. As early as 1957, the same term had already been used by Milik to call the
calendar in the Mishmarot texts. ("Le travail", 25)

24 R. T. Beckwith, "The Earliest Enoch Literature and its Calendar: Marks of their Origin, Date

and Motivation," Revue de Qumran 10 (1981) 365-403, 365.
25 Beckwith sees the influence as coming from two surrounding calendars, the Pentecontad

Calendar and the Greek Calendar. ("The Earliest Enoch Literature and its Calendar: Marks of their

Origin, Date and Motivation", 383)
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honest representation of the astronomical cycles. Only after some time when the
calendrical dates began to move away from the natural phenomena was the

discrepancy between the two realised. However, instead of adjusting the calendar to

bring it back into alignment the Essenes chose to hang on to their highly systematic
calendar and resorted to giving theological explanations for the induced discrepancy.26
In respect of lunar reckoning Beckwith regards this Essene calendar as fundamentally
a solar one but thinks that it did not totally ignore the moon either. "In view of Gen.

1, 14-16 and Pss. 89, 35-37; 104, 19, and also of the relation between the biblical

words yerah (month) and yareah (moon), its champions had no option but to give the
moon some degree of attention."27 Yet the reckoning they offered for the lunar cycle
was also a schematic one without true alignment with the real cycle. Beckwith

recognises that:

the deepest difference between the Essene calendar and the Pharisaic was not

that the Essene calendar was mainly controlled by the sun and the Pharisaic

by the moon, though this was the superficial difference. The deepest
difference was that the Essene calendar was controlled by calculation and the
Pharisaic by observation.28

Thus Beckwith's understanding of the well-known polemic passage in Jnb. 6 is that it
is against those who based their calendar on observation of the moon. It is not

objecting to the incorporation of the lunar reckoning into the calendrical system but
rather to the formulation of the calendar based on actual observation. Therefore there

exists no contradiction between the schematic lunar reckoning in 1 Enoch and the

Qumran Calendrical Documents and the rejection of observation in Jubilees.

26 Beckwith. "The Earliest Enoch Literature and its Calendar: Marks of their Origin, Date and

Motivation", 385-387; Beckwith. "Modern Attempt to Reconcile the Qumran Calendar with the True

Solar Year", 392-394.
2
Beckwith, "The Essene Calendar", 458.

28 Beckwith, "The Essene Calendar", 459.
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This brief review on how the lunar material found in the Qumran Scrolls is

related to the pseudepigraphal books shows, on the one hand, the significance of the
lunar issue in the understanding of the history of the calendar and, on the other hand,
the diversity of the scholarly views in this respect. Right from the outset the study of
the lunar material of the Qumran Scrolls has been under the influence of the

pseudepigraphal books and information has been combined from these different
sources. However, in order to understand properly the lunar reckoning in the
Calendrical Documents it is necessary to isolate them from the other books so that an

in-depth and unbiased picture based on the evidence found in these documents alone
can be formulated. It is only when such a clear picture is formed that its comparison
with the other sources of the 364-day calendar will be able to reveal the true

relationship between them. Hence, the examination of the lunar material of the
Calendrical Documents will proceed in three steps:

1. To identify the lunar related sections in the Calendrical Documents and to check
for the validity of their lunar correlation.

2. Based on information from those confirmed lunar sections to formulate an

understanding of their lunar reckoning.
3. To compare the understanding formulated in step 2 with the lunar material in

Jubilees and 1 Enoch to review their agreements and disagreements.

Lunar Related Sections of the Qumran Calendrical Documents

Not every Qumran Calendrical Document has its enumeration connected with the

lunar cycle. Among all the documents only seven manuscripts have been suggested as

having lunar correlation in one way or another. They are: 4Q317, 4Q319, 4Q320,

4Q321, 4Q321a, 4Q322, and 4Q323. Starting from the most obvious to the more

obscure, these manuscripts will be inspected one by one firstly to see how they have
been proposed to be related to the lunar cycle, and secondly to examine the soundness
of these proposals.
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4Q317

This manuscript was first partially published by Milik in 1976,29 when it was
introduced with its old title "4QAstrCrypt" which gave no indication of its lunar

relation. However, about its content Milik stated, "In it the phases of the moon are

described, on a scale of fourteenths of the area of the full moon, for the successive

days of the solar year of 364 days." Thus ever since this manuscript has been more

commonly known as "4QPhases of the Moon".
As a matter of fact there is no explicit wording found in its fragments which

confirms that the text is talking about the moon. The text contains many brief
calendrical entries and it is difficult with each of these entries on its own to tell what it

is about. Take an entry cited by Milik as an example: "On the fifth (day) of this

(month) it is covered (up to) twelve (fourteenths of its surface); and so it enters the

day." If the supplementary words in the brackets were taken away the remaining
words would not make much sense. However, the lack of explicit wording on the

subject matter does not put one off from realising that the content of the text as a

daily account of the phases of the moon when the surviving entries are read together
as a whole. A few hints help to confirm that the text is about the lunar phase change.

1. The fuller entries

Other than the brief entries the text every now and then gives fuller descriptions in
some entries, which provide more information on the content of the text. One of

these fuller entries (1 ii 7-10) is cited as an example:

7. On the eighth of it, [it rules its light for a day in the midst of]
8. the sky abov[e. <fourteen and a half> And when the sun comes]

9. its light [ceases] to be covered, [and thus it begins to be revealed]

10. on the first of the week.

29 Milik. The Book ofEnoch, 68-69.
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The passage supplies a few important clues for the understanding of the text.

Firstly, "in the midst of the sky above" (lines 7-8) tells us that the text is about

something happening in the sky. Secondly, "when the sun comes" (line 8)

discloses that it is not concerned with the sun but rather something appearing
besides it. Thirdly, it is about the covering and revealing of "light" (lines 7 and 9).

2. Fuller entries as turning points ofbrief entries
The brief entries are all recorded with regular formulas, which can be grouped

together into two very similar styles. These formulas are:

On a certain number of it, it reveals a certain number, and so it enters the night.
On a certain number of it, it covers a certain number, and so it enters the day.

One of the formulaic styles is always used in successive entries until it reaches a

fuller entry, then after the fuller entry the other style will be used continuously in
the subsequent entries until another fuller entry is reached when the change over
of style will again take place.30 This changing pattern of formulaic styles indicates
that the fuller entries are the turning points of a certain process recorded in the
text.

3. The "step" changes in lines between the fuller entries

From the description of the fuller entries it is known that what is being described
in the brief entries as being revealed or covered is the light of something in the

sky. The amount of this revealed or covered light changes in each entry and the

change is always in an increasing order of one unit at a time.31
4. Fourteen steps of light change between the fuller entries

The amount of revealed or covered light always starts with one part in the first

entry after a fuller entry,32 and ends with either thirteen33 or fourteen"4 parts in the

311 The change over of styles at the fuller entries is best illustrated in 1 ii 1-32, but extant evidence

for this changing pattern is in fragment 2.
31 Extant evidence for this one part increment is preserved most vividly in 2:10-13.
32 See 1 ii 11, 2:10, and 4:9.
33 In 1 ii 26, the number is a reconstruction but it is confirmed by the order sequence and the

number of entries between the lines.
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last entry before the next fuller entry. With each entry representing a day, as
demonstrated by the number in the front of the entries, this means that there are

always either thirteen or fourteen days between the turning points of this process.

At this point there should be no more doubt about what the text is recording: this can

only be the waning and waxing process of the moon appearing in the night sky. The

daily amount of light shown on the moon's face is recorded in each entry. The fuller
entries represent the days when the moon reaches the turning points of its phase

change, that is the full moon and the dark moon. Between these turning points the
moon either reveals more and more of its light or covers it up gradually. For thirteen
or fourteen days the moon changes from one extreme phase to the other, and

altogether it takes about twenty-nine to thirty days to complete a cycle. The

interpretation of the text - "in it the phases of the moon are described" - suggested by
Milik is vividly attested by the evidence recovered in the fragments of the manuscript.

4Q320

The earliest disclosure of this manuscript was in Milik's 1956 preliminary report,
where its lunar characteristic was stated.

les Mismarot de 4Q presentent une concordance entre le role sacerdotal

hebdomadaire, le calendrier lunaire a mois de 29 et 30 jours altemativement

et l'annee de 364 jours. Voici un exemple: b6 bYhzq'l 129 bll I''sty Vr; a
interpreter comme suit: "le vendredi de (la semaine de) Yehizqiel correspond
au 29 (du mois lunaire) et tombe le 22 du 1 le mois (du calendrier

"essenien").35

The example quoted by Milik is from 4Q320 1 ii 2. The section containing this line
covers the three columns of fragment 1 of the manuscript, and Milik sees the section

34 See 2:6, 3:7.
35 Milik, "Le travail", 25.
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as a synchronising table between (1) the weekly roster of the priestly services, (2) the
lunar calendar of alternating twenty-nine-day and thirty-day months, and (3) the 364-

day year. Not everyone who has subsequently studied this section accepts Milik's

interpretation,36 but they all agree in principle that it is somehow concerned with the
lunar cycle.

The word "moon" is not found in the extant fragments of 4Q320, and there is
no explicit reference in its surviving texts that the lunar cycle is related here, but this
can be inferred. The first hint comes from the introductory entry at the beginning of
the section (1 i 1-5).37

1. ]to show it from the east.

2. [And] to cause it to shine [in] the middle of the sky, on the foundation of
3. [the firmamen]t, from evening till morning on the 4 of the week of
4. [sons of G]amul, vacat for the first month in the

5. [firs]t year;

The wording in the passage is clear enough to indicate that it refers to the appearance

of some heavenly body, but which one? The phrase "from evening till morning" (line

3) defines something that can only be seen at night, therefore the sun is excluded from
the possibilities. It is unlikely to mean the stars either for otherwise the suffixed

pronouns of the verbs in lines 1 and 2 would be plural. Thus the moon remains as the

most likely candidate.
This speculation on the subject of the introductory entry is supported by the

data in the subsequent entries of the section. There are three elements in each entry:

(1) a weekday according to the priestly roster, (2) a number with a preposition L?, and

36 For example, Wacholder and Abegg believe that this section "plots the Full Moon from its

formation on the fourth day of creation week through two 3 year cycles, or in other words, one 6 year

priestly rotation." (Preliminary Edition, 60).
3' This passage is crucial for the understanding of the lunar cycle in the Qumran texts and will be

discussed in more detail in the later section. At the moment the concern is only with confirming its

lunar relationship.
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(3) a date with both the order of day and month. Milik takes the second element as a

date on the lunar calendar. Whether this is a correct interpretation or not will be
discussed later, but at present it is sufficient to note that whenever this number is
extant in the fragments it always appears to be either twenty-nine or thirty. When this
number is compared to the information provided in the other two elements, it matches
with the duration separating the dates in successive entries.38 In other words, if each

entry is a record of the recurrence of a certain event, this number is representing the
duration between these recurrences. From a calendrical or astronomical perspective

an event that repeats in either twenty-nine or thirty days is likely to be related to the
lunar months or the lunar cycle. This confirms the lunar correlation of the section in

4Q320 fragment 1.

4Q321 and 321a

These two manuscripts are considered copies of the same text. The better preserved

manuscript (4Q321) shows that the work has two sections, and only text from the
first section is found in the other manuscript (4Q321a). A brief note on the first
section of the work is provided by Milik in his book Ten Years ofDiscovery in the
Wilderness ofJudaea,

Nevertheless, in one of their synchronistic tables, in addition to the

correspondence between the day of their solar calendar and the first day of
their lunar month they also note the day of the solar month on which the new

moon falls; this correspondence is called dauqah or duqyah,39

Although no reference to the text is given by Milik, the words "dauqah or duqyah"
make it clear that he is referring to the first section of 4Q321 and 4Q321a. Milik's

38 For the comparison of this number with the dates in the entries see table and discussion in

pages 240-241.
39 Milik, Ten Years, 152, note 5.
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understanding of the text is that it is a "synchronistic table" providing correspondence
between the solar and the lunar calendar.

The editorial work of these manuscripts has passed from Milik to Talmon and
Knohl who have produced preliminary reports on these manuscripts in two separate

articles.40 Talmon and Knohl rejected Milik's idea that the text is a synchronistic table
of two calendars, but they still agreed that it is lunar correlated. What they see in the
text is a "specification of the moon's monthly 'dark' phases and their equivalent dates
in the solar calendar".41 The text has generated great debate on its interpretation,

especially on the meaning of the word duqah, but its lunar correlation has never been
doubted. Despite the undisputed consensus held by scholars on the text's lunar

connection, it is still necessary to see whether this agreement is supported by the
text's extant evidence.

There is no explicit or implicit statement in the writings of the manuscripts'

fragments that hints at its lunar relationship. All the extant texts of this section in both

manuscripts belong to entries which follow a standard formula: "On a certain day of a
certain priestly course on a certain day ofa certain month, and duqah on a certain

day ofa certain priestly course on a certain day of it". In this case what can be found
with the writing are only dates (dates according to the priestly roster and dates

according to day and month) and the word duqah. This word does not help one in

understanding the content of the text because its meaning is dubious. So what the text
so meticulously recounts cannot actually be directly known from the extant writings in
the fragments.

The possible hint from the extant text to support its lunar correlation comes

from the periods of separation between the recording dates. Based on the data of
entries that can be confirmed by the extant writing in the fragments, the following
successive dates for the two parts of the entries can be ascertained:

40 Talmon and Knohl. "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321" and "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)".
41 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Bb (4Q321a)", 409.
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Extant successive dates for the first part of the entries

Weekday Priestly course Year Month Day Separating Duration
(calculated)

2 Abijah 1st 25 8 29

3 Jakim 24 9 30

5 Immer 23 10 29

6 Jehezkel 22 11 30

1 Jehoiarib 22 12 29

2 Malchijah 2nd 20 1 30

4 Jeshua 20 2

sabbath Hezir 6th 7 6 29

1 Jachin 5 7 30

3 Jehoiarib 5 8 29

4 Malchijah 4 9 30

6 Jeshua 3 10

Data from 4Q320 1 i 1-7 and 2 i 1-5 with extant c ata in bold

Extant successive dates for the second (duqah) part of the entries

Weekday Priestly course Year Month Day Separating Duration
(calculated)

4 Jachin 2nd 29 10 30

6 Jehoiarib 29 11 29

sabbath Mijamin 28 12

5 Harim 6th 21 8 30

sabbath Abijah 21 9 29

1 Jakim 19 10 30

3 Immer 19 11 29

4 Jehezkel 18 12

Data from 4Q320 1 ii 6-8 and 2 i 3-7 with extant data in bo

Calculating from this extant data the duration of separation between the two
successive dates of the same event is always either twenty-nine or thirty days. If the
text is recording the recurrences of the events, then the recurring period for these
events is either twenty-nine or thirty days. Therefore, these events are most likely to
be connected with the cyclic phase change of the moon.
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4Q319

The section of this manuscript which is suggested to be lunar related is from column 4
to 6 of fragment 1. Due to the repeated occurrences of the word niK in this section, it

is also known as the Otot-text, which also gives the entire manuscript its title,

4QOtot. When the text was introduced to the public for the first time Milik stated

that, "In the cycle of the seven jubilees which is described in 4QSb the 'signs' for the
successive triennial periods are enumerated, for example ft Gemul and ft

tfkanyah,"42 No specification was given for why the signs of successive triennial

periods are enumerated, but a few lines before in a brief description of "the calendars
of 4Q" Milik remarks

The priestly roster is spread over six years, and this sexennial cycle reflects a

desire to synchronize the sect's religious calendar ... with the lunisolar
calendar ... Accordingly, the two calendars synchronize every three years

(364x3 = 354x3+30) 43

Are these two three-year periods meant to be understood together? If so, then Milik's

understanding of the Otot-text is a lunar one: it is an enumeration of the period of

synchronism between the solar and the lunisolar calendars. However, almost the entire
section is a recitation of a very simple formula which contains three elements: (1) a

name, either Gamul or Shecaniah, (2) a word "sign", and (3) a yearly order. This

repeating unit gives no indication whatsoever of its lunar relation which opens up the

possibility for other interpretations. In this manner the lunar relation of the Otot-text is

questioned by Glessmer, who asks,

Is the distance of 'signs' every fourth year connected with special 'lunar

events', i.e., 'signs' in an astronomical sense? ... Or is it adequate to suppose

a non-lunar re-interpretation, which uses the special counting of the 'signs in

42
Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 62.

43 Milik. The Book ofEnoch, 62.
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the fmita" in a sense of intercalation for a 364-day-year against the tropical

year?44

Can the lunar context of this text be confirmed by its extant evidence? Not

exactly, but there are still hints to suggest that it is so. Before the recitation of the

repeating formula, a couple of badly mutilated introductory lines (1 iv 10-11) are

found, which may be able to elucidate, or at least to delimit, the context of the

subsequent enumeration.

10. [ ] its light in the fourth (day) of the we[ek ]
11. [ the] creation on the fourth (day) of G[amul (is) a sign;

Had this introduction been better preserved it could probably tell us what the "sign" in
the subsequent enumeration was all about. Unfortunately the damaged condition
denies us a firm answer. However, the wording in these lines still hints at its
connection. Firstly, the "sign" is connected with "the creation on the fourth day of the
week". According to Gen 1:14, what were made on the fourth day of the creation
week were the two great lights - the sun and the moon - and the stars. On this day
God assigned these lights as for signs of seasons, days and years. So the "sign" in this
text is most likely to be related to these heavenly bodies. Secondly, it is concerned
with "the light" ( HUN) of something appearing on this day. In Gen 1:17, it says,

44 U. Glessmer, "Investigation of the Otot-text (4Q319) and Questions about Methodology," in M.
O. Wise, N. Golb, J. J. Collins, and D. G. Pardee (ed.), Methods ofInvestigation ofthe Dead Sea
Scrolls and the Khirbet Qumran Site: PresentRealities and Future Prospects (Annals of the New
York Academy of Sciences 722; New York: New York Academy of Sciences, 1994) 429-440, 436.
The same question on the possible alternatives for the interpretation of the Otot-texts is again raised
in Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 146, where the alternatives can be summarised as "synchronism"

against "intercalation". Obviously Glessmer's choice is the latter as he stated "If a moon-context

seems not to be probable for 4QOtot, a model of intercalation seems be the most plausible

explanation for the hitherto unparalleled Otot-element in col. IV10-VI19." ("The Otot-Texts", 147)

However no specific explanations are given for why he thinks that a lunar context is not probable for

4QOtot other than saying, "no reference to the moon is discernible in the fragments [of 4QOtot]".
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"God set them [the heavenly bodies] in the dome of sky to give light (Tltfn'7) upon the

earth". Thus the light in line 10 is probably also referring to the light of a heavenly

body. From these we can infer that the "sign" is related to the function or the

appearance of a heavenly body on the fourth day of the creation week. So, based on

these introductory lines the only interpretation that is supported by the evidence of the
extant texts is one with an "astronomical sense".

The evidence from the introductory lines defines the context of the text as
related to the heavenly bodies, but the scope cannot be further narrowed down to a

more specific body by information from this text alone. To confirm its correlation with
the lunar cycle support from another Calendrical Document is needed. In order that
information can be transferred from one text to another there must be a secure affinity
between the two. Such an affinity can be proved as existing between the manuscripts

4Q319 and 4Q320 based on their resemblance in the following points:
1. The priestly roster

Both manuscripts employ the priestly roster as a tool for marking dates and
events. This characteristic feature guarantees the identity of the structure of their

underlying calendar.45
2. Parallel sections

There are parallel sections in the two manuscripts. At least three parts of 4Q319
can be found paralleled in 4Q320.46
4Q319
VII 7-18

[fragment 2]
"leaders of the months" in the six-year-cycle // 4Q320
Calendars A (Mism A) frgm. 4 I

VII 18/19-VIII 19

[fragment 7-8]
"calendar of festivals" in the six-year-cycle // 4Q320
Calendars A (Mism A) frgm. 4 III-VI

IX 4-8

[the concluding
passage]

"fundamental time-structure" // 4Q320 Calendars A (Mism
A) frgm. 4 II

45 See the discussion on the Priestly-Courses feature of the Qumran Calendrical Documents in the

previous chapter in pages 169-173.
46 The table is a part extract from Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 147. Although Glessmer also

notices that there are parallels between 4Q319 and 4Q320, he denies 4Q319 with any lunar
correlation and argues "that no reference to the moon is discernible in the fragments and that

nothing like this is to be expected in the above arrangement of columns [of 4QOtot]."
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The original column and line numbers are directly quoted from Glessmer's table;
their corresponding fragment numbers given in this thesis are provided in square
brackets.

3. Common themes

Apart from the parallel sections similar wording is also found in both manuscripts
which reflects that they hold some themes in common.

Theme on 4Q319 4Q320
creation 1 iv 11 2 i 2

light 1 iv 10 1 i 2
the fourth day of 1 iv 10-11; the concluding 1 i 3-4; 2 i 4-5; 4 ii
Gamul passage, line 8 13-14

series of time units the concluding passage, lines 4-7 4 ii 10-13

4. Sign as an enumerating unit
In 4Q319 "sign" is unquestionably the subject of enumeration in the entire Otot-
section. Among all the other Calendrical Documents this characteristic of taking a

sign as a counting unit is only found in 4Q320. In two very small fragments

(fragments 5 and 7) the word "signs" is found, and in one of them the word is
followed by a number written in numeric symbols, the same style as in the

summary statements of the Otot-text. Although the exact content of these tiny

fragments is not known, their resemblance with 4Q319 is remarkable,47 which
forms undeniable evidence for the close connection between the two

manuscripts.48

47 In contrast. Glessmer sees "a difference in linguistic usage" between the "signs" found in the

two manuscripts and suggests that they might refer to different things. ("Calendars in the Qumran

Scrolls", 263)
48 Another technical term used by both manuscripts as a time reckoning unit may point to the

same suggestion. The word BOB/, Release, is among the lists of fundamental time units in both

manuscripts to stand for the period of seven years. In other Qumran scrolls the period is commonly
referred to as "week of year" (cf. 1QS 10:7-8. CD 16 2:4, and in the preface ofJubilees and

throughout its counting of years in terms of jubilees and weeks of years), but only in these

manuscripts this seven-year period is referred to by a name which is connected with the biblical
ordinance on the sabbatical year (cf. Lev 15 and 25).
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The two manuscripts are certainly not exact copies of the same work and in
most sections their objectives of enumeration are different, but their close resemblance
is undeniable. We have learnt that the section in 4Q320 fragment 1 is lunar related and
it covers a cycle of three years. With the resemblance of the two manuscripts in mind
it is hard to image that a three-year co-ordination between the lunar cycle and the

364-day year is carefully formulated in one manuscript, while another three-year

period which has nothing to do with the lunar cycle at all is enumerated in the other.
The author's purpose for counting the three-year period against the seven-year release

cycle in the Otot-text may still be a debatable question, but the lunar connection of the

three-year period in the text is indisputable.

4Q322 and 4Q323

Milik in his 1957 preliminary report also mentioned a work which may have a lunar
correlation.

Un ouvragc, represents par deux mss. differents, mais malheureusement
reduits a quelques petites parcelles, s'apparente au meme groupe de

Mismarot, mais avec des additions d'un interet exceptionnel. ... Mais

occasionnellement se retrouvent la mention des mois babyloniens ("... neuf de
Sebat" -... tsch tsbt\ "... de Marheswan" - Imrhswn) et des evenements

historiques.49

These two manuscripts turn out to be 4Q322 and 4Q323 with the quoted words from
2:2 and 4:5 respectively. There is no other indication that these manuscripts are lunar
related other than the two month names. However, if the reading of these names is

correct, then their lunar correlation is established. The names read byMilik are the
Hebrew equivalents of two of the twelve Babylonian month names, which have been

adopted by the Jews since the Exile until the present day. The Babylonian calendar, as
well as its Jewish counterpart, was lunisolar with its months fixed on the sighting of

49
Milik. "Le travail", 25-26.
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the new moon. Thus the presence ofBabylonian month names in these manuscripts
would mean that in their texts the lunisolar calendar is somehow connected to their

controlling calendar which is certainly the 364-day calendar. Nevertheless, the reading
of the Babylonian month names is not entirely clear, and it is unsound to base on it a

theory that the Babylonian/Jewish lunisolar calendar is co-ordinated in the Qumran
Calendrical Documents.50 To see why these readings are to be doubted it is necessary
to look at the fragments containing these words.

In 4Q322 2:2 what remains in the line is "]nr tonty1? ni>[". There is no

problem with the reading of the surviving letters. The problem is rather with their

interpretation. Does the word B255 necessarily mean the Babylonian month Shebat?

Although most of the translations follow Milik's suggestion in translating the line as

"ninth of Shebat (month)", it is not the only possibility. Wise has a different idea for
this word, and in various studies he consistently translates the line as "on the foujrth

(day) of this course's service".51 The word could mean the eleventh month of the

Babylonian/Jewish calendar, but it more commonly means "rod, staff, club, sceptre, or
tribe". 52 Therefore it is totally legitimate for Wise to take it to mean "tribe", and
hence to extend this meaning to refer it to the service of a priestly family.

Furthermore, the line does not need to be understood in a calendrical sense.

To interpret the line in a calendrical sense, as both Milik and Wise do, appears to be

compelling when one considers that it is found in one of the calendrically related texts.

However, its oddity as a piece of calendrical information compared with others in the

50 Talmon has commented on this issue in one of his work on the calendrical controversy where
he states "The question of whether the Covenanters developed a system of synchronization of their
solar with the Jewish lunar calendar remains open. While some scholars affirm that this was the

case, I maintain that this affirmation derives from an inaccurate interpretation of data in Qumran
calendrical texts." ("Calendar Controversy in Ancient Judaism: The Case of the Community of the
Renewed Covenant," in D. W. Pariy and E. Ulrich (ed.), The Provo International Conference on the
Dead Sea Scrolls: Technological Innovations, New Texts, andReformulated Issues (Studies on the
Texts of the Desert of Judah 30: Leiden: Brill, 1999) 379-395, 387.)

51 See the translation in Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 191; Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea
Scrolls Uncovered, 125; and Wise, Abegg, and Cook, A New Translation, 314.

52 The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew-English Lexicon, 986b-987a.
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Calendrical Documents makes the seemingly obvious interpretation questionable.

Taking it as referring to a day of a particular month (Shebat) makes it the odd one out

amongst the hundreds of references where the day of the month is recorded in these
documents. Whenever the month is referred to it is always called by numerical order
but never by name. Thus when one reads the word in this line as the Babylonian
month name, one is claiming that a peculiar irregularity is found here. Of course if

4Q322 was a work consisting of only calendrical entries then the calendrical

interpretation of the line would be more compelling. However, the work is a copy of
the so-called "Annalistic Calendar",53 which does not only enumerate calendrical data
but also incorporates large sections of non-calendrical descriptions of historical
events. Therefore words in this manuscript are not necessarily calendrically related. In

fact, lines found in the fragments of 4Q322 mostly belong to the non-calendrical

descriptions instead of calendrical entries. Therefore the chance of line 2:2 being

calendrically related is less likely than not, and the word £2H'2> is more likely to mean

simply a tribe or a sceptre rather than the month Shebat or a priestly course.

The case of 4Q323 is even more obscure. What is left of line 4:5 is only a

damaged and isolated word "]"|H5[ To reconstruct it as the Babylonian month
name "Marheshvan" is possible but not definite. As a matter of fact, the fragment

containing this word is so damaged that most of the translations have given up the

attempt to speculate on any of its words and simply ignore it entirely. The reading of
Milik is likely a speculation based on the manuscript's calendrical context. However,

similarly as in the case of 4Q322 the context of this manuscript is not enough to
confirm every word of its fragments as being calendrically related. Also reconstructing
the word as the name of a Babylonian month is not attested by any of the Qumran

Calendrical Documents. Without the support from either the other documents or the
context of this manuscript the proposed reconstruction is a mere possibility with no

solid grounding. Such an uncertain reading should not be taken seriously as evidence
for any theory of the Qumran calendar to develop from.

53 The name is given by Wise to the text of six manuscripts 4Q322-4Q324c.
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The claim that Babylonian month names are found in the Calendrical
Documents is therefore unreliable. Hence the view of a co-ordination between the

Qumran calendar and the Babylonian/Jewish lunisolar calendar existing in these
documents is also questionable. As a result the lunar correlation of these manuscripts
is rejected, and their information will not be taken into account in the subsequent

analysis when evidence of the confirmed lunar related texts is extracted to formulate
an overall picture of the Qumran Calendrical Document's lunar reckoning.

Lunar Cycle in the Qumran Calendrical Documents

The aim of this section is to build up a portrayal of the Qumran lunar reckoning based
on material extracted from the confirmed lunar related sections of the Calendrical

Documents. Thus the source material for the following synthesis is confined to:
• all the fragments of 4Q317
• the Otot-section (1 iv-vi) of 4Q319
• the section in fragment 1 (1 i-iii) of 4Q320
• the first section (1 i-2 i) of 4Q321
• all fragments of 4Q3 21 a

Period of the Lunar Cycle

In the examination of the lunar correlation of the Calendrical Documents a cycle with
the period of either twenty-nine or thirty days is found to be present in the documents.
Such a cycle in the calendrical context is deemed to be connected with the lunar cycle.
The periodic phase change of the moon is known in modern astronomy as the synodic

month, which is equated to 29.530588 days. In the ancient past, calendars were

usually determined by observations of the natural phenomena. Lunar months fixed in
such a way almost inevitably turned out to have either twenty-nine or thirty days.

However, the real-life observation way of determining the months produced no fixed
or regular pattern for the cycle to vary between the two possible numbers of days. In
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the process of development most lunar calendars gradually moved away from natural
observation to astronomical calculation, with which a more regular pattern emerged.
The evolved patterns more or less followed an alternating form but not always. There
were always some disruptions to the alternating pattern now and then either for the

adjustment with the natural cycle or out of other considerations.54 In view of the

presence of irregularities in most of the other lunar calendars it is necessary to check
whether the lunar reckoning in the Calendrical Documents follows a regular
alternative pattern or not.

The most extensive information for the lunar period comes from 4Q320

fragment 1 in which the duration between two successive occurrences of a lunar event
is stated by the second element in each entry. The surviving data of this section are

tabulated thus:

Entry in Element 1 Element 2 Element 3
1 i 1-5 4 Gamul
1 i 6 29 30/1
1 i 7 30 30/2
1 i 8 29 29/3
1 i 9 30 29/4
1 i 10 29 27/5
1 i 11 30 27/6
1 i 12 29 25/7
1 i 13 30 * 25/8
1 i 14 29 * 24/9
1 ii 1 5 Immer 30 23/10
1 ii 2 6 Jehezkel 29 22/11
1 ii 3 1 Jehoiarib 30 22/12
1 ii 5 2 Malchi jah 29 20/1
1 ii 6 4 Jeshua 30 20/2
1 ii 7 5 Huppah 29 19/3
1 ii 8 sab. Happizzez 30 18/4
1 ii 9 1 Gamul 29 *

1 ii 10 3 Jedaiah 30 *

1 ii 11 4 Mijamin 29 *

1 ii 12 6 Shecaniah 30 *

1 ii 13 sab. Bilgah 29 *

1 ii 14 (30)
1 iii 1 (29)
1 iii 2 (30)
1 iii 3 (29)
1 iii 4 (30)

54 For examples see the modern lunar calendars used by the Jews or the Muslims.
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1 iii 5 (29)
1 iii 6 (30)
1 iii 7 (29)
1 iii 8 (30)
1 iii 9 (29)
1 iii 10 3 Huppah 30 5/8
1 iii 11 4 Hezir 29 4/9
1 iii 12 6 Jachin 30 3/10
1 iii 13 sab. Jedaiah 29 2/11
1 iii 14 2 Mijamin 30 2/12
*

- reconstructed data confirmed by the extant data (in bold) in either one of the other
two elements

( ) - data reconstructed according to the alternating pattern

All the extant figures of the second element (1 i 6-12, 1 ii 1-8, 1 iii 10-14) are always
in an alternating pattern. In addition, since the three elements of the entries are

interlinked with each other, any missing element of an entry can be firmly deduced
from the other extant elements of the same entry. Some missing figures of the second
element can be recovered in this way (shown in the table with an *). These
reconstructed numbers also follow the alternating pattern. With each entry

corresponding to a month in the 364-day year, there should be thirty-six entries for
the entire three-year period of the section. Out of the thirty-six entries, the second
element of twenty-six of them can be confirmed either by its own extant reading or by
deduction from the other extant elements.

All together this leaves only ten unconfirmed missing entries (1 ii 14-1 iii 9). If
the ten missing data are reconstructed according to the alternating pattern (as shown
in the table), they fit perfectly well with the confirmed data. The complete
reconstruction of the series of this element allow us to conclude that the lunar cycle in
the Calendrical Documents is reckoned by a regular alternating pattern within a three-

year period.
All the texts recovered for this section are within a period of three years.

Whether the original writing covers only three years is not able to be proven by its

surviving fragments,55 but that the lunar cycle is co-ordinated with the 364-day year in

55 The employment of the priestly roster as part of the calendrical calculation requires the
enumerated cycle to be completed within six years, which strongly suggests that half of the original
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three years is evidenced by the duqah-text of 4Q321 and 4Q321a.56 With the
confirmation of the alternating pattern within the three-year period, there remains one

more question to be answered in investigating the lunar period of the Calendrical
Documents: does the regular pattern consistently follow through, even at the point
where the three-year periods meet? The enumerated event in 4Q320 fragment 1 has
its first appearance on 1/1 of the first year, then it reoccurs with the alternating pattern

starting first with a twenty-nine-day cycle. After thirty-six alternating cycles it falls on

2/12 of the third year at the end of a thirty-day cycle.57 However, in order for the
lunar cycle to match with the 364-day year in every three-year period the next

recurrence of the event has to fall on 1/1 once again for the first year of the next

triennial period. From 2/12 to 1/1 there are thirty days. So that is another thirty-day

period following the last one. In this way the alternating pattern does not always apply
because when the triennial periods meet it is interrupted by a double thirty-day period.
Therefore the co-ordination between the lunar cycle and the 364-day year should be

represented by 3 x 364 days = 18 x 29 days + 18 x 30 days + 30 days. The overall

average for this reckoning is 29.513513 days (3 x 364 days/37 cycles) instead of 29.5

days of a strict alternating pattern.

Locating the Critical Phases of the Lunar Cycle

How the schematic lunar cycle matches the changing phases of the moon has

generated one of the largest debates in the study of the Calendrical Documents. There

text containing another three years is lost. However, three factors stand against such a speculation.

Firstly, not a single entry is found for the presumed lost years. Secondly, extensive entries are extant
for the recovered three years period, which cover from the first entry (first month of the first year) to
the last entry (twelfth month of the third year) of the period. Thirdly, the three years period forms a

self-contained cycle of its own.
56 That the duqah-text contains two identical triennial lunar cycles within its sexennial priestly

cycle is proved by the parallels between some entries despite the different priestly names, cf. 4Q321 1

iii 5 with 2 i 4; and 1 iii 7 with 2 i 7.
57 This is attested in 4Q320 1 iii 14.
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is no doubt that these documents fix the lunar cycle with either twenty-nine or thirty

days, but the question is: at which stage of the moon does this cycle begin? This issue
was first drawn to scholars' attention byMilik in his book Ten Years ofDiscovery in
the Wilderness ofJudaea.

Further study of theMismarot from Cave IV, not yet finished, seems to
favour the assumption that the Essenes computed the beginning of their lunar
month from the full moon, not the new moon. Nevertheless, in one of their

synchronistic tables, in addition to the correspondence between the day of
their solar calendar and the first day of their lunar month they also note the

day of the solar month on which the new moon falls; this correspondence is
called dauqah or duqyah, which in Rabbinic literature means 'precision

(obtained by an observation)' the root dwq meaning 'to examine, observe'.58

Milik's statement produced an intriguing but clear idea of how the Essenes reckoned
the lunar cycle. In this brief note Milik did not only provide an interpretation for the

correspondence between the solar and the lunar calendars but also included an

etymological explanation for the otherwise unknown word found in these texts.

However, since its publication the content of this note has drawn various responses.

Many disagree with Milik on both his interpretation of the cycle and his etymological

explanation. Even though it is now more than forty years since this publication the

diversity of scholarly views is still strong. In one of the recent translations of the Dead
Sea Scrolls a consensus could not be reached by its co-authors on this subject and had
to be settled by a compromise tranlation. Alongside it a remark is stated to express

their differences: "scholars are still debating the options for duq, and a reasonable case

can be made for either approach. The authors of this book do not themselves agree on

what it means but have decided to translate according to the full-moon option."59 This

demonstrates, on the one hand, the difficulty and uncertainty of reading these texts,
and on the other, their significance for the understanding of the Qumran calendar.

58
Milik, Ten Years, 152, note 5.

59 Wise, Abegg, and Cook, A New Translation, 300.
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Etymology of duqah

The text represented by the manuscripts 4Q321 and 4Q321a has two sections, and
the first section is characterised by an unusual word duqah (HpH). This duqah-text

records the recurrences of two lunar events in a six-year period. Since no appellation
is given in the text for one of the events, the name duqah given for the other event
seems to form the only and indispensable clue for resolving the problem of the lunar

stages they represent. Unfortunately, this crucial word is a hapax legomenon.
Therefore no support can be drawn from other Hebrew writings in order to discover
its exact meaning. Although the word occurs many times throughout the whole

duqah-text, it is always in the same form and with the same usage. Thus the context

of its present text does not help much either. In the absence of other means to locate
the meaning of an otherwise unknown word, etymological analysis remains a feasible

way to help to reach its possible meanings. Although the meaning of a word is not

necessarily connected directly to its etymology, the connotations of the root can at

least provide a guideline to narrow down the conjectural possibilities.
Nevertheless the etymological approach to narrow down the meaning of npn

has proved itself to be no easy task for scholarly opinions differ even on the

etymology of the word. Two possible roots have been suggested for the word to be

developed from, pn60 and pp"I61. Detailed research of the usage of the two proposed

root words in the Semitic languages was conducted by Wise which provides a

thorough coverage of their possible basic and extended meanings.62 According to
Wise's study, ppl is a more common word and is attested in various branches of the

Semitic languages. Despite its widespread application all the uses of the word in
different languages resonate with a similar basic idea. It is either used to mean the act

ofbreaking things into pieces (i.e. to crush, to pulverise, to shatter, or to ground) or

60
Suggested by Milik in Ten Years, 152, note 5.

61
Suggested by Talinon and Knohl in " M/marot Ba, 4Q321", 298.

62
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 245-228.
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to mean the result of such an act (i.e. to be small, fine, thin, or withered). Compared
to pp~[, the other proposed root pn is not so common and is mainly attested in the

Aramaic family. The basic meaning of the word is "to look at something carefully",
and from this it may be extended to mean "precision" (as an abstract substantive) or

"exactly" (as an adverb). Wise has highlighted this root's usage in Syriac as being

particularly noteworthy in attempting to derive the meaning of npn. In Syriac the

root pn is still confined to the basic meaning of "to look", but it is in particular
connected with making astronomical observations.

So how do scholars propose to understand npn and how do they relate their

understandings to the possible etymological roots of the term? To illustrate the

difficulty and inconclusiveness of this approach, the three most comprehensive

proposals are listed for comparison:

Milik63
root - pn
npn - the day on which the new moon falls
meaning - to examine, to observe (the new moon)

Wise64
root - pn
npn - the day when the moon is full
meaning - observation (of the full moon)

Talmon and Knohl65
root - ppn
npn - the day when the full moon begins to wane

meaning - to become thin

Milik's contribution to the discussion, although brief, is most influential. His

suggestion has gained wide acceptance. According to Wise's analysis, the root pn is

not as common as ppn, but is still widely attested in Aramaic with the basic meaning

of "to look at something carefully". The special usage of the word in Syriac in

63 Milik, Ten Years, 152, note 5.
64
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 228.

65 Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321", 298.
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association with astronomical observation could persuade one to connect this meaning
with the context of the duqah-text. The problem with this proposal is that there is no

way to determine from the root meaning just what is being observed. The term may

refer to the object of an observation or the action of observing, but in either case it

does not define the phase of the moon being observed.
Milik's interpretation that duqah is the observation of the new moon is a

legitimate one. For thousands of years the Babylonians relied on the appearance of the
new moon to fix their months. The same method was being used by the Jews even up

to the early centuries CE before it was gradually replaced by the method of
calculation. Therefore understanding duqah as meaning the sighting of the new moon

would be plausible as this was a common practice of the time and place when and
where the text was produced. However, this association with a common practice can

only make the proposal more plausible but cannot rule out other possible

explanations.
Wise's proposal follows the same line. After his study on the two possible

etymologies Wise opts for the root pn and takes the basic meaning of duqah to be

associated with something of an astronomical observation. However, what he

suggests as the object of observation is the full moon instead of the new moon. The
reason that leads him to draw such a conclusion is not from the duqah-text itself but
from other Qumran works which are related to the cycle of the moon.66 Although it is
not easy to determine the full moon as it is the new moon by observation, it is still a
lunar stage that can be fixed simply by looking at the phase change of the moon each

night. In fact, one could even say that the full moon is the most spectacular one

among all the different phases. Therefore Wise's suggestion cannot be rejected.
From these two proposals we can see that even if the meaning ofduqah can be

confirmed as "astronomical observation", there is still the difficulty of pinpointing the
lunar phase being observed. Actually following this line of argument one can make a

connection between the term and almost any lunar phase, with the possible exception

66
Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 228. The works cited by Wise to support his theory are 4QEnastr,

4Q503, and 4317, which. Wise thinks, all have the full moon located in the middle of their months,

as is the duqah in the duqah-text.
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of the dark moon. When the moon is in the conjunction of its path it is totally dark
and invisible and thus is not something which can be observed by our eyesight. To say

something like "observing the invisible moon" may appear unsound. However, the
basic meaning ofpn can be extended to mean "to examine precisely, to determine

exactly", and in that case the term duqah could still arguably mean the "precise" result
of an examination (of the time when the moon is in its conjunction).

The other root ppl suggested by Talmon and Knohl has also gained wide

acceptance, but it also can be applied to different stages of the lunar cycle.

Throughout the wide range of Semitic languages the word is connected with the basic

meaning of "to break into pieces" or "to be thin". Talmon and Knohl make the
connection between the root and the term duqah by focusing on the action of the root
word - to make thin, to become small, and apply it to the time when the moon is just
about to come down from its fullness - that is, the thinning of the moon. This focus
and application of the root meaning of the term are fair enough, but again it does not
limit the term to only that particular moment. Throughout the whole waning process,

from the first night when the moonlight starts to reduce to the night when it is no

longer to be seen, the moon is in the process of "to be thin". Taking the term to mean

"thinning" may exclude the phases in the waxing process, but there still remains half
of the lunar cycle as possible time for the term to represent.

Furthermore, applying the root pp1 to the term duqah is not limited to Talmon

and Knohl's interpretation. This root word, as well as meaning the action of breaking,
can also represent the result of such action, that is as an adjective to mean "thin,

small, fine". This adjectival usage fits well with certain stages of the lunar cycle. The

sighting of the last moon in the west just before dawn and the first appearance of the
new moon in the east just after sunset are the times when the moon has just enough

light to still be seen. To describe the barely visible moon in these stages as "small" or
"thin" could not be more apt. The choices of lunar phase for this application of the
root meaning to the term may be limited but it still remains a possible interpretation.

The survey on the proposed roots and their associated interpretations for the
term duqah shows the range of possibilities and inclusiveness of the etymological

approach. Firstly, one has to decide between two equally viable roots. Secondly, even
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if one opts for either one in particular, the meaning of the chosen root can still be

applied to a number of different phases of the moon cycle. Thus to resolve the

problem of how the Qumran lunar cycle matches with the phases of the moon, as well
as to find out the meaning of the term duqah, we need to resort to another approach.

Lunar Phase for the Beginning of the Qumran Lunar Cycle

A more definite answer in identifying the lunar phase for the beginning of the Qumran
lunar cycle can be reached in 4Q320 fragment 1. Some scholars have already resorted
to using the first five lines of this section (1 i 1-5) to argue for the full moon option.67
However, in order for these lines to make a proper contribution to the question

discussed, two fundamental points about this section have to be resolved first: (1)
What is the purpose of the section 4Q320 1 i-iii? (2) What is the function of the first
five lines in this section?

Purpose of the Section 4Q320 1 i-iii

In his early work Milik quoted an entry from this section as an example, "Friday in

Yehezq'el, the 29th (day) - the 22nd of the eleventh month" and interpreted it as "the
22nd of the eleventh month (of the first year in the religious calendar) falling on the

Friday in the week when Yehezq'el is on duty, corresponds to the 29th (and last) day
of the eleventh month (Sebt) in the luni-solar calendar."68 His understanding of the
text as a synchronism of the 364-day calendar, the Jewish lunisolar calendar, and the

weekly roster of the priests has dominated the understanding of this text ever since,
and the term "synchronistic calendar" is frequently used to describe it. As more

67 VanderKam, "Calendrical Texts", 381; Albani, "Die lunaren Zyklen", 24-25; C. Martone,
"Some Observations on the New Mishmarot Texts from Qumran." in D. W. Parry and E. Ulrich

(ed.), The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls: Technological Innovations, New

Texts, andReformulated Issues (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 30; Leiden: Brill, 1999)

443-449, 446-447.
68
Milik, Ten Years, 108. The same example is quoted in "Le travail", 25.
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material of the Calendrical Documents has been published, modifications on the
nature of the synchronised elements have been made but the concept of synchronism
has not been challenged in general.

The example quoted by Milik consists of three elements, and in the original
text they appear as:

Element 3 Element 2 Element 1

liob ^hsm j//n ■ililliiiih ^Kprrpn mini

There is no problem with the interpretation of the first and third elements. The date of
the entry is provided in the first element by the weekday of the priestly service

according to the six-year priestly cycle and in the third element by the day and month

according to the 364-day calendar. The problem comes with the interpretation of the
second element. Milik, as do subsequent translators, saw this element as referring to
the same day marked according to a lunar calendar. By interpolating the order of the
month in the third element to the lunar date Milik concluded that a correspondence
between the two calendars is reached here - "the 22nd of the eleventh month (of the
first year in the religious calendar) ... corresponds to the 29th (and last) day of the
eleventh month (Sebt) in the luni-solar calendar".

One must ask why the text would enumerate the correspondence by marking
the end of the lunar months but not their beginning. If this is a synchronism between
the lunar and the solar years it will be more logical that the text states when the first

days of the lunar months fall in the 364-day year rather than the last days. Milik did
not elaborate on why he saw the text synchronising the two calendars in this way.
Whilst most of the translations or studies silently pass over this peculiarity, some
scholars do try to provide explanations.69 However, instead of providing rationale to

support the peculiar reading, the suggested explanations are actually grounded on the

reading itself and the scholars' own particular interpretation of the text. Without a

69 For examples see Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 43, particularly note 96; and Talmon and Knohl, "
M/marot Ba, 4Q321", 298-9.
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proper explanation this anomaly ofmarking the last day of the lunar months remains
an obstacle in reading the text as a synchronism of two calendars.

In addition to the lack of an explanation for the anomaly ofmarking the last

days of the lunar month, a more serious problem for understanding the text as the

synchronism of two calendars emerges when its data are analysed. The problem

appears at the very beginning of the text. Being considered as a synchronistic calendar
the table of correspondence between the two calendars is usually taken as starting
with the entry in line 6 of the first column, which runs as: "The 5th of (the week of)
Jedaiah (corresponds) to the 29th (day of a lunar month, and falls) on the 30th of the
1st (month according to the solar calendar)".70 Reading down from this entry this

interpretation seems to be appropriate for the text. However, the problem is not with

reading down the text from this apparent beginning of the table in line 6 but rather
with the unrecorded data when the recorded dates are extrapolated back to the period

prior to them.

Line Weekday Lunar date Solar date
? day 4 ofGamul ? 1 st of 1 st month

1 i 6 day 5 of Jedaiah 29th of 1 st month 30th of 1st month
1 i 7 sabbath ofHakkoz 30th of 2nd month 30th of 2nd month
1 i 8 day 1 ofEliashib 29th of 3rd month 29th of 3rd month

If 29/1 of the lunar year is equivalent to 30/1 of the solar year, then the lunar 1/1 has
to fall on the solar 2/1. Two questions have to be asked about this assumption. Firstly,
would the author of the text really reckon two different calendars which are

misaligned by one day, and if so, then why and how does this misalignment come
about? Secondly, what would be the equivalent in the lunar calendar for the solar 1/1?

In the Calendrical Documents "the 4th day of the week of the sons of Gamul"
is repeatedly emphasised as the beginning of all the years and other time units,71 and
this emphasis reflects how the documents compute the beginning of time reckoning
with the fourth day of the creation week, the day when the sun and the moon were

70 Translation from the Study Edition.
71 The phrase can be found in 4Q320 2 i 2-5; 4 ii 10-14; 4Q319 10:4-8.
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created. If this day is regarded as the beginning of time because God created the time

regulators on this day, then both the solar and the lunar calendars should have the
same starting day. Interpreting 4Q320 1 i 6 as a correspondence between the 29th of
the first lunar month and the 30th of the first solar month is to suggest that the lunar
calendar started a day behind the solar calendar.

No scholar other than Wise has tried to resolve this "one day" discrepancy.
Wise's approach is to suggest that the two calendars have different starting points not

only for their years but also for their days.72 The lunar day begins with the evening
when the moon appears, while the solar day starts at dawn when the sun rises. The
two heavenly bodies were created on the same day, but the solar day began first and

only when half of this day was gone did the lunar day start with the coming of the

evening. Wise argues that in constructing the correspondence table the two different

starting times of the days were aligned together by shifting the lunar day half day

forward, which means that the first half of the first lunar day was disregarded and it
was counted as starting with the dawn on the second solar day. In so doing the lunar

year fell one day behind the solar year at the beginning of time reckoning. Wise's

suggestion may be a possible explanation for how the one day difference came about.

However, to accept Wise's view one has to assume that:

(1) there are two calendars in this text, one based on the moon and the other
based on the sun;

(2) because their prime regulators are different the two calendars have
different starting points for the beginning of their days;

(3) there is an adjustment to bring in the alignment between the two different

ways of reckoning the day;

(4) to align the two ways of reckoning the lunar calendar has to give up its

regulating principle to match with the other;

(5) the alignment is carried out by shifting the time forward disregarding part

of the existing lunar day instead of pushing the reckoning backward to

72 Wise, Thunder in Gemini, 42-43.
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include the half day that did not count in the lunar day but already existed
in the solar one.

Each one of these points is an assumption that demands vigorous proof, and so far
none is forthcoming. Does this interpretation really represent what is found in the text
or does it reflect what one might want to find in it? Wise's suggestion is a genuine

attempt to provide a logical explanation for a difficult problem with this widely

popular interpretation of the text. However, the difficulties mentioned in accepting it

signal that perhaps it is time to give up this prevailing but problematic interpretation
and to look for a better alternative.

Regarding the question on the lunar equivalent for the solar calendar day one
there can be two possible answers: (1) there is no equivalent in the lunar calendar for
this day, or (2) this day corresponds to the last day of the preceding month in the
lunar calendar. However, both answers are problematic.

With the "no equivalent" answer it suggests that there is a gap for the lunar

years at the beginning of the three-year period enumerated by this text. However, as
we know that the text is meant to be representing a cycle which is repeating every

three years, a gap in the lunar calculation would inevitably disrupt the three-year

period being run as a repetitive unit. Thus the repeating property of the cycle prevents

the view that there is a day in the solar calendar which has no correspondence in the
lunar cycle.

If one understands the first solar day as equivalent to the last day of a lunar

month, one will find the record of entries is opposing this possibility. According to the

synchronistic-calendar interpretation, the text is supposed to have recorded every

single last day of the lunar months in the three-year period. If day one of the solar
calendar is equivalent to the last day of a lunar month this should be recorded among

the entries. More correctly it should appear in front of line 1 i 6 as the first entry,
which in terms of the synchronistic interpretation should read something like "The 4th
of (the week of) Gamul (corresponds) to the 30th (day of a lunar month, and falls) on
the 1st of the 1st (month according to the solar calendar)". The absence of such an

entry means that either the text does not agree with such a correspondence or there is

problem with the interpretation.
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Despite its widespread acceptance, understanding the three columns of 4Q320

fragment 1 as a synchronism between a lunar and a solar calendar cannot be

supported. Such an interpretation produces many questions that have not or can not
be answered. Instead of struggling on with these inherent problems, as some scholars
have done, a better approach is to simply give up this long-established interpretation
and to take a fresh look at the text from a different perspective.

That the section in 4Q320 fragment 1 is closely related to the lunar cycle is
certain. However, the lunar connection does not necessary imply that there is a lunar
calendar in the text. In the sense of a system for arranging days, weeks, and months to
indicate point, length, or division of time, there is only one calendar in this text and
that is the 364-day calendar. The lunar cycle is not used in this text for indicating
events in time but itself is the object of enumeration. In the Calendrical Documents

particular events, such as festivals and special calendrical days, are enumerated entry

by entry. This text is no different from the others, only this time the recorded event is
related to the lunar cycle. What is marked in this text is every single day when a

particular phase of the moon occurs in the three-year period. Each entry represents
one of these occurrences and the duration between two consecutive entries is equal to
the period of one lunar cycle.

The key problem for interpreting this text is in the middle element of the
entries. This element consists simply of a preposition *7 and a number in numeric

symbols. In general whenever a number is found in the Calendrical Documents, no
matter it appears in ciphers, in cardinal form, or in ordinal form, it is usually

representing the order of day, month, year, or jubilee. However, this common practice
does not preclude this number being read otherwise. An illustrative example of finding
a ciphered number not representing the order of a calendrical unit comes in the same

manuscript. In the section starting with 2 ii 5, each of its entries also contains three
elements and the second element happens to be also a ciphered number but only this
time it is not accompanied by any preposition. The general understanding of this
section is that it is a month by month list for the whole sexennial priestly cycle listing
in each entry: (1) the order of the month, (2) the number of days in that month, and

(3) the priestly family serving at the beginning of that month. Although the section is
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badly damaged with no single entry fully preserved, it is indisputable that the cipher
number in the middle of the entries stands for the number of days in each month of the

364-day year. Drawing the interpretation from this analogous case, we can see that
the ciphered number in the middle of the entries of the lunar related section in

fragment 1 does not refer to the order of a day but to the number of days in a period.
The preposition ^ in general means "to, for, in regard to". Therefore if the number is

taken as referring to the order of a day, translating the *7 as "corresponding to" or

"equals to" is a reasonable reading. However, the versatility of the preposition allows
it to be translated differently. The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew-

English Lexicon lists the usage of the preposition with regard to time mainly as

meaning "to, towards, against", but it also points out a relatively rare usage: "to

denote the close of a period" as in Gen 7:4 or Amos 4:4.73 Therefore it can also mean

"at the end" of a certain time, or simply "after" a certain period of time. The whole
middle element instead of referring to a date in the lunar calendar is more likely to be
read as "after 29 days" or "after 30 days". Therefore, the whole section of4Q320

fragment 1 functions as a record of the recurrences of a particular lunar event by

stating the dates of the recurrences as well as the durations separating them.

Function of the Introductory Lines (1 i 1-5) in 4Q320 fragment 1

Taking the same line quoted by Milik as an example, the proposed new reading would
have it read like: on the 6 of Jehezkel after 29 (days) on the 22 of the eleventh

(month). However, the translation of this single line standing on its own does not
make much sense for it only provides a date and a duration of time but does not tell
what the enumerated event is. In this respect all the entries have to be read as a whole.
The lines written with the standard formula are all abbreviated forms of the more fully
described entry right at the beginning of the text, and they can only be understood

properly when read together with this first entry. The entry in line 1 i 6, as mentioned

before, is usually taken as the beginning of this recording list. In fact it is not the first

73 The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew-English Lexicon, 516, 6b.
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but rather the second following immediately after the introductory entry which is
recorded in a much more elaborated manner in lines 1-5. The date given in line 6 is

30/1, and the duration separating this entry and the previous one is twenty-nine days.

Counting back twenty-nine days from 30/1 the first event falls exactly on 1/1, the very
first day of the whole enumeration. The date 1/1 is not found in the lines 1-5 but its

equivalent in the priestly roster is. "On the 4th of the week of the sons ofGamul, in
the first month of the first year" (lines 3-5) this can only refer to the first day of the
month. Thus these five lines are part of the enumerating list. More important still, they
do not only simply state the date for the first occurrence of the event but also provide
a detailed description ofwhat this event is - the appearance of the moon on this very

day. In the subsequent entries this description of the lunar stage is assumed but not

explicitly stated. Since the subject matter has already been clearly stated in the fuller
first entry, only the date and the separating duration are considered sufficient to mark
the recurrence of the event with the other entries. Therefore, the first five lines of the

section are not a general introduction but function as the most important entry of the
list providing substantial information for the reading of the succeeding entries.

Lunar Phase Disclosed in the Introductory Lines of 4Q320 1 i-iii

Establishing a proper understanding of the purpose and structure of the section

4Q320 1 i-iii paves the way for the key purpose of discussing this lunar related text:
to see how the lunar cycle matches with the phases of the moon. This text is
confirmed as charting the recurrences of a particular phase of the moon, and the stage

of the charted lunar phase is disclosed in the introductory entry in lines 1-5. These
lines are repeated here for easy reference:

1. Jto show it from the east.

2. [And] to cause it to shine [in] the middle of the sky, on the foundation of
3. [the firmamen]t, from evening till morning on the 4 of the week of
4. [sons ofG]amul, vacat for the first month in the

5. [firs]tyear;
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There is no explicit wording in the passage expressing the moon phase, but there are

hints that allow us to narrow down the possibilities.

L. 1-2 "to show" (nrnton1?) and "to shine" (rrPK1?)
The first clue is to be found in the two verbs in the passage. They are both suffixed
infinitives. Whilst the ambiguity of their subject and suffix referent allows for a wide

range of speculation, the verbs themselves provide useful information on the lunar

phase being described. The stage of the moon on this day must be something that can
be seen (ntO) and can give out light ("IIK). Of course these qualities, to be seen and to

give out light, can be associated with most stages of the lunar cycle, but not with all
of them. There are a couple of nights during the lunar cycle when the moon is in total
darkness and cannot be seen, that is when the moon is in conjunction. Furthermore,
the nights near the time of conjunction are not likely to be described by these verbs
either. The disappearing old moon and the looming new moon can be seen at night
but only briefly, and it is certainly not apt to say that they shine in the middle of the

sky at night. No doubt the best candidate to fit in with these verbs is the full moon,
when the whole moon is able to be seen and its light is at its brightest. Therefore these

words, on the one hand, exclude the lunar conjunction and its surrounding nights, and
on the other hand, strongly hint at the full moon being described.

L. 1 "from the east" (mran ]fi)
Taken as an ordinary comment it is in general true to say that "the moon shows from
the east". However, if the description is referring to a particular phase of the moon,

then not every single night can fit in with the phrase. Not every night can the moon be
seen rising in the east. It is only during the nights from the full moon to the

disappearing old moon, that is during the process ofwaning, that the moon comes

forth in the east at night, although the time of its rising is gradually delayed from dusk

(full moon) to dawn (old moon). For the other half of the cycle, that is during the

waxing process, when evening comes the moon has already travelled part of the sky
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and appears in the middle of it. Thus the phrase hints at the nights of the moon's

waning but not its waxing time.

L. 3 "from evening to morning" ("IplH 117 111713)

The phrase covers the whole night time. Similarly, it is in general true to say that the
moon shines at night. However, to say that the moon shines throughout the whole

night time can only refer to one particular phase, that is the full moon. Only on this

night is the moon to be seen rising in the east right after sunset, moving across the sky

throughout the whole night, and setting in the west at dawn. During the other nights
the moon is not able to be seen for some part of the night, either near sunset or
sunrise.

The three clues delimit the stages of the moon described in the passage. The

degree of limitation set by each of them varies, but there is one lunar stage which can

fit in with all these limits, that is the moon at its fullness. The wording in the first entry

although not explicit is specific enough to demonstrate that it is the full moon it
describes. Therefore we can reach a firm conclusion that the lunar reckoning in the

Qumran Calendrical Documents does start with the full moon.

Meaning ofduqah

After concluding that the Qumran lunar reckoning begins with the full moon, we may

return to the problem of the meaning of the term duqah and see what further

knowledge on the lunar calculation we can obtain from the duqah-text. The duqah-
text contains month by month entries in two parts. Whilst the second part of the
entries is headed by the term duqah, the first part bears no heading but just a date.
This free-standing date without an appellation is usually regarded as the "unnamed
event" and designated by the symbol "X". Did the author deliberately conceal the
name of this event or did he consider it unnecessary to repeat what he had already
stated before at the beginning of the text? If this text is compared with the lunar
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section in 4Q320 the latter is more likely to be the case. The close connection
between the two texts is obvious. Not only does the same list of dates appear in both

texts, but the style and format for part of their entries are also almost identical. The
resemblance of the two texts enables the writing style of the dnqah-text to be better
understood by the help of the other text. In the lunar section of 4Q320 all the standard

entries, that is all the entries other than the fuller first one, appear to bear a date and a

period but without appellation, which is very similar to the situation of the "unnamed"

part of the duqah-text. So, the duqah-text is also likely, to be the same as 4Q320, to
have a more elaborated description of the condition or appearance of the full moon in
the very first entry of the list. This fuller entry is preserved in 4Q320 but not in the

duqah-text. Thus in the duqah-text it does not purposely avoid calling this event by
name but has named it at the beginning.

The identical lists of dates in the duqah-text and the lunar section of 4Q320
are records of the same event. Therefore the conclusion of the discussion of the

4Q320 lunar section may also be drawn for the first part of the entries in the duqah-

text:; they are recording the days when the full moon appears. If the first part of the
entries is representing the days of the full moon, then the second duqah part could

only stand for the days of the new moon. As most of the other studies on this text
have already pointed out that the dtiqah almost always precedes the event X by
thirteen days.74 A fourteen-step function is used in the Calendrical Documents

(4Q317) as well as in the Astronomical Book to calculate the daily amount of

moonlight. By this method the total amount ofmoonlight at the full moon is taken as

fourteen parts, and each night the moon is considered to increase or decrease one part

of its light during its waxing and waning processes. According to this fourteen-step

calculation, counting back thirteen days from a full moon would arrive at the day
when the moon had only one part of light. In other words duqah is the day when the
new crescent is just able to be seen. Being associated with this lunar phase the word
could mean the "little" (pp~F) moon, or the "sighting" (pn) of the new crescent.

74 See Talmon and Knohl, "Mi/marot Ba, 4Q321", 292-293.
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Locating the lunar phases for the two recording events of the duqah-text
allows the text to supply further information for the understanding of the Qumran

lunar reckoning. Although the two events are, in general, separated by fixed intervals,
an anomaly in this fixed pattern discloses further information on how the author
treated the lunar cycle. Throughout all the first thirty-six cycles in the three-year

period the general pattern holds,75 but it is broken in the last 37th cycle. For thirty-six

cycles if the full moon is taken as the first day of the cycles then the duqah always
falls on the 17th day of a twenty-nine-day cycle and on the 18th day of a thirty-day

cycle, but in the 37th cycle, which has thirty days, its duqah falls on the 17th. Starting
with the full moon on 1/1 of the first year the 37th appearance of the full moon falls
on 2/12 of the third year.76 After that the next full moon comes on 1/1 of the first year
of the next triennial period. There are thirty days between these two full moon days.
With a thirty-day cycle the duqah is expected to come seventeen days after the full
moon of 2/12, that is on 19/12. In 4Q321 the last entry of the two identical three-

year cycles are partially preserved providing indisputable evidence for the breaking of
this general rule.

1 iii 7 the 12th month of the 3rd

year:

and du]qah on the fourth of Abijah on the
eighteenth of it.

2 i 7 the 12th month of the 6th

year:

and duqah on the four[th of Jehezkjel on the
eighteenth [of it.

In both entries the duqah is clearly stated as falling on the 18th of the month on the

4th day of the week. So the text has put the duqah of this cycle in sixteen days after
the full moon following the twenty-nine-day cycle pattern instead of the expected

thirty-day cycle pattern.

75
Although not every duqah date of the thirty-six entries is attested in the extant fragments, all

the surviving data of these dates agree with the general pattern. For the surviving data see the

transcriptions of 4Q321 and 4Q321a in chapter 2.
76 This can either be reached by taking the data from the entry in 4Q320 1 iii 14 or by calculation

following the alternating 29/30 days pattern.
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What this anomaly reveals is that the last lunar cycle in the three-year period is
a twenty-nine-day one instead of a thirty-day one. Putting this back into the pattern of
the lunar period discussed above it will be found that the alternating pattern is not

broken by a double thirty-day cycle at the end of the three-year period but rather it
continues all the way through the entire thirty-seven cycles. It is only after counting
the cycles uninterruptedly with the alternating pattern for thirty-seven times that the
lunar cycle is then intercalated with an extra day to bring it into alignment with the

364-day year.77 Based on this finding a more appropriate representation of the

relationship between the Qumran lunar reckoning and the 364-day year should be: 3 x
364 days = 18 x 29 days + 18 x 30 days + 29 days + 1 day.78

This revised representation reflects also the subordinate role of the lunar cycle
in the Calendrical Documents. The lunar cycle is schematised by a regular alternating

pattern and when the regular scheme comes close to the year cycle it is forced into

agreement with the prime regulator of the calendar, the 364-day year, by an inserted

day. Although the number of lunar related texts among the Calendrical Documents
show that the lunar cycle is highly esteemed in these documents, it could never

challenge the supreme position of the 364-day year as the calendar's fundamental
controller. The authors of these lunar related texts were interested in when and how

the lunar cycle runs, but they were more keen to find out how this cycle could be
fitted into their favoured calendar.

77 The idea of an extra day being inserted to bring the lunar cycle in alignment with the 364-day

year is briefly expressed by Waeholder and Abegg in the Preliminary Edition, 68.
78 The widely popular representation 3 x 364 = 3 x 354 + 30 expressed in most of the studies on

the Qumran lunar reckoning is a misinterpretation because (1) it has falsely assumed the presence of

a lunar year of 354 days in the Qumran Calendrical Documents, (2) without the concept of a lunar

year the last cycle cannot be seen as an intercalated month, (3) the last cycle is not reckoned with

thirty days but with twenty-nine days plus one extra day. This misinterpretation is made under the
influence of the synchronistic calendar interpretation and the calendrical material from 1 Enoch.
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Model for the Phase Change of the Lunar Cycle

The understanding of the Qumran lunar reckoning can be further enriched by looking
at the detail of how the moon changes its shape over its cycle. For this we have to
turn to the cryptic text 4QPhases of the Moon (4Q317). This text is a day to day
record of the amount of light shown of the moon according to a certain calendar
which is likely to be the 364-day calendar.79 Had it survived the text would have
formed a complete guide for the understanding of the Qumran lunar reckoning.

Unfortunately, the manuscript recording this text is badly damaged, and its surviving

fragments are full of corrections and inserted remarks which greatly hinder a definite

reading of their contents. However, with the best preserved fragment 1 an almost

complete lunar cycle is still recoverable which can provide some evidence about how
the lunar cycle is perceived in this text.

A fourteen-step method is used in the text to calculate the amount of

moonlight. The total amount ofmoonlight is divided into fourteen parts and it
increases by one part (npl^no in 2:10 and 4:14) each day from darkness for fourteen

days until the full moon and then it starts to decrease one part each day until it is back
to darkness. The text preserved in 1 ii 2-33 covers a period from day 5 to day 25 of a
certain month. On day 7 the moon is said to have covered fourteen parts of its light.
In other words, it is completely dark on this day. On day 8 the moon is at the
transition between waning and waxing, but at this point nothing is mentioned about
the number of parts of light. Obviously after it reaches its darkness on day 7 and
before it starts to reveal its first part of light on day 9, it can only remain totally
invisible on day 8. Therefore, there are two days (day 7 and 8) that the moon remains
in darkness.

The text then goes on listing how the moon reveals more and more of its light

starting with day 9 until it reaches another transitional point on day 22, the moment of

changing from waxing to waning. A problem with finding the transitional point on day
22 is that if the daily one-part increment is followed closely without interruption from

day 9 to day 21 the amount ofmoonlight revealed on day 21 would have only thirteen

79 For the identification of this calendar see discussion in pages 201-204.
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parts. Comparing this with the entry before the previous transitional point (i.e. the one

in lines 5-6) one may wonder where the day of fourteen parts of light has gone? This

apparent discrepancy is noted by Wise, and he suggests that it is a scribal mistake.80
With the numerous corrections and adjustments found in the manuscript Wise thinks
that the scribe was confused by the tedious enumeration and kept on making mistakes
all the way along in his writing. The omission of the fourteen-part day before day 22 is

just another mistake made by the scribe. Wise hence argues that the correct day for
the transitional entry in lines 27-31 should be day 23 because day 22 should be the day
with fourteen parts of revealed light. However, is it necessarily the case for every half
lunar cycle to have a fourteen-part day before the day of transition? A simple
calculation will show that it is not. If the assumed pattern is applied to every half lunar

cycle then there would be fifteen days in each of these half cycles (fourteen
incremental days plus one transition day). This would result in every lunar cycle

having thirty days, which is not only contradictory to what is found in the Qumran
lunar reckoning but is also unacceptable to any lunar reckoning in general. In fact, it is

exactly this omission of the fourteen-part day in the half cycle from day 9 to day 22
which reveals how the lunar cycle is reckoned in the text.

From day 9 to day 21 there are thirteen days, and during this period the
amount ofmoonlight increases from one part to thirteen parts. On day 22 there is no
mention of the amount ofmoonlight but the more elaborate description of this day
discloses that the moon is at the utmost point of releasing its light and is about to
diminish. This can only refer to the full moon. In other words the moon has kept on

increasing its light by one part from day 21 to day 22 till it reaches its fullness. So this

very day (day 22) is not only the day when the moon has all fourteen parts of light but
also the day of transition from waxing to waning. Unlike the situation in day 7 and 8,
the moon does not linger with the same phase for an extra day, but once its fullness is
reached it immediately starts to cover up its light the next day. Therefore, there is only
one full moon day (day 22) during this transition.

80
Wise, "Second Thoughts", 117-8.
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Discovering that the text has two days of darkness but only one day of full
moon for this preserved cycle allows us to formulate a model for its lunar reckoning

by considering how the fourteen-step function may be adjusted to represent the lunar

cycle. That such a function is used in the text for counting the moonlight is certain,
but it is not an entirely adequate method of representing the lunar cycle. Fourteen

days ofwaxing plus fourteen days ofwaning can only add up to twenty-eight days;
there are one (in a twenty-nine-day cycle) or two days (in a thirty-day cycle) which
remain unaccounted for. A reasonable method of adaptation would be to assign these

remaining days to the extreme phases; and a logical way to distribute these extra days
would be to assign one of them constantly to a particular phase and to give to the

opposite phase the other remaining day whenever it occurs. In order to keep the lunar

cycle more or less symmetrical, a thirty-day cycle is most likely to be divided into two
balanced halves (both with fourteen incremental days plus one more day on each of
the extreme phases). However, for a cycle of twenty-nine days one of these extra days
has to be omitted in order to keep the correct number of days. The preserved cycle in
the text shows that it is the full moon which gives way in the enumeration. Based on

this finding a general model can be formulated for the lunar cycle of this text. Taking
the cycle as starting on the day when the full moon first appears, it would run as

follows:

twenty-nine-day cycle

Full moon

(14pts)
Waning

(from 13pts to lpt)
Dark moon

(Opt)
Waxing

(from lpt to 13pts)
1 day 13 days 2 days 13 days

thirty-day cycle

Full moon

(14pts)
Waning

(from 13pts to lpt)
Dark moon

(Opt)
Waxing

(from lpt to 13pts)
2 day 13 days 2 days 13 days

Although the scarcity of available data and the ambiguity caused by the
corrections hinder a thorough understanding of 4Q317, its preserved calendrical data
still allow a model of the phase change of the lunar reckoning to be established.
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Continuity of the Lunar Cycle

The next aspect of the Qumran lunar reckoning to be looked at is how the lunar cycle
is understood to run over a long period of time. The previous discussions confirm that

there is a repeating three-year cycle for the lunar reckoning in the Qumran texts. The

question concerning this aspect is the consistence of this three-year pattern in

representing the lunar cycle over a long period of time. The duqah-text shows that the

three-year pattern is repeated without interruption for six years. Is this three-year

period meant to be repeating continuously, or has it to be adjusted over a certain

period of time, say after every six years? For these questions we have to turn to

another text, the Otot-text in 4Q319.

Although its brief and highly regular entries allow the Otot-text to be

reconstructed almost entirely with certainty, there remain a lot of unanswered

questions about this text. While some of the questions, such as those concerned with
the numbering of the jubilees, the number of signs in each jubilee, and the structure of
the entries, will be dealt with when the text is studied in more detail in the next

chapter on intercalation, at the moment only its lunar element will be looked at. In

order to extract information about the lunar cycle from this text we need to ask: What

does the epithet word of the text "sign" (nitf) stand for?

When the Otot-text was introduced to the public for the first time, Milik
discussed briefly his interpretation of the word's function in the text. The word, Milik

argued, bears no special meaning but functions as a copula with the priestly names for
the determination of time units and feasts. When the 364-day calendar is incorporated
with the twenty-four priestly courses, together they form the sexennial priestly cycle
in which every sabbath, month, year, and other unit of time, and even festival and

feast, can be seen as matched with a particular priestly course by having that course

serving at the beginning of that time unit. This pairing of time unit with the priestly
service provides a means for determining the unit by the corresponding priestly name.

"Thus every sabbath, month, year, and likewise every feast, was determined by the
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name of a priestly family; in other words they were under the 'sign', 'of, of such a

family", quoting Milik.81 In this way Milik did not only see the word forming copulas
with Gamul and Shecaniah in this text denoting triennial periods but he also

generalised the word to cover other time units, for example, "The six years of
sexennial cycle began with the signs, ^otot, ofGemul, Yeda^ah, Miyamin, Sekanyah,
Yesab5ab and Ha-Poses."82

Based on Milik's interpretation the word "sign" on its own has no special
function but is always combined with a priestly name to denote a piece of time, which
could be sabbath, week, month, year, or even jubilee83. However, does the usage of
the word in the text allow such an interpretation? There are three points against this

interpretation. First, the suggested constructions "sign of Gamul" and "sign of
Shecaniah" only occur in the Otot-text but not in the other Qumran texts. If a period
of time is said to be under the "sign of Gamul" to mean that the period begins with the
service ofGamul, then the phrase is applicable to any enumeration of other time units.
Indeed in many of the Calendrical Documents time units, such as sabbath, month,

quarter of year, year, are enumerated according to their corresponding priestly names,

but not one of them puts the names with the word "sign" and none of them mention
that the names are the "signs" of the periods. Second, the structure of the entries in
the Oto/-text suggests that the word "sign" is unlikely to be read together with the

priestly names as a conjugated phrase. As a later discussion on the formula of the
entries will show, the text is best understood with the word read as a discrete unit

without being attached to other words. The priestly name and the word "sign" are
side by side with each other in the entries; instead of them meaning "sign of the

priestly name", they are more likely to represent the appearance of the priestly family
as constituting a condition for the occurrence of a sign. Third, the usage of the word
in the summary statements of the Otot-text does not agree with this interpretation.
The total number of signs counted in each jubilee is summarised at the end of the

81
Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 62.

82 Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 62.
83 That is how Eisenman and Wise understand the text: that each jubilee is under the sign of

either Gamul or Shecaniah. See their translation of the text in The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, 130.
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enumeration. Taking the fourth jubilee for example, the summary states that there are

seventeen signs in the jubilee from which there are two signs on the release year. The

free-standing of the word in the statement without attachment to the priestly names

(signs 17 and signs 2) shows again that the word need not or should not be read in

conjunction with the names.

Furthermore, the restatement of the total number of recurrences of the

carefully counted signs in a jubilee in the summary statements strongly indicates that
the sign is more than just an epithet of the enumerated period but represents

something special which requires the text's painstaking calculation. The author of the
Otot-text did not just want to enumerate successive triennial periods but tried to find
answers for the question of how many signs there are in each jubilee. Thus the
enumerated sign should have some particular meaning of its own to stand for a special
event or phenomenon.

In searching for the event or phenomenon represented by the term "sign", it is

unlikely that we can glean anything from the meaning of the word itself for it is too

general and could refer to any event. Rather we have to turn for help to the content of
the Otot-text and some other related documents. The first clue comes from the two

recurring priestly names in the Otot-text. Out of the twenty-four priestly courses only
Gamul and Shecaniah are repeated in the entries to mark the sign, and they are two of
the six year heads of the sexennial priestly cycle. There must be something special
about the years having Gamul and Shecaniah serving on the New Year's Day so that

they are singled out from the rest of the priestly families to be repeatedly enumerated
in this text. If only Gamul is associated with the "sign" one could think that the word

may denote the day of the beginning of the sexennial cycle, but the presence of
Shecaniah denies this possibility. The two names occupy the beginning of the first and
the fourth year in the six-year cycle, exactly three years apart. Therefore "sign" must
stand for something happening not only at the very beginning of the six-year cycle but
also occurring right in the middle of it. So what makes these two days (the first day of
the first and the fourth years) so special that the author had to describe them as

"signs"? For the final clue to the answer we have to turn to 4Q320 and the duqah-
text. From the duqah-text it is known +hat the triennial lunar cycle enumerated in
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4Q320 is repeated twice to form a complete match with the sexennial priestly cycle.
Therefore what happens with the moon on the first day of the first year will be

repeated on the same day of the fourth year, and 4Q320 states that on this day the
moon is full. Thus it can be deduced that the "signs" counted in 4Q319 denote the

days when the full moon once again falls on the very first day of the years.

The complete Cho/-text contains six jubilees, and with each jubilee equating to

forty-nine years it covers a total period of 294 years. With each sign indicating a new

beginning of the triennial lunar cycle, the text is generally regarded as recording the

three-year period successively without intermission throughout the whole 294 years.

This is most likely to be the case. However, in order to further develop this
characteristic of the text into an understanding of the Qumran lunar reckoning it is still

necessary to check the general assumption with evidence from the surviving text to

remove any possible doubt. A complete Otot-cycle is laid out in the following table
with data that can be verified by the surviving text listed in bold.

2nd jubilee 3rd jubilee 4th jubilee 5th jubilee 6th jubilee 7th jubilee84
p. c. year p. c. year p. c. year p. c. year p. c. year p. c. year
G 1 S 3 S 2 G 4 G 3 G 2

S 4 G 6 G 5 S r S 6 S 5

G r S 2 S 1 G 3 G 2 G 1

S 3 G 5 G 4 s 6 S 5 S 4

G 6 S 1 S r G 2 G 1 G r

s 2 G 4 G 3 S 5 S 4 s 3

G 5 S r S 6 G 1 G r G 6

S 1 G 3 G 2 S 4 s 3 s 2

G 4 S 6 S 5 G r G 6 G 5
S r G 2 G 1 s 3 S 2 s 1

G 3 S 5 S 4 G 6 G 5 G 4

S 6 G 1 G r S 2 S 1 s r

G 2 S 4 S 3 G 5 G 4 G 3 !

S 5 G r G 6 S 1 S r S 6

G 1 S 3 S 2 G 4 G 3 G 2

s 4 G 6 G 5 S r S 6 S 5

G r S 1

Legend: G - Gamul; S - Shecaniah; r - release year

84 For the order of the jubilees in the text see discussion in pages 300-302.
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Although many of the data in the table need to be reconstructed, the sequence

patterns revealed in the extant data form strong evidence that they are valid.
Whenever the priestly names survive in two or more consecutive entries they are

always alternating between Gamul and Shecaniah. Also when this alternating

sequence of priestly names is fitted into the missing data of the entries they match

exactly with the surviving ones. The order of the year number recovered from the

surviving fragments also falls into a fixed pattern. Whenever two or more of these
numbers are recovered in succession they always show part of the sequence l-4-r-3-

6-2-5, and when the missing data are filled in according to this sequence they form a

perfect match with the extant figures. This number sequence reflects an enumeration
of a three-year period over a cycle of seven years. With the confirmation of the

validity of the reconstructed table, both lists of the priestly names and the year order

verify that all the entries of the Otot-text follow one another with an uninterrupted

period of three years. In other words, in the Otot-text the signs are regarded as an

event recurring every three years continuously at least over a period of 294 years.

The continuous recounting of signs with a fixed interval of three years in

4Q319 demonstrates that the triennial co-ordination between the lunar cycle and the

364-day year is not a temporary measure or a rough representation of the lunar cycle
which needs to be adjusted from time to time but an unchanged rule that lasts for a

very long period of time at least, if not forever.

This continuity of the triennial lunar cycle in the Otot-text discloses another
facet of the Qumran lunar reckoning: the lunar cycle in the Calendrica! Documents is
not a true representation of the natural cycle. The three-year model in the Qumran
lunar related documents is a close approximation to the natural cycle but it is still on

average a 0 017077 day short per lunation. The difference amounts to 0.63 day over
three years time, and roughly 1.26 days over a period of six years. The discrepancy
over these periods is relatively small and it would be difficult to notice through actual
observation of the lunar phase change, so the model can still be regarded as following
the true cycle over such periods. If the model was only found in 4Q320 covering a

period of three years or in the duqah-text extending over a period of six years one
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could still argue that this three-year model is adjusted in some way after six years in
order to keep it in alignment with the actual cycle, but the evidence of the Otot-text

rejects these speculations. The text locates the recurrence of the signs in every three

years which implies that it perceives the return of the moon to its fullness at the

beginning of the year occurring unfailingly once every three years. This repeated

pattern is not expected to be disturbed for as long as at least 294 years. Within this
confirmed period of continuity the discrepancy will cause the Qumran lunar reckoning
to lapse more than two times around the natural cycle. With the regularity as such in
the Otot-tQxt the separation between the Qumran lunar reckoning and nature is
evidenced.

Summary on the Qumran Lunar Reckoning

The research on understanding the Qumran lunar reckoning based on the
evidence of the Calendrical Documents ends at the point on the departure of the

Qumran reckoning from nature. Before the discussion moves on to the comparison
between this Qumran lunar understanding with those in the Jubilees and 1 Enoch, it is
useful to recap what has been discussed and achieved so far on the Qumran reckoning
itself:

1. It counts the lunar cycle in a regular alternating twenty-nine-day and thirty-day

pattern, but the regular pattern is broken once every thirty-seven cycles.
2. It starts the enumeration of the cycle with the full moon.
3. It designates the new moon as "duqah" and locates it at either seventeen days (in

a twenty-nine-day cycle) or eighteen days (in a thirty-day cycle) after the full
moon.

4. The location of the new moon in the 37th cycle of the three-year period shows
this cycle is a twenty-nine day cycle with one inserted extra day.

5. The three-year lunar cycle is best represented as: 18 x 29 days + 18 x 30 days +
29 days +1 day.

6. It enumerates the change of the amount ofmoonlight with a fourteen-step
function.
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7. It always reckons two dark moon days in each cycle with either one full moon day
in the twenty-nine-day cycle or two full moon days in the thirty-day cycle.

8. It reckons the triennial lunar cycle in an uninterrupted manner for at least 294

years.

9. It does not exactly match with the natural lunar cycle.

Comparison with Jubilees and 1 Enoch

With the formation of a clearer picture of the lunar reckoning in the Calendrical

Documents, we may now return to the question of the congruence and divergence of
this set of documents with Jubilees and 1 Enoch with respect to their lunar

understanding. It is inadequate to set texts in opposing camps of different lunar

precedence simply by whether they reckon the lunar cycle or not. For a more impartial
classification it is necessary to go into the details of the lunar material in these texts to
see whether they really agree or disagree with each other.

Jubilees

Despite being widely discussed in the debate over the lunar issue of the 364-day

calendar, there are only a few passages in Jubilees concerning the moon and its cycle,
and these passages provide very little information on the calculation of the cycle

except for the writer's attitude about it. Lunar related material in this book comes

mainly from three passages, Jub. 6:36-37, 2:9, and 4:21. On the whole they give the

general impression that the role of the moon is deliberately played down and

vehemently rejected whereas the sun's status is exalted. However, in order to go

beyond this apparent position to a more accurate understanding of the book's opinion
on the moon and its circuit, one has to ask more precisely: to whom was this polemic
directed? Rather than concentrating on the relevant verses only it will be beneficial to
extend the focus wider to take into consideration the subject of discussion of the
sections where these verses are found.
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Jubilees 6:36-37

The whole of chapter 6 is set against the background ofNoah's sacrifice and God's
covenant after the flood (cf. Gen 8:20-9:17). When Noah and his family emerged
from the ark he built an altar and made atonement for the earth. When God smelt the

good odour of the burnt offering He made a covenant with Noah that the earth would
not be destroyed again by a flood. However, instead of recording this as an one-off

event, Jubilees associates this event with the Feast ofWeeks and appoints the festival
as the time for annual renewal of the covenant. It is when stating the ordinance for the
observance of this festival that the book gives an extensive section discussing
calendrical issues. The whole calendrical section is set on the same tone as its

preceding part which leads to its presence - the feasts and festivals have to be kept at

exactly the right time of the year. In order not to disturb the sacred days the counting
of the years must not go astray, and the only correct way of regulating the festivals is

by fixing the year with exactly three hundred and sixty four days. It is only at this

point that the lunar cycle is brought into the discussion as a warning of the danger of

straying from the years and hence corrupting the sacred days. This is what Jub. 6:36-
37 is all about. It is a warning against those who "make observations of the moon" for
it will, the author ofJubilees states, "disturb the seasons and comes in from year to

year ten days too soon", and more importantly because of this that people "will
disturb (the order), and make an abominable (day) the day of testimony, and an

unclean day a feast day, and they will confound all the days, the holy with the unclean,
and the unclean day with the holy." Thus the polemic here is not aimed at the moon or

its circuit but rather at those people who regulated the sacred days according to a

calendar based on the observation of the moon. What occupies the centre stage in this
calendrical section are the holy feasts and festivals, which need to be observed at the

right time. In this respect it is more accurate to say that these verses are only

objecting to the use of the moon in fixing the holy days.
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Jubilees 2:9

This verse is part of an account retelling the creation story. It is only when this
rewritten account is compared with the original story in Gen 1 that the changes made

by the author are disclosed. In Jubilees the creation act on the fourth day is retold in
three verses (Jub. 2:8-10), which can be separated into two parts. The first part (v. 8)
is about the things that were created on this day and their general role and function,
and the second part (v. 9-10) is about a special assignment concerning the sun. In the
first part Jubilees' account is close to Gen 1:14-19. The only point worth mentioning
about this part is that the writer has supplemented the original account with more

specific terms. Instead of simply calling the things created "lights" now they are

named more specificly as "the sun, the moon, and the stars". However, the functions

assigned to them in Genesis remain unchanged - they were set in the firmament of the
heaven "to give light upon all the earth, and to rule over the day and the night, and
divide the light from the darkness." (cf. Gen 1:17-18) It is only in the second part that
an obvious alteration is found. Whereas in Genesis the function of being "signs for

seasons, for days and for years" is generally assigned to all the lights created on that

day, in Jubilees the role is specifically appointed to the sun only. Yet can we infer
from this alteration that the author's intention is to play down the role of the moon,
and that it reflects his vehement rejection of the moon in general? The first part (v. 8)
refutes such a deduction. The moon is listed alongside with the sun as part of the
creation on the fourth day, and together they are provided with the same functions:

giving light, ruling the day and the night, and dividing light from darkness. In this

regard the moon is no less important than the sun as a part of God's creation. It is

only when it comes to the function of time regulation that the sun is singled out as the
sole sign for days, months, years and so on. Not only the moon but all the other

heavenly bodies are denied this role of time regulator. Even though they are all part of
God's wonderful creation and they share the functions that God generally assigned to
the heavenly bodies, they play absolutely no part in the fixing of the days, years, and
feasts. Therefore the singling out of the sun in v. 9 is only with regards to regulating
times and fixing festivals but not for the other roles of the heavenly bodies. Thus the
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verse should not be regarded as evidence ofJubilees' opposition to other texts which

pay homage to the moon and its related phenomena as long as these texts do not take
the lunar cycle as their base for counting days and fixing feasts.

Jubilees 4:21

There is no doubt in this verse that "the rule of the sun" is highlighted among the

things which were shown to Enoch by the angels. This confirms the sun's special role
in the transferred knowledge but what is this knowledge about? In Jubilees Enoch is

regarded as "the first among men that are born on earth who learnt writing and

knowledge and wisdom". (Jub. 4:17) Through a vision in his sleep Enoch learnt

"everything that will happen to the children ofmen throughout their generations until
the day ofjudgement", which he wrote down as "testimony on earth for all the
children ofmen and for their generations." (Jub. 4:19) Among this vaguely mentioned

testimony of everything, a few things are particularly mentioned as forming part, if not

all, of the revealed knowledge passed down by Enoch. They are: (1) the signs of
heaven according to the order of their months, (2) the weeks of the jubilees, (3) the

days of the years, (4) order of the months, (5) the sabbaths of the years, (v. 17-18)
From these we can perceive that the recounting of days, sabbaths, months, and years

formed an important part of the knowledge made known to Enoch by the angels. It is
in this scope that the rule of the sun is specified. Therefore the prominent notice given
to the sun in Jub. 4:21 does not particularly raise its status over the other heavenly
bodies but emphasises its role as the regulator of time - the role of the sun is for

ordering the signs of heaven and the recounting of days and years.

The review of these three widely cited "anti-lunar" passages in Jubilees

produces similar results. They are not anti-lunar at all for there is no particular

hostility towards the moon itself or its related phenomena found in any of these

passages. Their contexts are all about the regulation of time, and in this context they
all conform to one single idea - there is only one rule in the sky which makes the

reckoning of time exact, that is the rule of the sun. Although the lunar calendar is
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singularly specified as a danger to the correct reckoning of time in Jub. 6:39, all three

passages mean to safeguard their sacred calendar against any other form of calendrical

reckoning. Outside the subject area of time setting the book shows no sign of polemic

against either the moon or the stars.

In the light of the review of these passages one should not see any text as in

opposition to Jubilees simply because it pays tribute to the moon or reckons the lunar

cycle but rather one has to ask whether the text violates the strict calendrical call of

Jubilees by following other calendars. The nature of the lunar element in the related

Calendrical Documents is summarised below to check for their compliance with
Jubilees'' calendrical restriction.

Phases of the Moon (4Q317)

Calendrical base - most probably the 364-day year
Lunar element - enumeration of the daily amount ofmoonlight

The Otot-text (4Q319 1 iv-vi)

Calendrical base - the sexennial priestly cycle (hence the 364-day calendar)
Lunar element - enumeration of the recurrence of the coincidence between the

full moon and the New Year's Day

The lunar section of 4Q320 (4Q320 1 i-iii)

Calendrical base - the 364-day year and the sexennial priestly roster
Lunar element - enumeration of the recurrence of the full moon

The duqah-text (4Q321 1 i-2 i, and 4Q321a)

Calendrical base - the 364-day year and the sexennial priestly roster
Lunar element - enumeration of the recurrence of the full moon and the new

moon

With their calendrical base and lunar element listed, three points can be concluded
about these lunar related texts:
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(1) The lunar cycle never functions as the calendrical base for recounting days,

months, and years in these texts.

(2) The various special moments of the lunar cycle are the objects of enumeration in
these texts.

(3) Beside the 364-day calendar and its related sexennial priestly roster there is no
other form of calendar found or proven to exist in these texts.

Putting these conclusions alongside the findings on Jubilees' attitude towards
the moon there should be no difficulties in realising that placing the lunar related

Qumran Calendrical Documents in opposition to Jubilees is a mistaken assumption.
On the one hand, Jubilees shows no sign of objecting to the moon or its phenomena
other than its possible function as a time regulator. On the other hand, the Calendrical
Documents never use the lunar cycle for regulating times, but are only concerned with
its periodic changes and reckoning them according to the 364-day calendar. There is

absolutely no disagreement or contradiction between the two.

1 Enoch

Unlike the case ofJubilees, the Qumran Calendrical Documents are usually
considered as affiliated with 1 Enoch, especially the Astronomical Book, on the

grounds that lunar reckoning is found in both groups of texts. This assumed kinship
even causes scholars to transfer information from one book to the other in trying to
understand their assumed common calendrical system.85 Undoubtedly both the
Astronomical Book and the Qumran Calendrical Documents reckon the 364-day year

and they both devote sections to discuss the lunar cycle. However, despite their

agreement on a calendar with 364 days a year are their ways of reckoning the lunar

cycle really the same? t his can only be confirmed by comparing the details of their

reckoning.

85 A common example is to borrow the material in 1 Enoch 72 in order to say that the Qumran
Calendrical Documents have their years beginning in the spring with the vernal equinox.
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The Astronomical Book is a complex collection of various astronomical

treatises, with over halfof its sections concerned with the lunar cycle. It is beyond the

capacity and scope of this thesis to provide a detailed analysis of all its lunar related
material. However, in order to facilitate the comparison, the main points of the lunar

material in the various sections of the Astronomical Book are summarised to highlight
the lunar reckoning of this composite book. This summary has included material not

only from the Ethiopic version of the book (1 Enoch 72-82) but also from its Aramaic

fragments found at Qumran (4QEnastr).

Main points on lunar reckoning in the Astronomical Book ofEnoch:
1. The book reckons a lunar year of 354 days, and this number of days per year

remains constant for at least eight lunar years. (74:14-16)
2. The 354-day year is equally divided into two halves of 177 days, each ofwhich

contains three thirty-day months and three twenty-nine-day months. (78:15-16;

79:3-4)
3. The moon's revolution produces the cycle of lunar months in which lunar days are

counted accordingly. (73:4-8; 74:1-2; 4QEnastr)
4. The lunar months begin with the appearance of the new moon. (73:4; 78:12;

4QEnastr)

5. The daily light change on the moon is counted by a fourteen-step system, but

there are various ways of presenting this method. It can be counted in one-part

steps of one-fourteenth part of the total moonlight (78:7-8), or in half-part steps
of one-seventh part of the total moonlight (74:3; 78:6; 4QEnastr), or even in half-

part steps of one-seventh of one-seventh part of the total sunlight (73:3-8).
6. In the lunar monthly cycles the phase change of the moon follows these patterns:

Full month - waxing from day 1 to day 14, and waning from day 15 to day 28.
Hollow month - waxing from day 1 to day 14, and waning from day 16 to day 29.

(4QEnastr)86

86 Based on the information provided by Milik in The Book ofEnoch, 283, and by Tigchelaar and
Garcia Martinez in DJD 36, 97-99
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7. The position of the rising and setting of the moon is measured in terms of "gates",
the same system as applied to the rising and setting of the sun. (73:4; 74:5-9; 78:5;

79:2-4; 4QEnastr)

Once the main points about the lunar reckoning in the Astronomical Book are

summarised and listed, the apparent affiliation between the calendrical systems in 1

Enoch and the Qumran Calendrical Documents is immediately put to the test. In fact
other than that they both have the lunar cycle as their subject of enumeration there are

only a few common points between the two in the actual details of their reckoning.

Similarities between the Qumran Calendrical Documents and 1 Enoch in
Lunar Reckoning

Since the natural lunar cycle forms the common base of their reckoning, it is no

surprise to find that the two sets of books are similar to each other in some basic

aspects, such as counting the cycle period in either twenty-nine or thirty days, or

seeing the moon waning and waxing in each half of the cycle between the full moon
and the dark moon. Beyond these basic common areas their resemblance in two

particular areas is worthwhile enough to be mentioned, namely the method for

counting the moonlight change and the pattern of light change in the cycles.

Method for Counting the Light Change of the Moon

A fourteen-step system is found in the both sets of texts for calculating the light

change on the face of the moon. The counting ofmoonlight is found in several

sections of the Ethiopic version of 1 Enoch (in chapters 73,74, and 78), and in the
Aramaic fragments (4QEnastra&b), and they all follow the fourteen-step method,

although it is expressed in different forms. Among the Calendrical Documents only
one manuscript does this, that is 4Q317, "Phases of the Moon". Right from its
disclosure to the public this manuscript's close connection with the Astronomical
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Book was established through this method of describing the phases of the moon.87
Without doubt the same fourteen-step method is employed in this manuscript, and this
resemblance in the enumeration method, which is otherwise unknown, undeniably
attests to a link between this text and the Astronomical Book. However, the use of

this method is not sufficient to guarantee that the two are agreed on the other aspects.

Pattern ofLight Change in the Lunar Cycles

According to Milik's study on the fragments of 4QEnastr the daily light change of the
moon in this text follows a regular pattern:

During the first 14 days of each lunar month, the moon waxes from one half
of the seventh part of its light up to the full moon, thus from 1/2 to 7 = 1/14
to 14/14 . In the second half of each month, on the other hand, it wanes from

1/14 to 14/14 (= astronomical new moon) between the 16th and the 29th of

each month composed of 30 days, and between the 15th and the 28th day of
each month composed of 29 days.88

Unfortunately, no entry for either the 15th or the last day of the months is preserved

completely in the fragments, so it is not known how many parts of light are designated
to the moon for these days. However, we can presume that the day after the moon

reaches its fullness and before it starts to wane (this only happens with the 15th of the

thirty-day months) shall retain a full moon, and the day after the moon attains the
astronomical new moon and before it reappears again (this applies to the 29th of the

twenty-nine-day months and the 30th of the thirty-day months) shall retain an invisible
moon. Based on this presumption and Milik's finding we can infer that in 4QEnastr

87 The manuscript was first introduced by Milik in The Book ofEnoch, 68-69, when he stated "To
return to the Qumran manuscripts, we should note finally that there is only one astronomical text
which closely recalls the lunisolar calendar found at the beginning of the Astronomical Book of
Enoch. This is a Hebrew text copied in cryptic writing (4QAstrCiypt = 4Q317) ... In it the phases of
the moon are described, on a scale of fourteenths of the area of the full moon".

88
Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 283.
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there are always two days of dark moon in every month (i.e. the 28th and the 29th of
the twenty-nine-day months or the 29th and the 30th of the thirty-day month), and
there are two days of full moon in the thirty-day months (i.e. the 14th and the 15 th)
but there is only one day of full moon in the twenty-nine-day months (i.e. the 14th).
These numbers of full moon and dark moon days are the same as the proposed model
of light changing pattern in 4Q317.89 This finding helps to reinforce one's confidence
in the proposed reading of 4Q317, and it also points to a possible link between the
two collections of texts. However, the similarity on this point may have its

significance, but it does not constitute any proof for the identity of their lunar

reckoning.

Differences between the Qumran Calendrical Documents and 1 Enoch in
Lunar Reckoning

Other than the mentioned similarities, the two sets of texts are different in many major

aspects of their lunar understanding which have inevitably separated them from one

another.

Lunar Cycle as Calendrical Base

In the Calendrical Documents the lunar cycle only functions as the object of
enumeration but is never regarded as a calendrical base. There is no evidence that the
documents ever arrange the lunar cycles into years, or regard the lunar cycles as

months, or even count the days according to the lunar cycles. However, in 1 Enoch a

fully developed lunar calendar is found. It reckons a lunar year of 354 days, and it
divides the year into twelve lunar months. In addition in various sections days are

found counted by their order in the lunar months. Obvious examples of the operation
of a lunar calendar in 1 Enoch can be found in the entries of 4QEnastr. Quoting a line
from Milik's translation as an illustration: "And at the (beginning of) night twenty-five

89 cf. page 263.
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of this (month, the moon is covered to five seventh (parts of its light, i.e.) five seventh

(parts) are subtracted from its light."90 The co-ordination between the date and the
amount ofmoonlight in the entries shows that the dates in this text are based on a

lunar calendar. Such a counting is definitely not found in the Qumran Calendrical

Documents.

Length of the Lunar Cycle

In the Calendrical Documents the lunar cycle is perceived as falling in perfect

alignment with the 364-day year in a three-year period which gives it an overall

average length of 29.513513 days. In the Astronomical Book whenever the length of
the lunar year is inferred it is always 354 days. With twelve lunar months in a year,

each month is rounded up to an average of29.5 days. The rigidity of this exact year

length is expressed most explicitly in 1 Enoch 74:10-17 where it is compared with the
solar year of 364 days. The passage maintains the consistency of 354 days a lunar year
for periods of three, five, and eight years: "so that for the moon the days in eight years
amount to 2832 days [= 8 x 354 days]." (74:15) Whether this rigid number of days is
meant to be maintained forever or not is unsure, but at least for a period up to eight

years it is unchanged. This comparison in 74:10-17 shows that in the Astronomical
Book the lunar cycle is not adjusted to ensure alignment with the 364-day yearly

cycle, not in three years time, nor in five or eight years.

Phase of the Moon at the Beginning of the Lunar Cycle

In the Calendrical Documents the lunar cycle is not reckoned as a calendrical unit but
as a repeating phenomenon. Without specific order designated to the days in each

cycle it is difficult to tell in these documents when the lunar cycles begin. However,

they do regard an absolute beginning for time reckoning with the moment of creation.
Hence a beginning for their lunar cycles can still be fixed from this perspective. The

90 4QEnastrb 7 ii 6 in Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 280.
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starting point for all the calendrical enumerations in these documents is the fourth day
of the creation week, and on this day the moon appeared in its fullness. Therefore we

can relate that the Calendrical Documents start the reckoning of the lunar cycle with a

full moon. For the Astronomical Book the case is much simpler. Since the moon's
revolution produces the lunar months, there is a specific starting point for each lunar

cycle, that is the first day of the corresponding lunar month. The Astronomical Book
is explicit on the lunar phase for the monthly beginning - "On the first day it is called
New Moon because on the day light appears on it (for the first time)."91 The entries of

4QEnastra&b and the section on enumerating the amount of moonlight in 1 Enoch
73:4-8 all point to the same result: in the Astronomical Book the lunar cycle begins
with the appearing of the new moon. This constitutes a major distinction between the
lunar reckoning of the Astronomical Book and the Qumran Calendrical Documents.92

Fixing the Lunar Cycle on to the Solar Calendar

Since the lunar cycle is aligned to the 364-day year in a three-year period in the
Calendrical Documents it is possible to map the lunar phase against each day of the

year. Some of these documents (4Q320, 4Q321 and 321a) do firmly fix the lunar

cycle onto the 364-day calendar by marking all the dates for the recurrences of

specific lunar phases. By them one can tell precisely what phase the moon is in for
each day of the three-year period. It is unclear whether there is such a correspondence
between the lunar months and the solar years in 1 Enoch. Even if it does exist the

period for the two to be in alignment is not known unless one superimposes

indiscriminately the three-year cycle of the Qumran documents onto the Enochic

91 1 Enoch 78:12, translation of Neugebauer in "The 'Astronomical' Chapters", 409.
92 Somehow this is regarded by some scholars as the only difference in lunar reckoning between

the two groups of texts. For example, see VanderKam, Calendars, 111.
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books. In his study on the Aramaic fragments of the Astronomical Book from Qumran

Milik announced his discovery of such a correspondence.93

The key to the correct interpretation of the calendar detailed in Enastra and b is
found at iii 1-2 (and 5-6). We read here that on the eighth of a month, not
otherwise specified, the sun completes its movements on the 'sections' of the
first gate and the morning after it rises again from the first gate. This is thus a

reference to the end of the 9th solar month and the beginning of the 1 Oth; see
En. 72:25-7. Now, the first day of the 10th solar month, in a year made up of
364 days, falls exactly on the eighth day of the 10th lunar month (the 8th

Tebeth) in a lunar year composed alternately ofmonths of 30 and 29 days.94

IfMilik's interpretation is correct then we do have a reference point for the mapping
between the lunar and the solar year in the Astronomical Book - 1/10 (solar year) =
8/10 (lunar year). However, even accepting Milik's interpretation for the moment

does this information of the Astronomical Book match with the mapping system in the

Qumran Calendrical Documents? According to the calculation of the Astronomical
Book 1/10 of the lunar year is when the new moon appears, so 8/10 of the lunar year

(equivalent to 1/10 of the solar year) is the seventh day after the new moon. From the

duqah-text we can locate the duqah (new moon) in the ninth month and hence count

the number of days between this duqah and the coming 1/10 in all three years of the
triennial cycle. And the results are:

Year duqah in the 9th month on 1/10
First 11/9 the 21st day after the duqah
Second 31/9 the next day after the duqah
Third 21/9 the 11th day after the duqah

93 Milik's assumption is based on that the Synchronistic Calendar of thq Astronomical Book is a

triennial synchronism of a lunar year of 354 days and a solar year of 364 days. (Milik, The Book of

Enoch, 274-284, esp. 274)
94 Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 282-283.
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The datum of correspondence found by Milik does not agree with any one of the three

years. So even ifMilik's understanding of 4QEnastra&b is right, the method of

mapping the lunar cycle onto the 364-day year is different between the Astronomical
Book and the Qumran Calendrical Documents.

The comparison between the details of the lunar reckoning in the Qumran
Calendrical Documents and in 1 Enoch ends with a result which is quite different from
the generally accepted perception. Whereas most scholars would assume that the
calendrical system underlying the two sets of texts is the same and therefore transfer
information freely from one to the other, this detailed comparison puts the close

relationship of the two into question and delivers a warning on the dangers of the
indiscriminate gathering of information. Despite the fact that they both uphold a 364-

day year and have the lunar cycle as part of their enumeration, the lunar reckoning in
these books are basically different. They differ in the role they give the cycle and also
in the principle of their calculation. Whilst the Qumran Calendrical Documents regard
the lunar cycle as a phenomenon to be reckoned against the 364-day calendar, the
Astronomical Book is more willing to use the lunar cycle as an operation tool for

regulating a calendar. Although similar methods for representing the lunar cycle are

presented in both texts, their difference in the computation of the cycle's length and
its starting phase differentiates two in principle. In addition the mismatch in the data
for mapping the lunar cycle to the 364-day calendar discloses that the two are actually

working with different operating systems.

To conclude the section on the comparison of the Qumran lunar reckoning
with those in the pseudepigraphal books the review generated a result which turned
the usually assumed picture on its head. It shows that the apparent opposition of
Jubilees against the lunar related Qumran Calendrical Documents is unfounded, and
the apparent close relationship between these documents and 1 Enoch is unreliable.
The difference between Jubilees and 1 Enoch in their attitudes towards the lunar

reckoning is clear. However, if the lunar material found in the Qumran Calendrical
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Documents has to be put into either camp, it is more likely to be on the side of
Jubilees rather than with 1 Enoch.

Conclusion

Being a later discovered source of a peculiar calendrical system, the study of
the Qumran calendar has inevitably come under the influence of the earlier known
source - the Pseudepigrapha. This influence in the respect of lunar reckoning has been

immensely strong. In order to acquire an unbiased understanding of the lunar

reckoning of the documents themselves, the Qumran Calendrical Documents had to
be isolated from the Pseudepigrapha and studied on their own. Among the eighteen
scrolls five manuscripts were confirmed as having a lunar connection. Based on their
lunar material a picture of the Qumran lunar reckoning was thus formulated. By

looking at various aspects of the lunar cycle the reckoning was able to be understood
from its minute day to day lunar phase change to its long-term operation. The picture
assembled of this lunar understanding was a highly schematic one. Its lunar cycle
follows an alternating twenty-nine-day and thirty-day pattern in general, but when the

alternating pattern comes close to the 364-day year by the end of a three-year period
it is fitted into the yearly cycle by the insertion of an extra day. The triennial co¬
ordination between the lunar cycle and the 364-day year is best represented by a

simple formula: 364 days x 3 = 18 x 29 days + 18 x 30 days + 29 days + 1 day.

During the search for the structure of the lunar reckoning an important aspect of these
lunar related Qumran scrolls was discovered, that is that they only regard the lunar

cycle as their object of enumeration but never take it as the tool for calendrical

regulation. When the acquired picture of the Qumran lunar reckoning was compared
with the pseudepigraphal books an intriguing result emerged: the generally assumed

relationship between these source materials of the 364-day calendar was in fact turned
around. Firstly, the apparent opposition between the Qumran Calendrical Documents
and Jubilees was proved to be a false assumption. There exists no contradiction or

disagreement between the two with regard to lunar reckoning. Similarly, the apparent

close relationship between these documents and the Astronomical Book ofEnoch was
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also shown to be untrue. The two do not only provide different roles for the lunar

cycle, but also their reckoning of the cycle is totally different from each other. This
extensive research on the lunar reckoning of the Qumran Calendrical Documents has
achieved two important results: (1) it provides a clear and independent report on the
lunar reckoning of these documents; (2) it reshapes the relationship between these
documents and the pseudepigraphal books based on their understanding and attitude
of the lunar cycle.
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Chapter 5

The Qumran Calendrical Documents and the Problem of Intercalation

The characteristic feature of the 364-day calendar, that is its particular number of days
in a year, causes great debate about the nature of the calendar: is its year intercalated
to match the true solar cycle? A 364-day year is about one and a quarter days shorter
than the time that takes for the earth to travel around the sun once.1 If no intercalation

is carried out, it will then shift forward from the natural cycle year by year.
Since the true solar cycle is not composed of a complete number of days,

calendars intended to have their years fixed with the solar cycle have to settle anyway

with a close approximate number of days for their year, and then adjust periodically to

bring in the alignment. However, not every calendar possesses such an intercalation

scheme,2 so one cannot automatically say that there should be one to bring the years

of the 364-day calendar into agreement with the cycle of the sun. Since the discovery
of the 364-day calendar some people have assumed the agreement and tried to find
the method, but some others have insisted on its absence. The divergence of scholarly

opinion over the issue of intercalation with the 364-day calendar has existed from the

early days of the discovery right up to the present.

Confined as it is to the scope of this thesis, this chapter is not intended to be
an extensive discussion covering every aspect on the issue of intercalation with the

364-day calendar but rather it will focus on the significance and contribution of the
Calendrical Documents on the issue. Nevertheless in order to pinpoint the function of
these documents in the discussion it is helpful to give a brief account on the history of

1 A mean solar year, also known as the tropical year or the equinoctial year, has 365.24220 days.
It is measured by the time between two successive occurrences of one of the tropics, usually the
vernal equinox. If one is looking at the celestial sphere, it can also be defined as the time between
two successive passing of the sun across the celestial equator when moving northward.

2
Examples of calendars not aligned with the solar cycle are the ancient Egyptian calendar and

the Muslim calendar.
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the development of the issue and to list both the for and against arguments of the
case.

Progress of Intercalating the 364-day Calendar

The discussion on the problem of intercalation with the 364-day calendar did not start

with the discovery of the Qumran Scrolls. As early as 1930 a proposal had already
been made for the intercalary method with the 364-day calendar ofJubilees.3,
Discovering at Qumran texts containing a calendar similar to the one in Jubilees
rekindled the interest of scholars on this peculiar calendar and gave them fresh
material to advance its study. In the early years of the Qumran discovery scholars, in

general, had assumed the calendar was somehow intercalated to match with the true
solar cycle. This general assumption is best illustrated by the question put forward by
Milik. In the section "The Calendar and the Feasts" of his book Ten Years of

Discovery in the Wilderness ofJudaea, after describing the Qumran calendar in

general Milik raised two questions about it:

The calendar used by the authors of Jubilees and I Enoch and by the settlers
at Qumran and by the camps of the Land of Damascus presents two

problems: Where did it originate? How was it synchronized with the
astronomical year?4

Illustrative enough the second question is not on whether the calendar was
intercalated or not but rather on how it was done. After putting forward the questions
and admitting the absence ofmaterial for solving the second problem Milik then

proposed his own scheme of intercalation. Under the same general assumption,
numerous plans of intercalary methods were proposed at this stage varying from

3 S. Zeitlin, "Notes relatives au calendrier juif," Revue des Etudes Juives 89 (1930) 349-359.
4
Milik, Ten Years, 110.
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supplying the extra days once every year to as long as every 49 years.5 Despite their
accord on the general assumption, there was no consensus reached about these
theories on how the synchronism was done. Besides the various proposals there were

also voices raised against the case of intercalation at this stage but they were relatively

sparse.6
When the momentum for the release of the unpublished Qumran Scrolls

receded during the 60's and through to the 80's the heat of the discussion of
calendrical issues also subsided. However, works concerning the problem of
intercalation still appeared from time to time during the thirty years of the inert

period. The general feeling of the presence of intercalation lingered on7 but the
objecting voice was also able to be heard.8 Without new material supplied for the

discussion, the case did not move any further during this stage but remained stagnant.

More proposals for the intercalary method were made based on the general

assumption and the objections to it were mainly due to the lack of clear evidence.

5 For intercalation schemes proposed in this stage see, among others, Jaubert, "Le calendrier"; E.

Vogt, "Antiquum kalendarium sacerdotale," Biblica 36 (1955) 405-407; P. W. Skehan, "The Date of
the Last Supper," Catholic Biblical Quarterly 20 (1958) 192-199; A. Strobel, "Der Termin des
Todes Jesu. Uberschau und Losungsvorschlag unter Einschluss des Qumrankalenders," Zeitschrift

fur die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 51 (1960) 88-94; M. Testuz, Lesldees religieuses du livre
des Jubilees (Geneve: Droz, 1960); E. Kutsch, "Die Solstitien im Kalender des Jubilaenbuches und

in Ath-Henoch 72," Veins Testamentum 12 (1962) 205-207. Brief descriptions of these intercalary

procedures can be found in Beckwith, "Modern Attempt", 379-381: and VanderKam, "The Origin",

406-407, note 58.
6 For examples see J. B. Segal, "Intercalation and the Hebrew Calendar," Vetus Testamentum 7

(1957) 250-273, 251; and K-G. Kuhn, "Zum essenischen Kalender," Zeitschriftfur die
neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 52 (1961) 65-67.

7
For examples see H. Burgmann, "Die Interkalation in den sieben Jahrwochen des

Sonnenkalenders," Revue de Qumrdn 10 (1979) 67-81; and A. R. C. Leaney, The Rule ofQumran
and itsMeaning {London: S.C.M., 1966).

8 An article solely devoted to the discussion of the problem of intercalation with the 364-day
calendar was published by Beckwith in 1970 ("Modern Attempt"). In this article Beckwith not only
refuted various intercalary proposals by pointing out the flaws in the individual proposals but also

gave general objections on why he thought the calendar was not intercalated.
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Into the 90's following the revival of interest in the Qumran Scrolls with the
full publication of the Cave IV fragments, the discussion on the calendar became lively

again. Among scholars engaging in the subject, a few were particularly interested in
the topic of intercalation and they have exerted considerable influence in shaping the
course of the discussion. VanderKam, in formulating his view of the historical context
of the scrolls, which had the calendars and the calendrical conflict at the centre of its

theory, argued strongly for the case of intercalation.9 Glessmer and Albani were more

focused on the calendrical and astronomical background of the calendar. While

searching for the connection of the calendar with Babylonian astronomical science

they both favoured the case of intercalation and tried to draw new material from the

Qumran discovery to support their arguments.10 In particular new intercalary schemes
were developed by Glessmer based on the Qumran manuscripts. However, the debate
did not stop with these new materials and arguments. Still there are scholars strongly

arguing against the case. Like Ben Zion Wacholder and Sholom Wacholder they

reject any form of intercalation with the 364-day calendar by also using material from
the Qumran scrolls.11 The non-intercalation option at this stage has also drawn

support from scholars such as Stegemann and Martone.12

9 VanderKain's view on the question of intercalation can be found in several of his works,

Vanderkam, Calendars, 82-84; Vanderkam, The Dead Sea Scrolls Today, 114-116; in particular

VanderKam, "The Origin", 405-407; and Vanderkam, "Calendrical Texts", 377-379 & 384-386.
10 Glessmer and Albani jointly published an article, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument",

which forms an important part of their argument in supporting the case of intercalation. For their
individual works related with intercalation see Albani, "Die lunaren Zyklen"; Astronomie und

Schopfungsglaube: Unterschungen ziim astronomischen Henochbuch (WMANT 68; Neukirchen-

Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1994); "Zur Rekonstruktion eines verdrangten Konzepts: Der 364-

Tage-Kalender in der gegenwartigen Forschung," in M. Albani, J. Frey, and A. Lange (ed.), Studies
in the Book ofJubilees (Texte und Studien zum Antiken Judentum 65; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck,

1997) 79-125; and Glessmer, "Der 364-Tage-Kalender"; "Investigation"; "The Otot-Texts";
"Calendars".

11 Wacholder and Wacholder, "Patterns of Biblical Dates", 28-37.
12 C. Martone, "Some Observations on the New Mislunarot Texts from Qumran," in D. W. Parry

and E. Ulrich (ed.), The Provo International Conference on the Dead Sea Scrolls: Technological
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Arguments For and Against the Case of Intercalation

Over seventy years the debate on whether the 364-day calendar was intercalated has

never reached any firm conclusion. Every time new material and information on the

calendar was released the debate was rekindled, but it always, more or less, ended up

with the same inconclusive result. So what are the arguments used by scholars to

support either side of the case? And why are these arguments not able to convince the
advocates of the opposite camp to give up their claims? The major points of argument
for both sides of the case are listed below to demonstrate the difficulty in reaching a

firm answer for the question.

Arguments For Intercalation

1. Practicability
If the calendar was practically used in the past then it must have been intercalated
to suit the natural cycle. If the calendar was an ancient tradition which had been

long practised by the Israelites then there should be no question about the
calendar being intercalated. Even if it was not, the evidence from the Qumran

Scrolls still proves that the calendar was utilised by at least the people at Qumran
for over two hundred years. In that case intercalation must have occurred.

2. Biblical Festive Ordinances

According to the statutes in the Hebrew Bible some festivals are firmly tied to

particular seasons of the year, for example the Passover with the vernal equinox,
and the Festival of Booths with the autumnal equinox. Also some festivals, such
as the first-fruit festivals, require the offering of seasonal produce from the earth.
This demands the festivals to be matched with the agricultural cycle. If the 364-

Innovations, New Texts, andReformulated Issues (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 30;

Leiden: Brill, 1999) 443-449, 448-449.
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day calendar was not intercalated it would inevitably depart from the seasons and
there is no way for the observants of this calendar to comply with the biblical
laws.

3. Parallel Case from the Babylonian Astronomical Texts
There are similarities between the 364-day calendar and the Babylonian
astronomical texts, MUL.APIN, showing the connection of the Jewish 364-day
calendrical tradition with Mesopotamian science and probably also the origin of
this Jewish development. In the Babylonian texts a year of 364 days is also

reckoned, but there are as well sections providing details on how the idealised

year is intercalated to match with the real cycle. This parallel case strongly

suggests that the same also occurred with the Jewish 364-day calendar.

4. Evidence from the Astronomical Book ofEnoch
There are sections in the Astronomical Book ofEnoch which clearly show that the

364-day year employed by the book is matched with the seasons. In I Enoch 72
where the length of day and night in each month of the 364-day year is

enumerated, both the location of the sun's rising and setting and the day/night
ratio show that the calendar is season compliant. Also in 1 Enoch 82 when the
calendar is seen in conjunction with the movement of the heavenly hosts, the four

intercalary days are specified as the leaders of the four quarters of the year and
with each of them is a particular season.

5. An Astronomical Instrument found at Qumran

A stone disc found at Qumran is identified by Glessmer and Albani as an

astronomical instrument with various functions, and one of its functions is for the

determination of the four cardinal points of the year, that is the two equinoxes and
the two solstices.13 This finding points to the fact that the people at Qumran did

13 Glessmer and Albani, "An Astronomical Measuring Instrument". For other possible

interpretations of the instrument found see note 41 on page 20.
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practically seek the times of the seasons, and hence their calendar could not

possibly be one that totally ignored the natural cycle.

Arguments Against Intercalation

1. Lack of Indication for Intercalation

No text has ever been found describing a method of intercalation for the 364-day

calendar, nor even hinting at the existence of such a method. The silence of the

364-day calendrical texts on the subject of intercalation strongly suggests that
there never was any attempt to even out the difference between this calendar and
the natural cycle. All the methods of intercalation proposed are without concrete
textual evidence, and they are, frankly, no more than conjectures.

2. The Exact Number of 364 Days in a Year

That the year has exactly 364 days, no more and no less, is time and again

emphasised in various texts of the 364-day calendar (e.g. 1 Enoch 74:10, 12, 75:2
and 82:6; Jub. 6:32, 38; 4Q252 2:3; llQPs3 27:6-7; 4QMMT A.2). Any

adjustment to co-ordinate the natural cycle by adding days, weeks, or months
would be seen as a violation to the character of the calendar implicated in these
statements.

3. Strict Observance of the Calendar

Passages like Jub. 6:32 and 1QS 1:14-15 forcefully stress the importance of

observing the correct calendar and keeping the festivals at their right appointed
time. They are not allowed to advance or retreat even one day. Therefore any

adjustment to the calendar would inevitably disturb the feasts and festivals so that

they would be regarded as abominations.

4. Rigidity of the Closely Knitted Cycles
The Qumran calendrical texts contain cycles of different periods. These cycles are

so tightly intertwined that they resist any manipulation to the well-formed
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structure of the calendar. These cycles include, from the shortest to the longest

ones, the weekly sabbath cycle, the 13-week quarterly cycle, the 52-week yearly

cycle, the triennial lunar cycle, and the sexennial priestly cycle. Together they
make it impossible for the 364-day year to be adjusted within the six-year period
without disrupting them. Any intercalation proposal neglecting any one of these

cycles would be rejected by the calendrical texts.

5. A Theological Explanation
1 Enoch 80:2-8 describes a time when the natural phenomena will not appear at
their appointed times and even the heavenly bodies will wander away from their
ordained paths. The situation described in this passage fits well as a theological

explanation for people following a non-intercalated 364-day calendar. For the
fervent observers of the calendar when they maintained their years constantly with

only 364 days they would inevitably end up with the separation of their calendar
from the seasons. Yet, they did not see the fault as with their calendar but rather

put the blame on nature; it was the world that went wrong trespassing its

prescribed orders due to human sinfulness. Therefore it was their duty to hang on

to their revealed truth until the end of days when the heavens astray would be
restored to their ordained situation. For these people it would be an absurd idea to
intercalate the calendar to match with the seasons.

Scholars are divided over the issue of intercalation of the 364-day calendar.

People on either side of the debate have tried hard to search for clues to support their
case. However, since most of the arguments or evidence gathered by both sides, as
listed in the above, are either circumstantial, indirect, or based on uninvestigated

assumptions, despite the insistence and perseverance of scholars neither side has

gained the upper hand in the debate. Under the circumstances any research which
could provide direct evidence for the case would no doubt tip the balance and have
the final say on this critical issue of the calendar. Glessmer's work on a particular

Qumran text is considered, at least by some scholars, as promising to produce a result
of such a capacity.
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Having been assigned the editorship of 4Q319 (4QOtot), Glessmer has

published several papers on the preliminary findings of his work on the manuscript,
which modify the misreading and some of the problems made by Milik, the original
editor of the text.14 However, Glessmer's interest in the text did not begin with the

assignment of its editorial work. Years before he had already started to engage with
the analysis of the document based on the partial information disclosed by Milik.15
Right from the beginning of his study Glessmer had already seen that the enumeration
of the text with its long span cycles could be a perfect tool for regulating intercalary
schemes to the shortened 364-day year, and based on information extracted from the
text he has made various proposals for the intercalation method. Glessmer is cautious
about the validity of his proposals,16 but he maintains that: "If hints of intercalation are

contained in Scrolls at all, 4QOtot needs to be discussed as evidence",17 and sees the

text as "the only text in some way concerned with the long-term adjustment or

recording of the lunation at the vernal equinox, and thus possibly with a type of
intercalation."18 Still waiting for his final report in the official DJD series, scholars
have already welcomed Glessmer's work as "a textual based proposal"19 for solving
the problem of intercalation with the 364-day calendar.

As a work aiming at examining the time reckoning system of the Qumran
Calendrical Documents it is mandatory for this thesis to evaluate the validity of the
claim that textual evidence for intercalating the 364-day calendar can be found among

these documents. This chapter will focus on 4QOtot and its related intercalary
schemes proposed by Glessmer in order to resolve a crucial aspect of the Qumran
calendar: is the calendrical arrangement confirmed so far meant to be adjusted from
time to time to make it align with the true solar cycle?

14 Glessmer, "Investigation" ; "The Otot-Texts".
15 Glessmer, "Der 364-Tage-Kalender ".
16
Quoting Glessmer's words: "It must be emphazised that this interpretation of 4QOtot is still in

the realm of hypothesis". (Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 157)
17
Glessmer, "Calendars in the Qumran Scrolls", 264.

18
Glessmer, "Calendars in the Qumran Scrolls", 265.

19
Vanderkam, "Calendrical Texts", 377.
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4QOtot (4Q319)

Despite the fact that it can be reconstructed almost completely 4QOtot is not easy to
read for there are difficulties with both its extant and reconstructed texts in

understanding its content. Therefore, instead of simply extracting information from
the text to discuss the possibility of finding an intercalary scheme a closer look at the
text itself is called for to avoid the danger of building ideas upon unfounded

assumptions. The study of the text will be conducted by asking five questions on both
its recording style and its enumeration method:
• How should the individual entry be read?
• Do the summary statements belong to the preceding or the succeeding jubilee?
• How does the text number the six jubilees?
• When does a jubilee end?
• How many signs are there in each jubilee?

Hopefully by investigating these problems, the overall structure of the whole text can

be understood, or at least an appropriate awareness of the difficulties in understanding
and interpreting the text can be developed.

How should the individual entry be read?

A standard recording entry of the Otot-text consists of three elements: (1) a priestly

course, either Gamul or Shecaniah, (2) the word "sign" (DIX), (3) a temporal element

expressed by either an ordinal number from two to six or the word "release" (ntaatB).

In some entries an extra word "year" (rots) is added to element 3, which reveals that

either the number or the word refers to the yearly order of the seven-year release

cycle. Whilst the word in element 2 is consistent throughout, elements 1 and 3 change
from entry to entry. There is no dispute among scholars about the changing sequence

of either the priestly name in element 1 or the yearly order in element 3, but they do

disagree on the division of the entries.
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When the text was first published by Milik, he took the formula of the entries
as: yearly order + sign + priestly course. Taking the first few lines of the passage cited

by Milik as examples, his reading of the entries ran, "[In the second (year)], the sign
of Gemul. In the fifth (year), the sign of Sekanyah: after the Release (semittah), the

sign [of Gemul. In the fourth (year), the] sign of Sekanyah; at the Release, the sign of
Gemul. .. ,".20 This arrangement of the entries was adopted in some translations.21
When Glessmer took over the editorship of the text he argued against this reading and

proposed an alternative by putting the temporal element at the end of the entries.22
Based on Albani's suggestion, Glessmer pointed out that Milik had started the

example passage with an erroneous beginning. Two words "Shecaniah in the year"

(n]EQ rP3D55>) were missed out at the beginning ofMilik's quotation. Once the words

were put back into the passage the structure of the entries was changed to: sign +

priestly course + yearly order. When a single entry is concerned, this alternation does
not seem to be very different from the original reading. In fact it transforms the
structure of the entire text by shifting the number attached to the priestly course.

Taking the same few lines listed above as examples, Glessmer's proposal would

reshape them as, "Shecaniah in the second year. The sign of Gamul in the fifth (year).
The sign of Shecaniah after the release. The sign of Gamul in the fourth (year). The

sign of Shecaniah in the release. ...". The full publication of the text has supported
Glessmer's revision. The opening sentence for two other jubilee cycles can be found
in 1 iv 8 and 1 v 3, and they both show that the text puts the priestly name in front of
the yearly order.23

Undoubtedly, Glessmer's revision is an improvement on Milik's initial reading,
but this revision needs to be further modified by a third way of dividing the entries:

20 Milik, The Book ofEnoch, 62.
21 For examples Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, and Garcia Martinez,

The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated.

22 Glessmer, "Investigation".
23 Glessmer's reading has been adopted by most of the recent translations, for examples, Garcia

Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran"; Wise, Abegg Jr., and Cook, A New Translation; Garcia
Martinez and Tigchelaar, Study Edition.
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priestly course + yearly order + sign. In the previous two methods of separating the

sentences, the word "sign" is taken as in construct form and is read together with the

priestly name forming a conjugated pair, like "sign ofGamul". This new proposal is to
read the word as an independent noun in its absolute form.24 With this new reading
the above example entries would be like: "Shecaniah in the second year, a sign. Gamul
in the fifth (year), a sign. Shecaniah after the release, a sign. Gamul in the fourth

(year), a sign. Shecaniah in the release, a sign. ..." This revised reading has the same

structure of the enumeration in the cycles as Glessmer's proposal, but it also has the

advantage of the following points:

1. There is no need to assume or supplement the word "sign" at the beginning of
each jubilee cycle. In his revised reading of the passage cited by Milik, Glessmer
wondered whether there should be a "sign" in front of Shecaniah, thus he wrote

"(sign?) Schechanja in second year ,..".25 The extant text does not allow him to

put the word there or at the beginning of the other jubilee cycles, hence he
concludes that the first entry of the jubilee cycles is slightly different in form from
the rest of the entries. It has an extra word n]EQ but does not have niK. In his

other article on the Otot-text, Glessmer adds the word "sign" at the beginning of
all the jubilee cycles.26 Most of the other translations do the same, and some even

do not indicate that the word is a supplemented one. This intrusion into the text
made by the translators is unnecessary if they see that the word is not, in fact,

missing but rather situated at the end of the sentence. That the word "sign" is not
at the beginning of the entries is attested by the first entry of four jubilee cycles in
lines 1 iv 11 (the second jubilee), 1 iv 18 (the third jubilee), 1 v 6 (the fourth

jubilee), and 1 v 13 (the fifth jubilee).

2. It removes the problem of the awkward phrase "sign of the end of the jubilee"

(^nrn mx). That each jubilee cycle is concluded with this phrase is accepted

24 For the arguments to read this word independent of the priestly names see pages 265-266.
25 Glessmer, "Investigation", 435.
26 Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts".
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in all the studies. However, unless one regards the word "sign" as an eponym

without any special meaning or takes the "jubilee" in this text as standing for

periods other than just 49 years, the phrase is problematic.27 The word "sign", if it
denotes a special event, does not happen every year but only in the years of Gamul
and Shecaniah, and these years do not always conclude the jubilees.28 In two out

of the three cases when the jubilees do not end with the year of Gamul or
Shecaniah this phrase fails to materialise. By separating the word "sign" from the

phrase "end of the jubilee" and regarding the word as attaching to the end of the

preceding entry, this new reading resolves the problem because the phrase "end of
the jubilee" can now indicate the conclusion of the jubilee in years which are not

associated with Gamul or Shecaniah.

3. It matches with the purpose of the text. The number of signs in each jubilee is
summarised after the enumeration , and it shows that the author of the text is

actually interested in knowing how many signs there are in every jubilee. There

might be other reasons for the author to write this text, but the purpose of having
the signs counted is undisguised. The revised reading makes the counting of the

sign more obvious. Each entry is a count of a sign, so the number of entries
recited in each jubilee is the number of signs in that jubilee.

This new reading does not affect the overall structure of the cycles much, but
it does improve the understanding of the text, especially at the beginning and the end
of the recitation of the entries in each jubilee.

Do the summary statements belong to the preceding or the succeedingjubilee?

In every jubilee cycle, all the "signs" in it are recited one after the other with respect

to their order in the seven-year release cycle. The author is especially interested in two
elements related to these signs, firstly the total number of signs in that jubilee, and

27 For the difficulties in reading the text as such see pages 303-305.
28 For the calendrical event that the "sign' stands for see pages 264-267.
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secondly the signs which fall on the release, and he gives summary statement that
takes account of these two elements

Most scholars see the summary statements as a conclusion of the counting of

signs in the preceding jubilee cycle. However, Glessmer raises a question about
whether the summary statement belongs to the preceding cycle or the succeeding
one.29 He suggests that the summary statement may act as an introductory briefing to

the following jubilee. Instead of understanding the summary statement as one single
unit attaching to the preceding cycle, Glessmer separates it into two sections. He

regards the first half, "the sign of the end of the jubilee", as the concluding sentence of
the preceding cycle, and the second half, the numbers of signs for the jubilee, as the
introduction to the next cycle.

Perhaps the reason that makes Glessmer propose such a reading is the

numbering of the jubilees. The only number for the order of the jubilees that can be

confidently read in the extant text is the number "seventh" in the section following the
last jubilee cycle. Since there are only six cycles in the whole text, this number is
difficult to explain. However, by separating the summary statements and attributing
the second half to the next cycle, the reading proposed by Glessmer resolves this

problem. According to his reading the preserved number "seventh" does not refer to
the sixth cycle of the text but to the one coming after. This "seventh" jubilee is exactly
identical to the first jubilee, so no detail of it is repeated except the stating of its

summary statement.

This reading of the summary statement may be able to solve the problem of
the numbering of the jubilees, but it is not supported by the evidence of the text.30
First, the argument that the summary at the end of the text belongs to an unstated

cycle is not a convincing one. If the cycle is not required to be recited because of its

29 Glessmer, "The Otot-texts", 150-151.
30 Even Glessmer himself has reservations in giving a final decision on the issue as he admitted:

"What might have perplexed J.T. Milik and what I still cannot solve completely is: where exactly is
the element to be placed, which in the following synopsis is marked with a headline 'jub. IV (b)'? ...

Are they preceding or following a jubilee? Every decision will leave some problems." ("The Otot-

texts", 148)
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similarity with the first cycle, then why is its summary stated? As the cycles are the

same, their summaries of the counting of the signs should also be the same. According
to Glessmer's reading there should be a summary for the first cycle at the beginning of
the text, so it would be superfluous to have another identical summary repeated at the
end of the text. Second, there is no such introductory summary preceding the first

cycle. Although the lines in front of the first cycle are rather badly preserved, several
words can still be clearly identified and none of these words match with the summary

statement. Judging from the other cases, this statement should occupy about the

length of a whole line. While two words in each line in front of the first cycle are

preserved and they do not match with those of the summary statement, the chance of

the statement being situated here is slight. Therefore the question posed by Glessmer,
"Are they [the summaries] preceding or following a jubilee?" can be answered. They
can only be following the jubilee cycle and concluding what is counted in front.

How does the text number the six jubilees?

After concluding that the summary statement can only be following the jubilee, now
the problem of numbering the jubilees must be addressed. A standard summary

statement takes the form of: "end ofa certain jubilee. The signs of the certain

jubilees: 16/17 signs, from which 2/3 signs on the release." The order number of the

jubilee appears twice in each of these statements. For the former case, only the "third"

(1 v 5) and the "seventh" (1 vi 16) are preserved but both of them are badly damaged
and cannot provide a definite reading. In the latter case, also two numbers have been

preserved, the "fourth" (1 v 12) and the "seventh" (1 vi 17), and while the "fourth" is
an uncertain reading, the "seventh" can be read with certainty.

The jubilee cycles follow one after the other, so even if only one of their order
number is found, there should not be any problem in reconstructing the order numbers
for the others. However, the case is complicated here by the fact that there are only
six cycles in the text but the only number found with certainty is the "seventh". If one

assigns the order numbers according to this finding, the only possible way is for the
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text to begin with the second and end with the seventh jubilee. Taking this approach
Eisenman and Wise have tried to provide a reason for this peculiar arrangement.

Instead, it counts only Jubilees 2-7. Presumably the explanation for this

peculiarity lies in the septimal concept inherent in sabbatical years and 49-

year jubilees. The author wanted to emphasize the number seven. Since the

priestly rotation in fact required only six years to repeat, the only way to end
on the number seven was to begin counting with two.31

Their speculation is not groundless since the number seven has always been regarded
as sacred in Jewish traditions. However, their explanation cannot be confirmed either
for there is no such peculiar way of counting attested in any other Qumran texts.

Furthermore, this view also has a practical problem. It is hard to imagine how the

Otot-cyde could be used continuously without involving the first jubilee. Does it
mean that every time at the completion of the seventh jubilee the cycle will start again
with the second jubilee instead of the first?

Other scholars have tried to resolve this problem with different approaches.
One is suggested by Glessmer who assigns the only surviving order number to the

succeeding jubilee instead of the preceding one. However, that has already been
shown to be unsuccessful. Another approach is attempted by Garcia Martinez/2 who
insists on the order of the jubilees to be counted from first to sixth. Based on the

ambiguities of the order numbers in the first five cycles, he sees that these numbers are

not necessary to be taken as those in the PA.33 According to his own reading, he

suggests that these numbers fit well with the scheme of counting the cycles from the
first to the sixth.

In Garcia Martinez's translation, the order number of the jubilee appears either
once or twice in the summary statement. For the first five cycles, if the number is

31 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scrolls Uncovered, 130.
32 In his previous translation Garcia Martinez (The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated) agrees with the

Preliminary Edition in this aspect.
33 Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran", 346, n. 33 &34.
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recorded twice, they are identical to one another. However, in the last cycle, Garcia
Martinez provides a special reading: "el signo del final del jubileo [sexto] [Los signos
del jubileo] septimo son 16. De este, en la Remision [(caen) 2 signos ,.."34 In the
footnote he admits that "La lectura "wntSfn en PAM 43.284 me parece absolutamente

cierta".35 Garcia Martinez has not explained why he translates this line differently
from the other cycles. The only possible answer, although it is not explicitly stated, is
that he thinks that the scribe had made a mistake here.

Nevertheless, Garcia Martinez's approach of numbering the jubilees has no
textual support other than the simple logic that the cycles have to start with the first

jubilee. His readings for the uncertain order numbers of the jubilees are possible but
not definite. Even if he achieves getting his readings accepted as possible alternatives,
he still has no concrete evidence to support his proposal. When considering the well

preserved word "seventh", it is very unlikely, although not entirely impossible, that all
the correct numbers are lost but by coincidence the only mistake is preserved.

Therefore, Garcia Martinez is unfair in turning to a scribal error to resolve the

problem.
After reviewing the other suggested solutions which have all been shown to be

unsuccessful, we have to accept the peculiarity of the text in this respect and perhaps
to consider also Eisenman and Wise's explanation. Although their understanding is
not problem free, it is the one which is better grounded on the preserved text and the
ancient traditions.

Where does a jubilee end?

Another problem regarding the structure of the Otot-cycle is to decide where a jubilee
ends. Most translations have taken the words ^10 niK at the end of each jubilee
as one single phrase: "the sign of the end of the jubilee". For the meaning of the word

"sign", Glessmer suggests two possibilities:

34 Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Qumran", 348.
35 Garcia Martinez, "Calendarios en Quinran", 348, n. 36.
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1. ... the "sign" probably indicates the coincidence of a concrete moon-

event and the beginning of every fourth year.

2. Indepent [sic] of a moon-context the list of every fourth year makes sense

in context with the tithing ... .In this case "sign" is used as an eponym.36

With either of these meanings, the "sign" is associated with a particular event which

happens every three years. In that case, the above phrase would be problematic with
most of the translations.

"The sign of the end of the jubilee" would mean that the jubilee has to be
concluded by a "sign". However, since the number of years in a jubilee is not. an exact

multiple of three, a co-ordination of the jubilee cycles with a three-year span event
would result in the end of the jubilees not always matching with the event. Amongst
all the interpreters adopting this translation, only Eisenman and Wise have tried to

tackle this problem. They take the "sign" as "a year in which the sun and moon were

once again perfectly aligned at the year's beginning",37 which according to their

interpretation of the Qumran calendar would only happen once every three years.

Eisenman and Wise indeed count the phrase "the sign of the end of the jubilee" as one
of these "signs". However, in order to resolve the problem, they have assigned two
different senses to the word "jubilee". One is its normal sense as a period of forty-
nine years and the other refers to a period of variable length, which is roughly equated
to forty-nine years but aligned with the cycle of "signs". They call the variable length

period the "jubilee of the otof. According to their interpretation these two senses of

counting the jubilee are conducted side by side with one another during the recitation
of the cycles. The lengths of the "jubilees of the otof as identified by Eisenman and
Wise are:'8

36 Glessmer, "The Otot-texts", 155.
37
Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scroll Uncovered, 128.

38 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scroll Uncovered, 129, table 2.
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Jubilee of
the otot

Length in Years Ends in Year End ofForty-Nine Year Jubilee

Second 49 49 49
Third 51 100 98

Fourth 51 151 147

Fifth 48 199 196

Sixth 48 247 245

Seventh 47 294 294

However, can this method of handling the text be justified? There are several

problems with Eisenman and Wise's interpretation of the text. First, their variable

length "jubilee" is questionable. There is no supporting evidence that the word when
taken in a time reckoning context has ever been understood as a period of variable

length. In Lev 25:8-10, concerning the statutes of the jubilee, it states that "you shall
count seven weeks of years, seven times seven years, so that the time of the seven

weeks of years shall be to you forty-nine years. ... it shall be a jubilee for you". The

repetitive emphasis on the number of years makes it clear to its readers that the period
of the jubilee is no other but exactly forty-nine years. Second, their decision on the

meaning of the word in the text is arbitrary. They claim that "the term refers first to
that period (only approximating to 49 years) that aligns with the cycle of otot At
other times the term denotes the actual period of 49 years."39 However, they have not

indicated in their translation which is which and have not provided the reasons for
their decision on the sense of the word in each case. Third, even if one accepts their

concept of the "jubilees of otot" for the sake of the argument, their calculation of the

lengths of the jubilees is incorrect. Judging from the table, how they count the length
of a "jubilee of the otot" cycle is from the year after the concluding sign of the

previous cycle up to and including the year of the concluding sign of this cycle. In

making their calculation they fail to realise that the third and the fourth jubilees are

actually overlapping each other, and by mistake they include this repetition in their

counting. As a result they make both the third and fourth jubilees fifty-one years.

However, this mistake is cancelled out by another error which makes them able to

align the two different cycles of the jubilee by the end of 294 years; they miscalculate

39 Eisenman and Wise, The Dead Sea Scroll Uncovered, 129.
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the second otof-jubilee. Instead of starting to count with the year immediately after
the sign year, as in the other cycles, they have included the first sign year in this cycle

With these problems, Eisenman and Wise's proposal of two different senses
for the term "jubilee" is unacceptable. Consequently the problem of "the sign of the
end of the jubilee" also cannot be resolved by assuming that all the jubilees conclude
with the sign year. The answer for this problem, as suggested before, lies with an

alternative reading of the phrase, that is to separate the word "sign" from the rest of
the phrase. The jubilees do not necessarily end with a sign. After the enumeration of
all the signs in a jubilee, the phrase "end of the jubilee" is put in after the last sign to
indicate the conclusion of the forty-nine-year period which may or may not be a sign

year.

How many signs are there in each jubilee?

The last problem which needs to be addressed about the structure of the Otot-text is

the number of signs in each jubilee. In the concluding summaries two elements about
the signs of the jubilees are recounted. One is the total number of signs and the other
is the number of signs that fall on the release. According to the PE these numbers in
the summaries are:40

Jubilee Total no. of signs No. of signs on the release
Second 17 [2]
Third [16] 2

Fourth 17 2

Fifth [16] [3]
Sixth [16] [2]
Seventh 16 [2]
[ ] missing number reconstructed

,0 The numbers are extracted from the transcriptions in Wacholder and Abegg, The Preliminary

Edition, 96-98.
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The original editors of the text have not indicated why the missing numbers are

reconstructed as such. However, if one counts the number of signs of each cycle

according to their reconstructed text in the PE, the result should be like:

Jubilee Total no. of signs No. of signs on the release
Second 17 3
Third 17 2
Fourth 17 2

Fifth 16 3

Sixth 16 2

Seventh 16 2

Moreover if one calculates the number of signs for the jubilees according to a

schematic enumeration of a three-year period against the seven-year release cycle in

forty-nine years for six jubilees, the result would be like:

Jubilee Total no, of signs No. of signs on the release
Second 17 3
Third 16 2

Fourth 16 2

Fifth 17 3

Sixth 16 2
Seventh 16 2

Comparing the data in the first table to the other two, it is difficult to see any

rationale behind the numbers reconstructed in the PE. Since no explanation is given in
this respect, these data do not warrant further discussion. When the data of the other
two tables are compared, the result is more interesting. The two are almost identical
with the exception of the total numbers of signs for the third, the fourth, and the fifth

jubilee. It makes one wonder why the Otot-text deviates from the schematic
enumeration. When these three cycles are carefully examined, it is not difficult to find
out how the deviations come about.

According to the restoration in the PE, a sign of Shecaniah appears twice in
both the end of the third jubilee and the beginning of the fourth jubilee. Before this is

assigned as a scribal error, one should look at the reconstructed text first to make sure
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that it is reliable. There is not much problem with the first entry at the beginning of the
fourth jubilee, but the reading of the last entry at the end of the third jubilee is not that
certain. The entry is entered in the PE as: "[^lO HIK rHBG n]rD0 [H1K rP0]BQ" (Se
1 VI 4). After the letters KG the rest of the line is missing except for some broken

traces ofwhich not a single letter can be identified. These traces could be part of the

phrase " ^10 mtf rPtPSJG" or some other unknown words. With the uncertainty of the

reading one should not refer the error to the author. Removing this uncertain sign of
Shecaniah from the third jubilee the total number of signs in this jubilee is sixteen as in
the schematic table.

In contrast, the remaining deviations in the fourth and the fifth jubilee are

likely to be induced by a scribal mistake in miscounting a sign in these jubilees The
last entry "Shecaniah after the release, a sign" (1 v 11-12) of the fourth jubilee should
be the first sign of the fifth jubilee. The evidence for this scribal error is that in all the
other cycles where the end of the jubilee can be firmly determined by the extant text,

the phrase "end of the jubilee" always appears exactly where the jubilees are supposed
to end.41 Unless one assumes that the author had different notions for the meaning of

"jubilee", one has to accept that the author did make an error here. Presumably the
author did not have a complete schematic table of the jubilee cycles in front of him
when he wrote the text. When constructing such a tedious and complicated text, it is
conceivable that the author miscalculated his cycle by ending one of the jubilees one

sign later than he should have. If the miscounted sign is put back from the fourth

jubilee to the fifth, the total number of signs for the fourth and the fifth jubilee will be
sixteen and seventeen respectively, which will then be the same as in the schematic
table.

41 Other than the fifth jubilee, all the others can have their ends determined with certainty either

by its own last sign or by the first sign of the next jubilee.
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Summary

Although it cannot be said that the above discussions produce an absolutely clear

picture about the Otot-text, they do help to resolve some of the problems in reading
the text and to highlight the difficulties in some scholarly explanations. Before

proceeding to discuss whether the text provides evidence for intercalation, it is useful
to summarise the points so far been discussed about this text.
1. The Otot-text is an enumeration of an event named "sign', which recurs every

three years.

2. The enumeration of these signs is carried out against a framework of the seven-

year release cycle.
3. The enumeration is separated into sections of jubilees, and there are altogether six

jubilees in the whole text.

4. Each sign is enumerated by an entry with the standard formula: "Gamul/Shecaniah
on the certain (year of the release cycle), a sign".

5. After enumerating all the signs in one jubilee the total number of signs in that

jubilees is recounted by a regular summary statement: "end of the certain jubilee.
The signs of the certain jubilee: 16/17 signs, from which 2/3 signs on the release."

6. For an unknown reason the six jubilees in the text are numbered from the second
to the seventh.

7. The jubilee in this text is regarded as a period of forty-nine years.

8. Although there are deviations found in the extant texts, the total number of signs
in each jubilee should be as follow:

Jubilee Total no. of signs No. of signs on the release
Second 17 3

Third 16 2

Fourth 16 2

Fifth 17 3

Sixth 16 2

Seventh 16 2
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Intercalary schemes based on 4QOtot

After looking at the Otot-text in detail we may now return to the question ofwhether
Glessmer is justified in seeing hints of intercalation in this text. Two schemes of

intercalary method have been proposed by Glessmer. The first proposal was
constructed solely on the basis ofMilik's 1976 partial publication.42 After the whole
text was made public in the early 90's this proposal was proven to be a misreading
and was subsequently retracted. However, while admitting the fault in his earlier

proposal, Glessmer still maintained his view on the text about intercalation and set out

a revised scheme, his second proposal, based on the full text.43 Although Glessmer's
first proposal is obsolete, it will still be listed and discussed in the following because it
remains a scheme of intercalation based on the Otot-text and it will also help to reveal
the nature of Glessmer's approach to the text.

Proposal 1

The first intercalary scheme proposed by Glessmer is a complicated one. To

understand it a few remarks have to be made: (1) the proposal takes the basic unit of
enumeration in the Otot-text to be a seven-year period; (2) the basic seven-year unit is
counted in the jubilee cycle (49 years) by its order from one to seven and designated
as "after the release", "the second", "the third", "the fourth", "the fifth", "the sixth",

and "the release" respectively; (3) the occurrence of signs according to the seven-year

units is enumerated for a period of a super jubilee cycle which contains seven jubilee

cycles (7 x 49 years = 343 years), and the total number of signs counted in each super

jubilee cycle is summarised at the end of the counting of that cycle; (4) there are

altogether six such super jubilee cycles in the whole text (343 x 6 = 2058 years).

42 Glessmer, "Der 364-Tage-Kalender ".
43 Glessmer, "Investigation".
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Intercalary scheme:
There are two steps in this scheme to bring in the necessary adjustment.

Step 1 (regular insertion): to add a week in every seven years following the sabbatical

year cycle (= 49 additional weeks in 343 years).

Step 2 (irregular insertion): to add twelve more weeks over the period of a super

jubilee cycle (= 12 additional weeks in 343 years).

As a result the difference between the natural years and the intercalated 364-day years
in 343 years time is reduced to:

natural year 365.25 days x 343 = 125280.75 days

364-day year 364 days x 343 = 124852 days = 428.75 days

regular insertion 7 days x 49 = 343 days = 85.75 days

irregular insertion 7 days x 12 = 84 days = 1.75 days

The two step insertions bring the 364-day year to a very close approximation with the
natural year with only 1.75 days difference over a period of 343 years. This remaining
difference can be smoothed out if a week is further added at the end of four 343-year

periods. The role of the Otot-text in this scheme of intercalation is to assist the

operation of the irregular insertions, and the method is to follow the text to add a

week for each sign enumerated except for those which are related with the release,
that is those designated as "after the release" or "on the release". For the example

cycle cited by Glessmer the total number of signs enumerated in that cycle is

seventeen, in which three are "after the release" and two are "on the release", so the

remaining number of non-release related signs is exactly twelve.44

44 There does not always happen to be twelve of these signs in a 343-year cycle, but there happens

to be twelve in the cycle cited by Milik, which was also the only information available to Glessmer
when he constructed this proposal.
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Proposal 2

The revised scheme proposed by Glessmer in 1996 is much simpler when compared to
the first one. With this proposal Glessmer retracts the idea of seeing the basic
enumeration unit of the text in a longer span of seven years, but returns to the original

suggestion ofMilik to view it as referring to a single year unit.

Intercalary scheme:
Similar to the previous one the intercalary procedure is also carried out in two steps.

Step 1 (regular insertion): to add a week in every six years based on the sexennial

priestly roster (= 14 weeks in 84 years).

Step 2 (irregular insertion): to add a further additional week in every 84 years (= 1
week in 84 years).

As a result the difference between the natural years and the 364-day years in 84 years

is reduced to:

natural year 365.25 days x 84 = 30681 days

364-day year 364 days x 84 = 30576 days = 105 days

regular insertion 7 days x 14 = 98 days = 7 days
- irregular insertion 7 days = 0 days

With both the regular and irregular insertions the shortage of the 364-day year is

totally cancelled out. So how does the Otot-text help to carry out this intercalation
scheme? No specific plan has been drawn up by Glessmer but he thinks that with such
a text as 4QOtot it can easily provide the necessary means for the observation of both
the regular and irregular insertions. As the sexennial priestly rotation forms part of the
text's enumeration there should be no difficulty in following the priestly roster for the

regular additional weeks. For the irregular insertions, since the "sign on the release"
for a particular priestly course, either Gamul or Shecaniah, only occurs once every

forty-two years, counting these signs would easily provide the necessary indication for
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the irregularly inserted weeks, say for example in one of every two times when the

"sign on the release" happens with Gamul.43

4QOtot - A Tool for Intercalation?

Glessmer's two intercalary proposals are attractive to those who have long been

searching for a solution to this outstanding puzzle of the 364-day calendar. These

proposals do not only provide the necessary means to smooth out the difference
between the theoretical and the true solar cycles, but more importantly they are based
on information extracted from a text that itself is firmly anchored on the 364-day
calendar. Nonetheless one has to ask: does Glessmer rightly interpret the Otot-text in

making up these proposals? There are shortcomings in his intercalary schemes which
disclose that he is not.

1. Arbitrariness

The Otot-tQxt contains cycles of various lengths including three-year, six-year, seven-

year, forty-nine-year, two-hundred-and-ninety-four-year, and perhaps even some

others. One should not make up intercalary schemes with these numbers and then
claim the support of the text. Yet, this is basically what Glessmer is doing with his

proposals. The arbitrariness of Glessmer's handling of the numbers gathered from the
text is best illustrated by the development of his proposals. Instead of looking for
evidence of intercalation in the Otot-text Glessmer actually comes to the text with the

assumption of its function as an intercalary tool. It is under this assumption that the
two proposals are made.

The first attempt is to start with a "regular" seven-year insertion. This reduces
the required adjustment to 1.75 days per seven years. In order to round up the

remaining days this method needs one more extra week in twenty-eight years.

Disappointingly, the numbers in the text cannot be arranged to make up this necessary

45
Quoting the example suggested by Glessmer in "The Otot-Texts", 156.
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number of years. Therefore instead ofmaking the "irregular" adjustment in twenty-

eight years Glessmer resorts to rounding up the necessary days by adding roughly
twelve weeks every 343 years. It was the search for these extra intercalary weeks that
Glessmer needs to argue against Milik's reading for a long-span interpretation of the
text. However, to his regret this interpretation fails him. Realising the fault in his first

proposal Glessmer reshapes his approach by making the "regular" insertion with the

six-year cycle, which leaves only half a day in six years unaccounted for. With this
new approach the alignment can be made by adding a week in fourteen of these six-

year cycles. Therefore what is needed here is a period of eighty-four years. This time
the task is easier to accomplish. The required number of years is readily arrived at

with the multiple of the sexennial priestly cycle and the septennial sabbatical cycle (2 x
6x7 = 84).

This approach of finding the necessary information from the text cannot be

regarded as textual proof for the case of intercalation. Unless they can account for not

just some of the numbers but also the other elements of the text, these proposals are

no more convincing than the speculations made by other scholars.

2. Overlooking of the introductory lines

Apart from their arbitrariness the major weakness ofGlessmer's proposals is that they
fail to take into account the other elements of the text. With the exception of the
material which is needed to make up his intercalary procedures Glessmer ignores the
other elements of the extant text in constructing his proposals. These neglected
elements together betray the flaws of Glessmer's argument in understanding the text
as an intercalary tool.

The first element which has been overlooked is the introductory lines (1 iv 10-

11) at the very beginning of the Otot-text. In the development of his argument that the
text is supposed to be interpreted in an intercalary sense, Glessmer tries hard to
eliminate another possible rendering of the text, that is a lunar interpretation. Reading
the text with a lunar connotation would definitely undermine Glessmer's effort to see

the text as an intercalary tool. Therefore he questions the text:
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Is the distance of 'signs' every fourth year connected with special 'lunar

events,' i.e., 'signs' in an astronomical sense? Such events of special
observance are to be supposed when the 364-day-calendar is thought of

against a background of coordination with a lunar calendar. Such a

coordination ... is attested in ... MLfn A and MiAn B. ... But is this true also

for 4Q319? Or is it adequate to suppose a non-lunar re-interpretation, which
uses the special counting of the 'signs in the /emita' in a sense of intercalation
for a 364-day-year against the tropical year?46

Certainly the Otot-text is not an enumeration of lunar events in the triennial period as

in the cases of the Mishmarot A (4Q320) and Mishmarot B (4Q321 & 4Q321a),47 but

the astronomical sense of the Otot-text is undeniable. In the introductory lines the

preserved wordings and their association with the creation on the fourth day of the
creation week make the connection of these lines with the heavenly bodies

indisputable.48 Therefore any interpretation of the text must consider the relationship
of these astronomically connected lines with the subsequent enumeration. In ignoring
these lines Glessmer actually neglects an element which could undermine his whole

argument of seeing the text in an intercalary sense.

3. Neglecting of the summary statement at the end of each jubilee cycle

46 Glessmer, "Investigation", 436. Similarly, this argument of rejecting the lunar interpretation to
favour the intercalation rendering is presented in Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 147, "This manuscript

[4Q320] was already mentioned as a witness of the type of 'calendarical documents' which also have
a coordination with moon-events. But it must be stated that no reference to the moon is discernible in

the fragments [of 4QOtot] and that nothing like this is to be expected in the above arrangement of
columns [of 4QOtot] ... If a moon-context seems not to be probable for 4QOtot, a model of
intercalation seems be the most plausible explanation for the hitherto unparalleled Otot-element in
col. IV10-VI19."

47 In this sense Glessmer is quite right to see that 4QOtot is not parallel to any section of 4Q320.

(Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 147)
48 cf. the discussion on the astronomical sense of these lines on pages 233-236.
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The summary statements at the end of the jubilee cycles should not be neglected in

any discussion about the function of the text. After counting the signs one by one

meticulously throughout the 49-year period the text then carefully summarises the
total number of signs and the number of signs on the release for that jubilee. This
reflects that the author actually wants to know, or he wants his readers to know, how

many signs there are in each jubilee and how many of these signs fall on the release

years. Failing to consider these statements would inevitably miss the point of the text.

Yet Glessmer's intercalary schemes have nothing to do with these summaries.
His first proposal is connected in some way with the number of signs in the

jubilees. However, instead of accounting for the numbers in the summary statements

(in the case of the sample cycle taken by Glessmer the numbers are seventeen and

two), what Glessmer needs for his intercalary plan is twelve indicators of weekly
insertion for the concerned period, so he chooses the signs which are not associated
with the release (seventeen signs - two signs on the release - three signs after the
release = twelve non-release related signs). This selection disconnects his proposal
from the summaries, which only sum up the number of signs on the release but not
those after the release. In this way Glessmer's first intercalary scheme cannot explain

why the numbers are concluded at the end of each jubilee cycle.
The failure ofGlessmer's second proposal on this point is even more obvious.

In the article where he proposes his revised intercalary plan Glessmer does briefly
discuss the summary statements, but what he does is simply question the position of
these statements in relation to the jubilee cycles: "Are they preceding or following a

jubilee?"49 He makes no attempt to explain the function of these summaries in the

text, and gives no role to the numbers in these statements in the intercalary scheme he

proposed. What the proposed plan needs is an 84 years period which can be made up

easily with the multiples of the sexennial priestly cycle with the sabbatical release

cycle. How many signs the jubilee cycles contain and how many of these are on the
release are of no concern to this intercalation plan. In order to make justifiable use of

49
Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 148.
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the text Glessmer cannot avoid the question on why the number of signs are

summarised for the jubilees.

4. Inadequate accounting of the cycles enumerated

Glessmer's first proposal misses the mark by working from a misinterpretation of the
text so there is no need to consider it at this point about the enumeration of the

cycles. What we are concerned with here is Glessmer's handling of the enumerated

cycles in his second proposal. The complete Otot-cycle is an enumeration of a

repeated triennial period against the sabbatical release cycle over a period of six

jubilees, a total of 294 years. With Glessmer's second proposal of intercalation one

may wonder why the author of the text took the trouble of counting a three-year

period for as long as 294 years. Only a sexennial cycle, not a triennial one, is needed
to regulate both the regular and irregular intercalary procedures of this scheme. Also
the irregular insertion is completed within a period of 84 years but not 294 years. A

simple enumeration of the sexennial priestly cycle against twelve of the seven-year

sabbatical cycles is sufficient enough to manage such an intercalary scheme, with
which the 3-year, 49-year, and 294-year cycles all play no part. Yet these ignored

cycles are all crucial components of the text. Therefore an interpretation ignoring
these important parts can definitely not be justified as an acceptable understanding of
the text.

The listed shortcomings of his proposals reveal that Glessmer has not. taken
the whole text into account but has merely gleaned the information necessary to draw

up the intercalary plans for his assumed interpretation. In this respect Glessmer's

proposals are not a proper interpretation of the Otot-text. Even though they are based
on selected material of a 364-day calendrical text they are actually no different from
the other speculative proposals. Nevertheless Glessmer may still be correct to say

that: "If hints of intercalation are contained in Scrolls at all, 4QOtot needs to be
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discussed as evidence",50 because the evidence of 4QOtot may in fact be a "clue" to
the non-intercalated nature of the calendar of the scrolls.

4QOtot - A Text against Intercalation

When the Otot-text is read together with the other calendrical texts it forms strong

evidence for rejecting any form of intercalation for the 364-day calendar. The key for
the text's evidence against intercalation is with its lunar correlation. Unless one, like

Glessmer, totally denies 4QOtot's lunar connection, it is obvious that the rigidity of
the whole calendrical system embedded in this text from the minute time scale to the

long-term span will lock the structure of the calendar and leave no space for any
external manipulation.

Since the lunar correlation of the Otot-text has already been discussed in the

previous chapter, there is no need to repeat the arguments but only to restate the
conclusion of the discussion to make the point: it is impossible that the Otot-text can
enumerate a three-year cycle which is totally independent of the triennial lunar cycle
of 4Q320. The repeatedly enumerated three-year period under the priestly names

Gamul and Shecaniah in 4QOtot can only make sense when it is viewed as the time

required for the co-ordination between the lunar cycle and the 364-day year. With the
triennial lunar cycle of 4Q320 in mind there is no room for any other adjustment to be
made within the three years time other than the one extra day added at the end of the

period to complete the co-ordination between the schematic lunar and solar cycles of
the calendar. Once the lunar correlation of the Otot-text is confirmed the repeated
enumeration of this lunar triennial period against the longer cycles immediately
extends the rigidity of the period to a much longer span of time in which the insertion
of intercalary units becomes impossible.

If it were not for the Otot-text, one could still be able to argue that

intercalation could be carried out beyond the time span of the cycles stipulated in the

50
Glessmcr, "Calendars in the Qumran Scrolls", 264.
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other Qumran calendrical texts;51 however, the evidence in the Otot-text removes the

possibility of any of this speculation. All the intercalary methods proposed so far,

including those suggested by Glessmer, could only work if either (1) the three-year

period of 4QOtot is not connected with the lunar cycle, or (2) the triennial period is
not a continuously uninterrupted cycle. However, the evidence of 4Q319 leads to the

rejection of both possibilities.52 Thus the absence of intercalation for the Qumran
Calendrical Documents over a period of 294 years is confirmed by this text.

Furthermore, if the 364-day year is not intercalated in 294 years it is unlikely
that it would ever be adjusted. The 1.25 days discrepancy in 294 years amounts to a

little more than a whole year (294 x 1.25 = 367.5 days). Over such a period a non-

intercalated 364-day year would have moved around the natural year for a complete

turn, and would have arrived at approximately the same alignment as where it started
at the beginning of the period. If the calendar can bear with the separation from the
natural cycle for a complete round why does it need to bring in any adjustment at the

point when the alignment is already achieved by the gradual shifting? So, the non-

intercalation evidence of 4QOtot is sufficient to confirm that the 364-day calendar in
the Calendrical Documents is not intended to be adjusted for natural accord over any

period of time.

To sum up the discussion on examining 4QOtot as evidence for intercalation
we have to conclude that the text is indeed an indispensable clue for the question of
intercalation with the 364-day calendar, but not as Glessmer intends it to be. First, the
claim of finding a textual intercalary method in this text is unfounded. Glessmer's

proposals are not true representations of what is found in the text but rather attempts
to turn it into what he wants it to be. By ignoring most parts of the text Glessmer only

picks out the inherent numbers necessary to draw up his compensation plans for the

51 The longest cycle in the other Qumran calendrical texts is the sexennial priestly cycle. There
are several proposed intercalary methods which have their adjusting insertions done over periods

longer than six years. For examples, the intercalation methods 1.2.3. 4. and 6. listed in Beckwith,
"Modern Attempt", 379-381.

52 For the continuity of the triennial enumeration of 4QOtot see discussion on pages 267-268.
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deficient days. Therefore, for scholars who seek evidence to support the case of
intercalation Glessmer's work has not improved the strength of their arguments
because it is only another speculation among others. Second, by reading the Otot-text

alongside the other Calendrical Documents its enumerated cycles actually constitute

evidence, although implicit, for rejecting the case of intercalation. The other lunar
related calendrical texts form a closely knit three-year co-ordination between the lunar

cycle and the 364-day year that resists any intrusion; the Otot-text extends this rigid
structure to a time span beyond the reach of any of the proposed intercalary plans.
Based on this evidence alone we cannot conclude that intercalation never happened
with the 364-day calendar, but at least we can confidently say that it did not happen
with the calendar of the Qumran Calendrical Documents.

A possible interpretation of the Otot-text

If 4QOtot is not designed for the purpose of adjusting the 364-day calendar then what
is it meant for? Without an explicit answer from the text itself it is difficult to reach

any firm conclusion on this question. Yet attempts can still be made to understand the
text by the material preserved in the fragments. In order for it to be a fair

interpretation one has to consider every piece of recoverable information. Below are

some major elements embedded in the text which any genuine interpretation must

consider.

• The introductory lines, especially their astronomical connotation and their
connection with other calendrical texts

• The summary statement at the end of each jubilee cycle, especially the numbers
summarised for the signs

• The epithet "sign", its meaning, its association with the two priestly names, and the
triennial period that it signifies

• The seven-year cycle and the year of release
• The 49-year jubilee cycle
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In trying to establish a possible interpretation of the Otot-text, the question to start

with is: what is the meaning of the epithet "sign"? When the same question is asked by

Glessmer, he suggests two possible answers:

1. In a 'moon-context' ... 'sign' probably indicates the coincidence of a

concrete moon-event and the beginning of every fourth year.

2. Indepent [sic] of a moon-context the list of every fourth year makes sense

in context with the tithing ... In this case 'sign' is used as an eponym.53

Although he supposes that "in a certain phase of the Second Temple period there

might have been no contrast between these two possibilities and perhaps they derive
from a common background",54 basically he treats the two as independent and
exclusive alternatives. Glessmer may well be right in noting that in the Mishnah the

regulations on the three-year tithe have no connection with the lunar reckoning, but
this lack of connection in the rabbinic literature does not necessarily imply that the
same is true for the Qumran Scrolls. My proposal is that the "sign" in the Otot-text

actually has dual connotations, that is an astronomical sense and an economic sense.

As repeatedly mentioned the astronomical sense of the text is indisputable, and
the epithet "sign" probably represents the coincidence of the full moon with the

beginning of the year. The introductory lines and the three-year enumerated period

definitely point to such a connection. However, Glessmer is also right in seeing that
an enumeration of such a lunar correlated period with the release-year cycle does not
make much sense. What is the point of knowing which years in the sabbatical release

cycle start with a full moon? So it is more likely that while the lunar correlation of the
term is certain, it also at the same time has another connotation - an economic sense

connecting with the three-year tithe of the Levites. The Levitical tithe is stipulated in
Dtn 14:28-29

53 Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 155.
54
Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 155.
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Every third year you shall bring out the full tithe of your produce for that

year, and store it within your towns; the Levites, because they have no

allotment or inheritance with you, as well as the resident aliens, the orphans,
and the widows in your towns, may come and eat their fill so that the Lord
Your God may bless you in all the work that you undertake.

Although the connection of the "sign" with this special tithing is not specified in the
extant material of the manuscript as in the case of the astronomical connotation, the
enumeration against the release-year cycle makes the connection plausible. As
Glessmer puts it, "for the tithing in connection with semitta-years there exist

regulations to be observed. The special attention given to counting the signs may be

explained in this way."55 If connecting the "sign" with the three-year tithe provides a

better explanation for the purpose of its enumeration, then we have to ask: do we

have to totally give up the lunar context of the text in order to opt for this

interpretation, as Glessmer does? In fact, Glessmer also sees the text as having dual
functions. He is willing to accept the counting of the signs in connection with the
Levitical tithing together with a coexisting calendrical meaning of an intercalary
scheme with the 364-day calendar. With the failure of the intercalation interpretation
we should now seriously consider the possibility of a coexistence between the tithing
context and the astronomical sense in the Otot-text; one is more specific but does not
fit well with the context, and the other is not so clear but makes a better explanation
of the text.

I see no conflict in perceiving both senses in the text. As has been widely

attested, the people of the Qumran Scrolls were closely related with the priestly circle.
There should be no surprise that an ordinance concerning the levy to the Levites
would be given special attention by these people. They should be very familiar with
this second tithing and its stipulated three years period. To the other Jews this
triennial period may have no other special association except the biblical statute, but
for the people ofQumran it is different. In their calendrical system there is a special

55 Glessmer, "The Otot-Texts", 155. The regulations concerning the three-year tithing and the

release-year cited by Glessmer is in the Mishnah (m. Ma'aser Seni 5:6).
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place for the three-year period - it embraces the perfect co-ordination between their
sacred calendar and the lunar cycles. For people treasuring such an idealised
calendrical system, it would be natural for them to associate the two important ideas
into an unified concept. The perfect astronomical conjunction constitutes an ideal

theological backup for the biblical tithing. The three-year time is not only a period

stipulated in the Pentateuch for giving to the Levites but also has its place in the
orders ordained by God for the heavenly bodies. Thus for these people the "sign"
reached by the coincidence of the full moon with the beginning of the year in every

three years would also signify the time of observing the Levitical tithe according to
the Mosaic law.

After suggesting the dual meanings of the epithet "sign", the next question to

be asked in the quest for an interpretation of the (9to/-text is: why are these signs
counted? The counting is more likely to be connected with the economic sense rather
than the astronomical sense of the three-year period. There are regulations in the
biblical statutes regarding the enumerated cycles which makes the counting of a text
such as 4QOtot meaningful. As cited above Dtn 14:28-29 commands that for every
three years a tithe of all the produce of the year is to be saved up for the Levites and
the poor. Following right after this ordinance are the regulations for the release of the
seventh year. "Every seventh year you shall grant a remission of debt." (Dtn 15:1)

However, in the Pentateuch the seven-year cycle is not only regarded as the time for

remission, but it is also a time for letting the land rest. In Lev 25 the law of the
sabbatical rest is related:

1. The Lord spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, saying: 2. Speak to the people
of Israel and say to them: When you enter the land that I am giving you, the
land shall observe a sabbath for the Lord. 3. For six years you shall sow your

field, and for six years you shall prune your vineyard, and gather in their

yield; 4. but in the seventh year there shall be a sabbath of complete rest for
the land, a sabbath for the Lord: you shall not sow your field or prune your

vineyard.
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Every three years a tithe of the earth's produce is to be given to the Levites but every
seven years the land is also to be provided with a time of rest. There do seem to be

complications resulting from the operation of the two regulations alongside one

another. For every twenty-one years the triennial tithing would fall on the seventh

sabbatical year. If the land is not allowed to be sowed and the yield to be gathered in
the sabbatical year, what do people give for the Levitical tithe in these years of
coincidence? This must have caused concern for people trying to give strict
observance to these biblical regulations. Similarly, if the three-year tithe constitutes an

important part of the Levites' income, this clash of the regulations must have some

effect on their life too. Under these considerations, to construct a text such as the

4QOtot makes perfect sense. Its primary purpose is not calendrical or astronomical
but economic. In counting and summarising the signs in such a manner it achieves the

following functions:

(1) noting which years in the jubilees are for the Levitical tithe (the "sign"

year),

(2) marking the years when the tithe falls on a release year,

(3) calculating how many Levitical tithes there are in each jubilee,

(4) knowing how many of these tithes coincide with the release year.

If the Levites are going to get a reduced portion or nothing at all when their tithes fall
on the release years, the 0to/-text can give them a clear idea of when this will happen
and how many tithes they will actually receive in each block of the 49-year jubilees.
Such a reading on the Otot-text does not only explain why the three-year signs are

enumerated against the seven-year release cycle but also takes care of why the
enumerated signs are summarised at the end of each jubilee.

This proposal of interpreting the Otot-text in an economic sense and

understanding the epithet "sign" as having a dual meaning may still be far from

proven, but it has the advantage of taking the various elements of the extant text into
consideration and attempting to give due weight to every piece of information that is
found.
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Conclusion

On the question of intercalation with the 364-day calendar, the evidence from the
Calendrical Documents is negative. The text which has been put forward with great

expectation for providing the concrete intercalary method turned out to be proof of a
non-intercalated calendar instead. The rigid time frame over a long period of time
embedded in the enumerated cycles of 4QOtot virtually bars any artificial

manipulation of the fixed year length of 364 days. Although the evidence in this text
does not rule out the possibility of the 364-day year calendar being intercalated in
other circles, it confirms that this is not the case in the Qumran Calendrical

Documents. Rather than being a tool of intercalation the Otot-text is more likely
instead to be concerned with the practice of the biblical ordinances concerning the
Levitical tithes and the sabbatical release years.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The challenge of the calendar before Qumran scholars remains immense. Such a huge
task can only be resolved with continuous effort and perseverance by placing small

pieces together in order to complete the big puzzle. After many years of research
there are still many unanswered questions about the Qumran calendar and all these

questions have potential implications for the understanding of the nature of the

Qumran Scrolls and the people to whom they belonged. In response to this difficult

challenge every single work of research can only tackle part of the problems and hope
to contribute its piece to the puzzle. This thesis aimed at providing its small but

important piece of contribution - a comprehensive study of the calendrical reckoning

system of the Qumran Calendrical Documents.

Regardless ofwhether it is for the discussion of the calendrical dispute in its
historical context or in the search for the origin of this peculiar Jewish tradition, it is

necessary to compare the calendrical system of the scrolls with other calendars of that
time. How are the days reckoned in the Qumran Scrolls? This seemingly simple and
basic question has mainly been ignored or simply assumed by many who are interested
in the study of the Qumran calendar. However, a closer examination of the issue

proved that the question is far from settled. Much of the discussion on the calendrica!
issue is based on assumptions that were made long before the concerned scrolls were
even available for evaluation. However, even after the material was made available

few people tried either to question these assumptions or to verify them with hard
evidence. Thus the aim of this thesis was to find the answer to this simple question
based on the evidence from the Qumran fragments. Three areas were set for the

quest: (1) how the days are arranged into weeks, months, and years; (2) how the lunar

cycle is reckoned; and (3) whether the years are intercalated to match with the true
solar cycle.

In searching for data to construct the calendrical reckoning system the

handicap of a lack of a reliable reading of the Qumran Calendrical Documents called
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for a review of all the manuscripts concerned. The study of the texts of these

manuscripts proved to be a rewarding one. Although transcriptions and translations of
these documents are readily available nowadays for anyone who is interested in the

topic to read, they are disappointing by either being outdated or just not

comprehensive and detailed enough. By checking the best available reading of each

manuscript with the corresponding photographs of its fragments the textual study in

chapter 2 achieved the goal of providing a solid foundation for the subsequent

chapters to build upon. By looking at the texts fragment by fragment, the study was
able to distinguish what was actually read from the extant fragments and what was
reconstructed by the editors, and also whether the reconstructed text was based on

evidence from the extant fragments or on personal interpretation. This textual study
established an essential tool for the rest of the study especially when data were
extracted from these texts to formulate the reckoning system.

Following the confirmation of the reading of the texts, the question of how the

days are regulated into weeks, months and years was looked at. There has long been a

structure assumed for the 364-day calendar, but proposals for alternative structures

still come up from time to time. Therefore it was necessary to ask: is the assumed
structure really the one underlying the Qumran Calendrical Documents? By

investigating three important aspects of calendrical arrangement, the research was
able to conclude that there was only one way of arranging the days into months and

years in these texts. Due to the presence of the special Priestly-Course feature it was

relatively easy to affirm most of the Calendrical Documents with the proposed
calendrical structure. For those without the Priestly-Course feature, some were still

possible to provide firm evidence for their compliance, but some were not able to

provide enough information to reach any firm answer. However, an important
conclusion was still able to be made with all the manuscripts, that is that there is no
evidence in these texts to support any other form of calendrical structure. With this
the question of the diversity of the Qumran Calendrical Documents, as far as the

regulation of days is concerned, can now be put to rest. There is only one form of
calendar in these documents, one which reckons (1) a year with only 364 days, (2) the
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beginning of the year always on the fourth day of the week, and (3) the months with a

regular quarterly pattern of 30-30-31 days.
The second aspect of the calendrical reckoning system of the Qumran

Calendrical Documents to be investigated was the lunar reckoning in these
documents. Not every one of the documents has included the lunar cycle in its

enumeration, but the number of texts involved does show that the lunar cycle plays an

important part in the Qumran calendrical system. Altogether there were five

manuscripts confirmed with a lunar connection. Based on the information extracted
from these lunar correlated scrolls a complete system of lunar reckoning was

assembled, from the minute day to day phase changes of the moon to the long-term

operation of the cycle over hundreds of years. In the Calendrical Documents the lunar

cycle is understood in a highly schematic pattern and it is subordinated to the
fundamental regulator of the calendar - the 364-day year. The overall structure of the

cycle can be represented by a single formula: 3 x 364 days = 18 x 29 days + 18x30

days + 29 days + 1 day. During the search for the lunar reckoning of the Qumran
Calendrical Documents an important point was discovered which changed the

prevailing perception of the role of the lunar cycle in these documents, that is that
there never existed a lunar calendar in these documents. All the lunar related texts in

these documents agree on one point that the lunar cycle is only the object of their
enumeration but not the calendrical base of their reckoning. By comparing the picture
of the lunar cycle acquired with the lunar texts in the pseudepigraphal books, a
reversal of the general understanding emerged. On the one hand, the supposed

opposition of the Qumran scrolls against Jubilees is, in fact, unfounded. The way in
which the lunar cycle is treated in the Qumran Calendrical Documents forms no

contradiction to the calendrical polemic in Jubilees. On the other hand, the apparent

affiliation with 1 Enoch is unreliable. The differences in their lunar reckoning proved
that these texts are actually based on two different systems.

The final aspect of the Qumran calendrical reckoning to be investigated was

the important question of intercalation. The issue is important not only because it is
concerned with the time reckoning system, that is the continuity of the perceived
structure of the 364-day calendar, but also because of its possible impact on the
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understanding of the historical context of the calendar. Scholars are divided over the

issue ofwhether the calendar was intercalated. Both sides have tried to search for

evidence to support their claim but neither side has prevailed because the arguments

used are more or less indirect or unproven. This makes the intercalation proposals

suggested by Glessmer based on a Qumran Calendrical Document, 4QOtot, crucial in
the debate. However, an in-depth analysis of the base text and the intercalary methods
ofGlessmer's proposals proved that his claim of finding positive evidence in favour of
intercalation with the 364-day calendar was invalid. On the contrary the enumerated

cycles in the document were shown to be evidence against the intercalation of the
calendar. Therefore the conclusion was reached that, at least for the Qumran

Calendrical Documents, the structure confirmed in the previous chapters was not to
be interrupted by any intercalation in order to bring it in alignment with the natural

cycle. Instead an alternative proposal for the interpretation of the Otot-text
demonstrated that the text was more likely to have a different concern from that of

adjusting the calendar.
On the whole the detailed study of the Qumran Calendrical Documents and

the analysis of their data on some key aspects of the calendar produced a picture of
the time reckoning system of these documents. It is a picture of compaction and

harmony - everything is neatly placed, and this ideal system is not changed and would
not be changed, even over time. As there are other aspects of the Qumran Calendrical
Documents which this study has not touched on, one cannot judge from the result of
this study that there is no diversity or difference amongst these documents, but as far
as the time reckoning system is concerned one can definitely say that they all agree on

a single system which is not going to be advanced or delayed by even a single day.
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